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Preface

Having been involved for more than 15years in wind, wave, and storm surge research,
we have been in contact with many people having different interests in these topics.
Most of them were seeking long time series of data over the often poorly sampled
coastal, offshore, and ocean regions. We have collaborated with a shipyard developing
RoRo and RoPax ferries operating on fixed routes. Environmental conditions such as
sea states or currents to be expected on these routes during the lifetime of a vessel to
them was a critical issue. Companies involved in the design and operation of offshore
wind farms were interested in extreme sea states and loads to be expected at their sites,
but also in the frequency and duration of fair-weather windows that can be used to
mount or to maintain their equipment. Oil and gas producers were concerned about
possible future changes in the wind, wave, and storm surge climate because they wish
to guarantee present safety levels for their platforms and equipment in the future as
well. And, of course, coastal engineers were asking for statistics of sea level extremes to
be used for coastal protection planning.

Despite the different interests, long time series of wind, waves, or water levels were
of primary importance to all of them. Over the oceans, such data are seldom available
and often data from computer models are used instead. We have been involved in the
development of such computer-generated data for many years and we know that there
are numerous pitfalls in the use of these data. We feel that a thorough understanding
of the basics and principles behind such data can help in successfully applying
them and in improving their benefits. This book therefore provides an introduction
to the climate system and to climate variability. It describes and discusses high-impact
marine weather phenomena such as tropical and extra-tropical cyclones, wind
waves, tides, storm surges, and mean sea level. The book further provides an
overview about computer models used for simulating these phenomena, discusses
their use for generating computer data that are, in many cases, used as a replacement
for the often limited or missing measurements, and illustrates the numerous
pitfalls one may encounter in applying such data. Eventually, we review what
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presently (as ofearly 2009) is known about past and future marine climate change and
variability.

In more detail, Chapter 1 provides an introduction to climate and climate
variability. It explains the concepts that are fundamental for our understanding of
the functioning of the system and its fluctuations. Emphasis is put on the concept of
different scales and their interplay, as well as on externally and internally driven
climate variability.

Chapter 2 introduces in detail the high-impact marine weather phenomena this
book is about. We begin with an introduction to mid-latitude storms and storm
tracks, followed by a discussion of tropical cyclones. Subsequently, we also consider
the impacts caused by these phenomena; namely, wind-generated waves at the sea
surface (the sea state) and storm surges. Tides and mean sea level are also included as
they may contribute to extreme sea levels.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of models used for simulating the marine en-
vironment. We focus on quasi-realistic models; that is, complex computer models that
describe reality as much as possible and that are used as a reality substitute. The latter
means that these models are employed to derive data; namely, data that have not been
measured. This is done by blending models and the few existing data. The better the
existing data and the more advanced the blending techniques and the models, the
better the model data. However, there is usually a number of problems involved in all
models, blending techniques, and existing data.

Chapter 4 deals with problems associated with such data and present
techniques to assess long-term changes in marine climate. It first describes to some
extent problems related to data quality and the risk for making wrong inferences
when problems are ignored. Subsequently, approaches are introduced to reduce
data quality problems. These comprise the use of proxy data and reanalyses. Of
course, both approaches pose new problems that are discussed in some detail. Chapter
4 is also about the techniques required to assess long-term changes in marine climate.
Regionalization techniques are discussed that are used to obtain information at
regional and local scales from global or large-scale data. Such techniques are needed,
for instance, when local data are limited but coarse-grid or large-scale data are
available. Again, different approaches exist, each with its advantages and
disadvantages. Scenario and projection techniques are used when potential future
changes are considered. They are used widely in marine and climate science and
usually address problems of the type "What ... if ...?". For example, what will
happen to storm surges in the North Sea when the statistics on North Atlantic
extra-tropical cyclones change? Or, what will happen to the height of storm surges
in Hamburg, Germany, if dredging in the River Elbe is continued? Chapter 4
concludes with an introduction to detection and attribution techniques. Detection
refers to techniques that identify ongoing changes, while attribution is used to
associate causes with the changes.

Chapter 5 provides an overview of the state of knowledge of past and future
marine climate change and variability. The view presented is a snapshot as of early
2009, when this chapter was completed. Apart from specifically discussing changes in
tropical and extra-tropical cyclone statistics, wind waves, and water levels, there is a
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brief discussion on the role of consensus in science and on uncertainty assessment in
climate change projections.

The book is aimed at professionals in many fields, including coastal and offshore
engineers, atmospheric and oceanic researchers, and perhaps coastal and offshore
planners. It will also inform and be of interest to authorities and administrations
involved in marine issues. Further, the book is suitable for graduate courses on climate
for atmospheric, oceanic, and environmental sciences.
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Climate and climate variability

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In the following we describe some basic concepts that are fundamental for
understanding (marine) climate and climate variability. We begin with a brief
historical review on earlier and more modern concepts of climate and subsequently
define marine weather and marine climate as used throughout the remainder of this
book (Section 1.2). In Section 1.3 an overview of the present understanding of the
global climate system is provided. In particular, the components of the climate system
and the general circulations of the atmosphere and the oceans are addressed. We
further show that the planetary-scale features of atmospheric circulation may be
determined without any knowledge on regional details. In Section 1.4 concepts for
understanding observed climate variability are discussed. Here emphasis is put on
internally driven climate variability, in particular on the concept of stochastic climate
models. This concept is considered to be fundamental for understanding observed
climate variability ranging from several months to hundreds of years. We conclude
with a discussion of the interplay between large-scale' climate and regional-scale
climate. It is shown that there are some large-scale constraints that may be used
to describe regional climate variations in terms of large-scale changes. Also, feed-
backs of the regional on the large scale are discussed. It is demonstrated that in
general the details of regional climate are unimportant, while its statistics indeed do
matter for realistically modeling the observed climate.

1.2 DEFINITION OF CLIMATE

The word climate is originally deduced from the Greek climatos meaning tilt or
declination. It refers to the fact that the average weather conditions at a specific place

1 For the concept of scales see Appendix A.I.
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depend largely on the angle of incidence of incoming solar radiation. It was originally
used to distinguish between the regional aspects of the average weather conditions;
for instance, between tropical and polar climates (von Storch et al., 1999). In earlier
times the term climate was mainly associated with the near-surface atmospheric
parameters that had a noticeable influence on human well-being such as near-surface
temperature, humidity, or surface pressure (Humboldt, 1845). Koppen (1923) defined
climate as "the average weather conditions and their evolution in time/ at a specific
place" and developed a classification scheme primarily based on latitude, surface
temperature, and precipitation.

In the last few decades the concept of climate has considerably broadened. It was
recognized that oceans, ice sheets, and the land surface strongly interact with the
overlying atmosphere and have a profound influence on average weather conditions.
Nowadays they are considered therefore as components of the climate system (see
Section 1.3). Also the fact that the climate of a specific place is not constant but itself
can vary over time became more and more acknowledged. By the year 2000, the
American Meteorological Society (AMS) defined climate as "the slowly varying
aspects of the atmosphere-hydrosphere-land surface system" (Glickman, 2000).
The definition of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reads:
"Climate in a narrow sense is usually defined as the 'average weather', or more
rigorously, as the statistical description in terms of the mean and variability of
relevant quantities over a period of time ranging from months to thousands or
millions of years. The classical period is 30 years, as defined by the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO). These quantities are most often surface
variables such as temperature, precipitation, and wind. Climate in a wider sense is
the state, including a statistical description, of the climate system" (Solomon et al.,
2007).

Within this book we are engaged with the marine aspects of weather and climate.
While weather is often defined as "the state of atmosphere:" (Glickman, 2000), the
state of the oceans associated with atmospheric conditions is usually not considered.
Within this book we therefore use the term marine weather to refer to the state of the
atmosphere and the corresponding state of the oceans. The term marine climate is
defined as the statistical description of marine weather in terms of mean and
variability, following the IPCC's concept for the definition of climate.

In its broader sense marine climate covers many aspects such as the statistics of
ocean temperature and salinity, ocean circulation, or atmospheric conditions. This
book is about some components of marine climate, namely the statistics of phenom-
ena such as tropical and extra-tropical marine storms," wind-generated waves at the
sea surface (the sea state), or storm surges. In other words, this book is about high-

2 Here only the annual course of long-term averages is referred to, in contrast to the variability
of long-term averages themselves (climate variability).
3 Here the term state refers to past, present, or future conditions of temperature, humidity,
precipitation, cloudiness, wind, etc.
4 That is, that part of the life cycle that is occurring over the oceans; in other words, before
landfall.
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impact aspects of marine climate. In the following we use the terms marine weather
and marine climate to refer to these high-impact aspects only.

1.3 THE CLIMATE SYSTEM

1.3.1 Components of the climate system

While for many years climate was usually associated with the state of the atmosphere,
the concept has considerably changed in the recent past. Nowadays the term climate
generally refers to the state of the climate system consisting of the atmosphere, the
hydrosphere, the cryosphere, the lithosphere, and the biosphere (Glickman, 2000).
Here the hydrosphere consists of all water. in the liquid phase distributed over the
Earth, including the oceans, lakes, rivers, and subterranean water; the cryosphere
comprises ice and snow on the Earth's surface including the major ice sheets of
Greenland and Antarctica, other glaciers, permafrost, and sea ice; the lithosphere
refers to the solid Earth-that is, the continents and the ocean floor; while the
biosphere is made of the terrestrial and the marine flora and fauna (Figure 1.1,
see color section).

While in many climate studies there is still a predominant interest in the state of
the atmosphere, the climate system concept now explicitly acknowledges the fact that
processes within and interactions among the different climate system components
may have a profound impact on the climate and hence the state of the atmosphere.
For instance, incoming solar radiation is larger in the tropics than in polar regions.
This differential heating needs to be balanced by a poleward meridional heat trans-
port in order to maintain quasi-stationary climate conditions. Figure 1.2 shows that
this transport is accomplished not solely by the atmosphere, but that a substantial
fraction is provided also by the oceans. While the atmosphere in principle dominates
in mid- and high latitudes, most of the transport in low latitudes is accomplished by
the oceans.

The state of the climate system is not constant but varies as a result of externally
forced and internally driven variations. The distinction between the two sources is not
always very clear. Usually the phrase externally forced refers to all variations in the
climate system that are caused by external factors which are not affected by the
climatic variables themselves. This comprises changes in Earth's orbital parameters
or solar variations. Climate variations caused by changes in terrestial forcings-for
instance, radiative relevant variations in atmospheric composition such as those
caused by major volcanic eruptions or by human activity-are usually also consid-
ered as externally forced variations. Internally driven variability may be caused by
internal instabilities, interactions, and feedbacks within the climate system. We will
return to these issues in more detail in Section 1.4.

The components of the climate system are characterized by different time scales.'
that is, the time different components need to adopt to a perturbation differs. As a

5 See Appendix A.l for a discussion of the concept of scales.
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Figure 1.2. Mean zonally averaged meridional heat transport. Ocean (dashed); atmosphere
(solid); ocean and atmosphere combined (heavy solid line). Redrawn after data from Peixoto
and Oort (1992).

consequence the time it takes for different components to exert a noticeable influence
on the climate system also varies. For instance, the lithosphere possesses the longest
time scale and the slowest response within the climate system. For the phenomena
and processes considered in this book such processes may therefore be treated as
constant. Similarly, variations in the biosphere can be neglected. Processes in the
hydrosphere, the atmosphere, and the cryosphere and their interaction are, however,
essential. From these sub-systems, atmosphere and ocean are most relevant. They will
be discussed in more detail next.

1.3.2 General circulation of the atmosphere

In its broadest sense the term general circulation refers to the statistics of atmospheric
motions at the planetary scale" (Glickman, 2000). A simplified sketch and an intuitive
approach are provided by two numerical expcriments.i In the first experiment Fischer
et ale (1991) used a general atmospheric circulation modef in which the Earth was
entirely covered with water (aqua planet). Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) were
prescribed such that warmer temperatures prevail near the equator and colder
temperatures occurred near the poles. The initialized SSTs were zonally symmetric;
in other words, there were no temperature variations along each latitude belt. At the
top of the atmosphere, incoming solar radiation was prescribed. The atmosphere was

6 These are large-scale motions with typical dimensions in the order of 1,000km (see
Appendix A.I).
7 These are experiments with quasi-realistic models of the atmosphere by means of which
otherwise impossible experiments can be conducted (see Chapter 3).
8 A global atmosphere model with a typical horizontal grid spacing of about 250 km-500 km.
For details see Chapter 3.
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motionless (at rest) at the beginning of the experiment. When the experiment was
started, the atmosphere remained mainly motionless for about the first ten days apart
from some small motions near the equator (Figure 1.3). Starting at Day 10 a rapid
development can be inferred during which typical features of global mean atmo-
spheric circulation emerge from the initially motionless background: First, tropical
cells and the trade wind system are visible. Another ten days later indirect Ferrel cells
with westerly and northerly near-surface winds appear. Vaguely, also a polar cell can
be inferred. Kinetic energy distribution (Figure 1.3c) shows that turbulent motions
first show up near the equator from where they move to their observed locations at
mid-latitudes within about ten days. The circulation obtained after about one or two
months corresponds rather closely to the observed global mean circulation.

In an earlier experiment Washington (1968) used a similar atmosphere model but
prescribed a realistic land-sea distribution and topography. Again the experiment
started from an initially motionless atmosphere and was driven by incoming solar
radiation at the top of the atmosphere. As in the experiment of Fischer et ale (1991) a
realistic planetary-scale circulation emerged within a couple of days, but in addition
an imprint of the land-sea distribution and the topography on the circulation can be
inferred (Figure 1.4). After about 40 days or so a characteristic macro-turbulent
structure in the mid-latitudes of both hemispheres has developed, while low pressure
gradients prevail in the tropics.

Three lessons can be learned from these experiments:

1. Incoming solar radiation and differential heating' are the main drivers of
planetary-scale atmospheric circulation. The atmosphere represents a thermo-
dynamic system that constantly receives and re-emits energy and transforms
incoming thermal energy into mechanical energy in the form of winds in the
atmosphere and currents in the ocean. Eventually, the mechanical energy
provided is dissipated to thermal energy by turbulent processes and re-radiated
into space.

2. Globally averaged features of atmospheric circulation defined as the arithmetic
mean of many local features may be determined directly without knowledge on
local details. The basic features of planetary-scale atmospheric circulation emerge
from a state at rest within a couple of days. Regional details such as topography,
land-sea distribution, or land use are unimportant for these features to evolve.
Also, major features of the general circulation of the atmosphere such as tropical
meridional cells or mid-latitude jet streams associated with baroclinic instabilities
and the formation of storms can be simulated well for a planet entirely covered
with water.

3. Land-sea distribution as well as the largest mountain ranges such as the Himalayas,
the Rocky Mountains and the Andes modify the global-scale features of atmo-
spheric circulation. When these features are taken into account a more realistic
picture of planetary-scale circulation emerges (Figure 1.4). Their impact can
already be described by low-resolution general circulation models.

9 Difference in incoming solar radiation between the poles and the equator.
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Figure 1.4.
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DAY 40

Global mean circulation as obtained from the two experiments is schematically
sketched in Figure 1.5. Air warming over equatorial regions initially rises and sub-
sequently moves poleward at higher altitudes. During its poleward propagation the
air is cooling and parts of it are descending to the surface . In both hemispheres the
latter occurs near 30° latitude where near-surface high-pressure systems are formed .
When the descending air reaches the surface, parts of it are re-circulating equator-
wards forming the so-called trade wind systems . The remaining part propagates
poleward. Similarly , cold air is descending over the poles and propagating equator-
wards. At about 60° latitude the surface branches of both air flows meet and the
converging air is forced to rise.

As a result of this interplay, three meridional overturning cells can be inferred:
the tropical cell is usually referred to as the Hadley cell while the mid-latitude cell is
known as the Ferrel cell. The Hadley and the polar cells are both directly (thermally)
driven cells, while the Ferrel cell represents a dynamical consequence of the existence
of Hadley and polar cells. The surface branches of Hadley cells form the trade wind
patterns. Their convergence zone is located in the tropics and is generally referred to
as the intertropical convergence zone. Similar to the subtropics horizontal near-surface
wind speeds are on average not very strong because the predominant air motion is
vertical and horizontal temperature differences are small. Without horizontal tem-
perature differences, however, there is little horizontal pressure gradient resulting in
low wind conditions. The situation is different for the region where the cold surface
branch of the polar cell meets the moderate temperate air provided by Ferrel cells.
Here strong meridional temperature and pressure gradients occur and result in strong
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Figure 1.5. Schematic diagram of the general circulation of the atmosphere. Surface high- and
low-pressure systems are indicated by the letters Hand L; arrows over the globe indicate surface
winds; arrows on the right-hand side indicate circulation in meridional overturning cells.

westerly winds . These regions are characterized by unsteady but statistically quasi-
stationary states with short-term baroclinic disturbances; that is, synoptic weather
systems such as extra-tropical low-pressure systems.

1.3.3 General circulation of the oceans

Traditionally, in oceanography circulation is divided into a wind-driven and a
density-driven part. The latter was frequently referred to as thermohaline circulation
(THC). Nowadays the phrase meridional overturning circulation (MOC) is used
more often . The observed circulation is, however, not simply the sum of these two
parts. Instead, more or less complex interactions may occur. For instance, wind-
driven circulation may modify density patterns which in turn influence density-driven
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circulation. In general it can be stated, however, that wind-driven circulation is
strongest at the surface while the density-driven part dominates at depth. In the
following we briefly review mean wind and mean density-driven circulation. Also
meridional heat transport provided by the ocean circulation is briefly discussed.

Wind-driven circulation. Wind-driven circulation is forced by the transfer of
momentum from the atmosphere to the ocean surface. As a result, it dominates at
the surface and in the upper layers of the oceans. The processes at the air-sea
interface are described to some extent in Section 2.5.1. More details can be found
in textbooks such as Apel (1987).

Figure 1.6 shows a schematic sketch of mean wind-driven circulation at the ocean
surface. The most noticeable features are large clockwise circulation patterns in the
North Atlantic and the North Pacific, as well as anticlockwise circulation patterns in
the Southern Hemisphere. In all cases the circulation patterns are anticyclonic and
coincide with the position and structure of atmospheric subtropical high-pressure
systems, although some displacement and asymmetry can be inferred. In particular,
strong poleward currents occur on the western boundaries of the gyres while a weaker
and broader return flow occurs on the eastern boundaries. The gyres are generally
more pronounced in the Northern than in the Southern Hemisphere. In the Southern
Hemisphere a strong circumpolar current system is noticeable. It is referred to as the
Antarctic circumpolar current and owes its existence to the absence of continental
barriers in the extra-tropical west-wind zone of the Southern Hemisphere.

The strong poleward currents on the western boundaries are called western
boundary currents. In the Northern Hemisphere they comprise the Gulf Stream in
the North Atlantic and the Kuroshio in the North Pacific. The Brazil current and the
Agulhas stream represent their less pronounced counterparts in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. Eastern boundary currents are the California and the Peru current in the
Pacific, the Canary and the Benguela current in the Atlantic, and the Leeuwin current
on the western side of Australia (Figure 1.6).

Western boundary currents transport warm water from the tropics to the
mid-latitudes while eastern boundary currents are associated with the equatorward
transport of cold water. As a consequence the currents have an effect on the regional
distribution of sea surface temperatures (SSTs). They cause a zonal asymmetry with
above-average SSTs10 at the mid- to high latitudes on the eastern side of the ocean
basins which are under the influence of western boundary currents, and below
average SSTs in areas where eastern boundary currents prevail (Figure 1.7).

Another, but similarly important source for observed zonal temperature
anomalies is atmospheric advection. In the mid-latitudes the prevailing wind direc-
tion is from the west to the east which, in winter, brings relatively mild air masses that
have been in contact with a relatively warm ocean to, for instance, Europe. On the
other side of the Atlantic, the U.S. East Coast is, however, mainly under the influence
of relatively cold continental air masses. This leads, on average, to colder winters
when compared with average conditions at the same latitudes in Europe.

10 Relative to the zonally averaged SST for each latitude.
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Figure 1.6. Schematic diagram of mean wind-driven ocean circulation at the sea surface.
Redrawn after von Storch et al. (1999).

Figure 1.7. July sea surface temperature anomalies with respect to the zonal average at each
latitude. The contour interval is 1°C; values less than - 1°C are shaded . Redrawn after
Hartmann (1994). Reproduced /modified by permission of Elsevier.

A closer inspection of Figure 1.6 reveals that , although there is some general
similarity with the observed wind patterns in the atmosphere, some deviat ions
from atmospheric patterns do occur . In particular, there is some displacement in
the centers of circulation patterns and zonal asymmet ry, with strong and narrow
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western boundary currents and broad and weaker eastern boundary currents, that is
not observed in the atmosphere. An elegant explanation for this has been provided in
a pioneering work by Stommel (1948). He systematically investigated the effect of a
symmetrical gyral wind field on wind-driven circulation in a rectangular ocean basin.
When the ocean basin was placed on a non-rotating Earth a symmetrical gyre in
the ocean emerged that perfectly coincided with the atmospheric one showing no
asymmetries at all. When rotation of the Earth was included in his considerations but
variations of the Coriolis force with latitude were further ignored, the situation
remained mostly unchanged. Although the sea surface height field appeared to be
somewhat more realistic due to the onset of Ekman transport by the rotation of
the Earth, the wind-driven ocean current pattern remained nearly unchanged with
symmetrical stream lines following the wind field. Finally, Stommel (1948) also
considered latitudinal variations of the Coriolis force. Only in this case did an ocean
current field emerge with western and eastern boundary currents much as observed.
This suggests that three essential factors-namely, the observed wind field, the
Earth's rotation, and the latitudinal variation of the Coriolis force 11-are responsible
for the formation of the observed wind-driven circulation.

Density-driven circulation. Density differences are responsible for part of the
observed circulation, in particular at depth. The density of ocean water depends
on temperature and salinity. The average salinity of the oceans is about 35 psu 12

and salinity varies by less than 1psu from ocean to ocean, top to bottom and pole to
pole. Only where large rivers such as the Amazon enter the oceans and in some semi-
enclosed marginal seas with freshwater excess such as the Baltic Sea, salinity may be
considerably lower. Similarly, there are some restricted regions where evaporation
exceeds precipitation and river runoff and where salinity may be much higher.
Examples are the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. For temperature, about 90% of
the ocean volume remain perpetually between about 2°C-5°C (Hartmann, 1994). In
the tropics, a much warmer surface layer (mixed layer) develops as a result of the
radiation balance at the ocean surface. This mixed layer has a depth of about 300 m.
At the bottom of the mixed layer a strong decrease in temperature occurs (so-called
thermocline). The depth of this warm surface layer systematically decreases towards
the poles. The thermocline is usually permanent in the tropics, variable in mid-
latitudes where it is often deepest in summer, and shallow to nonexisting in polar
regions where the water column is generally well mixed.

All oceans are characterized by permanent, well-defined density structures. These
structures are a result of the unique combination of environmental conditions in each
ocean basin. Water masses (layers) are formed among which there is very little
mixing. For instance, Antarctic Bottom Water is formed in winter in the Weddell
Sea. It represents the coldest, saltiest, and consequently the most dense water mass
in the world's ocean. It fills the deepest basins in all oceans. In the Atlantic,
Mediterranean water may be observed as a thin layer even south of the equator.

11 So-called j3-effect.
12 Practical salinity units; 1 psu corresponds to 1 per mil.
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Mediterranean water forms in the Eastern Mediterranean where an excess of
evaporation over precipitation leads to an increase in salinity and density of the
water. The water subsequently sinks to the bottom and flows toward the Western
Mediterranean where it enters the Atlantic over the shallow sill of Gibraltar. In the
Atlantic it still can be identified by its typical temperature and salinity.

Although generally small, density differences are responsible for a slow
meridional overturning circulation in the oceans. The primary forces are pronounced
cooling of the water in the northern North Atlantic and sea ice formation (which
increases salinity) around Antarctica, especially in the Weddell Sea. As a result, dense
water masses are formed that sink to the bottom or to intermediate depths where they
subsequently produce a slow equatorward return flow. At the surface the supply of
water is supported by the western boundary currents of the wind-driven circulation
that transport warm water masses poleward. There are some indications that the rate
of this meridional overturning may vary on time scales of decades and longer (e.g.,
Weisse et al., 1994; Latif et al., 2006).

Meridional heat transport in the oceans. The general circulation of the ocean is
responsible for a meridional heat transport which is important for climate.
Compared with the meridional transport provided by atmospheric circulation,
oceanic transport is of the same order of magnitude, although maximum transports
occur at different latitudes (Figure 1.2). Estimates for the Northern Hemisphere are
about 3.2 petawatt for the ocean and 4.0 petawatt for the atmosphere (Hartmann,
1994). The numbers refer to the maxima of zonally averaged meridional heat trans-
ports and occur at about 25°N for oceanic transport and at about 45°N for atmo-
spheric transport. An interesting question is whether wind-driven circulation,
thermohaline circulation, or mid-ocean eddies generated by instabilities in zonal
mean flow contribute most to oceanic meridional heat transport. A difficulty in
addressing this question is that total oceanic heat transport is usually determined
as a residuum between total and atmospheric transport (Hartmann, 1994). So far it
seems that wind-driven and thermohaline circulation probably provide the largest
contributions, at least at 200N (Hartmann, 1994).

1.4 CLIMATE VARIABILITY

In the following we discuss concepts and relevant factors that may explain observed
variability in the climate system. Subsequently the interplay between the regional-
scale and planetary-scale climate is addressed; that is, the regional climate controlled
by variations on the planetary scale and the feedback of regional-scale climate on
large-scale climate.

1.4.1 Internally driven and externally forced variability

Climate may vary as a result of externally forced and internally driven variations (see
also Section 1.3.1). The process can formally be described by a differential equation of
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d
dt Y(t) == V (y, x) + f· (1.1)

Here ~ y(t) describes the behavior of a climate variable y that varies on time scales

7y;x(t) represents a climate variable that varies on a much shorter time scale 7x ; V is
some nonlinear function of y and x responsible for internally driven variations; andf
represents external forcing. From (1.1) it can be obtained that externally forced
climate variability is induced by processes on which there is no feedback from the
climate system itself. Such processes are variations in astronomical factors such as
changes in the intensity of solar irradiance or changes in the Earth's orbital param-
eters. Terrestrial factors such as changes in atmospheric composition-for instance,
caused by major volcanic eruptions or by human activity-are usually also con-
sidered as external forcing factors. While variations in astronomical factors are
relatively successful in explaining variations in the Earth's climate on the time scales
of ice ages, major volcanic eruptions may alter the climate on time scales of one or
two years (Graf, 2002).

To account for the full spectrum of observed climate variability internally driven
fluctuations have to be taken into account. There are in principle three different
concepts (Hense, 2002):

1. Non-linear interactions among the various components of the climate system. A
typical example are unstable interactions between the tropical atmosphere and
the tropical ocean that are responsible for the existence of the EI Nino-Southern
Oscillation phenomenon. Among others, the phenomenon produces irregular
fluctuations of water temperature between the date line and the South
American coast.

2. Non-linear processes. Examples are hypotheses about the existence of different
modes of meridional overturning circulation (MOC) in the oceans that are
obtained from simple box models (Stommel, 1961) and have been re-examined
by means of quasi-realistic ocean general circulation models (e.g., Mikolajewicz
and Maier-Reimer, 1990). According to these hypotheses MOC may switch
between modes of high and low meridional transport in response to surface heat
and freshwater flux anomalies.

3. Integration of short-term fluctuations by components of the climate system with a
much longer response time. The concept, known as stochastic climate modeling,
has been introduced by Hasselmann (1976) and has been successfully applied to
explain, for example, observed variations in mid-latitude sea surface tempera-
tures (Frankignoul and Hasselmann, 1977), sea ice variability (Lemke et al.,
1980), or salinity and temperature fluctuations in the Antarctic circumpolar
current (Weisse et al., 1999).

Let us consider the last point in more detail. Prior to the introduction of this concept
the general assumption was that short-term (weather) fluctuations were irrelevant
for the response of the climate system that reacts slowly to such forcing. Hasselmann
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(1.3)

(1.4)

(1976) noted the inconsistency of this assumption and demonstrated that
low-frequency variability in the climate system may simply be the integrated response
to the always present short-term weather fluctuations. To illustrate this, suppose the
external forcing! in (1.1) is zero and consider the evolution of the system from an
initial state Yo. For times t > T.v the operator V may frequently be approximated by
(von Storch and Zwiers, 1999)

V(Yt,xt) ~ -(3Yt+Zt. (1.2)

where (3 invokes a negative feedback because the response of the system is bounded;
and z, represents a white noise':' random process that represents short-term
atmospheric fluctuations. Substitution of (1.2) into (1.1) yields

d
dt y(t) = - (3y(t) + z(t).

It can be shown (e.g., Hasselmann, 1976) that the power spectrum I', of this process is
given by ~

I' == CTx

y (32 + w2

where w denotes frequency; and CTx represents the variance of white-noise atmospheric
fluctuations. The response spectrum of slowly varying components of the climate
system I', can deviate significantly from a white-noise process. The amplitudes of
low-frequency variations are considerably larger than those at smaller frequencies
and the response to short-term weather fluctuations at low frequencies can be
significant. The following examples illustrate the case.

Without explicitly fitting a stochastic climate model Mikolajewicz and Maier-
Reimer (1990) ran an ocean general circulation model over several thousand years.
In addition to monthly mean climatologies, at the sea surface the model was forced
with white-noise freshwater flux anomalies that represented short-term atmospheric
fluctuations (Figure 1.8, top). The response of the ocean, in terms of mass transport
through Drake passage, is dominated by variations at much lower frequencies with
typical time scales of more than one hundred years (Figure 1.8, bottom). Using the
same model experiment, Weisse et ala (1999) studied interannual fluctuations in
the Antarctic circumpolar current (ACC). They found temperature and salinity
anomalies that propagate along the ACC on an interannual time scale. By explicitly
fitting a stochastic climate model they showed that these anomalies could be
explained by the combined effects of anomaly advection with mean ocean circulation
and of integration of short-term atmospheric weather fluctuations (Figure 1.9). Some
similarities were found with the concept of the Antarctic Circumpolar Wave, which
was proposed by White and Peterson (1996) to account for large-scale anomalies that
propagate along the ACC in both the atmosphere and the ocean. Frankignoul (1995)
reviewed some other applications in which dynamical systems have been modeled
explicitly as stochastic climate models. These include mid-latitude sea surface tem-

13 Random process with uniform spectral power density at all frequencies in the range of
interest.
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Figure 1.9. Response of sea surface temperatures at 51"S in a simple one -dimens ional model of
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Shown are the responses to a randomly forced Wavenum-
ber 3 atmospheric pattern (left) , to a superposition of randomly forced and spatially fixed
Wavenumber 2 and Wavenumber 3 atmospheric patterns (middle), and to a superposition of
randomly forced and spatially uncorrelated Wavenumber 2 and 3 atmospheric patterns (right) .
Shown are so-called Hovmoeller diagrams; that is, a cross-section plotted vs. time . The contour
interval is 0.04 K; con tour lines with negative va lues are dashed; areas with posi tive values are
shaded. Redrawn after Weisse et at. (1999). Published/copyright (1999) American Geophysical
Union. Reproduced/modified by perm ission of American Geophysical Un ion .
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perature (SST) anomalies and Arctic and Antarctic sea ice anomalies. For mid-
latitude SSTs Frankignoul and Hasselmann (1977) have shown that the stochastic
climate model successfully explains their main statistical properties, as they mainly
reflect the response of the oceanic mixed layer to day-to-day changes in air-sea heat
flux. For sea ice anomalies in the Arctic and Antarctic Lemke et ale (1980) showed
that on monthly to yearly time scales these may be reasonably reflected by a stochas-
tic climate model extended by advection. These examples efficiently demonstrate that
the dynamics of the system can transform short-term weather fluctuations into
low-frequency response signals that will be recognized as low-frequency climate
variability.

Historically, the perception that climate may vary on time scales of decades of
years and longer has repeatedly changed. Keil (1983) reports that even as recently as
around 1900 there was still the notion in major meteorology textbooks that 42-year-
long observational records should be sufficient to determine the true values of annual
mean temperature and precipitation for a given location. An early pioneer who
recognized that climate is not constant on longer time scales was Eduard Bruckner,
who proposed a 35-year quasi-periodicity (e.g., Stehr and von Storch, 2000).
Nowadays, the classical period to determine a statistical description of climate in
terms of means and variability is 30 years. From modern data is it obvious that even
such 30-year means are not constant but may vary in time. To illustrate this let us
return to the concept of internally driven climate variability as described by the
stochastic climate model. The discretized version of the stochastic climate model
(1.3) reads

Yt+l == (1 fJ)Yt + z.. (1.5)

Assuming a damping factor (negative feedback) of {3 == 0.2, Figure 1.10 shows the
response of the climate variable y to a white-noise forcing z with zero mean and
standard deviation one. It can be inferred that (i) the response of the climate variable
is dominated by variability on longer time scales and that (ii) even the 30-year
(moving) averages are characterized by pronounced low-frequency variations. In
the context of the ongoing discussion on anthropogenic climate change such
internally induced fluctuations (natural climate variability) represent noise that com-
plicates the detection and attribution of any man-made climate change (see Section
4.7 for details).

1.4.2 Interplay between regional and planetary climate

In Section 1.3.2 it was shown that the planetary-scale!" features of atmospheric
circulation can be determined without knowledge about regional details. This finding
raises two questions:

1. What determines the regional details of climate? It is shown that regional climate
variability may be understood as a combination of variations controlled and

14We will hereafter assume that the reader is familiar with the concept of scales. An
introduction to the concept can be found in Appendix A.I.
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uncontrolled by planetary-scale climate . The contributions of these two terms
vary. Often the part of variability controlled by the planetary climate is
substantial.

2. Are there feedbacks from regional climate to planetary-scale motions? The
regiona l aspects usually have little influence on planetary-scale climate in a sense
that their details are unimportant. Their statistics, however, do matter and have a
significant influence on global climate.

In the following these two questions are discussed in detail.
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(1.6)

Regional climate controlled by planetary scales. The relation between planetary-
scale and regional climate aspects can formally be described by the following
statistical approach (von Storch, 1997): Suppose that G represents a random variable
describing the planetary or large-scale features of atmospheric circulation. Further,
suppose that X represents a random variable that describes some regional climate
aspects. Then the probability density function of the regional climate f(x) is given by

f(x) = Jf(x, g) dg

where f(x, g) represent the joint probability of G and X. Note that the random
variables are denoted in upper case while their realizations are denoted in lower case.

If we assume that the regional climate is conditioned upon the planetary-scale
climate" their joint probability function can be partitioned into

f(x, g) == f(xlg)f(g), (1.7)

where f(xlg) is the conditional probability function of X provided the random
variable G takes the value g. Substituting (1.7) into (1.6) yields an expression for
the probability density function of regional climate

f(x) = Jf(xlg)f(g) dg. (1.8)

It can be shown that the expectation E and the variance V of X can be decomposed
into

E(X) == EG[Ex(XIG)] }

V(X) == EG[Vx(XIG)] + VG[Ex(XIG)],
(1.9)

where the subscripts indicate the variable with respect to which the operation has
been performed.

From (1.9) it can be obtained that the expectation of the regional climate is a
weighted mean of conditional expectations. Further, variability of the regional
climate has two contributions: The first term on the right-hand side of (1.9) represents
the mean uncertainty of the conditional distribution; that is, that part of regional
climate variability that is not controlled by and thus unrelated to planetary-scale
climate. The second term on the right- hand side of (1.9) represents the variability of
different conditional means; that is, that part of regional climate variability that is
controlled by the driving planetary-scale climate.

The contribution of both terms to overall regional climate variability may vary
from case to case. The smaller the first term relative to the second, the more the
regional climate is controlled by planetary-scale climate. Equation (1.9) also repre-
sents the rationale for regionalization techniques usually referred to as downscaling
(see Section 4.5). In downscaling studies local or regional observations are linked to
planetary-scale climate in a statistical way. Implicitly it is assumed that the first term
on the right-hand side of (1.9) is small compared with the second term in order to

15 That is, regional climate is constrained by large-scale climate.
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yield robust statistical relations. In other words, downscaling is applied when there
are plausible arguments that a large fraction of local/regional variability can be
explained by large-scale processes. The following two examples illustrate the issue.

1. Sea breeze. A sea breeze represents a coastal wind caused by local temperature
differences. It can be observed when the sea surface is colder than the adjacent
land, usually in the late afternoon on relatively calm and sunny summer days.
The large-scale conditions required for this phenomenon to develop are therefore
a stable surface high-pressure system and clear skies that enable substantial
differential heating between the sea and the adjacent land. In terms of climate,
the probability for sea breezes is higher for calm, sunny days (one realization of
G) than for rainy and windy periods (another realization of G). As the prob-
ability for large-scale conditions G may change, so does the probability for
observing sea breezes. Hence, once the planetary-scale features of atmospheric
circulation are set, regional modifications appear as a result of the interplay
between planetary-scale and regional aspects.

2. Determination of local wave statistics. The WASA-Group (1998) investigated the
amount of variability in local wave (sea state) conditions that could be explained
by large-scale atmospheric circulation. The analysis was performed for the Brent
oil field located between Scotland and Norway. A regression model was built
between the gridded monthly mean sea level pressure (SLP) field and local wave
height statistics. The results are shown in Figure 1.11 and in Table 1.1. They
illustrate the relation between the monthly mean SLP field and wave height intra-
monthly percentiles. 16 The first large-scale monthly mean air pressure anomaly
pattern shows a dipole structure with enhanced pressure gradients over the North
Sea which in turn result in higher wind speeds. The pattern is associated with
more extreme wave conditions at Brent (Table 1.1). Moreover, the entire prob-
ability distribution is shifted toward taller waves. The second SLP pattern
describes an anomalous southerly flow across the North Sea. This pattern is
associated with higher mean wave conditions (50 percentile) while extreme con-
ditions are less severe (90 percentile, Table 1.1). Eventually, SLP fields for the
period 1899-1994 and the statistical relation described above have been used to
reconstruct local wave height statistics. This way the WASA-Group (1998) was
able to account for 60%-70% of the observed variability in intra-monthly wave
height percentiles (Table 1.1); or, in other words, 600/0-70% of the observed local
wave height variability could be associated with and is controlled by variations in
large-scale atmospheric circulation. As with all regression models the variance in
statistically derived reconstruction is smaller than the variance of the original
time series. This is immediately clear as the details of the wave field within a
month are not completely determined by the monthly mean air pressure field.

16Percentiles characterize a probability distribution. For example, the 90 percentile represents
the wave height that is exceeded in only 10% of all observations while 90% remain smaller or
equal that value. Intra-monthly percentiles represent the probability distribution for a month
(e.g., for January).
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Figure 1.11. The first two monthly mean air pressure anomaly distributions identified in a
redundancy analysis as being most strongly linked to simultaneous variations of intra-monthly
percentiles of significant wave height at Brent (61°N , I SE). The related anomalies of wave
height percentiles are listed in Table 1.1. For the concept of significant wave height see Sections
2.4.1 and 3.4.3. Redrawn afte r WASA-Group (1998). Reproduced/modified by permission of
American Meteorological Society.

The variability in local wave climate consists of an externally driven
component (i.e., conditioned upon large-scale atmospheric circulation) and a
component that is not or only indirectly controlled by large-scale atmospheric
circulation-see Equation (1.9).

Feedback ofregional climate on planetary scales. The question remains on whether
or not there are feedbacks from regional climate to planetary scales; or, in other
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Table 1.1. Characteristic anomalies of intra-monthly percent-
iles of significant wave height at the Brent oil field (61"N, 1.5°E)
north of Scotland in winter (DJF) as obtained in a redundancy
analysis. The k row is the kth redundancy vector. This vector
represents Ek of the variance of local wave height statistics
within the fitting interval January 1955 until February 1995.
Its coefficient shares a correlation of Pk with the coefficient ofair
pressure pattern. The last row shows the amount of local wave
height variance Er that can be described by a wave height
reconstruction based on the SLP for the period 1899-1994.

Wave height (ern)

q== 50% 80% 90% Ek (%) Pk

k==1 -86 -114 -122 94 0.84
k==2 33 3 -26 5 0.08

Er == 70% 67% 61%

words, whether global climate is influenced by regional changes. To examine this, let
us consider a climate variable q> whose dynamics can in principle be described by

8q>
at == R(q», (1.10)

where t represents time; and R a suitable operator. In atmosphere general circulation
models (GeMs) it is not possible to solve the full dynamics described by (1.10).
Instead the equations are discretized in space and time and resolved space and time
scales are truncated such that only large-scale processes are explicitly accounted for.
If we decompose q> into a resolved component ~ and an unresolved part q>'

<I> == ~ + q>', (1.11)
(1.10) is replaced by

~~ = R(<P) + R'(<I>'), (1.12)

where the first term on the right-hand side represents the dynamics of resolved large
scales while the second term summarizes the net effect of subgrid or small-scale
processes on large scales. The question on whether there is a significant feedback
from regional climate aspects to large-scale climate is determined by the magnitude of
the second term on the right-hand side of (1.12). When the term is small, subgrid-scale
processes would be irrelevant for large-scale climate. This is usually not the case. If
small-scale processes are neglected in numerical models, no skillful simulation would
be possible (Washington, 1999). Therefore, these processes do matter and have to be
accounted for. This is usually done by conditioning them upon resolved large scales:

R'(q>') ~ Q(~), (1.13)
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where Qdenotes some other suitable operator. In (1.13) the net effect of subgrid-scale
processes is described as a function of resolved scales. This technique is generally
known as parameterization. It is widely used and provides the essential backbone of
all quasi-realistic models of the marine environment. Also, in the models used by
Fischer et ale (1991) and Washington (1968) for the experiments described in Section
3.3, numerous parameterizations are included. Hence there are indeed feedbacks
from small or regional-scale features to large-scale climate. However, it is the
statistics of these processes that matters. The details of small-scale processes are
unimportant for large-scale climate.

Some exceptions, of course, do exist. Major volcanic eruptions represent highly
localized impacts. Some of them, such as Krakatoa in 1893 or Pinatubo in 1991, were
that violent that they injected large amounts of aerosols into the stratosphere'{ where
they did have a significant impact on planetary-scale climate (Timmreck et aI., 1999).
Mostly, however, the influence of local events on global climate is small. For instance,
Bakan et ale (1991) compared the impact of burning oil fields in Kuwait in 1991 in
observations and model simulations. They showed that this event had only a small
impact on planetary-scale circulation. Copeland et ale (1996) compared two atmo-
spheric GCM experiments utilizing different land uses in the continental U.S. In the
first experiment present-day farm land was assumed while in the second experiment
the prairies before the conversion into farm land were prescribed. Copeland et ale
(1996) found only small regional climate changes that were located mostly in the
vicinity of the altered landscape. No planetary-scale changes were observed between
the two model simulations.

Summarizing, the regional aspects of climate usually have little influence on
planetary-scale climate in the sense that their details are unimportant. The statistics
of regional climate of course do matter and have profound influence on global
climate.

1.5 SUMMARY

While in earlier times climate was mainly associated with long-term averages of
near-surface temperatures and precipitation, it nowadays refers to a statistical
description of the state of the climate system over periods ranging from months to
thousands and millions of years. In modern climatology, the climate system is
considered to consist of all parts of the Earth system that may have a noticeable
influence on climate; that is, the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the cryosphere, the
lithosphere, and the biosphere. Climate may vary as a result of externally forced and
internally driven processes. Examples are solar variations and interactions among
the different climate system components respectively. For variations ranging from
several months to hundreds of years, internally driven variations are most important.
An elegant concept in understanding such fluctuations has been put forward by
Hasselmann (1976) with the concept of stochastic climate models. Here, climate

17 A layer of the atmosphere at about 15km-50km height, just above the troposphere.
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variability is explained as the integrated response of a slowly varying component of
the climate system (e.g., the oceans) to the always present short-term atmospheric
weather fluctuations.

The components of the climate system are characterized by highly different
response times to external or internal perturbations. As a result, the time scales on
which they may significantly influence the behavior of the climate system vary
dramatically. Within this book we are engaged with the high-impact aspects of
marine weather and climate; that is, phenomena and their statistics such as tropical
and extra-tropical storms, wind waves, and storm surges. We concentrate on their
recent variations over the past about one hundred years and on scenarios for the near
future (50-100 years) as a result of anthropogenic climate change. On these time
scales, atmosphere and ocean are the most important components of the climate
system.

Both atmosphere and oceans balance the differential heating of the climate
system. To do so, substantial meridional heat fluxes are required. These are provided
by the atmosphere and the oceans in about equal shares. As a result, the general
circulations of the atmosphere and the oceans are obtained. Using experiments with
quasi-realistic climate models (see Section 1.3.2) it can be shown that the basic
features of the general circulation of the atmosphere emerge from a state at rest
within days and without any knowledge on regional details such as land-sea dis-
tribution or orography. When the latter are taken into account, however, a more
realistic picture of general circulation evolves.

There are considerable interactions between climate at different spatial scales.
Regional climate is to some extent controlled by large (planetary) scale climate. An
example are local wave statistics that can to some extent be explained by anomalies in
large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns (see Section 1.4.2). The latter provides
the rationale for regionalization or downscaling techniques (see Section 4.5). However,
not all local variance can be derived with such techniques from large-scale informa-
tion. As a result, there must be parts of regional variability that cannot necessarily be
attributed to variations in large-scale climate. When it comes to the question on
whether or not regional climate variability matters for the large scales, it can be
shown that details about regional variations are indeed unimportant. The statistics
of regional climate, however, do matter (see Section 1.4.2). In climate or other
models of the marine environment they are usually accounted for in the form of
parameterizations; that is, by considering the net effect of subgrid or small-scale
processes on the large scales. Without parameterizations, no skillful simulations
would be possible.
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Marine weather phenomena

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we introduce and describe some of the marine weather phenomena
that may cause high impacts at sea or in coastal areas. Naturally, high wind speeds
playa crucial role and they are associated with all the phenomena discussed. We start
with a description of mid-latitude cyclones and storm tracks (Section 2.2). Mid-
latitude cyclones form along the polar front in both hemispheres and preferably
propagate eastward. The regions that, on average, experience high mid-latitude
cyclone activity are referred to as storm tracks. Mid-latitude or extra-tropical
cyclones are to be distinguished from tropical cyclones that preferably form over
the tropical oceans within a latitude band ranging from about 5° to 20° in both
hemispheres (Section 2.3). Both mid-latitude and tropical cyclones are associated
with high wind speeds that are responsible for high-impact variations of sea surface
height. The latter comprise wind-generated waves at the sea surface (Section 2.4) and
storm surges (Section 2.5). Changes in mean sea level and tides are also addressed in
Section 2.5. Although they are not related to high wind speeds, their effects may add
to wind-induced variations of sea surface height and thus may significantly enhance
the risk of flooding in coastal areas.

2.2 MID-LATITUDE STORMS AND STORM TRACKS

In order to understand mid-latitude storms and storm tracks we need to introduce the
concepts of barotropic and baroclinic disturbances. Let us consider variation of the
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geostrophic wind vg (Appendix A.2) with height.'

Bvg vg R
p &p = &(1np) = -yk x \lpT,

[Ch.2

(2.1)

where p denotes pressure; f is the Coriolis parameter; R is the gas constant; and T is
Bv

temperature. For a derivation of(2.1) see Appendix A.4. &(ln~) = Vlh is also referred

to as the thermal wind. Three principal cases can be inferred:

1. Barotropic conditions. These are obtained when temperatures are constant on
surfaces of constant pressurer' that is, pressure gradients and temperature
gradients are parallel such that their cross product is zero. As a result in baro-
tropic conditions the thermal wind vector is zero and there are no variations of
the geostrophic wind vector with height.

2. Baroclinic conditions without temperature advection. Whenever there are
temperature variations on surfaces of constant pressure, baroclinic conditions
are obtained. Here the thermal wind vector is different from zero; that is, the
geostrophic wind vector varies with height. When the gradients of temperature
and geopotential height.' are parallel, no temperature advection is obtained. In
this case there is a change in geostrophic wind speed with height, but no change in
direction (Figure 2.1).

3. Baroclinic conditions with temperature advection. This represents the most general
case. Surfaces of equal temperature and geopotential height are inclined as
illustrated in the right panel of Figure 2.1. As a result both speed and direction
of the geostrophic wind vector vary with height.

These three principal cases can be linked to characteristic features of the atmospheric
circulation at mid-latitudes. Arranged by scale these are

1. Mean westwind circulation at mid-latitudes. This results from the general
circulation of the atmosphere (Section 1.3.2) and occurs where the surface
branches of polar and Ferrel cells converge. It can be explained under baroclinic
conditions without temperature advection. Because of the existence of always
present atmospheric disturbances, mean westwind circulation exists only in the
long-term average.

2. Planetary waves. These are large wave-like disturbances of mean westwind
circulation. Typically in each hemisphere there exist about two to six such dis-

1 Note that in the following pressure replaces height as the vertical coordinate. The latter is
possible as there exists a single-valued monotonic relation between pressure and height. In
meteorology equations are often simplified when pressure is used as the vertical coordinate. For
details see Appendix A.3.
2 Strictly, there are no density variations along surfaces of constant pressure. Because of the
equation of state in the atmosphere, surfaces of constant temperature are equal to surfaces of
constant density. In the oceans, salinity variations have to be taken into account additionally.
3 The height of a specified pressure surface such as the 500 hPa surface; see Appendix A.3.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic sketch of baroclinic conditions on a constant pressure surface without
(left) and with (right) horizontal temperature advection. Lines ofconstant temperature (dashed)
and geopotential height (solid).

turbances at a time, resulting in typical wavelengths of about 14,000km to
5,000 km at 45° latitude. Planetary waves are also referred to as barotropic
Rossby waves.

3. Mid-latitude cyclones. Mid-latitude or extra-tropical cyclones represent baroclinic
waves. With typical spatial scales of about 1,000km to 5,000 km they are con-
siderably smaller than planetary waves. Temperature advection plays a dominant
role as most of the meridional heat transport of the atmosphere at mid-latitudes
is provided by mid-latitude cyclones (Hartmann, 1994).

Mean westwind circulation. Mean westwind circulation at mid-latitudes can be
illustrated by the zonal mean flow. Figure 2.2 shows a latitude-height cross-section
of zonally averaged wind speeds in Northern and Southern Hemisphere winter.
Mean westwind circulation can be inferred from the two wind speed maxima at
about 10km height in the mid-latitudes of each hemisphere. In Southern Hemisphere
winter, both maxima are shifted northwards. Further, the maximum is intensified in
the Southern Hemisphere while it is reduced in the Northern Hemisphere. Figure 2.3
shows a schematic sketch for the Northern Hemisphere. Because pressure decreases
more rapidly with height in cold air, pressure surfaces are inclined resulting in an
increase of geostrophic wind speed with height. On a pressure surface, corresponding
conditions are shown in the left panel of Figure 2.1.

Planetary waves. Long planetary waves are obvious features in most synoptic
weather maps (Figure 2.4, see color section). Within these waves, the temperature
and geopotential field are largely in phase, which means there is little temperature
advection. The existence of planetary waves can be explained by barotropic instabil-
ities; that is, hydrodynamic instabilities arising from a given distribution of vorticity
in a two-dimensional non-divergent flow (Glickman, 2000). Consider the conserva-
tion of absolute vorticity" TJ

TJ == ( +f == constant, (2.2)

4 A vector that measures the local rotation in a fluid. Mathematically, vorticity is defined by the
curl of the velocity vector.
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where ( measures relative vorticity and f denotes the Coriolis parameter that varies
with latitude <P

(2.3)

Suppose, in the Northern Hemisphere, an air particle with zero absolute vorticity
receives an initial disturbance such that it is deflected towards the north. Here f
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increases and ( becomes negative (anticyclonic) in order to conserve absolute
vorticity. As a result, the particle is finally deflected towards the south. When it
returns to its latitude of origin, the particle continues to move southward because
of its inertia. As a result ( becomes positive (cyclonic) and the particle is in turn
deflected towards the north. This way planetary wave-like motions in the atmosphere
are excited which are known as barotropic Rossby waves. The phase velocity c of these
waves is given by (e.g., Pichler, 1997)

- (3
c==u- 2 ·

k
(2.4)

The first term on the right-hand side of (2.4), U, denotes the velocity of zonal mean
flow. In mid-latitudes it is usually directed from west to east. The second term on the

right-hand side, - ~' denotes a contribution that depends on j3 and the wavenumber
k

k of the Rossby wave. It is generally directed towards the east. From (2.4) several
conclusions can be inferred: First, the speed of westward propagation is limited by
and generally smaller than zonal mean velocity. Second, the smaller the wavenumber
(the longer the wave), the larger the contribution from the second term on the right-
hand side of (2.4). Eventually, planetary waves may travel eastward. Third, there exist
possible combinations of wavelength and zonal mean velocity for which planetary
waves become stationary. As such, any place at mid-latitudes may remain under the
influence of a certain phase of a planetary wave for several days or weeks. As it makes
an essential difference whether this appears to be the warm ridge or the cold trough of
the wave, the climate of mid-latitudes is to a certain extent determined by the climate
of planetary waves; that is, for example, their frequency, average wavelength, or
position.

Mid-latitude cyclones. Mid-latitude or extra-tropical cyclones develop at the
interface between warm and cold air in mid-latitudes. They represent migratory
atmospheric disturbances that are most visible in surface weather maps (Figure
2.5). Their propagation direction is generally eastward and controlled by the orienta-
tion of the flow within planetary-scale waves. Usually a cyclone with near-surface
wind speeds of more than 17.2 m s-1 (Beaufort 8) is called a storm. Mid-latitude
cyclones are characterized by fronts. These are relatively narrow transition zones
between different air masses that are characterized by strong pressure and tempera-
ture gradients which are often associated with severe weather such as high wind
speeds, heavy precipitation, or thunderstorms. While over land the potential hazards
associated with mid-latitude cyclones are manifold ranging from wind damage,
flooding caused by heavy precipitation, or rapid temperature decreases in combina-
tion with severe snow conditions and heavy icing (blizzards), the marine hazards
associated with mid-latitude cyclones are mainly wind-related; that is, extreme wind
wave conditions (see Section 2.4) or storm surges (see Section 2.5). Mid-latitude
cyclones represent the dominant weather phenomenon in mid-latitudes. The process
responsible for the formation of extra-tropical cyclones is referred to as baroclinic
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Figure 2.5. Example of a mid-latitude cyclone as represented in a surface weather map from
12:00 UTe, February 26, 1990. Contour linesrepresent isobars; shading illustrates ncar-surface
wind speed. Redrawn after Kraus and Ebel (2003).

instability. Contrary to barotropic instability which is responsible for the form ation
of planetary-scale Rossby waves and in which only kinetic energy between the mean
flow and the perturbation is transferred, in baroclinic conditions energy conversion
from potential to kinetic energy plays an essential role . Baroclinic instabilities are
associated with the vertical shear of the mean flow and grow by converting potential
energy associated with the mean horizontal temperature gradient, which must exist
to balance the thermal wind equation (2.1).

Storm tracks . A region where the synoptic eddy activity is statistically and locally
most prevalent and intense is generally referred to as a storm track. As such, the
activity is mostly related to the passage of mid-latitude cyclones, and digital band-
pass filters such as those proposed by Blackmon (1976) or Christoph et al. (1995)
may be used to analyze the position and the intensity of storm tracks. As storm
tracks roughly correspond to the mean trajectories of mid-latitude cyclones , cyclone
tracking algorithms are also used to identify their positions. Figure 2.6 (see color
section) provides an impression of the average location and intensity of storm tracks .
In general, most of the synoptic eddy-related activity is concentrated between about
30° and 60° latitude in each hemisphere. In the Northern Hemisphere, two centers of
activity can be inferred, one over the Pacific and one over the Atlantic Ocean with
the latter being slightly more pronounced. They are generally referred to as the
Pacific and the Atlantic storm track, respectively . In the Southern Hemisphere, the
situation is zonally more symmetric, featuring only one pronounced storm track, the
center of which is located over the Southern Ocean at about 500S . In both hemi-
spheres the storm tracks are more pronounced in winter, although the reduction in
summer storm activity is larger in the Northern Hemisphere while the Southern
Hemisphere storm track is present more or less throughout the year (Figure 2.6).
Generally, the synoptic eddy-related variability is largest over the oceans and de-
creases rapidly over land. This indicates that extra-tropical cyclones play an impor-

SIn meteorology synoptic refers to time scales of about 3-7 days.
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tant role for marine weather conditions and that changes in their climatology, such
as their average location or intensity, may have significant impacts on marine opera-
tions.

Regional examples of mid-latitude cyclones. Extra-tropical cyclones are
phenomena affecting more or less all mid-latitude regions and mid-latitudes have
adapted to their occurrence and normal intensities. From time to time, exceptional
systems are observed that receive particular attention because of their unusual
development or the particularly severe impacts associated with them. For the
countries surrounding the North Sea, two extra-tropical wind storms affecting the
region on January 31-February 1, 1953 and on February 16-17, 1962 were of
particular relevance. While the 1953 storm was associated with exceptionally high
northerly wind speeds over the shallow continental shelf (Wolf and Flather, 2005),
the 1962 storm showed only relatively moderate wind speeds over the shelf
(Koopmann, 1962). However, wind speeds were increasing over the Atlantic and
an area with moderate to strong northerly winds covered a relatively large area from
Northern Germany to Iceland (Muller-Navarra et al., 2006). In both cases the
storms caused exceptionally high storm surges and massive failure of coastal protec-
tion. For western Europe these two events represent two of the most devastating
storms in recent decades with the loss of about 1,800 (Gerritsen, 2005) and 300
(Baxter, 2005) lives in The Netherlands and the U.K. during the 1953 event. The
1962 storm surge flooded large parts of the city of Hamburg in Northern Germany
and caused about 300 fatalities (Sonnichsen and Moseberg, 2001). As a consequence,
coastal protection strategies were adapted and massive reinforcement and remodel-
ing of coastal protection was conducted in all three countries. For example, The
Netherlands constructed barriers across several of their estuaries. In the U.K. a
storm surge barrier for the River Thames was agreed upon to protect the city of
London, which was eventually opened in 1984 (Wolf and Flather, 2005).

Over the Baltic Sea, Wind Storm Gudrun (January 7-9, 2005) was one of the
strongest storms within the last decades. It affected most of the Nordic countries in
Europe and reached hurricane strength according to the Saphir-Simpson scale.
Unusual wave conditions were reported for the Baltic Proper (central Baltic Sea)
with significant wave heights (see Section 2.4.2) well above 9 m, while maximum
recorded wave heights before Gudrun were only 7.7 m in the northern Baltic Proper.
The storm caused severe damage in northern Europe with significant cut-down of
power supply in large areas of Sweden, Norway, and the Baltic states (Soomere et al.,
2008).

On March 12-15, 1993 a large cyclonic storm occurred over eastern North
America. The massive storm complex was unusual for its size and intensity. It mainly
affected the U.S. East Coast and, at its peak intensity, stretched from Canada to
Central America. Near-surface wind gusts reached hurricane forces and record low
barometric pressures of about 960 hPa (Cardone et al., 1996) were reported. The
storm was accompanied by severe whether such as tornados, thunderstorms, or snow
as far south as northern Florida. Record wave heights of about 16m were observed
south of Cape Hatteras which, at this time, exceeded the existing 100-year design
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Figure 2.7. Track and central pressure of the Halloween Storm and Hurricane Grace. Redrawn
after Cardone et al. (1996). Reproduced/modified by permission of American Meteorological
Society.

wave height by about 50% (Cardone et al., 1996). Of the 270 casualties, 48 occurred
at sea (Cardone et al., 1996).

The Perfect or Halloween Storm of October 26-November 2, 1991 was
characterized by a rather unusual life cycle. A low-pressure system initially formed
over the continental U.S. and moved to Atlantic Canada. On October 28 the cyclone
turned abruptly southeast off Nova Scotia and rapid intensification occurred. At the
same time Hurricane Grace moved slowly northwestward (Figure 2.7). Both systems
began to interact and, by October 31, wind fields simplified into a pattern of extensive
circulation about a single center. Henceforth the storm was referred to as the
Halloween Storm (Cardone et al. , 1996). Strong meridional pressure gradients of
about 60 hPa over 10° latitude and maximum recorded wind speeds of about 33 m S-l

were observed on October 31. A Canadian deep-water buoy off Nova Scotia reported
a significant wave height of 16m (Cardone et al., 1996).
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Other storms have received considerable attention because of their disastrous
impacts on shipping. Examples are the extra-tropical cyclone over Bass Strait (south-
east Australia) in 1998 that caused the loss of 71 sailing vessels participating in the
Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race (Greenslade, 2001), or the Fastnet Storm, where a
tardy meteorological warning resulted in a fleet of over 300 boats being caught in
rapidly developing wind and sea conditions, only five of which eventually finished the
race (van Dorn, 1994).

2.3 TROPICAL CYCLONES

Tropical cyclones are non-frontal synoptic-scale low-pressure systems over tropical
or subtropical waters with organized convection (thunderstorm activity) and cyclonic
surface wind circulation (Shepherd and Knutson, 2007). Originating over the tropical
oceans, mature tropical cyclones typically have diameters in the order of about
100km to 1,000km. Pressure gradients and near-surface winds are nearly always
much stronger than for extra-tropical cyclones, making the phenomenon one of the
most intense storm systems of the world in terms of wind, precipitation, ocean wave
heights, and storm surges. Maintained mainly by the extraction of latent heat from
the oceans at high temperatures and by heat export to the upper troposphere at low
temperatures, tropical cyclones represent a warm-season phenomenon that occurs
only in the summer months of the respective hemisphere. Usually, activity peaks in
late summer when upper-ocean temperatures are highest.

Tropical cyclones are classified according to their near-surface wind speeds and
damage potential. Cyclones with wind speeds of up to 17m S-l are referred to as
tropical depressions; systems in which near-surface wind speeds reach values between
18m s-1 and 32m s-1 are called tropical storms, and cyclones with wind speeds of
more than 32 m s-1 are classified as severe tropical cyclones, typhoons, or hurricanes
depending on region (Shepherd and Knutson, 2007). Here wind speed refers to
sustained wind speeds. The latter is not very well defined. While the World Meteoro-
logical Organization (WMO) recommends IO-minute averages, the U.S. National
Hurricane Center and the Joint Typhoon Warning Center both use l-minute
averages. For the classification of individual storm systems and the interpretation
of measurements the latter may have considerable consequences. In tropical cyclones
near-surface winds are highly turbulent and, compared with IO-minute averages,
1-minute averages usually provide higher wind speeds by about 200/0 (Kraus and
Ebel, 2003). Care is therefore required when data and reports are analyzed and
compared, as the averaging period is often not disclosed. Tropical cyclones with
wind speeds exceeding 32m are further classified according to their damage
potential. In the North Atlantic and the East Pacific the Saphir-Simpson scale is
used which ranks tropical cyclones with wind speeds exceeding 32 m s-1 into five
categories with Category 1 having only small and Category 5 having extreme damage
potential. In order for a tropical cyclone to rank as a Category-5 storm, sustained
wind speeds must exceed 69 m s-1 .
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Worldwide there are about 80 tropical cyclones per year, two-thirds of which
rank Category 1 or higher and 90% of these storms form within 20oS-20oN (e.g.,
Gray, 1968; Maue, 2009). Figure 2.8 (see color section) provides an impression of
the frequency and the regions influenced by these events. Most tropical cyclones
occur over the western North Pacific and may have influence on large parts of the
Philippine Islands, the Chinese and Korean coasts, and as far north as Japan.
Tropical cyclones also occur in the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea, and the southern
Indian Ocean off Madagascar. In the North Atlantic tropical cyclones account for
about 12% of the global figure (Shepherd and Knutson, 2007) and may impact the
Caribbean Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, and large parts of the U.S. and Mexican coasts.
In the eastern North Pacific tropical cyclones may occur off the coast of Mexico
sometimes as far west as Hawaii. In the Southern Hemisphere, also the northwest
coast of Australia and the South Pacific Ocean from the east coast of Australia to
about 1400W are potentially under the impact of tropical cyclones. Regional names
for storms that rank Category 1 or higher are typhoons for the western North Pacific,
hurricanes for the eastern North Pacific and the North Atlantic, or severe tropical
cyclones for the western South Pacific and the Indian Ocean. There are only two
ocean basins in the tropics that hardly support any tropical cyclone activity: the
South Atlantic and the eastern South Pacific. For the South Atlantic, so far only
three tropical cyclones have been reported: the 1991 Angola Cyclone (a tropical
storm that formed off Angola), the January 2004 Storm (a cyclone of possibly
storm strength) and the 2004 Tropical Cyclone Catarina. Only for the latter do
reliable data exist, and it was also the first reported to make landfall as a tropical
cyclone (Pezza and Simmonds, 2005). For the eastern South Pacific we are not
aware of any tropical cyclone reports. While the Benguela and Peru Currents
contribute to lower than normal" sea surface temperatures in both basins, it is
assumed that the primary reason that the South Atlantic Ocean gets few tropical
cyclones is that the tropospheric (near-surface to 200 hPa) vertical wind shear is too
strong and that there is typically no intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) over the
ocean (Gray, 1968). Without an ITCZ to provide synoptic vorticity and convergence
(i.e., large-scale spin and thunderstorm activity, as well as with strong wind shear), it
becomes very difficult to nearly impossible for tropical cyclones to form (Landsea,
2008).

Tropical cyclones are initiated by different atmospheric disturbances with
easterly waves (mostly responsible for cyclones over the North Atlantic and the
eastern North Pacific), and monsoon troughs (responsible for much of the genesis
in the western North Pacific) being the most frequent.i They obtain most of their
energy from the extraction of latent heat from ocean waters at high temperature and
from heat export at the low temperatures of the upper tropical troposphere. Although
the exact nature of formation is still an area of extensive research, there are some
general large-scale conditions which are believed to favor the formation of tropical

6 Compared with the zonal average.
7 For details about easterly waves and monsoon troughs see, for instance, Glickman (2000).
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1. A sufficiently warm ocean surface layer with sufficiently large vertical depth. It is
generally concluded that the formation of tropical cyclones requires sea surface
temperature above about 26.5°C to 27°C. Moreover, this warm layer must have a
thickness of at least about 50 m. As the storms are maintained by the extraction
of latent heat from the oceans there will be too small heat fluxes and evaporation
rates when temperatures are too low. Similarly, energy supply may be cut when
the warm pool is not deep enough as the developing storm will cause Ekman
pumping" and turbulent mixing of the upper ocean. Precipitation may also have a
cooling effect.

2. A potentially unstable atmosphere to moist convection. The decrease of
temperature with height must be sufficiently strong to allow moist deep convec-
tion. When the air is heated at the sea surface it becomes warmer and receives
positive buoyancy. Finally the air starts to rise. During its upward motion the air
cools by adiabatic processes and loses buoyancy. The ascent is terminated once
the rising air is potentially colder than the surrounding environment. However,
provided the air has attained sufficient amounts of water vapor near the surface,
condensation is initiated and the heat supported by this process provides
additional buoyancy enabling further uplift of the rising air.

3. A moist mid-troposphere. This will further support the process described above.
The ascending air is entraining some air from its surrounding environment.
When the latter is relatively humid the process provides additional buoyancy
and reinforces convection. When the air entrained is too dry, buoyancy and
available convective energy are reduced. The process is most important in the
mid-troposphere at about 5,000 m height.

4. A sufficiently large distancefrom the equator. The principle structure of tropical
cyclones may be explained by an interplay between pressure gradient, centrifugal
force, and Coriolis force (see below). The latter is zero at and increases with
distance from the Equator. An intensifying tropical cyclone thus requires a
distance of about 500 km from the Equator in order for the Coriolis force to
be sufficiently strong to maintain the necessary rotation.

5. Low values of vertical wind shear. The wind speed must change only slowly with
height. If the change is too strong, the core of the developing system will no
longer be vertically aligned and effective deep convection is disrupted. It is
assumed that through the troposphere (surface to about 10,000 m height) vertical
wind shear should be smaller than about 10m s-1 in order to allow for intensive
tropical cyclones to develop. In the literature, the change in wind speed and
direction between 850hPa (about I.5km height) and 200hPa (about I2km
height) is often considered (Vecchi and Soden, 2007).

8 Wind stress will cause a mass transport to the right/left in the Northern/Southern Hemisphere
in the upper-ocean layer and is known as Ekman transport. As tropical cyclones have cyclonic
wind fields, Ekman transport is directed away from the storm's center causing an upwelling
known as Ekman pumping.
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(2.5)

6. A pre-existing near-surface disturbance with adequatesynoptic vorticity (spin) and
convergence. Some atmospheric disturbance such as easterly waves or monsoon
troughs are required in the development region to provide the developing storm
with initial rotation and convergence. The vertical motion produced by the
processes described above is not sufficient and inadequate to initiate rotation.
Once sufficiently strong vorticity exists, the developing storm may grow further.

Often large-scale indices are used to summarize the conditions favorable for the
development of tropical cyclones and to describe the potential for their formation.
An example is the genesis potential (GP) index (Emanuel and Nolan, 2004) that
includes the effects of vertical wind shear, relative humidity and vorticity at various
levels and, via the potential intensity index (Emanuel, 1986), the effects of sea surface
temperature and dissipative heating (Camargo et al., 2007). The GP index is defined
as

GP = 1105
1]11.5(~~y (~~y(1 + 0.1 VI)-2,

where TJ is the absolute vorticity at 850 hPa in S-I; RF denotes 700 hPa relative
humidity in percent; Vp is potential intensity in m s-1 accounting for the effects of
SST and dissipative heating; and Vs represents the wind shear between 850 hPa and
200 hPa in m s-1. As there are still considerable deficiencies in simulating the long-
term behavior of tropical cyclone statistics (such as their frequency and/or intensity
per ocean basin) such indices provide an attempt to elaborate on long-term changes
despite the existing deficiencies. We will return to this point in Section 5.3.

Tropical cyclones typically consist of an outer region (the borders of which are
about 30-50km and 150km from the storm's center) where wind speed increases
towards the center, an inner region (the eyewall, about l5-30km from the center)
where wind speeds reach their maximum, and the eye where wind speed decreases
rapidly towards the center. Here the air is relatively calm and clear skies are prevail-
ing (Figure 2.9, see color section). This structure can generally be explained by the
interplay between the different forces involved, the balances of which vary with
distance from the storm's center. Large pressure gradients, high wind speeds, and
some distance from the Equator indicate the relevant ingredients: pressure gradient,
centrifugal force, and Coriolis force. Table 2.1 provides some typical numbers
depending on the distance from the storm's center. It can be inferred that in the
outer region pressure gradient and Coriolis force are dominant. Eventually this is the
reason why the circulation is, contrary to tornados, for example, always cyclonic in
tropical cyclones and why they may not be observed too close to the Equator.
Approaching the core of the cyclone, the relative contributions from the different
forces change and the centrifugal force becomes more and more important. Within
the eyewall, the three forces are about in balance. Note that, at the surface, friction is
involved additionally and may playa significant role. Approaching the eye, pressure
gradients decrease rapidly and become zero at the center. As a consequence wind
speed also decreases. Because of turbulent friction with the eyewall (Kraus and Ebel,
2003), wind speed is, however, larger than to be expected solely from the balance of
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Table 2.1. Estimates of the magnitude of accelerations(forces)within a synthetic tropical cycloneat 10°
latitude for givenwind speedsand distancesfrom the storm center. Note that friction has been neglected.
After Kraus and Ebel (2003).

Distancefrom Near-surface Pressure Centrifugal Corialis Ratio between
storm center wind speed gradient acceleration acceleration centrifugal and

acceleration Coriolis
(km) (m s") (10- 3 m S-2) (10- 3 m S-2) (10- 3 m S-2) acceleration

50.0 40.0 33.00 32.00 1.01 31.70

100.0 30.0 9.80 9.00 0.76 11.80

200.0 20.0 2.51 2.00 0.51 3.95

300.0 15.0 1.13 0.75 0.38 1.97

500.0 10.0 0.41 0.20 0.25 0.79

forces. This results in an excess of Coriolis and centrifugal force (which are directed
away from the center) over pressure gradient force (directed towards the center) and
eventually leads to convergence and upward movement in the eyewall, while down-
ward movement dominates in the eye. Because the air is heated adiabatically when
descending, the eye often has clear skies and relatively calm and dry conditions
(Figure 2.9).

Some examples of tropical cyclones. The most devastating meteorological
phenomena accompanying tropical cyclones are severe winds, heavy precipitation,
high storm surges, and over the oceans severe wave heights. Figure 2.10 shows some
measurements from a buoy in the Gulf of Mexico for the passage of Hurricane Kate
(1985). While at 12:00UTe sea level pressure was still about 1005hPa or so, it
decreased rapidly afterwards and reached a minimum of less than 960 hPa only
6 hours later. The corresponding pressure tendency was about 8 hl'a/hour.
For comparison, typical values for extra-tropical cyclones vary around about
1hl'a/hour to 2 hl'a/hour. As a result, for Hurricane Kate, peak wind speeds of
more than 47 m S-1 were observed during its passage over the Gulf of Mexico.
Note that wind speeds peaked on both sides of the eye while wind conditions near
the center were relatively moderate (less than Beaufort 8). The non-symmetric shape
of the wind registration may be associated with the fact that horizontal winds within
a tropical cyclone vary in strength depending on the area of the storm in which they
occur. The strongest winds are located in the right forward quadrant of the storm
(relative to the line along which the storm is moving). The intensification of the
winds in this quadrant is caused by the additive effect of winds from the atmospheric
flow in which the storm is embedded. Figure 2.11 (see color section) shows a two-
dimensional map of the wind field from Hurricane Katrina (2005). Clearly, the
relatively moderate wind conditions in the eye can be inferred. Highest wind
speeds are obtained in the eyewall. In the outer region wind fields are generally
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Figure 2.10. Sea level pressure in hPa (solid), wind speed in kmh - I (dotted), and significant
wave height in m (dashed) as observed from a buoy in the Gulf of Mexico during the passage of
Hurricane Kate in 1985. Redrawn after Kraus and Ebel (2003).

cyclonic and wind speed decreases with distance from the storm's center. It can be
further inferred that wind fields are highly turbulent and exhibit small-scale, band-
like structures as can be obtained schematically from Figure 2.9. For Hurricane Kate
(Figure 2.10), ocean wave heights were also recorded . They increased permanently
towards the center where they eventually reached peak values of more than 10m."

Since reliable wind measurements are often lacking , sustained wind speeds are
often estimated from core pressures, pressure tendencies, or pressure gradients (e.g.,
Simpson and Riehl , 1981; Kraus and Ebel , 2003) . Table 2.2 shows a list of some of the
most intense tropical cyclones in terms of core pressure and related wind speed
estimates. It can be inferred that near the center the latter are inconceivably high.
The hazard with these numbers is associated with both the direct pressure exerted by
the wind and wind gustiness . While the latt er may cause resonant oscillations that
eventually may result in the failure of structures, wind pressure probably plays the
dominant role for wind-related hazards in tropical cyclones. Table 2.3 shows the
direct wind pressure associated with wind speeds that are commonly obtained with in
tropical cyclones. While still depending on the aerodynamical properties of, for
instance, a building that is hit by a tropical cyclone and the angle at which the
building is being approached, the pressure scales with the square of the wind speed
and increases rapidly for Category 4 and 5 cyclones. It can be estimated that, under
otherwise similar conditions, the wind pressure exerted by Hurricane Wilma in the

9 Note that these numbers refer to significant wave heights and that individual wave heights
may be significantly larger. See Section 2.4 for details.
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Table 2.2. Examples of tropical cyclones with unusual deep core pressures compiled from
various sources. For comparison Hurricane Katrina is also referenced.

Name Region Year Core pressure Max. sustained wind speed
(hPa) (m s")

Tip West Pacific 1979 870 >80

Wilma North Atlantic 2005 882 >80

Linda East Pacific 1997 902 >60

Katrina North Atlantic 2005 902 >60

Table 2.3. Estimates of direct wind pressure P according to P = c; Apv2 where v denotes wind

speed, p is density, Cw represents the aerodynamical properties of the surface on which the wind
acts, and A is the fraction of the surface that is perpendicular to the wind direction. For
computation of P it was assumed that p 1.293 kg m -3, A == 1, and Cw 1.

Category Wind speed Wind pressure Ratio Example
(m s:') (Pa)

BFT 8 17 192 0.27 Moderate extra-tropical storm,
tropical storm

BFT 12 33 704 1.00 Severe extra-tropical cyclone,
CAT 1 hurricane

CAT 2 43 1,195 1.70 Hurricane Erin (1995)

CAT 3 50 1,616 2.30 Hurricane Fran (1996)

CAT 4 59 2,250 3.20 Hurricane Charles (2004)

CAT 5 69 3,078 4.37 Hurricane Andrew (1992)
80 4,137 5.88 Hurricane Wilma (2005)

Typhoon Tip (1979)

vicinity of its eye corresponds roughly to six times that of a severe (Beaufort 12)
extra- tropical cyclone.

High wind speeds have also been reported for tropical cyclones with strong
pressure gradients or pressure tendencies. Within Tropical Cyclone Tracy (1974,
Darwin, Australia) horizontal pressure gradients of 5.5 hl'a/km were observed
(Kraus and Ebel, 2003). At the airport of Darwin near-surface wind speeds of more
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Table 2.4. Examples of tropical cyclones with unusually high death toll or damage compiled
from various sources. Damage is provided in terms of USD as of the year indicated in
parentheses. Data compiled from various sources.

Name Region Year Damage Fatalities
(109 USD)

Katrina North Atlantic 2005 81.2 (2005) r-vl,900

Andrew North Atlantic 1992 44.9 (2005) 65

Great Hurricane North Atlantic 1780 - r-v22,000

Mitch North Atlantic 1998 6.0 (2006) 11,00o-IR,000

Galveston North Atlantic 1900 - 8,000-12,000

Rusa Western North Pacific 2002 6.0 (2002) 113

Bilis Western North Pacific 2006 4.4 (2006) 672

Thelma Western North Pacific 1991 0.019 (1991) 6,000

Nargis North Indian Ocean 2008 10 (2008) 146,000

than 60 m S-1 were measured before the instrument was destroyed. 10 Strong pressure
tendencies have been reported for Typhoon Irma (1971, 78hPa within 12 hours)
and Hurricane Kate (1985, more than 40hPa within 6 hours, Figure 2.10). Apart
from wind, precipitation and storm surges are additional hazards associated with
landfalling tropical cyclones. For example, extreme precipitation was reported for
Tropical Cyclones Denise (1966) and Hyacinthe (1980) both affecting the island of
Reunion in the Indian Ocean. For Denise 1,144mm rainfall within 12 hours and
1,825 mm within 24 hours were reported. Figures for Hyacinthe were even higher
with 5,876mm within 10 hours and 3,240mm within 72 hours (Kraus and Ebel,
2003). Examples of severe storm surges associated with tropical cyclones are provided
in Section 2.5.

Table 2.4 lists some of the most severe tropical cyclones in terms of damage and
death toll. Examples of damage associated with the Galveston Hurricane (1900) and
Hurricane Katrina (2005) are provided in Figure 2.12. Noticeably it is not always the
most intense or severe tropical cyclones that caused the highest damage or fatalities.
For example, Hurricane Katrina represents one of the most devastating tropical
cyclones impacting the U.S. Gulf Coast. However, in terms of core pressure, wind
speed, and behavior, Hurricane Katrina was less exceptional. The storm was first
identified as a tropical depression over the southeastern Bahamas and it intensified to
a Category-l hurricane shortly before striking Miami (McTaggart-Cowan et al.,
2007). Crossing the Florida peninsula the storm showed little weakening which

10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclone\_Tracy, last accessed March 25, 2008.
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Figure 2.12. Damage caused by wind and storm surge during the Galveston Hurricane in
Galveston, Texas in September 1900 (top) and flooding and levee repair in New Orleans ,
Louisiana after the passage of Hurricane Katrina in September 2005. From hup.tllwww.
photolib.noaa.gov, reproduced with permission from NOAA.
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was shown to be not unusual by McTaggart-Cowan et ale (2007) who compared the
behavior of Katrina with those of comparable hurricanes in the area. In particular,
McTaggart-Cowan et al. (2007) concluded that the minor zonal extent of the penin-
sula, the lack of orographic features, and the available moisture in the swamp-like
Everglades hamper significant disruption of the storm when passing over Florida.
Eventually Hurricane Katrina rapidly intensified over the warm waters of the Gulf of
Mexico before weakening and making a pair of destructive landfalls in Louisiana,
demonstrating the fragility of the coastal defense infrastructure bordering the Gulf of
Mexico (McTaggart-Cowan et al., 2007). In consequence, Hurricane Katrina repre-
sented a severe, but not an extremely severe and unusual hurricane, whose impacts
had been enormously magnified by a lack in both adequate preparation and response
(van Heerden and Bryan, 2006).

2.4 WIND-GENERATED WAVES

2.4.1 Introduction

Wind waves are generated by the action of the wind on the sea surface. If a wind starts
blowing over an initially calm sea surface it first establishes a very shallow surface
current whose velocity is proportional to the wind speed (van Dorn, 1994). At some
point turbulent fluctuations develop within the air above the sea surface. They disturb
the water surface and a characteristic pattern of capillary waves appears. These waves
are so small that gravity is not important and surface tension represents the major
restoring force. When the wind speed raises further, the wavelength, period, and
height of capillary ripples increase. The ripples are still too small to significantly
disturb the air flow above. At some point, the wind speed is sufficiently strong to
generate waves that are high enough to perturb the air flow above them. This
further increases the turbulence of the air flow and turbulent pressure fluctuations
tend to further increase the wave height. This process is directionally selective and
strongest for wave components traveling nearly into the direction of the wind (van
Dorn, 1994).

When the waves get higher, gravity is becoming more and more important and
replaces surface tension as the major restoring force. Capillary waves have wave-
lengths shorter than about 2 em while surface gravity waves, for which gravity is the
dominant restoring force, have wavelengths larger than approximately 10cm. In the
intermediate length range both restoring forces, surface tension and gravity, are
about equally important. Because of the different physics of capillary and gravity
waves, the speed of capillary waves decreases with increasing wavelength while the
speed of gravity waves increases with increasing wavelength. As a result, there exists a
smallest possible phase speed for wind-generated waves, which is about 0.23 m s-l for
waves with wavelengths of about 1.73 cm. It can be inferred that the initial speed of a
capillary wave is too small to follow the wind speed. As a consequence, waves initially
travel at an angle of about 70°-80° from the wind direction (van Dorn, 1994). When
the waves grow and their speed increases this angle progressively decreases.
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WMO (1998).

For deep water, waves at the sea surface are generally determined by three
factors : wind speed, duration, and fetch. Here duration denotes the period of time
over which the wind is blowing and fetch refers to how much sea room there is
available for the wind to build up the waves. The relation between wind speed,
duration , fetch, and wave height is illustrated in Figure 2.13. Thus a moderate
extra-tropical storm with wind speeds of about 17.5 m S- I (Beaufort 8) would gen-
erate waves of about 3.5 m significant wave height II after 6 hours and about 6 m after
18-24 hours provided the fetch is sufficiently large. Whe n both fetch and duration are
sufficiently lar ge, a sea state gene ra lly known as fully developed sea is eventually
reached. In this case, the phase speed of the waves has grown to a value rather
similar to that of the near-surface wind speed. Hence the energy input into the waves
by the wind field is largely balanced by dissipation processes such as white capping or
wave breaking, and the waves cannot grow any further. For small wind speeds less
time and fetch are needed to obtain fully deve loped seas . According to Figure 2.13, a
wind speed of 5 m s-I wou ld resu lt in fully developed seas within 18 hours provided

11 Note that the diagram refers to significant waveheight (seeSection 2.4.2)and that individual
wavesmay be considerably higher. As an approximation the significantwaveheight represents
the average conditions of the top third of waves observed over a defined period.
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the fetch is about 150km or more. For wind speeds of 20 m s-1 about 72 hours and
2,000 km fetch are required. As a rule of thumb, the significant wave height for fully
developed seas H fds can be obtained from

H (m)==245(u10(ms-
1
)) 2

fds . 10 (2.6)

(2.7)

where U10 denotes the wind speed at 10m height. Thus, for wind speeds of about
10m s-1 H fds is about 2.45 m, while for 20 m s-1 it is about 10m. Further, as a rule of
thumb, the corresponding wave period Tfds can be obtained from

1 2
H fds(m) == 20 T fds(s).

Usually for high-wind speeds fetch and duration are seldom unlimited and
observed wave heights are thus considerably smaller. Generally, the fetch depends
on the sea area and the direction from which the wind is blowing. For instance, for
the Strait of Gibraltar the fetch is about 930 km for winds coming from the east to the
northeast while it is only a few kilometers for winds coming directly from the north or
from the south. For the northern parts of the Adriatic Sea and southeast winds the
fetch is about 750 km, while it is about 830 km for the German Bight (southeastern
North Sea) for northwest winds. Duration is intimately connected with the time scales
of the meteorological phenomena causing high wind speeds. It may range from
several hours for local high wind speed phenomena such as mistral or etesian winds
over the northwestern Mediterranean or the Aegean Seas, respectively, to several
days for a series of extra-tropical cyclones in the storm tracks of both hemispheres.
Situations in which fetch and/or duration are limited are referred to as fetch-limited
and/or duration-limited growth.

As the spatial extent and the duration of a storm are limited, so is the area where
the action of wind causes the waves to develop. Waves that are still forced by the local
wind field and that, as a consequence, are still growing are referred to as wind sea.
Wind sea generally travels parallel to the wind direction. When wind direction and/or
wind speed change, a new wind sea system develops that corresponds to the new wind
field. The old waves still exist, but are decoupled from the wind forcing. Such waves
are referred to as swell. Swell may propagate over long distances with only little
damping. As a result there are often different wave systems existing simultaneously at
a location. These systems are usually characterized by different periods, directions,
and wave heights. They are often represented in the form of wave spectra; that is,
wave energy as a function of wave period and direction.l ' Figure 2.14 shows an
example of such a wave spectrum with two different wave systems. First, a wind sea
system propagating approximately towards the northeast can be inferred. The system
is driven by a local wind field with directions from the southwest. The wind sea system
has a peak frequency of about 0.3 Hz, which corresponds to a period of about 3 s. The
wavelength is in the order of 15 m. Second, a swell system with maximum energy at

12 See Section 3.4.1 for a more detailed discussion of wave spectra.
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Figure 2.14. Wave spectrum obtained from a wave model simulation for a location in the
central North Sea(55SN, OSE). The total significantwave heightat the timeof the simulation
(12:00UTe , February 15, 1962) is about 3.15m; the mean wavedirection is about 161 0

• Wind is
coming from 2320 with a speed of about 12m S-l . In the plot, distance from the center denotes
frequency; direction is indicated at the outermost circle.

about 0.15 Hz to 0.2 Hz is inferred. Typical wavelengths in this system are about
60 m, and the system moves towards the south. Both systems travel at an angle of
about 1200

, a situation which is usually referred to as a crosssea. Cross seas generally
lead to a "confused" sea state. As ships in heavy seas usually travel against the waves
cross seas may represent a particular threat for navigation.

Figure 2.15 (see color section) illustrates how swell may propagate over long
distances. Shown is an example in which waves produced by a low-pressure system
over the northwest Pacific traveled over about 1,000 km to 1,500 km until they
reached North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii. The strong wind fields over the northwest
Pacific forced a wave system with wave heights well above 12m. The system propa-
gated towards Hawaii and eventually reached Hawaiian deep waters with wave
heights of about 6 m. When the swell system moved further into the shallower coastal
waters, the waves began to slow down and the wave heights increased because of the
divergence in wave group velocity (see Section 3.4.1), a process referred to as shoaling.
As a result, surf heights of more than 12m were reported from North Shore, Oahu.
An impression of such waves is given in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16. High surf conditions along North Shore, Oahu (Hawaii) on November 16,2004.

2.4.2 Long and short-term variations of the sea state

When dea ling with the var iability of wind-generated waves at the sea surface it is
important to distinguish between two fundamentally different concept s: the varia-
tions within a given sea state (short-term variations) and the variations ofthe sea state
itself (long-term variations). For an observer at a fixed location the sea surface
elevation varies considerably within seconds caused by the passage of the crests
and troughs of individual waves. On the other hand, even under these circumstances
there exist some properties that describe the prevailing conditions relatively well and
which remain almo st constant over some period of time. An example is the average
height of the waves generated within a particular extra-tropical storm. Hence, such
parameters are generally used to describe , in a statistical sense, the actual conditions
of a wave field. They are also used to describe long-term changes such as the
variations from day to day, mon th to month, or year to year, or in other words,
the variat ions between different sea states . In the following we refer to such changes as
long-term variations.

For any given set of such parameters describing the actual conditions or the sea
state in a statistical sense, there still remains considerable var iability due to the
variations of the sea surface caused by individual waves; that is, variations that occur
within a given sea state . We will refer to such fluctuations as short-term variations.
Figure 2.17 illustrates the problem. The upper panel shows a record of the measured
sea surface elevations over a period of 20 minutes. The up and down movements in
the time series are caused by the passage of individual waves and it can be inferred
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Figure 2.17. Time seriesof sea surface elevation measured over a 20-minute time interval (top)
and corresponding significant wave height derived from 20-minute measurements over a time
period of 4 hours (bottom). The cross at 18:40 UTe in the lower panel represents the significant
wave height derived from the 20-minute time series shown in the upper panel.

that the height of these indi vidu al waves varies con siderabl y. When averaging over
the top 33% of the indi vidu al waves is performed a char acterist ic number referred to
as significant wave height l 3 is derived that is representative for the actual conditions.
From the lower panel it can be obta ined th at th is number is abo ut 6.25 m for the
time interval 18:30-19:50 UTe shown in the upper pan el. The lower panel also
shows the variations of the significant wave height itself when a longer period of
4 hours is considered. While still relatively constant within this 4-hour period it can be
en visioned that significant wave heights vary on lon ger time scales such as those
associa ted with the passage of low-pressure systems, between seas ons , and on longer
time scales such as yea rs and decad es.

Distribution of waves within a given sea state: the Rayleigh distribution. For many
practical applica tions sho rt-term varia tions of the sea sta te are important and crit-
ical. Generally, the design of offshore structures or vessels is based on the long-term
sta tistics of param eters describing the sea sta te; in pa rticular, on which co ndi tions
the struc ture or the ship is likely to encounter during its lifetime. On the other hand,

13 See Section 3.4.3 for details.
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it is not the average conditions that cause a structure to fail but the most extreme
individual waves. A typical questions in marine design is therefore: What is the
highest wave a structure is likely to encounter during its lifetime? Or, in other
words: Is there a distribution that describes the probability of individual wave heights
for a given sea state?

An approximation of such a distribution can indeed be inferred. By considering
the height h of individual waves within a given sea state as a random variable, where
the sea state can be characterized by the average wave height H I / 3 of the top third of
the individual waves, Longuet-Higgins (1952) showed that a probability distribution
for h can be approximated by

F(h < hp ) == p

(2.8)

Equation (2.8) is generally known as the Rayleigh distribution. The parameter
H I / 3 that describes the sea state is often referred to as the significant wave height,
a concept which was originally introduced by Sverdrup and Munk (1947).
Roughly, the significant wave height corresponds to the height that an experienced
observer at sea would report as the typical wave height for the prevailing conditions
(sea state).

The wave height hp in (2.8) is called the p-percentileor the p-quantile. For a given
significant wave height, the p-percentile is exceeded by only (1 p) percent of all
individual waves, while the remaining p percent are smaller than hp' The probability
(1 p) is therefore also called the exceedance probability

1 - p 1 - F(h < hp ) == F(h > hp ) . (2.9)

Table 2.5 shows the exceedance probabilities for different wave heights derived from
the Rayleigh distribution. It can be inferred that about 140/0 of individual waves will
be higher than the significant wave height, a fact that also follows directly from the
definition of H I / 3• Further it can be inferred that only lout of 100individual waves is
likely to exceed the significant wave height by 50% and that the exceedance prob-
ability for observing a wave with twice the significant wave height is only about
3.4 x 10-4

• Therefore, the maximum wave height likely to be observed within a
particular sea state is often estimated by, as a rule of thumb, twice the significant
wave height.

Table 2.5. Ratio of individual wave height hp and significant wave height
H I / 3 and the related exceedance probabilities F(h > hp ) determined from
the Rayleigh distribution (2.8).

~ 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.2
H I / 3

F(h > hp ) 0.14 0.01 3.4 x 10-4 1.0 X 10-4
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Given the Rayleigh distribution the question remains what would be the highest
wave an observer is likely to encounter for a given sea state lasting for a given period.
The answer is directly related to the number of waves passing the observer within the
given period of time. Suppose the sea state persists for a time period T in which the
observer encounters N individual waves. Suppose further that the amplitudes of these
waves are randomly distributed. Then the probability distribution (2.8) for the largest
wave hmaxto be expected reads

1
1--

N

which by rearrangement yields

[ (
hmax)2]I - exp -2 H

I
/
3

'

JinNhmax H I / 3 -2-·

(2.10)

(2.11)

Let us a assume that a storm with high wind speeds lasts for about 6 hours and
produces a sea state with typical wave periods of about 18s. Then the observer will
notice approximately 1,200 individual waves during the course of the storm. Accord-
ing to (2.11), the highest wave the observer will encounter is then about 1.88 times the
significant wave height. For a wind speed of about 20 m S-I and fully developed seas,
producing a significant wave height of about 10m (Figure 2.13), the highest wave
likely to be observed within 6 hours therefore is about 18.8m.

Note that the time it takes, on average, to observe an individual wave with a
height two times or more the significant wave height depends on the sea state. By
rearranging (2.11) with respect to N it can be obtained that about lout of 2,980
individual waves will be larger than twice the significant wave height. As a rule of
thumb wave height and wave period are coupled via (2.7). From (2.7) it can be
inferred that higher waves are linked with longer periods and vice versa. For small
waves, the time it needs to observe 2,980 individual waves is therefore smaller than for
higher waves. For example, for fully developed seas a wind speed of 10m S-I results in
a significant wave height of about 2.45 m and a wave period of about 7 s according to
(2.6), (2.7). The time it takes to encounter 2,980 waves is therefore about 6 hours. For
a wind speed of 20 m s-l, the significant wave height and period for a fully developed
sea state are 9.8 m and 14s, respectively. The time it takes to pass 2,980 waves (or to
observe, on average, a wave of more than twice the significant wave height) is
therefore almost 12 hours or twice as large.

2.4.3 Freak or rogue waves

From time to time reports are made about ships or offshore platforms that received
damage from unexpectedly high and/or steep individual waves. Such waves are
usually referred to as freak or rogue waves. An example is shown in Figure 2.18.
It shows the oil freighter Esso Languedoc off the coast of Durban (South Africa),
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Figure 2.18. Freak
wave approaching the
oil freighter Esso
Languedoc in 1980.
Credits: Philippe
LijourjESA.

when an extremely high wave approached the vessel from behind and was breaking
on the foredeck of the ship. At the time of the incident the significant wave height was
reported to be between about 5m to 10m. The crest height!" of the freak wave can be
vaguely inferred from the mast on the starboard side of the foredeck which has a
height of about 25 m above mean sea level. In this case the incident caused only minor
damages. In 1974 the Norwegian freighter Wilstar (Figure 2.19) was less fortunate.
According to the crew a rogue wave off the South Afr ican coast ripped parts of the
bow. The damage was caused by a combination of pitch motion and a steep incoming
wave. Some more examples of freak wave occurrences are compiled in Table 2.6 and
further examples can be found, for instance, in Kjeldsen (1997) or Didenkulova et al.
(2006).

While the existence of rogue waves is now generally accepted, a broad consensus
regarding their definition is still lacking. In many studies individual waves are con-
sidered to be rogue waves when their height exceeds about twice the significant wave
height. Other studies use crest height thresholds of 1.25 (e.g., Haver and Andersen,
2000a) or similar. According to the Rayleigh distribution (2.8) such events are highly

14 Crest height refers to the height of the wave above the still water line. Wave height, on the
other hand, is measured as the distance between the crest and the preceding or following
trough.
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Figure 2.19. Impact
of a freak wave on
the Norwegian
freighter Wi/star in
1974. Credits: ESA/
DLR.

unl ikely .P When more sophisticated models of the sea surface!" are adopted, the
chances of obse rving freak waves increase, but still remain small .

The question remains on whether freak waves may be considered as rare
realizations of a typical wave population or whether it is appropriate to assume
the existence of a separate freak wave population. When waves are considered to
be real izations of a random process, there always remains some chance of observing
extreme (freak) waves. An intuitive example is provided by Haver and Andersen
(2000a) who supposed a l O-year storm! " that blows over an ocean area large enough
that the waves in 100 sub-areas can be assumed to be statistically independent. In
this case, it is very likely th at a wave close to a (local) I,OOO-year event can be
observed in one of the sub-areas. In thi s example, the observed extreme (freak) wave
represents a rare realization of a typical wave population. An alternative approach is
to assume the existence of a separate freak wave population. The latter was suggested,
for instance, by Haver and Andersen (2000b). Here freak waves represent typical
realizations of a rare population, a circumstance with considerable consequences:
being members of a separate population , freak waves may occur more often than
could be assumed solely from the probability of rare events for typical wave
populations. Although the existence of such a separate freak wave population is
far from being proved it receives some support from the relatively large amount
of reported ship damage and number of incidents that are attributed to the impact
of freak waves .

15 Note that the time period it takes for observing an individual wave height exceeding the
significant wave height by a certain factor depends on the significant wave itself (see Section
2.4.2).
16 Such as second-order probabilistic models (e.g., Haver and Andersen, 2000a).
17 That is, a storm that occurs on average only once every 10 years.
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Table 2.6. Some examples of freak wave incidents compiled from Haver (2000) and
Didenkulova et al. (2006).

Location Description

Off eastern South African coast The ship-master of the Edinburgh Castle
described an event during which the vessel was
hit by a freak wave in 1964

Southwest of Durban (South Africa) Cruiser Birmingham was hit by a freak wave in
1944

Off Newfoundland In 1995 the Queen Elisabeth II headed into
a major storm, Luis. The maximum wave
height from the ship log was close to 30 m.
The shipmaster described an episode where
the crew were looking at a wall of water for a
couple of minutes before it hit the ship

Off the east coast of Greenland In 1943 the liner Queen Elisabeth hit a trough
preceding a giant wave. The wave impact
shattered the bridge window about 90 feet
above the normal water line

North Sea The Statoil-operated Draupner platform was
hit by a freak wave in January 1995

Mediterranean Sea, 60 miles off Menorca In 2005 the cruise vessel Grand Voyager was
hit by an about 14m high individual wave
within a sea state of only 2.4 m significant
wave height. The wave caused some damage
and injuries onboard

Atlantic Ocean Between the Bahamas and New York the
cruise vessel Norwegian Dawn encountered a
more than 21 m high freak wave in 2005.
Maximum significant wave height was
reported to be about 4 m

So far most reports on the existence of freak waves are based on anecdotal
evidence or photographs of damage that is attributed to the impact of freak waves.
Only a limited number of measurements does exist. An example is the so-called New
Year Wave, a freak wave that hit the Statoil-operated Draupner platform in the
northern North Sea on January 1, 1995. The time series obtained from a down-
looking laser device is shown in Figure 2.20. During a 20-minute period shown in the
time series individual waves with typical heights mostly between about 10m to 12m
were observed. The significant wave height during that period was reported to be
about 12m (Haver and Andersen, 2000a). In the first quarter of the period shown an
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Figure 2.20. Time series of sea surface elevation at the Draupner platform in the North Sea.
Courtesy of Sverre Haver, Statoil.

exceptionally high and steep wave passed the laser device. With a height close to 26 m
it measured more than twice the significant wave height and the crest height was
reported to be about 18.5 m. The latter implies that the wave was accompanied by a
rather shallow trough and it may well have appeared to an observer as a "wall of
water ", a description that is often provided by observers having experienced a rogue
wave event. Some more examp les of freak wave measurements can be found, for
instance, in Sand et al. (1990), Kjeldsen (1997), and Yasuada et al. (1998).

While interpretation from time series may provide some insight into the time
behavior of the phenomenon, the question about its regional distribution remains. So
far, approaches other than to study the regional distribution of ship accidents in
combination with wave hindcasts (e.g., Monbaliu and Toffoli , 2003) are limited . Only
recently have algorithms been developed that are supposed to measure individual
wave heights from spaceborne synthetic aperture radars (SAR) mounted aboard ERS
satellites (Rosenthal et al., 2003). An example of such a measurement is provided in
Figure 2.21. It shows a cross-section of the surface elevation over a range of 5 km
taken from ERSjSAR data over the Southern Ocean. From the cross-section
irregularly varying waves typically of about 10m height can be inferred. An extreme
outlier is the individual wave in the middle of the cross-section. It has a height of
29.8 m which is about 2.9 times the significant wave height reported for the time the
satellite data were taken. According to current definitions, the wave thus qualifies as a
freak or rogue wave. Unfortunately, only a limited number of SAR data have been
processed so far. While satellite data may provide a tool to gain further insight into
the regional distribution of freak waves, further data analysis is needed before reliable
statements can be made .

Freak waves constitute an enormous concentration of wave energy . The
mechanisms leading to such concentrations are still under discussion and are subject
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Figure 2.21. Freak wave
detected from ERS-2 SAR in
August 1996 in the Southern
Ocean. The upper panel
shows the picture derived
from the satellite data . The
cross-section shown in the
lower panel is indicated by the
white solid line. Courtesy of
Susanne Lehner, German
Aerospace Center.

of intensive research. So far , in principle three different approaches exist , all of which
have the ir advantages and limitations:

1. The random concentration of wave energy in time and space ma inly as a
consequence of the dependence of phase speed on wavelength. Here freak waves
may develop as a result of a superposition ofdifferent wave components traveling
at different speeds. The limitation of this approach is the required delicate bal-
ance of initial conditions which may well be simulated in wave tanks, but which
are hardly realized spontaneously in the open ocean, and the relatively short life
time of the freak waves which is not in agreement with observational evidence.

2. The wave energy concentration caused by ocean currents. In this case currents
acting over long distances deflect the waves such that local focusing or defocusing
of wave energy occurs. In order for this mechanism to be effective all wave
components need similar directions when entering the current. Such a situation
may indeed be encountered at a few places such as the Agulhas Current.
However, freak waves have been observed also in areas that lack strong ocean
currents.

3. Energy focu sing due to non-linear effects. Such mechanisms have been proposed
by various authors. In the simplest of these approaches non-linear effects account
for a redistribution of wave energy such th at a small part of a wave train is
growing at the expense of its surroundings. For a summary see Haver and
Andersen (2000b) .
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2.5 TIDES, STORM SURGES, AND MEAN SEA LEVEL

Variations in the height of the sea surface are caused by various factors that extend
over a wide range of space and time scales. When we ignore variations caused by wind
wavcs.l" the observed sea surface height h, can, for many practical purposes, be
regarded as a superposition of tides, surges, and changes in mean sea level

(2.12)

where the index t denotes time; and t, represents the tidal variations that are caused
by astronomical forces such as the gravitational forces exerted by the Moon and the
Sun. These forces cause complicated patterns in ocean response, but are in general
regular and predictable; s, denotes the surges which are caused by meteorological
factors such as the wind acting on the sea surface and pushing waters towards or
away from the coast. Compared with tides, surges are less predictable and regular.
They alter, sometimes significantly, the tidal pattern that dominates the variations in
sea surface height at most places and on short time scales. On long time scales
changes in mean sea level It are particularly important. They refer to changes in
sea surface height that are caused by slowly varying factors such as geological
changes (e.g., vertical land movements), melting of grounded ice, or thermal
expansion of sea water caused by long-term changes in ocean temperatures. In the
following we will discuss the three terms on the right-hand side of (2.12) in more
detail.

2.5.1 Storm surges

The word surge generally refers to a rise or drop of the sea surface caused primarily by
winds and secondarily by the action of atmospheric pressure on the sea surface.
Significant surge heights are generated when the wind pushes large water masses
towards or away from the coast. The effect should not be mixed up with sea surface
height variations caused by wind waves, which have much shorter wavelengths, space
and time scales (see Section 2.4). More generally and neglecting for slow changes in
mean sea level and for tide-surge interactions (e.g., Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007),
surges are also referred to as non-tidal or meteorological residuals

(2.13)

Depending on whether the water is transported towards or away from a location,
surges may enhance or reduce the local sea surface height. In the first case they are
referred to as positive surges, in the second case as negative surges. While positive
surges are generally more spectacular, especially when they are associated with the
appearance of major storm systems (storm surges), negative surges may, in some cases
significantly, reduce local water depths and may represent a potential hazard for
shipping. Table 2.7 provides a list of some major storm surge events and their
estimated impacts. It can be inferred that the highest surges and the most destructive

18 These are variations in the sea state, which are treated in detail in Section 2.4.
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Table 2.7. Estimated impact of some major storm surge events compiled from various sources.

Date Region Name or type of Max. surge Approx.
storm system level number of

(m) fatalities

September 1900 Galveston, Texas Galveston Hurricane 4.6 6,000-12,000

February 1953 Southern North Sea Unnamed 3.0 2,000
(U.K., Netherlands) extra-tropical cyclone

February 1962 Southern North Sea Extra-tropical Cyclone 3.5 325
(Hamburg, Germany) Vincinette

November 1970 Bangladesh Bhola Tropical Cyclone 6.0-10.0 300,000-500,000

April 1991 Bangladesh Bangladesh Tropical Cyclone 5.0-8.0 150,000

August 2005 Alabama, Mississipi, Hurricane Katrina 8.2 1,900
Louisiana (U.S.A.)

events are often associated with tropical cyclones. Although the loss of life caused by
tropical cyclones is not entirely caused by the storm surge, the latter is responsible for
the majority of fatalities in tropical cyclones worldwide. For example, for the Bhola
Tropical Cyclone that hit Bangladesh in November 1970 the official estimate was put
at about 300,000-500,000 fatalities, making the storm the deadliest tropical cyclone
on record. It was estimated that about 46,000 fishermen operating in area at the time
of the storm lost their lives. More than 9,000 fishing boats were destroyed and the
damage to property and crops was enormous. The maximum recorded wind speed
was about 60 m s-1 and the maximum storm surge height was estimated to be in the
order of about 10.0 m. 19 A comparable disaster in the area was caused by the tropical
cyclone that hit Bangladesh in April 1991 resulting in about 150,000 fatalities. In the
United States, the storm surges caused by the Galveston Hurricane and by Hurricane
Katrina so far represent two of the most destructive examples.

The spatial and time scales of storm surges vary considerably (e.g., Gonnert et
al., 2001). Tropical cyclones are associated with small and intense surges that have
typical time scales of a few hours and spatial scales on the order of about 50 km.
Figure 2.22 schematically illustrates the situation for a Northern Hemisphere tropical
storm. The peak of the storm surge occurs along the forward right quadrant of the
landfalling storm. Here onshore winds push the water masses towards the coast. To
the left of the storm's center surge heights are greatly reduced or even negative as a
result of offshore winds. In reality the situation may become more complex.i'' Extra-
tropical storm surges, in contrast, typically have much larger spatial dimensions of up
to several hundreds of kilometers, and longer time scales on the order of one day.

19 Source: http.llen.wikipedia.orglwiki]1970\_Bhola\_cyclone, last accessed March 27, 2008.
20 See example on Hurricane Dennis later in this section.
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Figure 2.22.
Schematic diagram
of the distribution
of storm surge
heights along a
coastline during
landfall of a tropical
cyclone. Redrawn
after Liu (2004).
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They represent relatively slow-moving phenomena that may affect large areas over
periods of up to several days. They may also propagate away from the storm, enter
the continental shelf, and propagate as long waves along the coast. In the latter case
they are usually referred to as external surges.2

1

The contribution of surges to local variations in sea surface height can be
assessed from the statistics oflong time series. An obvious measure for the magn itude
of weather-related effects on sea surface height variations is the standard deviation
obtained from hourly surge data. Figure 2.23 shows an example for Cuxhaven
located in the German Bight (southern North Sea) at the mouth of the River Elbe.
The standard deviation of observed surges within the period 1958-2002 is about
36 em. For comparison, the standard deviation of observed surge heights varies
between a few centimeters for ocean islands surrounded by deep water (e.g., 6 em
for Honolulu, Hawaii) to tens of centimeters for shallow waters subjected to frequent
stormy weather conditions (e.g., 20cm for Southampton, U.K.) (Pugh, 2004). Lar-
gest values are often observed in estuaries or bays, such as shown here for Cuxhaven
(36 em) or Buenos Aires (49 em) (Pugh, 2004). Further inspection of Figure 2.23
reveals that the observed distribution has extended tails for both positive and nega-
tive surges with a tendency for large positive values to occur more frequently. The
largest positive and negative surges observed between 1958 and 2002 are 3.50 m and
- 2.25 m, respectively .

Seasonal variations in surge heights may be assessed, for instance, from
changes in monthly surge levels that are exceeded for only 1% of the time (99-
percentiles). For Cuxhaven these levels are shown in Figure 2.24. Here the seasonal
variations in surge statistics basically reflect the seasonal cycle of weather patterns.
The most severe surges tend to occur in the storm season from November to February

21 Seeexample on the North Sea storm surge in 1962 later in this section.
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Figure 2.23. Relative frequency of observed storm surges in Cuxhaven obtained from hourly
data 1958-2002. The analysis was performed using a lOcm bandwidth. The standard deviation
of the observed surge is 36em, the largest positive and negative surgeswere 3.50m and - 2.25m,
respectively.

while the chance of severe storm surges is considerably reduced during the summer
months.

Inverse barometric effect. When atmospheric pressure at the sea surfaces rises , the
height of the sea surface is depressed and vice versa. This effect is known as the
inverse barometric effe ct . Once the ocean has reached an equilibrium in response to
atmospheric pressure forcing, the following equation holds:

Pa + pgh = const. (2.14)

where Pa denotes atmospheric pressure at the sea surface (sea level pressure); p is the
density of seawater; 9 is gravitational acceleration; and h represents the height of the
sea surface. Any change in sea level pressure 6.p" will th us lead to a corresponding
change in sea surface height

t:1h = _ 6.Pa .
pg

(2.15)
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Figure 2.24. Monthly 99-percentile surge heights obtained from hourly data at Cuxhaven
1958-2002.

When average values of p = 1,026kgm- 3 and g = 9.81 ms- 2 are taken for density
and gravitational acceleration, then, as a rule of thumb, a change in atmospheric
pressure of about 1hPa will lead to a 1em change in sea surface height caused by the
inverse barometric effect. For an extra-tropical cyclone with a core pressure of
950 hPa the inverse barometric effect will thus result in a sea level rise of about
63 em relat ive to the average atmospheric sea level pressure of 1013hPa. On January
10, 1993 an extremely intense cyclone with a core pressure of 913 hPa was observed
north of the United Kingdom (Kraus and Ebel, 2003). In this extreme case, the
inverse barometric effect may, in theory, have caused a sea level rise of up to I meter
in the vicinity of the center of the low-pressure system . Usually, however, sea level
pressure varies between about 980 hPa and 1,030 hPa corresponding to inverse baro-
metric effects between about +33 em and -17 em relative to the height of the sea
surface at 1013hPa. Therefore, the inverse barometric effect is usually of secondary
importance compared with the direct response of sea surface height to wind forcing.
It should be noted, however, that the inverse barometric effect may be enhanced by a
type of resonance for a moving atmospheric pressure system, especially when the
latter moves over a continental shelf with a speed close to that of a shallow-water
wave (Pugh, 2004).
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Response of sea surface height to wind forcing. When the wind blows over the
ocean, the drag of the sea surface acts in a way to change sea surface height. At first
approximation and ignoring for effects caused by the rotation of the Earth, winds
blowing over a channel of constant depth bring about a slope of the water surface
such that the resulting pressure gradient eventually balances the drag of the wind on
the water surface

a(
ax (2.16)

where ( represents sea surface height; x is the horizontal distance over which the wind
is acting on the sea surface (fetch); Pa and P are the densities of the atmosphere and
seawater, respectively; D denotes water depth; u is wind speed; and Cd and 9 are the
drag coefficient and the acceleration of gravity, respectively. Equation (2.16) shows
that the response of sea surface height to wind forcing basically depends on wind
speed, fetch, and water depth. Figure 2.25 (see color section) illustrates these depen-
dences. In general, surges get larger with increasing wind speeds and fetches. For
instance, a moderate storm with Beaufort-8 wind speeds blowing over 100km of
water with a depth of 20 m causes a storm surge of about 36ern. In the same geo-
metrical configuration a Beaufort-12 storm would raise the sea surface by about 2 m.
When the same Beaufort-12 storm is blowing over about 150km of sea surface, surge
heights would increase to about 3m. Moreover, the response of sea surface height to
wind forcing is inversely related to water depth. Under otherwise identical conditions
the response is larger in shallower waters. When Beaufort-12 wind speeds are acting
over about 100km of fetch, storm surge heights would be about 2 m and 4 m for water
depths of 20 m and 10m, respectively. Figure 2.26 (see color section) also shows that,
as a consequence of higher wind speeds, tropical cyclones are often associated with
higher storm surges. For example, a Category-3 hurricane moving off the Texas Gulf
Coast, where water depths are typically about 20 m, may lead to storm surge levels of
about 3.25 m when a fetch of 50 km is adopted.

In the real world there are a number of processes that modify the simple picture
provided by (2.16). When the rotation of the Earth is taken into account, the net
transport of water caused by surface winds is not parallel to the wind direction, but to
the right in the Northern Hemisphere and to the left in the Southern Hemisphere.
This process is known as Ekman transport and it is particularly important when the
wind blows parallel to the coastline. In shallow waters bottom friction opposes wind
drag on the sea surface and reduces surge heights. Also interactions between tides
and surges, caused by the presence of non-linear terms in the governing equations,
may become important (e.g., Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007). Other effects comprise
shoaling caused by changes in water depth, channeling effects in large estuaries or
bays, presence of sea ice that may reduce effective fetch, or interactions with wind-
generated waves at the sea surface. In the following some examples are provided.

Regional examples of storm surges. A global map of areas exposed to significant
storm surge risk is shown in Figure 2.26. Mainly low-lying coastal areas influenced
by tropical or extra-tropical cyclones are affected. For example, the North Sea,
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located on the European continental shelf between the British Isles and continental
Europe, represents a storm-prone area which, especially in winter , is exposed to
frequently occurring extra-tropical cyclones. Much of the land surrounding the
North Sea is below or only slightly above mean sea level, making coastal flooding
a particular serious hazard. The latter particularly applies to The Netherlands, Den-
mark , and Germany. For instance, in Germany the west coast of Schleswig-Holstein
comprises about 553 km of coastline, 408 km of which are protected by dikes or
other sea defenses (Ministerium fiir landliche Raume, Landesplanung, Land-
wirtschaft und Tourismus des Landes Schleswig-Holstein, 2001). In the U.K. as
well as in other countries surrounding the North Sea erosion caused by storm
surges and storm waves represents a particular threat. The North Sea is located
on the exit of the North Atlantic storm track and storms frequently travel eastward
across its wide entrance in the north where they may set water into motion that
propagates anti-clockwise along the North Sea coastl ine initially with very little
resistance from bottom friction . This phenomenon is frequently referred to as an
ex ternal surge in order to distinguish it from surges that are generated locally in the
North Sea by the effects of wind and sea surface pressure. Figure 2.27 illustrates the
effect. When a tide-surge model (see Section 3.5) for the North Sea is driven solely
by astronomical forces, naturally quite large differences relative to the observed
situation are obtained as the meteorological effects are ignored completely. In the
example shown the differences between the real situation and a tide-only simulation
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Figure 2.27. Differences between observed and simulated water levels at Cuxhaven in the
southern North Sea for a tide-only simulation (dashed) , for a simulation with tidal and local
wind forcing (solid, light gray) , and for a simulation driven by tides, local wind fields, and
extern al surges (solid, black) . External surges have been accounted for by the assimilation of
observed water levels from a tide gauge near the model boundary (Aberdeen). After Weisse and
Pluess (2006).
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are larger than 50cm around June 18. These differences are somewhat reduced when
the effects of local wind and pressure fields are accounted for. When additionally
external surges are taken into account in the model simulation, the differences
between observations and model results are smallest.

Generally, external surges add to the effect of locally generated surges and may,
under otherwise rather similar weather conditions, significantly raise observed water
levels. An example is the North Sea storm surge that occurred on February 16-17,
1962 and caused severe damage in northern Germany and, particularly, in Hamburg.
The meteorological situation observed over the North Sea on February 16-17 was
rather similar to that about four days earlier with relatively moderate wind conditions
of about Beaufort 9-10 (Koopmann, 1962). However, in the German Bight observed
surge heights varied considerably between both events and observed high water levels
differed by more than one meter (e.g., Weisse and Pluess, 2006). This difference is
attributed to the influence of external surges that contributed to the second event, but
were lacking for the first event (Koopmann, 1962). For much of the North Sea
highest water levels were observed in January 1976. Here interaction with topography
and the timing of the storm relative to the tide turned out to be important. Winds
from the west hampered the outflow of water from the River Elbe during low tide
and, after the passage of a cold front, winds turned towards more northwesterly
directions which additionally pushed water into the estuary at the rising tide.

For shallow-water areas tide-surge interactions may become important and may
modify the statistics of storm surges and high-water events. Tide-surge interaction
refers to a modification in the propagation of surges by tides and vice versa. The
phenomenon is attributed to non-linear terms in the governing equations, mainly to
the shallow-water and bottom friction terms. A simple example of tide-surge inter-
action is the reduction of water depth at low tide which increases bottom friction and
reduces propagation speed and the height of surges compared with a similar config-
uration at high tide. In reality, interaction may be more complex. For the River
Thames tide-surge interaction has been studied and documented by Prandle and
Wolf (1978). They showed that peak surges tend to occur before high and during
rising tide while large storm surge peaks seldom, if ever, occurred at high tide. Similar
result were obtained by Woodworth and Blackman (2002) who analyzed Liverpool
tide-surge data since 1768 and by Horsburgh and Wilson (2007) for a number of
different U.K. tide gauges.

The Baltic Sea with its surface of about 377,000km 2 represents one of the largest
brackish inland seas. It has an average length of about 1,600km and an average width
of about 193km. The maximum depth is about 460 m and the average depth is about
55m. The Baltic Sea is characterized by an excess of precipitation and runoff over
evaporation and is connected to the North Sea only via three narrow straits. As a
consequence tidal elevations are negligible almost throughout the entire Baltic Sea
and fetches to built-up large surges remain limited owing to the spatial configuration
of the sea relative to the major paths of storms in the area. For instance, northeasterly
winds of Beaufort 8-10 that are able to act on long fetches may cause storm surge
heights of about 1.5m to 1.8m at the southwestern shorelines as a response of the sea
surface solely to wind forcing (Umweltministerium Mecklenburg-Vorpommern,
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1997). There are, however, a number of other processes that may significantly con-
tribute to extreme sea surface heights in the Baltic Sea in response to meteorological
phenomena: long-lasting (several days) series of storms with wind directions pre-
ferably from the west to the southwest may push water through the straits that
connect the Baltic Sea with the North Sea. As a consequence water levels in the
entire Baltic Sea may be increased by 0.3 m to 0.5 m. Similarly, these storms push the
water masses towards the eastern and northeastern coasts and raise the water levels
there. Simultaneously, water levels at the southern and southwestern coasts drop.
When the storms cease and wind speed drops, water flushes back towards the south-
ern and southwestern coasts . The latter may raise water levels along the German and
Danish coastline by up to I m (Umweltministerium Mecklenburg-Vorpommern,
1997).

Two exceptionally strong storm surge events in the Baltic Sea occurred in
November 1872and in January 2005. In November 1872,over the night of November
12 to 13 surge levels reached values of more than 3.50m above mean sea level in the
southwestern Baltic Sea and remained above 2 m for about 18 hours. Figure 2.28
shows annual surge maxima at Travemiinde, Germany, where 3.30 m were observed.
Obviously , the 1872 event was way beyond anything that has been recorded before
and after. Another exceptionally strong surge hit the Estonian coast in January 2005.
It was caused by Wind Storm Gudrun, which affected many areas in northern Europe
between January 7 and 9, 2005. In the Estonian city of Parnu , the observed storm
surge associated with Gudrun reached 2.75m above mean sea level and was the
highest ever recorded. The exceptionally high surges were considered to be a result
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Figure 2.28. Observed annual maxima high-water levels in Traverminde, Schleswig-Holstein,
Germany, since 1825.
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of high wind speeds in combination with resonance effects of the wind storm moving
over shallow water (Suursaar et al., 2006).

The U.S. Gulf Coast and the Atlantic coast of Florida are other areas of
enhanced storm surge risk (Figure 2.26). The Gulf of Mexico is almost completely
landlocked and characterized by relatively warm water temperatures. Because of the
latter, hurricanes entering the Gulf usually intensify on their path before making
landfall. Because of the relatively shallow continental shelf, storm surges associated
with hurricanes may be extreme. For instance, for a typical hurricane with wind
speeds of about 40 m S-l off the Texas Gulf Coast, where average depths and fetches
are about 20 m and 100km, respectively, according to (2.16), corresponding surges
will be in the order of 1m to 2.5 m depending on how Cd is parameterized. Surges are
generally larger in the forward right quadrant of a tropical storm (Figure 2.22) and
their spatial scale is much smaller than that of extra-tropical surges. There may be,
however, processes that complicate that simple figure. An example is provided by
Hurricane Dennis, which hit the U.S. Gulf Coast on July 10, 2005 just east of
Pensacola. Surges observed in Apalachee Bay, about 275 km east of Pensacola, were
about 2 m to 3 m; that is, about one meter higher than predicted. They could not be
explained by the rather moderate winds in the area. An explanation for the unex-
pectedly high surges has been provided by Morey et ale (2006). Using a series of storm
surge simulations under idealized and real conditions they showed that the additional
l-meter surge height could be explained by a topographic Rossby wave that traveled
along the Florida Gulf Coast. While the storm was moving almost parallel to the
coast it generated alongshore winds that produced onshore Ekman transport and a
positive sea level anomaly at the coast. The latter finally traveled northward as a
coastally trapped wave. From theoretical arguments Morey et ale (2006) estimated the
speed of this wave to be comparable with that of the moving hurricane. As a result the
wave continued to amplify on its path, leading to enhanced storm surge levels in
Apalachee Bay.

There are many more areas in the world that are sensitive to storm surge risk
(Figure 2.26). Examples comprise China, parts of northern Australia, and the Indian
coastline. In all cases surge levels depend crucially on a number of local factors that
may be more or less important, depending on details of the area and prevailing
meteorological conditions.

2.5.2 Tides

Tides are regular periodic motions of the sea surface caused by gravitational forces.
The only two astronomical bodies that exert sufficiently strong gravitational forces on
the Earth to cause noticeable variations of the sea surface height are the Sun and the
Moon. Because of its shorter distance to the Earth, the gravitational attraction of the
Moon is about twice that of the Sun. When only the gravitational forces of the Moon
are considered to act on an Earth covered entirely with water (an aqua planet) where
the water is sufficiently deep and where the response to gravitational forces is
instantaneous, the most simple concept of a tidal response, generally known as the
equilibrium tide, is obtained. Here the response consists of the following components:
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1. A semidiurnalcomponent that is controlledby the Earth's rotation. The revolution
of the Moon and the Earth around their joint center of mass causes two water
bulges that are in line with an axis from the Moon to the Earth. Because of the
Earth's rotation these two bulges travel over the Earth surface causing two high
waters and two low waters a day at any given point under the influence of these
two bulges. The period of this tidal component is only roughly semidiurnal as the
rotation of the Moon around the Earth slightly increases the period to 12 hours
25 minutes. There is a small asymmetry in the height of the two bulges with the
one more remote from the Moon being slightly smaller.

2. A diurnal component that is controlled by lunar declination in combination with
Earth's rotation. Caused by lunar declination the maximum heights of the two
semidiurnal bulges are not located on the Earth's equatorial plane but one in the
Northern Hemisphere and the other in the Southern Hemisphere. As the Earth
rotates, each point on the Earth's surface under the influence of the two semi-
diurnal bulges will experience daily variations in tidal range.r' Tidal ranges are
increased when the point is under the influence of the bulge that has its maxima in
the same hemisphere and are reduced when Earth's rotation has brought the
point under the influence of the other bulge roughly half a day later. As lunar
declination varies with a period of 27.2 days (nodal month), asymmetry varies
with the same period. When lunar declination is large, asymmetry is also large
and may, in extreme cases, almost suppress the tidal range under one bulge while
largely increasing it under the other.

3. Long-term components. These components have periods of a month and longer
and are associated with changes in the Earth-Moon distance and declination
(e.g., Pugh, 1987). One of the longest periods (of about 18.6 years) is caused by
variation of the inclination of the plane in which the Moon orbits the Earth
(nodal cycle).

A similar equilibrium tide of smaller amplitude is found when the gravitational forces
of the Sun are analyzed in a similar way. When the forces of both the Sun and the
Moon are considered, additional modifications occur. The most prominent phenom-
enon is the so-called spring-neap cycle in which the tidal range of the semidiurnal
component controlled by the Moon is modified by interaction with gravitational
forces from the Sun. Here the range of the semidiurnal tide is varied such that it
increases and decreases over a period of 14 days. Maximum ranges typically occur
when the Sun and the Moon are in line (spring tides), minimum ranges occur when
both bodies are in quadrature (neap tides). Semidiurnal tides controlled by the Moon
with a superimposed 14-day spring-neap cycle caused by the additional forces exerted
by the Sun represent the dominant tidal pattern for the greater part of the world
oceans.

The response described so far has been that of equilibrium tides. In the real world
the situation is more complex. The existence of continents and other barriers affects
the propagation of tides. As tides can be considered very long waves with wavelengths

22 That is, the difference between subsequent high and low waters.
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of up to half the circumference of the Earth in the case of a lunar semidiurnal tide
these waves represent shallow water waves and they experience the influence of the
bottom even within the deep ocean. The propagation speed c of shallow water waves
is given by c == ygJi where h represents water depth and g the gravitational accel-
eration. Given these circumstances the propagation speed of a tidal wave is too small
to follow the Moon even in the deep ocean. For example, the speed of a shallow water
wave at about 3,000 m depth would be approximately 170m S-l. At the equator, a
speed of roughly 460 m S-l would be required to follow the Moon's orbit. As a result,
tides in the real world are more complex than those obtained from the simple
consideration of gravitational forces. An example of tides in the real world is given
in Figure 2.29 (see color section) for the lunar semidiurnal component. Tidal waves
tend to rotate around so-called amphidromic points for which the tidal range is almost
zero. Amphidromic points occur as a result of the combined effects of gravitational
forces, the Coriolis force, and interaction of the tidal wave with the ocean basins,
bathymetry, and the coast. The direction of rotation is mainly clockwise in the
Southern Hemisphere and anticlockwise in the Northern Hemisphere. Tidal ranges
are usually largest near the coasts.

A noticeable direct response to gravitational forces is only found in the open
oceans. Shelf seas are usually too small to experience a significant direct impact.
Nevertheless, tidal ranges here are often large especially in semi-enclosed basins. The
latter is a result of tides propagating into the basins from the open ocean sometimes in
combination with tidal resonance. Tidal resonance occurs when the time it takes the
tidal wave to propagate into the basin, to reflect, and to travel back is approximately
the same as that between two subsequent high waters. One of the most prominent
examples of tidal resonance is found in the Bay of Fundy, Canada, where tidal ranges
in the order of 13m are observed (e.g., Pugh, 2004). Figure 2.30 (see color section)
shows another example of tidal patterns in a continental shelf sea-here the North
Sea. The progress of tidal waves can be inferred from cotidallines. A tidal wave enters
the North Sea from the Atlantic and travels southward along the U.K. coastline with
tidal ranges mostly between 3 m and 4 m near the coast. The wave then propagates
along the Dutch, the German, and the Danish coasts with slightly smaller amplitudes.
Another tidal wave enters the North Sea from the southwest through the English
Channel. There are three amphidromic points, one in the southwest, one in the
southern North Sea, and one off the Norwegian coast. Tides in the North Sea have
noticeable amplitudes mainly because of its open northern boundary through which
tidal waves from the Atlantic can propagate. Shelf seas and basins with comparable
spatial extent but with less distinct connections to the open oceans have considerably
smaller tidal ranges that are sometimes hardly noticeable. Examples are the Baltic
and the Mediterranean Seas.

Mathematically, the response of the ocean to gravitational forces can be
described by superposition of a finite number of harmonic constituents, the periods
of which are determined from astronomical arguments. The constituents are then
fitted to observed data to determine local amplitudes and phases that may subse-
quently be used for tidal prediction. The procedure is generally known as harmonic
analysis and is described, for instance, in Pugh (2004).
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Tides may interact with storm surges (see Section 2.5.1) but tidal patterns may
also change in response to changes in mean sea level or local construction works. An
example is given in Kauker (1999) who studied the response of tidal patterns in the
North Sea to changes in mean sea level using a numerical ocean model. For an
increase in mean sea level of one meter the principal lunar (M2) cotidal lines show
small shifts of amphidromic points and tidal elevation is increased by about 1em to
4cm for most of the southeastern North Sea. Similar experiments were later carried
out by Pluess (2006) for a number of different sea level scenarios and, at the same
time, using a model with greatly improved spatial resolution near the coasts and in
the estuaries. He found that near coasts and within estuaries the effect may be
significantly enhanced.

As it is the combined effect of tides, surges, and mean sea level that is responsible
for high water levels and coastal flood risk, changes in all three components and their
interaction must be studied when long-term changes are considered. So far, mainly
the effects of mean sea level changes have been emphasized, mostly because low-lying
coastal areas appear to be vulnerable to even small changes in mean sea level and
because global mean sea level rise is regarded as one of the more certain outcomes of
global warming (Houghton et al., 2001).

2.5.3 Mean sea level

Mean sea level, as introduced in (2.13), is defined as the average height of the sea
surface relative to a fixed benchmark. Averaging should be performed over a
sufficiently long period to account for and to remove the effects of tides and surges
on sea surface height. In the United States, for example, averaging is performed over
a 19-year period to account for even the longest tidal cycles. In the undisturbed case,
mean sea level would adjust to an equipotential surface/" known as the geoid. In
particular, this would be the case if there were

no tidal forces by the Moon or the Sun,
no spatial density differences in the oceans caused by temperature or salinity
variations, the latter also includes spatial variations in evaporation and
precipitation,
no atmospheric pressure variations along the geoid surface, and
no winds or currents.

In reality, mean sea level therefore deviates from the geoid. While deviations of the
geoid from the ellipsoid may be up to about 100m, deviations in mean sea level from
the geoid are two orders of magnitude smaller and may reach up to about one meter.

23 A surface along which a particle can move without any work against the force of gravity. On
a rotating Earth with homogeneous density distribution and no other forces the shape of this
surface would be an ellipsoid. In reality, there are density variations between the solid Earth
and the oceans that lead to deviations from the ellipsoidal shape. The deviations are in the
order of 10m to 30m at the poles and may reach up to 100m south of India (Pugh, 2004).
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The lowest mean sea level is found around Antarctica while highest values are
observed in the tropics. This is a result of ocean density variations caused by
temperature differences, with higher temperatures in the tropics and colder tempera-
tures around Antarctica. As the tropical Pacific is somewhat warmer than the tropical
Atlantic, there is a difference in mean sea level of about 20 em between both ends of
the Panama Canal (Pugh, 2004).

Changes in mean sea level may arise from several factors. We principally
distinguish between geological factors that may have impact on both the land and
the oceans, and non-geological factors that may change the volume of oceans and
hence may affect mean sea level. On land, the geological factors that may contribute
to mean sea level changes are isostatic adjustment and tectonic movements. Isostatic
adjustment refers to widespread vertical land movements that are the result of
varying surface loads caused by the growth/decay and advance/retreat of ice sheets
in the course of glacial-interglacial cycles. The vertical land movements caused by
isostatic adjustment show a spatially and temporally highly complex pattern. For
instance, for the Baltic Sea area isostatic adjustment varies between about
-1 mm yr-1 and +9 mm yr-1 relative to the coastline (Ekman, 1996). Sea level
changes caused by isostatic adjustment are referred to as isostatic sea level changes.
Tectonic movements may occur as a result of rather rapid changes such as earth-
quakes or volcanic eruptions, but also from plate tectonic movements. Similarly, they
result in vertical land movement that affects mean sea level. Since major tectonic
activity is observed mainly at plate boundaries, which frequently also represent
continental or island boundaries, sea level signals at many tide gauges do have
contributions from tectonic movements. The geological factors described may not
only change the land surface and elevation, but also the shape of the ocean basins and
as a consequence mean sea level.

Apart from geological changes there are also non-geological factors that may
change mean sea level. These factors generally affect the volume of water in the
oceans, and the sea level changes caused by these factors are referred to as eustatic
changes. Changes in the volume of ocean water may occur from changes of the mass
or the density of seawater. The mass of water in the ocean may change as a result of
mass exchange with glaciers, ice caps, or terrestrial storage such as permafrost,
ground water, or surface water. Changes in ocean water density'? may occur pri-
marily from water temperature changes and to a smaller extent from salinity changes.
Generally, when globally averaged ocean temperature increases, density decreases,
and sea level rises as a result of the increase in ocean volume. The latter is known as
thermal expansion or steric sea level rise and is expected to provide the dominant
contribution to sea level rise in the course of anthropogenic climate change, at least
within the next few decades. Later, melting of large continental ice sheets such as
Greenland and Antarctica may become more important. Expected and observed sea
level changes are treated in detail in Section 5.5.

Eustatic sea level changes are not uniform around the globe. Their geographical
distribution depends on alterations in the ocean density structure with corresponding

24 At constant mass.
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effects on ocean circulation. Long-term changes in the spatial distribution of atmo-
spheric surface pressure patterns may also lead to regional sea level changes caused by
the inverse barometric effect (see Section 2.5.1). Similarly, temperature variability in
the atmosphere and the oceans may lead to decadal and inter-annual variations of
mean sea level. An example is provided in Church et al. (2005) who developed and
tested a hypothesis that part of the recently observed sea level rise may be due to a
recovery of sea level from the cooling effects of the Mt. Pinatubo volcanic eruption in
1991.

Studying sea level trends, particularly within the context of anthropogenic
climate change, requires time series that are long compared with observed variability.
In addition, nearly global coverage and homogeneousf time series are required to
avoid sampling of re-distribution or other effects. There are principally two data
sources from which changes in mean sea level can be derived: tide gauges and
satellites. So far, both sources have advantages and limitations in providing data
suitable to study long-term changes in mean sea level. Compared with satellites, tide
gauge data are available for relatively long time periods. However, the spatial
distribution of tide gauges is not optimal for analysis of long-term changes. There
are more tide gauges along the coasts than in the open ocean, more in the Northern
Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere, and more tide gauges in highly
developed countries. While the records obtained from some tide gauges are long
compared with those from satellites, the majority of records are less than 30 years
long (Pugh, 2004) which is still rather short for analysis of long-term sea level
changes. There are a few records that are more than 100 years long, but most of
them have been initially placed for port operations and are influenced by local
changes such as those caused by local water works. Compared with tide gauges,
satellite data show a better spatial coverage. At the moment the length of the record
is, however, still rather limited but satellite measurements will increasingly become
important in the future when data for longer time periods will become available. In
addition, there are some difficulties-in particular, with the correction for instrument
effects such as satellite bias and drift-and a high-quality tide gauge network is
needed to correct for such effects. Interpretation of observed sea level changes there-
fore remains a difficult task (some aspects of which will be addressed in Section 5.5).

2.6 SUMMARY

Wind storms and their marine companions-wind waves and storm surges-may
have significant impacts on coastal areas and operations at sea. In the mid-latitudes,
extra-tropical cyclones, feeding on the temperature contrast between cold polar and
temperate air masses of tropical origin at the polar front, represent the most promi-
nent phenomenon. These cyclones are usually associated with high wind speeds and
propagate along preferred trails, so-called storm tracks. The latter are generally more
pronounced over the oceans with centers over the mid-latitude Pacific, Atlantic, and

25 See Section 4.2.1.
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Southern Ocean. In the tropics, tropical cyclones are the most relevant phenomenon
responsible for high impacts. The impacts are caused by high wind speeds, severe
storm surges, extreme ocean wave heights, or heavy precipitation associated with
these storm systems, or a combination of these factors. Contrary to mid-latitude
storms, tropical cyclones are non-frontal low-pressure systems that are maintained
mainly by the extraction of latent heat from the oceans at high temperatures and
by heat export to the upper troposphere at low temperatures. Consequently,
tropical cyclones represent a warm season phenomenon, which, in each hemisphere,
occurs only during the summer months. Usually, activity peaks in late summer when
upper-ocean temperatures are warmest.

Apart from tropical and extra-tropical cyclones there exist a number of other
phenomena that may cause high wind speeds at sea. At high latitudes the most
prominent features are polar lows. Polar lows are small but intense cyclones that
form preferably when cold polar air is advected over warmer water (Rasmusson and
Turner, 2003). The latter often happens at sea ice margins. Horizontal scales of polar
lows range from several tens to several hundreds of kilometers and because of their
strong winds and heavy precipitation these storms are sometimes referred to as
"Arctic hurricanes" (e.g., Glickman, 2000). Between the Equator and about 50°
latitude in each hemisphere, storms referred to as subtropical cyclones may occur.
These storms are found in regions of weak to moderate horizontal temperature
contrast and extract their energy from baroclinic instabilities as well as from con-
vective redistribution maintained by warm sea surface temperatures (Glickman,
2000). As such these cyclones do have characteristics of both tropical and extra-
tropical cyclones and may sometimes convert to tropical or extra-tropical cyclones,
respectively. Similarly, they represent an intermediate stage for tropical cyclones
when undergoing extra-tropical transition (e.g., McTaggart-Cowan et al., 2007).
There are a number of other meteorological phenomena associated with high wind
speeds. These include, for instance, tornados or thunderstorms. The latter generally
have much smaller scales and usually occur in connection with the phenomena
discussed above.

Over the oceans and in coastal areas high wind speeds may cause variations in
sea surface height that may lead to serious impacts. For the open ocean wind-
generated waves are most relevant. These are short-scale ocean surface waves caused
by the drag of the sea surface. The height of such waves depends crucially on the
duration of high wind speeds, wind speed itself, and fetch (i.e., the amount of open
water available for the wind to build up waves). Under severe tropical and extra-
tropical cyclones, significant wave heights of more than 16m have been reported (e.g.,
Cardone et al., 1996). While significant wave height refers to the average height of the
highest 33% of the waves within a given time interval (usually 20 minutes) individual
waves may be much higher. Under particular circumstances they may become
especially high and steep (freak or rogue waves), which represents a particularly
severe hazard for shipping and offshore operations.

For coastal areas, storm surges constitute a particular threat. Storms surges are
a companion of low-pressure systems and result from high wind speeds pushing
water towards the coast, and from an increase in sea surface height caused by low
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atmospheric pressure within the cyclone (inverse barometric effect). While local
characteristics-such as water depth, shape of the ocean basin, or configuration of
the surrounding land masses-playa crucial role in the specific characteristics of
storm surges at specific places, the most devastating storm surges are usually asso-
ciated with tropical cyclones. Here spatially confined but intense storm surges occur
that have typical time scales of a few hours hours and may affect coastal stretches of
up to about 200 km (von Storch and Woth, 2008). Extra-tropical surges, on the other
hand, have much larger spatial dimensions of up to several hundreds of kilometers,
and longer time scales on the order of one day. Storm surges interact with and add to
the sea level variations caused by tides and mean sea level changes.i" As such, long-
term variations in any of these factors may alter the risk of coastal flooding. So far,
mainly variations in mean sea level have been considered when changing coastal flood
risks have been addressed.
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Models for the marine environment

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Models are widely used in environmental sciences. However, the word model covers a
much broader range than usually recognized by the user. In different areas of science,
different meanings prevail and are considered to be correct. These differences can
cause much confusion and problems for interdisciplinary cooperation. What a model
or even a good model constitutes is a matter of social or cultural agreements within a
wider or broader scientific field.1 When referring to models a large variety of different
concepts is generally meant, ranging from simple analogs like maps, to idealizations,
conceptualizations, huge miniaturizations and, particularly in climate science, to a
mathematically constructed substitute reality (von Storch, 2001).

Models are supposed to describe, explain, or at least reflect reality. But they are
not identical to reality. Models are smaller, simpler, and closed in contrast to reality,
which is always open. Here

1. Smaller means that only a limited number of the infinite number of real processes
can be accounted for. In the case of an atmospheric model or an oceanic model,
the unavoidable discretization means that from the overall range of scales only a
limited interval can be accounted for. A global atmospheric model describes
planetary waves and cyclones, but not boundary layer turbulence in any detail.

2. Simpler means that the description of the considered processes is simplified. For
instance, when air is blowing across the surface of the oceans, surface friction is
maintained by a cascade of small-scale turbulent eddies, which cannot be

1 For a broader discussion of this field see publications dealing with the philosophy of science
(e.g., Okasha, 2002) or, more specifically, of modeling (e.g., Muller and von Storch, 2004;
Hesse, 1970) and references therein.
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resolved by any numerical model. Instead their overall effect is described by
parameterizations (see Section 1.2).

3. Closed means that models are integrated with a limited number of completely
specified external forcing functions. For instance, in storm surge simulations
wind force and tides are taken into account. The presence of oil slicks, quickly
changing morphodynamics, or river runoff are usually neglected. This implies
that the answer of a model may be "right" because the model is "correct" or
because model errors are balanced by unaccounted external influences (Oreskes
et al., 1994).

The purpose of all models is to construct additional knowledge, more knowledge
than what has been used to build the models. Using Hesse's language (Hesse, 1970),
model and reality have properties, some of which are known to be shared by both and
others that are known not to be shared. They are named positiveand negativeanalogs.
To determine these positive and negative analogs is to validate the model. But there
are other properties, for which it is unknown whether they represent joint properties
or not. These are the neutral analogs. Using a model means to assume that certain
neutral analogs are actually positive ones. In, for example, the most simple case a
storm surge model is validated with data from a number of tide gauges, but it is
assumed implicitly that it will also provide reasonable results for places for which no
measurements exist. Validation thus does not provide any new knowledge about
reality but only about the model. Constructive use of the model (i.e., the construction
of new knowledge about the real world) means using neutral analogs as positive ones
(Muller and von Storch, 2004).

Models are always constructed for a purpose; namely, for exploiting certain
neutral analogs. Thus, the expression "a model of Y" is not helpful. Instead the
formulation "a model for describing property X of Y" is more appropriate. Speaking
of "a model of the North Sea" makes little sense, but the terminology "a model
describing variations of the circulation of the North Sea on time scales of days to
weeks" is well defined. Unfortunately, the concept of "a model of Y" keeps many
scientists busy; in these cases, the modeling problems are reduced to developing
efficient algorithms and to validation. Certainly, both are important tasks, but they
are nevertheless of secondary importance compared with the problem of designing a
model for a specific purpose.

Two fundamentally different types of mathematical models are mainly used in
meteorology, oceanography, and, more generally, in climate research:

1. Quasi-realistic models are supposed to constitute a reality substitute, within
which otherwise impossible experiments can be conducted. A representative of
this type are general circulation models (GCMs) of the atmosphere and the ocean
(see Section 3.3.1). They are used, for instance, to probe the impact of enhanced
greenhouse gas concentrations in the future, an experiment which cannot be
carried out directly with the environment several hundreds times, as would be
required in classical science to reach an inference.
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2. Cognitive models, in contrast to quasi-realistic models, are highly simplified and
idealized. Because of their reduced complexity such models constitute
"knowledge" and are usually used to explain or conceptualize phenomena.
Examples are zero-dimensional energy balance models (e.g., Crowley and
North, 1991), but also the butterfly of Lorenz (1963), the stochastic climate
model of Hasselmann (1976) (see Section 1.4.1), or the delayed action oscillator
by Suarez and Schopf (1988).

In the following we discuss only quasi-realistic models. In Section 3.2 we first
discuss some more general aspects. We then introduce a number of quasi-realistic
models relevant for applications to the marine environment. These comprise models
of the climate system on the globe and in limited areas (Section 3.3), models of ocean
surface waves (sea states) (Section 3.4), and tide-surge models (Section 3.5). In our
discussion, we limit ourselves to those aspects that are relevant for applications to the
marine climate; that is, the detailed development of the geophysical properties
extending over months to decades of years by generating realistic sequences of marine
weather.

3.2 QUASI-REALISTIC MODELING

The main purpose of a quasi-realistic model is to provide scientists with an
experimental and a simulation tool. As such, it is as complex as possible. Ideally,
quasi-realistic models generate numbers as detailed and complex as the real world,
within the limits of the spatial and temporal resolution of the model. Quasi-realistic
models do not provide intuitive understanding, but provide large quantities of
numbers, which are not immediately useful. Thus, constructive use of quasi-realistic
models requires also a suitably prepared evaluation strategy for analysis of the
generated data. Without such an analysis, modeling with quasi-realistic models
hardly helps to better understand, examine, or predict marine environmental systems.
Examples of quasi-realistic models are climate models, models of the hydrodynamics
of marginal seas, or models of the sea state (wind wave models).

Quasi-realistic models describe the hydrodynamics and (often) the thermo-
dynamics of the system in some detail and quantify many related processes in
the form of parameterizations. But such models are considerably simpler than
reality even if they strive for maximum complexity. In particular, their limitations
comprise

1. They describe only part of the reality. For instance, a model describing the
movement of a water body under the influence of winds and tides in a vertically
homogeneous manner (vertically integrated model) is often sufficient to simulate
storm surges in regional seas, whereas the effect of vertical stratification and
baroclinic effects are disregarded. Another example refers to ocean surface
waves, the statistics of which are often referred to as the sea state (see Section
2.4). Advanced wave models assume that the distribution of the surface of the
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water may be understood as a statistically homogenous ensemble of propagating
waves. Then, the model describes the temporal and spatial development of the
spectrum of these wave components and not the development of the individual
waves.

2. The models cannot be verified. We cannot with certainty conclude that the
model is producing the "right" numbers because of the "right" dynamics.
What we can do is to validate the models by finding that the simulated numbers
are consistent with the observations. We may add to the credibility of the
model by analyzing the dynamical system and assuring that all first-order, or
even all second-order, processes are adequately accounted for. However, even the
most comprehensive validation does not provide certainty about the skill of the
models when they are applied in constructive mode; that is, when statements are
made beyond the empirical evidence the models have been validated against.
However, the purpose of quasi-realistic models is just that they are used beyond
these limits by assuming that some neutral analogs represent positive ones (see
Section 3.1).

In the following sections we will describe climate, wind wave, and tide-surge
models in more detail. Before doing so, we have to emphasize that environmental
issues related to the ocean, the atmosphere, and the climate exhibit a number of
specifics, which make the field different from, for instance, classical physics (e.g.,
Navarra, 1995):

1. The impossibility of conducting laboratory experiments. Here, following
Encyclopedia Britannica, we understand an experiment as "an operation carried
out under controlled conditions in order to discover an unknown effect or law, to
test or establish a hypothesis." Such experiments cannot be performed on the
Earth system as a whole. Also, repetitions of experiments are unavailable, which
normally help to rigorously sort out whether certain outcomes have emerged
merely by chance or as a result of certain processes.

2. The interaction ofa myriad ofprocesses in geophysical environmental systems. One
could argue that the same situation would prevail in a gas, with enormous
numbers of molecules interacting with each other and responding to radiation.
However, the temporal and spatial scales of the climate processes vary widely
from, for example, the Hadley Cell in the tropical atmosphere (see Section 1.3.2)
to turbulent eddies in the wake of a plane. Moreover, the dynamics at different
scales are different in character and cannot be described by some universal
similarity laws. Many of these processes exhibit chaotic behavior, with the overall
effect that random-like variability (noise) emerges on all spatial and temporal
scales (von Storch et al.. 2001). In principle, the system is deterministic but
the many chaotic processes create a pattern of variability, which cannot be
distinguished from the mathematical construct of random variations.

3. The skill of models in describing the real world depends on the spatial scale (e.g.,
Trigo and Palutikof, 1999; von Storch, 1995). Large-scale phenomena are usually
better described than those occurring on smaller scales. Grid point values are
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usually meaningful only if the variables are smooth (spatially homogeneous
over some grid points) such that the grid point value is representative of a
larger area. However, when the considered variables vary strongly from grid
point to grid point, such as is usually the case, for instance, for precipitation, a
correspondence between the values at a grid point and the values at the geo-
graphic location, formally corresponding to the grid point, is in most cases hardly
possible. For larger areas, represented by many grid boxes, this no longer poses a
problem.

Quasi-realistic models are used for several purposes (Muller and von Storch, 2004):

1. Reconstructions. When provided with adequate forcing, past marine climate
variations, wave conditions, or storm surges may be reconstructed in some
detail with the help of quasi-realistic models. When past decades are con-
sidered such reconstructions are useful to determine the tails of distributions
(i.e., the likelihood of extreme events) and to analyze whether the statistics
underwent any systematic change (e.g., in response to anthropogenic influences).
Such reconstructions are needed when the observational evidence is either
unavailable or corrupted by inhomogeneities; that is, factors not related to the
quantity supposedly monitored (e.g., Jones, 1995; Karl et al., 1993) (see Sections
4.2,4.4).

2. Scenarios. Human action is changing the marine and coastal environment by
global climate change related to the emission of greenhouse gases and aerosols
into the atmosphere and by large-scale changes in land use. Also, on the
more local scale, man is interfering with the hydrodynamics of the sea (e.g.,
by dredging shipping channels in estuaries), which may affect the height of tides
and storm surges. The effect of such changes can be assessed by experiments
conducted with quasi-realistic models (numerical experiments) in which the
relevant conditions have been modified accordingly (see Section 4.6).

3. Dynamical tests of hypotheses. Such a hypothesis about the functioning of the
system may come from observational evidence, theoretical speculations, or
idealized process studies. With the help of numerical experiments the validity
of such hypotheses may be tested. An example is the hypothesis that the transfer
of momentum and energy from the atmospheric boundary layer to growing wind
waves would have a significant effect on the emergence of storms (Doyle, 1995).
This hypothesis was tested by a pair of year-long simulations with a regional
atmospheric model (Weisse et al., 2000). In one experiment, the drag of the sea
surface on atmospheric flow was assumed to depend only on wind speed
(Charnock, 1955), while in the second experiment a quasi-realistic wave model,
which includes the effect of growing wind sea and the corresponding change in
surface roughness, was coupled to the atmospheric model. Subsequently, the
model output from both experiments was examined to see whether the presence
of the dynamical wave model would have altered the intensity of storms. It
turned out that the changes were small and did not point to any statistically
significant difference between both experiments. Another example is the role of
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the processes of tidal loading' and ocean self-attraction on the accuracy of
modeling global ocean tides. Zahel (1978) tested this hypothesis and found that
the inclusion of these two processes in quasi-realistic models significantly
improves the simulation of tides in the world oceans. More examples are
provided in Muller and von Storch (2004).

4. Data analysis. A more recent application concerns the analysis of environmental
states. Because of the many degrees of freedom and practical barriers rendering
certain variables unobservable.' a complete analysis of the state's system is
impossible. However, intelligent use of the knowledge encoded in quasi-realistic
models allows for a consistent interpretation of sparse and to some extent
uncertain observations (e.g., Robinson et al., 1998; Muller and von Storch,
2004). Such efforts are called data assimilation and their output is referred to
as analysis (see Section 4.4).

5. Forecasts. A standard application of models is to prepare short-term forecasts.
Based on some initial conditions the models are used to simulate some time into
the future and the data derived from the model are used to make a prediction. In
this book this application is not discussed any further. An overview of the
approach can be found, for example, in Muller and von Storch (2004).

Before continuing with technical details and the validation of quasi-realistic
models, we have to emphasize that even such quasi-realistic models are suffering
from significant simplification of the complex real system even though they strive to
be as realistic as possible. They can react in ways which cannot be foreseen by simple
conceptual models. This is a virtue of such models as it makes them a kind of
laboratory in which hypotheses can be tested. The models constitute a virtual or
substitute reality (Muller and von Storch, 2004). In Chapter 5 we will present and
discuss applications of quasi-realistic models to various reconstructions and scenarios
of possible future changes of the marine climate. All of them are based on numerical
experiments conducted with quasi-realistic climate, wind wave, and tide-surge
models. In the following sections, these models are briefly discussed.

3.3 CLIMATE MODELS

There are many books and articles about climate models. The books by Washington
and Parkinson (1986), McGuffie and Henderson-Sellers (1997), and von Storch et al.
(1999) describe the challenges of numerical modeling on a technical level, while the
monograph by Muller and von Storch (2004) deals more with the philosophical
problems related to the use of such models. Also, the collection of papers offered

2 Elastic deformation of the ocean bottom as a response to the moving tidal water bulge (see
also Muller and von Storch, 2004).
3 For instance, the spatial distributions of the transport of moisture in the atmosphere or of
turbulent friction in the ocean.
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by Trenberth (1993) or von Storch and Floser (2001) and a description of the state of
the art in the assessment reports provided by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) (Houghton et al., 1996, 2001; Solomon et al., 2007) may be helpful
for the interested reader.

Climate models are complex process-based dynamical models which operate on
the entire globe or in limited regions of the world. Global climate models describe the
dynamics of several compartments of the climate system; in particular, the atmo-
sphere, the oceans, and sea ice. Most of them also describe, at least rudimentarily,
surface hydrology, vegetation, or cycles of matter. Ice sheets and shelf ice are
considered to be constant within the time periods simulated by contemporary climate
models.

Atmospheric and oceanic dynamics are represented by so-called general
circulation models (GCMs). GCMs of the atmosphere and the ocean are in most
cases developed separately, with different codes and by different groups. The inter-
actions between atmosphere and ocean are taken into account later by coupling these
independently developed models. For these models, the not very informative term
coupled models has frequently been used in the past.

When run for a few days, GCMs exploit the details of the initial state. The result
of the simulation is a forecast with decreasing accuracy in time. When the same
models are run for a longer period, the details of the initial state become irrelevant.
Instead a weather stream is generated. If a different initial state is used in a second
simulation, another weather stream is obtained, with different low-pressure systems,
different details of the annual onsets of monsoons, etc. However, from both weather
streams the same statistics are derived;" that is, both simulations return the same
climate (see Section 1.2). In other words, the average position of mid-latitude storm
tracks, the average annual number ofcyclones, or the mean and standard deviation of
the annual onsets of monsoons are the same within error bounds. As climate is
thought to be conditioned by external forcing (see Section 1.4.1), such as the presence
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, changing solar output, and other factors,
changes in external forcing may cause changes in the statistics of weather.
However, the weather itself varies independently of the presence of changing external
factors.

3.3.1 General circulation models

General circulation models of the atmosphere and the ocean are based on differential
equations describing the fluid dynamics of air, seawater, and sea ice. The differential
equations used to describe oceanic and atmospheric dynamics are the primitive
equations. These equations are named "primitive" not because they are simple, but
because they are considered the most genuine equations describing atmospheric and
oceanic dynamics. In pre-computer times, these equations could not be dealt with

4 Within error bounds as a result of the limited integration time of the two simulations.
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comprehensively and more heavily filtered approximations, like quasigeostrophic
equations, were generally analyzed.

For the ocean, the primitive equations comprise the following state variables:
velocity (currents) with horizontal components Uh == [u, v] and the vertical component
W, density p, salinity S, temperature T, and pressure p. The primitive equations for
the ocean read

(
DU uv ) 1 ap'

Po ---tan<p-fv == ----+FuDt a a cos <p aA

(
DV u2 ) 1ap'

Po -+-tan<p+fu == ---+FvDt a a a<p

ap' ,
0== ---gpaz

DS
PO Dt == Qs

DT
Po Dt == QT

p' == p'(S, T,po(z)).

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

with f being the Coriolis term; a the radius of Earth; and ip and A representing
latitudinal (north-south) and longitudinal (east-west) coordinates. The operators

D., a8-, and 'lh- represent the material derivative, the partial derivative, and the
Dt .
horizontal divergence operator. F u, F v' Qs, and QT represent unresolved source
and sink terms, such as surface stress or radiation. Density p is expressed as a
sum of a reference density Po and a dynamically relevant deviation p' from that
reference. Also, pressure is written as a reference Po plus a deviation p',

From the seven state variables in (3.1 )-(3.7), only four are prognostic variables
(namely, horizontal velocities, salinity, and temperature) while the vertical velocity
component, density, and pressure represent diagnostic variables. Here the words
prognostic and diagnostic refer to the fact that the present state of a prognostic
variable depends on the past state of the system's state variables, while those of
diagnostic variables can be calculated solely from the present state. The vertical
velocity component W is given by the divergence of horizontal flow (3.4), because
of the balance of mass. From the four thermodynamic variables p, T, S, and p, two
may always be expressed as functions of the other two. Here density and pressure are
expressed as functions of Sand T.
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The primitive equations for the atmosphere are similar

(
DU uv ) 1 8p

p - - -tan <p - f v == - ---+ F u
Dt a acos<p8A

(
DV u2 ) 18p

p - + - tan <p +fu == - - - + F v
Dt a a8<p

8p
O==---gp

8z

Dp- + p(\7 . u) == 0
Dt

Dq
p Dt == Qq
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(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

where the prognostic variables are the horizontal components of the wind U,V,

temperature T, and specific humidity q, whereas the vertical wind component, press-
ure, and density represent diagnostic variables. Again, any two thermodynamic
variables are considered to be prognostic and the other two diagnostic. Differently
from the situation in the ocean, vertical movement is no longer considered to be
given solely by horizontal divergence but also through the change of density (3.11).
Also, the state variable salinity is replaced by specific humidity q. Note that for both
the atmosphere and the ocean the vertical components of the equation of motion
(3.3), (3.10) have been expressed in a simplified form; namely, the hydrostatic

. . hat i Dwapproxirnatron, t at is, - == o.
Dt

The primitive equations need to be transformed into a discrete formulation
before they can be solved numerically on a computer. Mainly, there are two different
approaches to do so:

1. The finite difference approach replaces the differential operators in (3.1)-(3.13)
by suitable discrete approximations and the solution is obtained iteratively by
stepping forward with discrete time steps. Discretization is performed on more or
less regular grids and, as a result, the model operates no longer with continuous
variables but with discretized versions that represent averages for respective grid
boxes. There are many different discretization algorithms, such as the leap-frog
or the Runge-Kutta scheme (e.g., Atkinson, 1989) for discretization in time, or
the various Arakawa grids for spatial discretization (Arakawa and Lamb, 1977).
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2. The Galerkin or spectral approach is based on an orthonormal expansion of state
variables and re-formulation of the equations in a new coordinate system, the
spectral domain. The new state variables are then no longer, for instance,
temperature at some location in three-dimensional space, but coefficients of a
spherical harmonic of the temperature field (e.g., the global Wavenumber 3
coefficient). Compared with the finite difference approach, the spectral method
is computationally more effective, but has some problems in keeping positive
quantities such as humidity strictly positive.

The spectral approach is usually utilized in global atmosphere models, whereas
regional atmosphere models, ocean, and wind wave models are mostly formulated
using finite differences. The reason is that the spectral method requires a simple
geometry so that a suitable, easy-to-handle system of orthonormal functions is
available. In the case of the globe, these functions are the spherical harmonics. Ocean
models describe irregularly formed regions, and regional atmospheric models are
subject to complicated inhomogeneous boundary conditions. In the latter two cases
simple orthonormal function systems are therefore not available. It is expected that
the popularity of the spectral approach in atmospheric sciences will decrease with
increasing available computer power.

The discretization necessary for numerical solution of the primitive equations
leads to a loss of resolution in space and time. The selection of spatial resolution is a
compromise between computational possibilities and the required length of integra-
tion. If the model is supposed to be integrated over 1,000 years.i' then a coarser spatial
resolution will be chosen than, under otherwise similar conditions, for an integration
over a few days only. Note that the terms "resolution" and "grid size" are funda-
mentally different. Grid size is the length between any two grid points. As such it is a
well-defined quantity. Resolution, on the other hand, describes the smallest scales
properly described on the chosen grid. The latter is not a well-defined quantity
(Pielke, Sr., 1991). Once the spatial grid size is set the time step cannot be determined
independently. It is usually a function of spatial grid size and chosen such that
numerical stability of the algorithm is ensured.

In the climate system, processes are operating at all space and time scales (see
Section 1.3.1). The discretization required for numerical solution of the governing
equations thus causes a cut-off of processes at a certain scale. Processes with time and
spatial scales smaller than the resolution of the model cannot explicitly be accounted
for in the integration. This truncation leads to many processes being disregarded; in
particular, among the source and sink terms in (3.1)-(3.14). These processes are,
however, essential for solution of the equations. For instance, cumulus convection
can usually not be treated explicitly in GCMs. It is, however, essential for formation
of the general circulation of the atmosphere. Such processes are therefore included in
numerical equations in the form of parameterizations. In parameterizations, the

5 For such an integration, spatial grid sizes of about 300krn are typically used these days. In
order to achieve higher spatial resolution, regionalization or downscaling techniques have to be
applied (see Section 4.5).
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expected net effect of unresolved processes on resolved ones is formulated as a
function of resolved processes; that is, they are conditional upon large-scale
(resolved) processes (see Section 1.4.2) and their overall effect can be determined
or estimated, once the large-scale solution for the next time step is known. All models,
atmospheric and oceanic, global and regional, contain many of these parameteriza-
tions, and they constitute a major cause for the different performances of different
models under otherwise similar conditions.

3.3.2 Global climate models

The components of the climate system are sketched in Figure 1.1. In global climate
models, these components are usually described in a more or less sophisticated form.
Depending on the degree of sophistication and the period to simulate, the spatial grid
size of such models may vary considerably. Figure 3.1 provides an impression of the
spatial grid size of models presently in use. It illustrates how Europe is represented in
these models. At T216 and T42 even the outlines of the European continent can
hardly be deduced, while at T63 and TI06 their representation becomes increasingly
more realistic. Higher spatial resolution and more complex models need larger
computing power. Therefore, presently only integrations of up to a length of several
years are performed at TI06 resolution while simulations extending over many
decades, centuries, or millennia are done at resolutions of T42 and less.

When an ocean GeM and a sea ice model are coupled to an atmosphere model,
the coupled model generally needs to be run for many decades, because otherwise
the state of the different model components may still be inconsistent which results in
artificial trends and variability that do no reflect internal climate variability but
inconsistencies between the different model components. Thus, high-resolution atmo-
sphere models (such as TI06) are usually not coupled to an ocean model but are run
with prescribed lower-boundary conditions such as sea surface temperatures or sea
ice conditions. Depending on application the latter are usually obtained from obser-
vations or from simulations with fully coupled models at reduced spatial resolution.
Such fully coupled models, which comprise not only an atmospheric but also an
oceanic and other model components, presently have typical resolutions of T63 or
less. Note that these numbers will change in the future when increasing computer
power becomes available. The general statement that the higher complexity of models
is paid with reduced spatial resolution (detail), however, probably remains.

Numerous aspects of the output of climate models have been compared with
observations and analyses. In most cases-in particular, when large-scale hydro-
dynamic variables are considered-the similarity between simulated and observed
(analyzed) states is good or at least reasonable. Small-scale thermodynamic variables
(e.g., related to radiation and cloud processes) are less well represented. Figure 3.2

6 This notation describes truncation (resolution) in the spectral domain (i.e., for spectral
models). The letter (here T) denotes the type of truncation (here triangular) and the following
number (here 21) the truncation wavenumber. For example, at T21 resolution zonal wave-
numbers larger than 21 are cut off, corresponding to a spatial grid size of about 5.60 x 5.60

•
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Figure 3.1. Representation of the European continent in the ECHAM global atmosphere
model for different grid sizes ranging from T21 (~5.6°) to TlO6 (~n. Courtesy of Ulrich
Cubasch, Freie Universitat, Berlin.

Figure 3.2. Location and intensity of the winter storm track over the North Atlantic as derived
from a global climate model simulation at T42 resolution (left) and from operational weather
analysis at the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) at TlO6
resolution (right) . In both panels the storm track is defined as the bandpass (2.5-6 days) filtered
variance of 500 hPa geopotential height fields. Courtesy of Michaela Sickmoller,

provides an example of a large-scale variable; namely, the storm track (see Section
2.2) in the North Atlantic. In general, the spatial pattern and the location of the storm
track are very similar when derived from a simulation with a global climate model or
from operational weather analyses . The intensity of the storm track is somewhat
smaller in the climate model simulation but the difference is usually considered
acceptable within the range of other uncertainties.
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Figure 3.3. Quantitative comparison of spatial distributions of mean and 20-yearreturn values
of precipitation simulated by a seriesof climate models with ERA-40 reanalyses. Here "amip"
(1-16) denotes the differentGCMs that have been used in an inter-comparisonstudy under the
sameconditions, "mean" (17)denotes the ensemblemean, and "era I 5", "ncep l" , and "ncep?"
(18-20) are the different reanalysis products. For details see text. Courtesy of Siava Kharin,
University of Victoria. Data from Kharin et al. (2005) .

Figure 3.3 provides an example of a more small-scale variable; namely,
precipitation (Kharin et al., 2005). Here the performance of many different GCMs
is compared with respect to the ERA-40 data set." The performance of the GCMs was
tested with respect to their ability to reproduce the observed spatial distribution of
time-averaged precipitation and of 20-year return values . Three different statistics
were computed for each GCM simulation: the globally averaged mean square dif-
ference between the ERA-40 reference and the model anomaly patterns normalized
by the spatial variance of the reference pattern, the ratio of spatial variances of
the reference and the model patterns, and the anomaly pattern correlation. These
statistics are illustrated in Figure 3.3. The ERA-40 reference has a variance ratio of
one , a mean squared difference of zero, and a pattern correlation of one. It can be
found in the lower left margin of the plot. Ideally, the GCM simulations would have
the same position or deviate only slightly from the ERA-40. However, the GCMs
usually underestimate the spatial variance of simulated time averages by 50% -80%
while the normalized mean squared differences are moderate (20-40%). The pattern
correlation is generally high (typically about 80%). The spread for 20-year return
values is much larger. Some of the models perform similarly well regarding mean
precipitation, while other models produce a variability that is much too small (less
than 20%) and large high mean square differences (up to 100%). Also, the pattern
correlation is usually less than 80%, in some cases as little as 50% or less. Figure 3.3
additionally shows a comparison between different reanalysis products (ERA-40,

7 A reanalysis (seeSection 4.4) prepared by the European Center for Medium Range Weather
Forecast (ECMWF).
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Figure 3.4. Resultsof a surveyamongclimatemodelerswho wereasked to subjectivelyassessthe skill
of atmospheric models (left)and ocean models (right). The modelerswere specifically asked for their
opinion about the quality of the representation of a number of different processes in the models (see
insets). Courtesy of Dennis Bray, GKSS Research Center.

ERA-15, NCEP-I , NCEP-2). Aga in, substantial differences among the different
products exist. This fact should be taken into account when analysis products are
used to represent observed conditions in model comparison studies.

Apart from the fact that large-scale processes are generally better represented in
global climate models than small-scale processes, there is no general statement about
the quality or validity of such models . Instead, the answer depends on the problems,
processes, and questions considered. However, an impression reflecting the opinion
of climate modelers can be obtained. Bray and von Storch (2007) at the end of the
1990s conducted a survey among 190 climate modelers who were asked to assess the
skill ofcontemporary climate models for a number of different processes (Figure 3.4).
The scientists were requested to provide thei r assessment on a seven-graded scale
ranging from "very inadequate" to "very adequate" . It can be inferred that the
assessment differs greatly for different processes. Hydrodynamics (i.e., implementa-
tion of the laws of conservation of mass and momentum) are generally believed to be
adequately reproduced. Thermodynamic processes-such as those related to clouds,
convection, or prec ipitation-are assessed by many experts as being represented
insufficiently. While the survey may partly reflect the wish of modelers to continue
their work in improving the ir models, the outcome of the survey also provides strong
evidence that the models may indeed need some improvements. When the survey was
repeated in 2003 only minor changes in this overall assessment could be inferred
(Bray and von Storch, 2007) .

3.3.3 Regional climate models

The main purpose of regional climate models'' (RCMs) is to overcome the
computational constraints of global climate models and to refine their spatial and

8 Also referred to as limited area models (LAMs).
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temporal resolution at least for limited areas. The main approach justifying this
technique is to assume that the regional climate is to some extent controlled by or
conditional upon the large-scale planetary climate (see Section 1.4.2). The latter is
assumed to be represented well in global climate models (see Section 3.3.2). This
assumption usually does not pose a problem in the case of analyses or reanalysis (see
Section 4.4), but for climate simulations it represents a non-trivial approach. For
instance, the formation of blocking situations constitutes large-scale information for
many RCMs. In the global models this may, however, not be simulated well if their
resolution is too low. The concept of refining GCM results with the use of regional
GCMs (RCMs) is also referred to as dynamicaldownscaling (e.g., Giorgi and Mearns,
1991) (see Section 4.5).

Regional climate modeling is in most cases just regional atmospheric modeling
with some rudimentary simulation of the thermodynamics of the upper soil layer.
Other climatically relevant parameters at the Earth's surface-in particular, sea
surface temperature, sea ice and lake ice conditions, or the state of the vegeta-
tion-are prescribed in most cases. In recent years, significant efforts have been made
to construct coupled regional models that explicitly feature models of the regional
oceans (e.g., shelf seas), lakes, runoff, or vegetation coupled with regional atmosphere
models. Examples are the RCA09 model by the Swedish Rossby Center (Raisanen et
al., 2004) or the BALTIMOS lo model system by the German Max-Planck-Institute
for Meteorology (Jacob, pers. commun.). Both model systems comprise a Baltic Sea
model, a regional hydrological model, and a regional atmosphere model.

In order to refine the results of global models, regional models need to be
provided with information about the weather stream11 generated by the global
model. From these data, the RCMs construct regional weather streams that are
consistent with both the weather stream generated by the global model and the
physiographic details of the considered region. Presently, RCMs are typically run
with spatial grid sizes between about 10km and 50km depending on the application
and length of the simulation. For shorter integration periods finer grids of 3 km and
less are possible. Figure 3.5 provides an impression of the resolution of such models.
While regional details can hardly be inferred from contemporary global models, these
are greatly enhanced in contemporary and future RCMs.

Commonly, regional models are forced by boundary conditions from global
models. Usually these are provided every 6 hours, with some interpolation in-
between. Boundary conditions are needed at the surface and along the lateral
boundaries. Lateral conditions are enforced with the help of a sponge zone (Davies,
1976). Within the sponge zone, which consists of a few grid points along the lateral
boundaries, the simulated state is nudged towards externally provided boundary
conditions, with increasingly stronger nudging coefficients towards the RCM's
margins. Technically, the term nudging refers to adding additional terms of the form

9 Regional Coupled Atmosphere Ocean model.
10 BALTIc MOdel System.
11 That is, the sequence of synoptic weather situations.
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Figure 3.5. Gridded representation of Denmark and surrounding land and sea areas in a contem-
porary high-resolution global model (T63, about 200km grid size, upper right), a contemporary
regional model (about 50km mesh size, lower left), and a regional model with 7 km mesh size, lower
right) . For compa rison the corresponding satellite image is also shown (upper left). Courtesy of
Burkhardt Rockel, GKSS Research Center.

+ rJ(W; - WI) to the dynamical equations, with rJ being a constant, w; the externally
given time-dependent state to be enforced, and WI the dynamically determined
time-dependent state. Practically, this nudg ing term forces the dynamical state WI
of the regional model not to deviate too strongly from the prescribed state w; of the
global model. In oceanography, this concept is sometimes also referred to as Heney
jorcing.
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That this concept is practically working fine, at least in well-flushed 12 regions like
northeastern America or northwestern Europe, has been convincingly demonstrated
by Denis et al. (2002) in the so-called Big Brother Experiment. In this experiment an
RCM was set up for a very large area using a 50 km grid. The model was then
integrated over an extended period of time (Big Brother). Subsequently, a smaller
domain within the larger area was chosen and boundary conditions for the smaller
domain were extracted from Big Brother. An identical RCM was set up for the
smaller domain using the same grid as in Big Brother (Little Brother). Little Brother
was then forced with boundary data from Big Brother, but only after these were
reduced to coarser resolutions (100, 200, and 500 km) typical of global GCMs.
The question now was whether the fine-scale features simulated by Big Brother in
the smaller domain (and which were removed from boundary forcing) would be
recovered by Little Brother. Denis et al. (2002) found that this was indeed the case
and that, after some spinup, the differences between the two simulations were small.

Mathematically, the problem of inferring the dynamical state of a fluid by
providing lateral boundary conditions is not a well-posed problem. Lateral bound-
aries do not determine a unique solution in the interior of the model domain. Instead,
several different states exist that are all consistent with a given set of lateral boundary
conditions. The tendency to form different solutions in the interior as a response to
the same boundary conditions depends on how well the region is flushed; that is, how
efficiently boundary steering is established. In well-flushed areas this tendency is
usually small, but it may become a big issue in areas with little through-flow like
the Arctic. As a consequence, any two extended simulations that are run with
identical boundary values but only slightly different initial states (which may simply
be two observed states 12 hours apart) will show, more or less frequently, very
different behavior. For well-flushed regions like Europe such divergent behavior is
probably rare (Weisse et al., 2000) while for less-flushed regions such as the Arctic it
appears to more frequent (Rinke and Dethloff, 2000). This phenomenon of inter-
mittent divergence reflects the competing influences of control by inflow boundary
conditions and of regional chaotic dynamics.

Figure 3.6 shows an example of such intermittent divergence (Weisse and Feser,
2003). Here the observed near-surface wind speed at a location in the German Bight is
shown together with corresponding simulated grid box values.l ' In this case, six
simulated time series are shown (dashed). They are generated by the same regional

12 A region is considered to be well flushed if disturbances entering the model domain at the
inflow boundary are quickly advected through the model interior towards the outflow
boundary. Whether or not a region is well flushed depends on the model setup and the area
considered. Generally, regions comprising parts of extra-tropical storm tracks may be
considered to be well-flushed while, for example, this is not the case for polar areas such
the Arctic (Rinke and Dethloff, 2000).
13Note that there is a problem in comparing local wind measurements affected by local
particularities with model-simulated grid box averages. Deviations between simulated and
observed numbers may to some extent be due to local effects not described by the model's
resolution.
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Figure 3.6. Example of intermittent divergence of solutions in a regional atmosphere model.
Shown are the wind speeds at a small island off the German North Sea coast. The solid line
displays the observed wind speed, the dashed lines the simulation in a series of equivalent but
slightly differently initialized simulations in a conventional sponge zone setup. The gray band is
obtained by running an ensemble from slightly different initial values with spectral nudging .
Redrawn from Weisse and Feser (2003).

model, forced with the same (identical) lateral boundary conditions but with slightly
different initial values . The reason for different developments in different simulations
is not that the initial conditions are very different leading to different forecasts, but
instead minuscule differences in the initial conditions excite chaotic behavior and
divergence in the solutions of the RCM , all of which are consistent with prescribed
boundary conditions. After a few days , here after January 8, boundary control
prevails, divergence has ceased , and development is nearly the same in all six
simulations. After several months, a similar episode emerges (not shown).

Spectral nudging. A method to overcome this intermittently emerging divergence
of ReM solutions is to cast the regional modeling problem not as a boundary value
problem but as a state space problem (e.g., Muller and von Storch, 2004). Here the
regional model is used to augment existing knowledge about the regional state of the
atmosphere derived from the regional model , with know ledge about the large-scale
state of the atmosphere above a certain vertical level, where the influence of regional
physiographic details is small. The latter is derived from the global model. In other
words, provided there is some confidence in large-scale features simulated by the
global model , additional constraints are appl ied, so that the regional model accepts
only solutions that are not only consistent with the prescribed boundary conditions
but also with the large-scale state of the global model over the entire regional model
domain. The implementation of this concept leads to the spectral nudging approach
(Waldron et al., 1996; von Storch et al. , 2000; Miguez-Macho et al., 2004) in which
penalty terms are added in the equations of motion. These terms become large
whenever the simulated large-scale state deviates from the prescribed large-scale
state, but vanish when the regional model remains close to the prescribed large-
scale state. An example of the effects of spectral nudging on RCM solutions is
shown in Figure 3.6. Apart from the six simulations in which the conventional
approach was used (dashed lines), six otherwise identical simulations using the
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Table 3.1. Comparison of zonal and meridional wind speed variance at 850 hPa for different
spatial scales. Shown are numbers from two RCM simulations with spectral nudging (nudging)
and without spectral nudging (standard). Additionally, the same numbers are provided for the
driving GCM (analysis). For details see von Storch et al. (2000).

Scale/variable Units Zonal wind Meridional wind
(m? S-2)

Analysis Standard Nudging Analysis Standard Nudging

Large scale 10-2 1.6 1.2 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.5

Medium scale 10-6 3.7 7.7 8.1 2.1 6.5 8.5

spectral nudging approach have been performed (gray lines). Compared with the
conventional approach, spectral nudging not only effectively suppresses the
emergence of intermittent divergence, but was also found to be better in capturing
regional details (Weisse and Feser, 2003).

In the spectral nudging approach the coupling between the regional model and
the large-scale state of the global model is performed in the spectral domain. First, the
RCM solution is transformed into a Fourier representation from which the largest
wavenumbers are nudged towards corresponding GCM wavenumbers. Subsequently
the corrected large-scale state is transformed back into the RCM grid point space.
This way, RCM varia bility at the largest scales is forced to be very similar to that
prescribed by the driving GCM while variability at medium and small scales is not
constrained. For wind fields this has been demonstrated by von Storch et ale (2000)
who analyzed the variance of zonal and meridional wind speed components at
850 hPa obtained from two 3-month-Iong simulations with an RCM with and with-
out spectral nudging applied. From their analyses two conclusions can be inferred
(Table 3.1): first, variance at medium scales is similar in both the constrained and the
unconstrained RCM simulation and variance is increased compared with the
driving GeM (analysis). The latter may be interpreted as additional information
provided by the RCM that is unresolved in the GCM data. Second, in the constrained
simulation,variance at large scales is comparable with that obtained from the driving
analysis while it is reduced for the unconstrained simulation. This implies improved
performance of the constrained RCM simulation for those scales.

Added value of regional model simulations. A fundamental question that has been
frequently ignored in the past is whether it is in principle possible to use RCMs
to derive additional or more information about processes at unresolved scales in
the driving GCMs. In other words, simulations with RCMs in general provide a
spatially and temporally more detailed solution than obtained from the driving
GCMs directly (see Table 3.1). However, the question remains on whether or not
the additional information derived from the RCM simulations provides added
value14 or whether it just represents random fluctuations which do not enhance the

14 That is, additional knowledge or skill.
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results derived from the driving GCMs directly. Unfortunately, this apparently
simple question is not easy to answer. Moreover, there is no general answer. In
particular it may depend on a number of different issues such as

1. The specific problem or variable considered. The added value may be different for,
say, near-surface temperature or mean sea level pressure. The latter represents a
field which has relatively little spatial variance on small scales while temperatures
may vary strongly on much shorter distances. It may be more likely to add value
for variables that show some signature on scales additionally resolved by the
RCMs than for those that are mostly of large-scale character.

2. The region considered. Considering the same variable and/or problem, added
value may vary from region to region. It may be expected that added value is
larger when spatial variations in surface forcing are sufficiently strong over small
distances. For example, surface roughness is relatively homogeneous over open
water, while it varies strongly over land. For near-surface wind fields it may thus
be expected that added value is enhanced in coastal areas when compared with
open ocean conditions.

The question about the added value of RCM simulations has attained increasing
attention in the last few years (e.g., Feser, 2006; Castro et al., 2005). We will return to
this question in more detail in Section 4.5.

3.4 WIND WAVE MODELS

Wave models are used to describe space and time variations of gravity waves at the
sea surface (sea state). Here we focus on quasi-realistic wind wave or ocean wave
models. In general, these models do not describe the variations or evolution of
individual waves but of some statistical properties characterizing the sea state. In
other words and using the terminology introduced in Section 2.4.2, these models are
not designed to describe short-term variations within a given sea state, but to repre-
sent the longer variation between different sea states. For this purpose, it is more
convenient to describe the sea state in the form of a wave spectrum. This concept is
introduced in Section 3.4.1, which follows. The differential equation, which describes
the dynamics of the wave spectrum, is presented and discussed in Section 3.4.2.
Moreover, the different groups of wave models are briefly introduced. We conclude
with a description of frequently used parameters that are derived from the spectrum
and that are used to characterize the sea state (Section 3.4.3). Many more details
about ocean waves and ocean wave modeling may be found, for example, in the
textbook by Komen et ale (1994).

3.4.1 The wave spectrum

The sea surface is made up of waves on a broad range of scales, from millimeters to a
few hundred meters. As a consequence, the height of the sea surface is highly variable,
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(3.15)

(3.16)

both in space and time. To start with, we note that a convenient way to describe the
structure of a stationary and homogeneous' space and time-dependent field TJ(x, t)
is to Fourier-decompose it into an infinite number of individual "waves't'" with
different amplitudes and wavelengths. For simplicity, we assume that TJ is centered;
that is, the area mean water level has been subtracted

1J(x, t) = J~()() J~()() ck(t)e
ikx

dk; dk.:

where x denotes location; k == [kx , ky ] represents the two-dimensional wavenumber
with wavelength A == 21f/lkl; and Ck(t) is the time-dependent complex amplitude of
the wave k. Introducing wave direction <I>k k/lkl as the direction of the wave-
number vector, its components are given by kx == [k] COS(<I>k) and k; == [k] sin(<1>k)'
The three-dimensional wave spectrum F3(k, w) is then given by

F3(k,w) = J~()() ck(t)e
iW1

dt.

The wave field at the sea surface is composed of gravity waves (see Section 2.4.1).
Gravity waves satisfy the following dispersion relation between the angular frequency
Wk and the wavenumber k

Wk == ±yIglkl tanh(lklh) - k·u, (3.17)

(3.18)

where u is the speed at which the water body is moving relative to the ground (current
velocity); h is the depth of the water body; g is the acceleration of gravity; and Wk

denotes the frequency in (Hz). As a result of (3.17), the three-dimensional wave
spectrum (3.16) can be reduced to two-dimensional spectra by integration and
variable transformation. In particular, the following forms are frequently used

1. Two-dimensional wavenumber spectra. Two-dimensional wavenumber spectra are
defined by

F2(k) = J~()() F3(k,w) dw.

The wavenumber spectrum is symmetric; that is, F2(k) == F2( -k) and its units are
m 4

•

2. Two-dimensional wavenumber direction spectra. Often the wavenumber spectrum
is used as a two-dimensional spectrum of the scalar wavenumber k == [k] and the

15 This means that the field has the same statistical properties in the entire domain, without
"trends" in the mean or the level of variability. Ocean surface waves do have this property
when the area considered is not too large. Note that the term "homogeneity", when used in the
context of long time series, has a different meaning (see Section 4.2.1).
16 Note that the term "wave" used here is not associated with gravity or any other type of
physically defined waves. Instead, we are only dealing with the formal decomposition of a
spatial field into two-dimensional trigonometric functions, colloquially also called "waves".
Later in this section, we will explicitly make use of the perception that the elevation of the sea
surface of the ocean is related to the presence of gravity waves.
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direction <I>k == k/k or as a product of a one-dimensional wavenumber spectrum
F1(k) and a directional spectrum 8(k, <I» with f<p 8(k, <I» d<I> 1.

3. Two-dimensional frequency direction spectra. The wavenumber spectrum may be
rewritten and represented in the form of a frequency direction spectrum

(3.19)

Since <I>k determines the direction, only the modulus of the frequency is relevant
(<I> E [0,21r] and W 2: 0). The unit of F 2(w, <I» is m2s.

4. One-dimensional spectra. The frequency spectrum is frequently decomposed into

(3.20)

with f<I> 8(w, <I» d<I> == 1. Here F 1 is the one-dimensional frequency spectrum
often also referred to simply as the frequency spectrum, and 8 is called the
directional spectrum.

The various forms of wave spectra are also referred to as variance spectra,
because they can also be understood as a statistical description of a randomly varying
wave field, and can be derived by considering 1](x, t) as a stationary random field with
a spatial auto-covariance function f(~, t) == (1](x, t), 1](x +~, t)) where (... ) denotes
the cross-product. In this approach, the variance spectrum is then the Fourier trans-
form of this auto-covariance function. Because wave energy is proportional to surface
variance, wave spectra are also referred to as power or energy spectra.

Figure 3.7 shows an example of two different forms of a wave spectrum
representing the same sea state. The spectra were derived from a nautical radar-based
wave measurement system (WAMOS) (Nieto Borge et al., 2004). The left panel shows
the two-dimensional wavenumber spectrum. It can be inferred that the wavenumber
spectrum is symmetric with energy concentrated at wavelengths around about 200 m.
Since 1] is a real-valued function, the amplitudes appear in conjugate complex pairs;
that is, Ck == C~k' The amplitude Ck has a constant modulus ICkl and a constantly
changing phase ±Wkt. For positive angular frequencies, the wave is moving in the
direction <I> == k/lkl, for negative frequencies in the direction <Pk == -k/lkl. Thus, each
wavenumber is uniquely associated with a frequency IWkl and a propagation direction
<Pk . Since the wavenumber spectrum is symmetric with respect to the origin
(F2(k) F2( -k)), the wavenumber spectrum, as defined by (3.18), assigns variance
jointly to both directions, ±<I>k' The right panel shows the same situation in the form
of a two-dimensional frequency direction spectrum. Here the wave energy is con-
centrated around periods of about 11 s, indicating a swell system that propagates
roughly towards the southwest.

3.4.2 Equation for wave energy

The basic equation for the description of a space-time varying sea state is a balance
equation for what is called wave action density N(k). Wave action density is
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Figure 3.7. Two different forms of wave spectra representing the same sea state. Left: wavenumber
spectrum in m4

• The x-axis and the y-axis represent the components of the wavenumber (kx , ky ) . For
convenience, directions are given as well. Wavelength can be obtained from the distance to the center
of the plot. Right: frequency direction spectrum in m2 s (3.20). Here direction is given as in the left
panel, and distance from the center denotes frequency. Both plots are derived from the same aerial
measurement taken by a nautical radar-based wave measurement system (WAMOS) in the South
Atlantic (Nieto Borge et al., 2004). For details about WAMOS see hup.llwww.oceanwaves.de The
diagram mostly shows swell with a wavelength of abo ut 200m and a period of abo ut II s going
roughly towards the southwest. Courtesy of Konstanze Reichert , OceanWaveS GmbH.

proportional to wave energy per frequency and is defined by

N(k) = F2( k)(}-1 (k,h), with o = Jglkl ± tanh(lk lh) , (3.21 )

where a de notes the so-called intrinsic frequency, representing the first term on the
right-hand side of (3.17).

Introduc ing a four-dimensional vector z = [X l, X2, k l , k 2] with X l and X2 be ing
spatial coordinates and k , and k2 representing components of the wavenumber
vector, the most fundamental form for wave action density balance reads

~ N + :; (ZiN) = Sin + Sds + Snl, (3.22)
ut UZi

where cg = x= : introduces the group velocity; while k = - : expresses conserva-

tion of the number of wave crests (Komen et al., 1994). The terms on the right-hand
side of (3.22) denote so -called source terms; that is, the processes by which energy is
transferred to and removed from the wave spectrum.

The first term on the right-hand side of(3.22) Sin denotes the energy transfer from
the wind into the wave field (wind input) . For the time sca les considered here, wind
represents the only source of energy for the generation of sea surface waves. T he
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transfer of energy is roughly proportional to the square of wind speed. Therefore, the
quality of the wind fields used to drive numerical wave models is of crucial impor-
tance for the quality of wave simulations. There are generally two different processes
involved: initially when the sea surface is still smooth and calm, small turbulent
atmospheric pressure variations are responsible for inducing perturbations in sea
surface height (Phillips, 1957). Once the perturbations have reached sufficient size,
the air flow above the growing waves is disturbed and shear flow instability develops
(Miles, 1957) (see also Section 2.4.1). Wind input is generally parameterized as being
proportional to the energy of the waves

(3.23)

indicating that the extraction of momentum from the atmosphere to the wave field is
stronger when waves are taller. The growth rate I is determined by the friction
velocity u, the square of which is proportional to the magnitude of the wind stress
T == u;Pa where Pa denotes air density. Friction velocity is related to the wind speed
u2 == U;Cd l by the drag coefficient Cd which varies with wind speed and the sea state
itself (Janssen, 1991; Makin et al., 1995).

The second term on the right-hand side of (3.22) Sds denotes the dissipation of
wave energy from the spectrum. In principle, wave energy can be dissipated by three
different processes:

1. Whitecapping is the primary dissipation process in open oceans and under
deep-water conditions. It occurs when the waves grow and, as a consequence,
become increasingly steeper. Once a critical point is reached, the waves break.
The process thus depends on wave energy and steepness. It limits wave growth in
open seas and transfers energy to underlying currents. Whitecapping is observed
in the form of spilling breakers.

2. Surfbreaking is relevant only in extremely shallow waters where wave height and
water depth are of comparable orders of magnitude. When a wave propagates
into extremely shallow water the upper part of the wave becomes faster than the
lower part. At some point the crest overtakes the preceding trough and surf
breaking occurs. This is referred to as plunging breakers. An example is shown
in Figure 2.16.

3. Wave-bottom interaction refers to the dissipation of wave energy by interaction
of the waves with the bottom. Outside the surf zone and away from deep waters,
wave-bottom interaction is usually the most relevant dissipation process.
Wave-bottom interaction may take different forms which include bottom fric-
tion, percolation (water penetrating into the bottom), or the movement of seabed
material.

The last term on the right-hand side of (3.22) Snl represents weakly nonlinear
wave-wave interactions (Hasselmann and Hasselmann, 1985). These processes do
not change the total energy of the wave field but redistribute energy within the
spectrum. Their most important effect is to shift energy from higher to lower fre-
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Figure 2.11. Wind field of
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August 28, 2005 prior to making
landfall at the U.S. coast. The
wind field was derived from the
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Radar (ASAR) aboard the
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using the WiSAR algorithm of
Horstmann et al. (2005). Courtesy
of Wolfgang Koch, GKSS
Research Center Gees thacht.
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Figure 2.15. Meteorological conditions responsible for extreme surf heights at North Shore,
Oahu (Hawaii) on December 15, 2004. The figure shows a low-pressure system over the
northwest Pacific with corresponding strong wind fields (colors) . The white lines denote the
great circle lines along which swell may propagate towards Hawaii. The red box marks the high-
wind speed areas (fetch) in which the wave system was generated. From http .l lwww.prh.noaa .
govlhnlipagesieventsidectlssurf]ExtremeLNorthLShoreLSurfphp, reproduced with permission
from NOAA.

Figure 2.26. Globa l map of areas where stor m surges pose a significant threat to the
environment (blue). Courtesy of Peter Hoppe, Munich Re.
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Figure 2.29. Principal lunar (semidiurnal) tide in the world oceans. Amplitude is indicated by color , the white
lines are cotidallines differing by 1h. Data from Topex /Poseidon, courtesy of Richard Ray, NASA .



Figure 2.30. Tides in the North Sea. Cotidal lines of
the principal lunar (M2) tide in hours after the
Moon's transit through the Greenwich Meridian
(blue) and mean tidal range in meters at spring tide
as the sum of M2 and S2 (principal solar) tidal
constituents. Redrawn after and courtesy of
Matthias Tomczak , Flinders University .
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Figure 4.17. Skill score S (4.1) between collocated Quickscat wind speeds, NCEP reanalysis,
and dynamically downscaled NCEP reanalysis wind speeds. Data were collocated for 2000-
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McCabe et al. (2001). Redrawn afte r McCabe et at. (2001). Reproduced/modified by permission of
American Meteorological Society .
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Figure 5.8. Estimates of linear trends 1950-2002 in significant wave height in centimeters per
decade derived from vas data. Trends are only shown for locations where they are statistically
significant at the 5% level. Redrawn from Trenberth et al. (2007, Fig. 3.25) as adapted from
Gulev and Grigorieva (2004). Reproduced by permission of the IPCCjCambridge University
Press.
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Figure 5.9. Ensemble mean change 2080-1990 in seasonal mean significant wave height in centimeters for
Jan uary, February, March (a), for Apr il, May, June (b), for July, August , September (c), and for October,
November, December (d) for the A2 emission scenario . Areas where changes are statistically significant are
hatched . Redrawn from Wang and Swail (2006a). Courtesy of Xiaolan L. Wang, Environment Canada.
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Figure 5.10. Same as Figure 5.9 but for the B2 scenario . Redrawn from Wang and Swail (2006a). Courtesy of
Xiaolan L. Wang, Environment Canada.
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Redrawn from Church et al. (2008). Courtesy of John Church, CSIRO, Austr alia.
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satell ite altimetry and plotted around the glob al mean value for the same period. Redrawn from
Church et al. (2008). Courtesy of John Church, CSIRO, Australia.
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Figure 5.15. Fingerprints of relative sea level change due to ice mass variations for Antarctica
(a, top), Greenland (b, middle), and mountain glaciers and ice sheets (c, bottom). Reprinted /
adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd .: Nature, Mitrovica et at. (2001),
copyright 2001.
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Figure 5.16. The distribution of tide
gauge stations in the analysis of
Woodworth and Blackman (2004).
Stations with observed trends in
annual 99-percentile water levels
significantly different from zero are
shown in red (positive trend) or
blue (negative trend) while others
are shown in black (top); as before,
but with 99-percentile time series
reduced by annual medians
(middle); as before but with 99-
percent ile time series reduced by
annual medians and with the tidal
contributions to the percentiles
removed (botto m). Redrawn from
Woodworth and Blackman (2004).
Reprodu ced/modified by permission
of American Meteorological
Society.
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Figure 3.8. Principal balance
of wind input (Sin),
dissipation (Sds), and
nonlinear wave-wave
interactions (Snl) (top) and of
wave energy and the overall
contribution from different
source terms (bottom).

quencies. As a consequence, the waves dominating a sea state become increasingly
longer with the passage of time from the onset of the wind field.

Figure 3.8 illustrates the principal balance of source terms relative to frequency.
Near the spectral peak, energy input from the wind field usually exceeds dissipation.
The excess of energy is then transferred to higher and lower frequencies by nonlinear
wave-wave interactions. At higher frequencies, energy is dissipated while the energy
transfer to lower frequencies leads to a shift of the spectral peak over time; that is, as
the wind continues to blow the dominating wave components usually become longer.
In a growing wind sea the overall sum over all source terms is generally positive and
wave energy (and thus wave height) increases. At some stage in the process the wind
input is eventually balanced by dissipation. Subsequently, the wave field no longer
grows and a sea state referred to as a fully developed sea state is reached .

Existing quasi-realistic wind wave models differ main ly in the way they handle
the wave energy equation (3.22). So-called first-generation and second-generation
models basically operate with equations for parameters describing the shape of the
wave energy spectrum while third-generation models solve (3.22) explicitly . Presently,
third-generation models are widely used while second-generation models may still be
applied in some situations, especially when computational resources are limited .

Third-generation models may differ in the way different source terms are
formulated and/or how they are represented or neglected in these models . Two of
the most widely distributed models in this group are the wave model WAM
(WAMDI-Group, 1988) and the WAVEWATCH model (Tolman, 1991). Both
models are constructed for integration over horizontally extended areas , so that
the life time of a wave field is sufficiently long for nonlinear interactions to playa
significant role while wave-bottom interactions are less relevant. As such these models
are mostly used for open ocean and shelf sea conditions. For coastal applications ,
weakly nonlinear interactions are less relevant but wave-bottom interaction becomes
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(3.24)

increasingly important. Third-generation models with a special focus on coastal and
shallow-water conditions comprise the K-model (Schneggenburger et al., 1997) or the
SWAN model (Booij et al., 1999). Such models may also include additional terms
that are relevant only in extremely shallow water or may ignore some deep-water
terms.

3.4.3 Frequently used parameters to describe the sea state

Ocean wave models generally describe the evolution of the wave spectrum (3.22) in
one or other form. Mostly the interest is, however, not in the spectrum itself but in
some parameters such as wave height or wave period. These parameters can be
derived from the spectrum and are usually provided as additional model output.
In the following we describe some of the most frequently used parameters.

The parameter most frequently used to describe the sea state is significant wave
height. Historically, it was defined the following way: from a time series of wave
height recordings taken during the prevalence of one particular sea state the largest
third is selected. The average of these largest waves is then referred to as the
significant wave height H I / 3 that characterizes that particular sea state. It corre-
sponds to the average height of the highest waves in a wave group. Thus, significant
wave height is usually rather similar to the wave height an experienced observer
would report as the "prevailing" wave height by visual observations. The term
was originally coined by Walter Munk during World War II, when first attempts
for wave forecasting were developed in preparation of U.S. landing operations and
where the term "significant wave height" corresponded to the wave height perceived
by the drivers of the landing crafts.

Significant wave height can also be determined from the wave spectrum. To do
so, the spectrum is usually expressed in terms of the moments of the spectrum
(distribution) where the nth-order moment m; of the spectrum is defined by

m; = J~ J~ w
n
:F2(w,if»dwdif>.

In this definition the zero-order moment mo represents the variance of the wave field.
It is therefore used for definition of wave height parameters derived from the spec-
trum. It can be shown that a wave height parameter corresponding as closely as
possible to the significant wave height H I / 3 derived from a wave record can be
obtained by

n.; 4 1 F 2(w,ip)dwdip==4JmO.
w,<I>

(3.25)

In theory the correspondence between Hmo and H I / 3 is valid only for very narrow
spectra, but in most cases the difference is in the order of 5% only (WMO, 1998). As
both definitions of significant wave height lead to slightly different results, the
significant wave height determined from the spectrum is generally referred to as
Hmo to distinguish it from H I / 3 as derived from a wave record.
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The following parameters are also frequently used: the peak wave frequency /p is
the frequency that corresponds to the peak of the spectrum; that is, the frequency at
which f F 2(w, <1» d<1> == max. The peak period Tp is the period corresponding to /p.

The TmOl period is defined by TmOl mo and represents the wave period corre-
ml

sponding to the mean frequency of the spectrum. The Tm02 period is defined by

Tm02 = /§. Theoretically, it is equivalent to the mean zero-downcrossingym2

period!" obtained from a wave record. The Tm02 period is, however, sensitive to
the high-frequency cut-off in the integration of (3.2.4). For buoy data, this cut-off
typically occurs at about 0.5 Hz. For wave models, a high frequency tail is often fitted
to the modeled spectrum before the moments are computed.

3.5 TIDE-SURGE MODELS

Numerical tide-surge models are based on integration of a simplified set of equations
(3.1)-(3.7) used to integrate the oceanic component of a climate model. In particular,
the models are integrated without thermodynamic contributions and geometric terms

2

uv tan(<p) and U tan(<p), which become irrelevant in regional applications. When the
a a
forcing terms F are parameterized as horizontal and vertical diffusion Kh\7~u and

~ (x,:) the relevant equations for a tide-surge model read

aaUth+ Uh' VUh +fk X Uh x,'V~Uh - ~ (Kv UUh) = - ~VhP (3.26)az az p

8p
- == -pg (3.27)
8z

(3.28)

where (3.26) represents the horizontal components of Navier-Stokes equations;
(3.27) represents the hydrostatic approximation18 that replaces the vertical
component of the Navier-Stokes equation; and (3.28) is the continuity equation.

The Navier-Stokes equation (3.26) is the equation of motion for the two
components [u, v] of the horizontal current Uh' The unit vector k points in the vertical
direction, f is the Coriolis parameter, Kh and K; are horizontal and vertical eddy
viscosity coefficients, and p denotes the pressure field. Decomposing (3.26) into

17 After the average water level has been determined it is possible to identify individual waves in
the wave record. The average time between individual downward crossings of the mean water
level line is referred to as the zero-downcrossing period.
18 For the dynamical background of this approximation see Muller and von Storch (2004).
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velocity components u and v yields

[eh.3

Equation (3.27) describes the hydrostatic approximation, which replaces the
equation of motion for vertical currents in most tide-surge models. Some non-
hydrostatic models, such as the TRIM3D model (Casulli and Cattani, 1994; Casulli
and Stelling, 1998; Kapitza, 2002), may also account for the explicit treatment of
vertical movements. This feature may be essential for modeling on very small scales
when a steep bathymetry is present. From the hydrostatic relation the pressure at
level z is found by integrating (3.27) from the surface TJ to level z

p(z) = p(1]) + grpdz, (3.29)

where p(TJ) corresponds to atmospheric pressure at the free surface. If density is
expressed as p == Po + p' it follows that p(z) == p(TJ) + gPo(TJ z) + gIi p' dz. Using
this relation, the horizontal pressure gradients in the equation of motion (3.26)
become

and (3.30)

The first term on the right-hand side describes the barotropic pressure gradient, with
h + TJ representing the depth of the water body. The second term is the baroclinic
pressure gradient, which has been simplified by assuming that 1/P may be approxi-
mated by 1/Po. The baroclinic terms depend on the horizontal gradients in water
density; that is, on the spatial distribution of temperature and salinity. Contrary to
regional and global ocean models, density in tide-surge models is usually not treated
in a prognostic manner, but is assumed to be either uniform in space or constant in
time so that it can be prescribed. The approach usually works well in shallow and
well-mixed continental shelf seas. In the following, baroclinic terms are disregarded.

The third equation (3.28) describes the conservation of mass in an incompressible
fluid. Integrating the equation vertically from the bottom z == -h to the free surface TJ

yields a prognostic equation for the free surface:

with the vertically averaged (or barotropic) horizontal velocity

1 J
TJ

Uh == -h- U dz.
+ TJ -h

(3.31)

(3.32)
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For integration of the set of equations, boundary conditions at the free surface
and at the bottom of the water body are required. The upper boundary condition is
wind stress formulated as

and (3.33)

Wind stress T == [Tx, Ty ] is parameterized as a function of wind at 10m height U10 and
surface current Us

(3.34)

with the drag coefficient either being a constant in the order Cd == 1.4 x 10-3 or
depending on wind speed itself. The ratio of atmospheric density Pa to water density
P is often set to a constant value of 1.25 x 10-3

. Usually U10 »us such that the
current Us is almost always disregarded. At the lower boundary bottom friction is
implemented by assuming

and (3.35)

where Cz is the bottom friction coefficient. When the model has open boundaries at its
sides, lateral boundary conditions (water levels) need to be supplied as well. These
may comprise tides and/or surges that may be obtained from observations, tide
models, or ocean models run for larger spatial domains.

3.5.1 Shallow-water equations

When simulating tides, wind-driven sea level elevations, and vertically averaged
currents in shallow, well-mixed water bodies, the set of equations just introduced
may be further simplified to so-called shallow-water equations. In particular, con-
tinental shelf or marginal seas with significant tidal amplitudes and tidal mixing
satisfy these conditions. An example of such an ocean area is the North Sea. Here
Kauker and Langenberg (2000) simulated the sea level response to variable wind
forcing in multi-decadal'" runs with two models, a shallow water model and a three-
dimensional regional ocean model (Kauker, 1999) in which baroclinic effects were
included. They found that the results from both models were in good agreement and
that water level variations were only insignificantly affected by the inclusion of
baroclinic factors. In case of other regional seas such as the Baltic Sea, the approach
is, however, inadequate because of pronounced vertical stratification and only
insignificant tidal variations.

The shallow-water equations have two prognostic variables; namely, vertically
averaged horizontal velocity Uh and surface displacement (water level) TJ. The

19 Here decadal refers to decades of years.
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equation for Uh takes the form

[Ch.3

(3.36)

whereas the equation for TJ is just (3.31). Boundary conditions at the bottom and at
the surface are incorporated by the last two terms on the right-hand side of (3.36).
The bottom friction coefficient R is usually either given by a nonlinear form of the

type R = Cd (h: TJ) IUhl or is assumed to be constant. Again the system is closed by

lateral boundary conditions

and TJ TJo (t) (3.37)

at coastlines and at open boundaries, respectively. Here n represents the unit vector
perpendicular to the coastline and TJo(t) are prescribed water levels that introduce the
influence of the tides and/or surges from adjacent sea areas. Again, the latter may be
derived from observations or from model simulations covering larger areas.

3.5.2 Performance of tide-surge models

Tide-surge models are nowadays routinely used for various applications. These range
from operational forecasts and case studies to multi-decadal hindcasts covering many
decades. Examples of tide-surge models comprise the TRIM3D model (Casulli and
Cattani, 1994; Casulli and Stelling, 1998; Kapitza, 2002), TELEMAC2D (Hervouet
an Haren, 1996), HAMSOM (Backhaus, 1985) or the POL tide-surge model (e.g.,
Flather et al., 1998). Within the context of this book mainly applications in which
such models have been run to simulate many decades of years are relevant. There
have been numerous such applications demonstrating the skill of the models in
reconstructing observed long-term tide-surge variations (e.g., Flather et al., 1998;
Langenberg et al., 1999; Weisse and Pluess, 2006). One of the more recent integra-
tions is described in Weisse and Pluess (2006). Their calculations were made using the
TELEMAC2D model (Hervouet and Haren, 1996)with a computational mesh cover-
ing the North Sea consisting of about 50,000 triangular elements and 27,000 nodes.
The distances between the nodes vary between about 75 m near the coast and in the
estuaries and 27 km in open sea regions. Using high-resolution wind fields that were
available every hour, the model simulated the period 1958-2002. Figure 3.9 (see color
section) gives an impression of the performance of such a simulation. Shown are
comparisons of more than 150,000 simulated and observed hourly values for two tide
gauge locations in the German Bight. For both total water levels and surge levels, a
high degree of resemblance can be inferred. Correlations are generally well above 0.9
and root-mean-square errors are in the order of about 30 em for total water levels and
about 15em for surge levels. Similar exercises have been made by other authors and
for other areas. We will return to these in more detail in Section 5.5.
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Models are an essential tool for the investigation of past and potential future changes
of the marine climate. In general, one can distinguish between cognitive models that
are highly simplified and which are used to conceptualize phenomena, and quasi-
realistic models. The latter constitute a reality substitute and are used to conduct
otherwise impossible experiments. Such experiments comprise the reconstruction of
past climate conditions or scenarios for potential future climate changes. Within the
context of this book, only quasi-realistic models are considered.

Quasi-realistic models describe only part of the reality. There are always
processes unaccounted for in such models and care has to be taken that such models
are applied appropriately. Quasi-realistic models cannot be verified (i.e., we cannot
say whether a model is in general right or wrong), but we can validate such models
(i.e., we can add to the credibility of the models by analyzing the dynamical system
and assuring that all relevant processes are adequately taken into account). However,
even comprehensive validation does not provide certainty about the skill of the model
when used in different applications.

Quasi-realistic models relevant within the context of this book comprise climate
models, wind wave models, and tide-surge models. Here climate model refers to all
global and regional as well as ocean and atmosphere models. Such models are not
only used to provide scenarios for potential future anthropogenic climate change, but
may be applied to a number of other problems as well. These comprise short-term
forecasting, the reconstruction of past environmental conditions, dynamical test of
hypotheses, and data analysis. When reconstructing past environmental conditions,
models are used to provide consistent guesses about past states of the climate system;
in particular, about variables for which no measurements have been taken or for
areas in which only limited observational evidence is available. The latter is especially
important in the context of marine climate and climate change, as the oceans
notoriously represent data-sparse regions. This application is closely related to data
analysis.

Global climate models may be run either in coupled mode, where an atmospheric
and an oceanic component are interactively coupled via the relevant fluxes at the air-
sea interface, or in uncoupled mode, where an ocean or an atmosphere model are run
standalone. Integration of such models usually is expensive in terms of required
computing power. Their spatial resolution thus remains limited. For regional studies,
regional models are often used to overcome these constraints and to refine space and
time resolution, at least for limited areas. This approach assumes that regional
climate is to some extent controlled by climate at larger scales (see Section 1.4.2).
Regional climate models are usually run in uncoupled mode driven by boundary
conditions derived from global or larger scale regional simulations. So far, only a few
exceptions exist, in which regional climate models were run in coupled mode.

Wind wave and tide-surge models are usually applied decoupled from climate
model simulations. Only a few exceptions exist in which wind wave models and
atmospheric models (e.g., Janssen, 1991; Weber et al.. 1993; Weisse and Schneggen-
burger, 2002) or wind wave and tide-surge models (Choi et al., 2003) have been run in
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coupled mode. Usually, however, these models are mostly driven by near-surface
wind and pressure fields obtained from climate model simulations and their feedback
on the larger scale climate is considered to be small and neglected.
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How to determine long-term changes in
marine climate

4.1 INTRODUCTION

So far we have reviewed the dynamics of the global climate system, the marine
weather phenomena this book is about-in particular, storms, wind waves, and storm
surges-and how to mathematically describe these phenomena. In this chapter, we
address the question on how to determine long-term changes in the statistics of marine
weather phenomena.

The expression long-term is only loosely defined. In different scientific areas it
refers to different time scales. For example, geologists may refer to long-term changes
when variations on time scales of millennia are considered. In atmospheric research,
the meaning varies from hours to thousands of years when atmospheric turbulence or
paleoclimatic changes are looked at. Within this book, we use the phrase long-term to
refer to changes that occur over decades; that is, the time horizon accessible to human
experience. In some cases, a century or two may be considered.

Time scales of decades are of outstanding relevance for many marine
practitioners with responsibilities for coastal and offshore management. For them,
it is not enough just to be informed about conditions right now and about changes to
be expected within the next few hours. The relevant question is: What are the long-
term changes and how long will these changes continue into the future? For example,
if we observe a season with numerous and intense hurricanes, such as 2005, the
conclusions to be drawn and the practical implications are different when we perceive
this season as just one step in an ongoing series of intensification extending into the
future, or merely as one extraordinary season, with the following seasons being more
comparable with those in earlier years. In the latter case, the conclusion to be drawn
for a coastal manager is mainly to keep the present strategy, but to review and
possibly adjust the present levels of dams while at the same time keeping them in
order. In the former case, we may have to think about completely different strategies,
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such as whether occupation and rebuilding in low-lying areas should be managed
more restrictively.

Assessing whether a change is of intermittent or of ongoing character requires the
identification of causes. Is the change within the range of natural variations which we
see from season to season or from decade to decade, or is it related to a driver which is
expected to operate into the future as well? Examples, beyond the obvious case of
anthropogenic climate change, are land sinking in coastal areas due to oil and gas
exploration, and elevated storm surge levels in estuaries related to the deepening of
shipping channels.

In the following we will discuss some concepts that may be used to address these
sorts of questions and the problems and caveats associated with them. We begin with
a discussion of problems related to data quality and focus on issues that have a high
potential for making wrong inferences about long-term changes (Section 4.2). In
Section 4.3 we introduce the concept of proxy data that may be used when the
phenomenon or variable of interest has not really been observed, or when observa-
tional evidence is compromised by short instrumental records or data inhomogene-
ities (see Section 4.2.1). Reanalyses and reconstructions are introduced in Section 4.4.
Here advanced numerical models are used to provide an optimal space-time inter-
polation of the observational record to derive a dynamically consistent picture of the
observed state, as well as information on variables for which no measurements have
been made. We discuss the extent to which long-term changes (trends) can be
estimated from such data and review major reanalysis and reconstruction projects.
Regionalization techniques are described in Section 4.5. Their main purpose is to
derive regional details from large or global-scale information; for example, what can
we infer about long-term changes in the sea state statistics for an oil field in the North
Sea, if only variations of the large-scale atmospheric pressure field are known. The
concept of scenarios and projections is introduced in Section 4.6. The concept is
widely used in marine and climate sciences to address questions of the sort "What ...
if ...?", to elaborate on their consequences, and to develop strategies to deal with
them. We conclude with a brief introduction of detection and attribution (Section
4.7). Detection refers to techniques used to decide whether or not an observed change
is unusual in some sense, while attribution refers to assigning causes to these changes.
In particular, attribution to causes is required when statements about a future
continuation of a change are needed. If developments as a result of these causes
are predictable, such as the isostatic rebound of the land in some coastal regions, then
we are also able to predict, at least to some extent, the consequences for our
phenomenon of interest.

4.2 PROBLEMS WITH DATA QUALITY

In order to determine and to assess long-term changes in marine climate, knowledge
about the state of the system in its entirety is required. It is, however, fundamentally
impossible to obtain such information. Instead, we rely on samples of data that
provide a more or less complete or scattered picture about the system's state. In a
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statistical sense, it is assumed that random samples are drawn from a population (the
system's state) in order to make inferences.

It is clear that the concept of sampling geophysical processes is complex and that
strong assumptions are implicit in applying the conceptual model of randomsampling
to the analysis of climate data. For example, the concept requires that repeatable
experiments are performed in which elements from the sample space are drawn
randomly and with replacement (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999). Suppose that we
want to determine the mean temperature of the North Sea from a limited number of
observations. Naturally, measurements will be restricted to a certain time interval, to
some measurement points, and to a certain frequency at which the measurements
were repeated (sampling interval). There will be no data from the distant past or the
future, from North Sea locations at which no measurements have been taken, or
in-between the interval at which the observations were made. In order to treat the
sample as a random sample and to make inferences about the system's state some
assumptions about underlying processes are therefore made implicitly: it is assumed
that the processes are stationary or cyclo-stationary (i.e., their statistical properties are
time-invariant), and that the processes are ergodic (i.e., sampling a given realization
of a process in time yields information equivalent to randomly sampling independent
realizations of the same process; von Storch and Zwiers, 1999). Obviously, these
are sometimes strong assumptions for sampling geophysical processes and careful
sampling strategies are required to make appropriate inferences. In the following, we
review some problems related to sampling strategies and their consequences for the
interpretation of long-term changes in the marine climate. In Section 4.2.1 we first
introduce the problem of data homogeneity in general. Subsequently in Sections 4.2.2
and 4.2.3 some specific homogeneity problems related to changing data availability
and the interpretation of data from derived products are reviewed.

4.2.1 Data homogeneity

When measurements are taken the outcome depends on a number of factors. The true
value of the measured parameter at the specific time and place is of course important,
but factors such as the type or the accuracy of the instrument also play an important
role. When measurement errors or practices have changed in the course of time and
are not adequately accounted for, they may have a profound influence on the inter-
pretation of long-term changes and may lead to wrong inferences. For example, in
earlier times marine wind speeds were derived from visual assessments of the sea state
and were reported according to the Beaufort Scale. The accuracy and also the out-
come of these assessments depend on a number of factors such as the experience of
the sailor who made the observation, or the type and the speed of the vessel relative to
the observed sea state. Also, the accuracy of this type of data is clearly different from
modern wind speed data derived from satellite retrievals of radar waves reflected
from the sea surface (see Figure 2.11). Both types of observations are very useful for
different purposes, but they are not comparable per se. The latter may represent a
problem when both types of data are mixed to construct long time series to make
inferences about long-term changes in marine wind speeds. In this case, it is not clear
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whether winds today are indeed stronger or weaker or if we merely look at differences
due to the different sampling strategies. While the problem appears to be rather
obvious, it may be difficult to track when both types of data are combined into a
derived product (see Section 4.2.3) and when only limited information about the
original data remains available. For instance, both types of data may be combined
into a monthly mean product with a smaller/higher number of visual observations
contributing in earlier/more recent years. In this case, a long-term trend in the derived
product may be generated which is not a manifestation of long-term climate change,
but merely a manifestation of changing observational practices and sampling
strategies.

Even if the measurements are correct and the technique has not changed in the
course of time similar problems may arise. When daily mean temperatures are
considered, it matters significantly if they were derived from averaging three observa-
tions taken at 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00uTC or at 07:00, 13:00 and 19:00uTc. Here the
derived daily means could not be compared because they describe different quantities.
There are a number of other factors that may cause similar problems. Changes in the
exposure of the instrument may play a role. Examples reported in the literature
describe vertical displacements of rain and snow gauges which resulted in massive
changes of recorded rainfall and snowfall (e.g., Karl et al., 1993), or changes in the
surroundings of weather stations that lead to changes in recorded wind speed.
Another example is provided by a controversy that raged in the 1990s, where in situ
temperature measurements taken by radiosondes throughout the troposphere indi-
cated a warming trend, while at the same time satellite-based temperatures showed no
such trend. The puzzle was later solved in favor of the in situ data when it became
clear that changes in the satellite tracks in the course of time had influenced satellite
retrievals, so that the satellite-based temperature data reflected not only information
about the temperature but also aspects of the flight track.

In principle long-term changes inferred from historical observational records
may thus originate from two different sources: They may reflect either changes in
the statistics of the parameter actually monitored (i.e., the signal), or problems related
to changing instrumental accuracy, observational practices, analysis routines, etc. In
the following we refer to the latter as inhomogeneities and call a data set homogeneous
if it is free from such contaminations.

Karl et al. (1993) characterized inhomogeneities as being either creeping or
sudden. Sudden inhomogeneities are introduced by abrupt, but often documented
changes in the sampling strategy. Such changes comprise the replacement or
improvement of instruments, the upgrading from manual to automatic analysis
techniques (e.g., Gunther et al., 1998), or changes in the density of the observa-
tional network in relatively data-sparse regions such as oceans. When sudden
inhomogeneities are not already known from documentation, they may often be
identified from screening the time series for jumps in the moments calculated for
moving time windows (WASA-Group, 1998). In Figure 4.1 two examples of sudden
inhomogeneities are illustrated. The first example shows the number of days per year
with wind speeds of 7 Beaufort or more in the city of Hamburg, northern Germany.
Obviously, a noticeable decrease in the number of these days occurred around about
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Figure 4.1. Number of days per decade where wind speed observations at noon exceeded
7 Beaufort or morein Hamburg, Germany (top); courtesy of Heiner Schmidt, GermanNational
Weather Service. Numberof daysper yearwhere wind speeds of21 ms-J or more(stormdays)
havebeen observed in Kullaberg, southwest Sweden (bottom); Thesolid linerepresents annual
values, the straight solid line the linear trend over the time interval shown, and the two
horizontal lines are the 1941-1969 and the 1970- 1995 averages, respectively.

1950, the explanation for which is relocat ion of the instrument from the harbor to the
city airport. The second example is less obvious and has occasionally been mistaken
as evidence for an intensification of storm activity in northern Euro pe. It shows the
number of storm days per year in Kullaberg , southwest Sweden, from 1940 onward s.
At a first glance, the curve exhibits a linear trend with storm events being more
frequent in the later part of the time series. However, indications do exist that in
1969a major storm severely damaged the forest surro unding the measurement site, so
that locally recorded wind speeds may have become stronger after the wind break as a
result of decreased surface roughness and increased exposure of the instrument (von
Storch and Weisse, 2008). When the two periods before and after 1969are considered
independently, the number of storm days remained relatively constant within each
period , although the mean level is somewhat higher in the later period .

Creeping inhomogeneities are usually more difficult to detect and bear a
particularly high potential for wrong inferences. They may originate from ongoing
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Figure 4.2. Frequency distribution of wind estimates reported by ships of opportunity;
distribution estimated from 24,442 visual reports (solid circles) and distribution derived from
about 1,000 visual reports in which the observer was supported by an instrument aboard the
ship (open circles). Redrawn after Peterson and Hasse (1987).

modific ations of the observational network such as changes in the density of the
station network or , for marine weather statistics, from gradual changes in ship
routing and observational practices on voluntary observing ships . Figure 4.2 illus-
trates an example. Shown are two wind speed distributions derived from ship records
in the English Channel (Peterson and Hasse, 1987). In both cases the reports were
made by sailors based on visual assessments according to the Beaufort Scale. One
distribution was derived from reports where the observer was assisted by an addi-
tional instrument aboard the vessel, the other distribution was derived from cases
where no such instrument was available. Obviously, the presence of an additional
instrument led the sailors to report higher wind speeds. Since in the course of time
more instruments have been mounted aboard the various vessels, such effects may
have introduced creeping inhomogeneity into the observational record.

A way of identifying such creeping inhomogeneities is to compare the suspected
time series with data from nearby stations that are known to be unaffected
(Alexandersson and Moberg, 1997; Moberg and Alexandersson, 1997; Auer et al.,
2005). However, particularly for the marine environment such data are often not
available. Thus, the methodologica l challenge in all analyses of long-term marine
climate change is to discriminate between signals and inhomogeneities. In the follow-
ing we will review some specific homogeneity problems that are related to changing
data availab ility and to the interpretation of data from derived products .

4.2.2 Data availability

Changing data availability in the course of time may cause inhomogeneities especially
when derived products are considered. An example is provided in Figure 4.3. Here
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Figure 4.3. Surface wind field analysis of Hurricane Erin at 19:30 uTc on September 9,2001
with (left) and without (right) the benefit from aircraft reconnaissance data. For details see
Landsea et al. (2004). Courtesy of Christopher Landsea, NOAA.

two analyses of Hurricane Erin in 2001 are shown. Inone analysis only surface-based
measurements were used. In the other, data from aircraft reconnaissance flights were
included additionally. Obviously, there is a bias between both analyses with higher
maximum sustained wind speeds in the case where aircraft reconnaissance data were
used. Aircraft reconnaissance flights emerged in about the mid-I 940s. Thus, the first
analysis would be typical for the years before 1945, the second for the years after
about 1945. As aircraft reconnaissance data have been increasingly incorporated into
operational analyses, this may force a trend towards more intense hurricanes in the
operational data and may lead to wrong inferences when not adequately accounted
for (Landsea et al., 2004).

A similar case for the number of hurricanes is illustrated in Landsea (2007). Here
two of the most active hurricane seasons on record (1933 and 2005) before and after
the advent of geostationary satellite imagery in 1966 are compared. Landsea (2007)
realized that in 2005 a considerably higher number of hurricanes that eventually
stayed over the ocean was reported, while the number of land falling systems was
comparable in both years . Splitting the yearly number of tropical storms into the
fraction that struck land and into the fraction that remained over the open ocean, he
found that more of the latter were observed in recent decades while the number of
systems that eventually made landfall remained relatively constant, with some
decadal variability superimposed. When Landsea (2007) computed the ratio between
the two fractions he found a noticeable discontinuity in the time series that occurred
after the advance of geostationary satellite imagery in 1966 (Figure 4.4). He con-
cluded that there may be a substantial undercount in historical hurricane records
prior to the advances of satellite observations and that part of the observed upward
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Figure 4.4. Annual percentage of reported landfalling tropical cyclones 1900-2006 in the
Atlantic U.S. Redrawn after Landsea (2007). Courtesy of Christopher Landsea, NOAA.
Published /copyright (2007) American Geophysical Union . Reproduced/modified by permission
of American Geophysical Union .

trend in hurricane frequencies may be attributed to such types of inhomogeneity in
the historical records . A similar conclusion was put forward by Shepherd and
Knutson (2007).

Figure 4.5 illustrates a similar case for extra-tropical cyclones. In about 1990,
available German weather maps for the North Atlantic and Northern Europe were
used to count the number of storm systems present in these weather maps and to
make inferences about their long-term change. A steady increase in the number of
strong wind storms was obtained and exploited as evidence of unfolding anthropo-
genic climate change. Closer inspection of the data revealed, however , that the data
set was inhomogeneous and that the upward trend largely reflected increasing data
availability in the course of time. In particular, it was found that the increase mainly
occurred in two phases, first in the years immediately after World War 11 where the
density of the observational network in vast oceanic regions was greatly improved,
and second almost suddenly around 1970 when satellite imagery became available
which allowed almost certain detection of cloud patterns associated with storms.
In-between and after these changes , the number of detected cyclones appears almost
stationary. Again , the data sets from the different periods are not comparable and
doing so may lead to wrong inferences regarding long-term changes in extra-tropical
storm activity . It is thus essential that the chosen sampling strategy is adequate;
in particular, that the relevant space and time scales are considered and that
inhomogeneities that may arise from changing data availability are reduced as far
as possible .
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Figure 4.5. Number of deep cyclones detected in daily German weather maps of the North
Atlantic .

4.2.3 Operational weather analyses and other derived data sets

The examples in the previous section demonstrated that the homogeneity problem is
not limited to observational data, but also often present in derived data sets or
products such as weather analyses or reanalyses. In meteorology (and more recently
also in oceanography) an analysis refers to a procedure to project the state of the
atmosphere or the ocean as known from a finite set of imperfect, irregularly dis-
tributed observations onto a regular grid or to represent it by the amplitude of
standard mathematical functions (Glickman, 2000). The purpose of an analysis is
to provide the initial fields for subsequent forecasts by numerical weather prediction
models or to use it for easy diagnostic studies. An analysis may be considered as a
space-time interpolation system which provides physically consistent' information
about the state of the system and about variables and parameters that have either not
been measured directly or not been measured at the same space-time resolution as in
measurements that are used as input for the analysis.

Originally, operational analyses were aimed at generating the initial fields for
subsequent numerical (weather) forecasts . Because of their gridded nature and their
simple accessibility their use for other purposes, such as analysis of long-term
changes, quickly became popular. As the preparation of an analysis is carried out
by means of sophisticated numerical (weather prediction) models and data

I Observations are said to be consistent if they are conformable to fundamental physical
equations. For example, wind speed is physically linked with the pressure gradient. When
measurement errors lead to inconsistencies between pressure and wind measurements the
observations are said to be inconsistent. An analysis may to some extent correct for such errors,
providing consistent but not necessarily "correct" numbers.
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assimilation techniques that have matured and changed significantly in recent
decades, long-term data obtained from operational analyses are likely to be compro-
mised by inhomogeneities. Similarly, changing data availability may become an issue
(see Section 4.2.2). As an example let us consider the monitoring of tropical cyclones
and their compilation into so-called best track data sets. These data sets contain
information about each individual tropical cyclone such as the name of the storm, its
intensity or category, the maximum sustained wind speed, the position of the storm's
center, the core pressure, etc . They are available from different meteorological
services and institutes such as the Japan Meteorological Agency/ (JMA), the China
Meteorological Administration/Shanghai Typhoon Institute.' the Jo int Typhoon
Warning Center," or the U .S. National Hurricane Center. i Nowadays best track
da ta date back several decades. In many cases such data sets are obviously very
useful, but the ir homogeneity may be compromised by the changing availability of
observational platforms, such as aircraft reconnaissance flights or satellites, or by
changing analysis techniques. Figure 4.6 shows the annual number of tropical storms
in the northwest Pacific as recorded in the JMA best track data set. The series, which
commenced in 1951 and extended until 2007 , looks quite stationary with substantial
variations from year to year. It is plausible that most ifnot all of the storms have been
detected through the entire period 1951-2007. However, when the maximum pressure

2 Sec hup.llwww jma.go jp/jma/jma-eng/jma-center/rsmc-hp-pub-eg]trackarchives.html
3 See http ://www.typhoon.gov.cn/en/data /detail .php?id= 38
4 https."//metocph .nmci.navy.millJtwc/bestL tracks/
5 http.l lwww.nhc.noaa.gov]pastall.shtml
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Figure 4.7. Annual mean wind speed anomalies in the North Pacific in the area of ocean
weather ship P derived from ICOADS data (light gray) and from measurements aboard P
(dark gray). Courtesy of Hans-Jorg Isemer, GKSS Research Center.

decrease within 6 hours across all tracks within a season is analyzed, substantial
changes from very high numbers (as high as 93 hPa within 6 hours in 1953) to
suspiciously small and intermittently constant numbers (only 15hPa with in 6 hours
during the 1990s) are found . While there still might exist a physical explanation for
part of the changes, it nevertheless remains very likely that the record itself is
inhomogeneous.

The ICOADS6 data set represents another type of a derived data product.
It consists of a collection of weather reports made by ships , mostly by ships of
opportunity, which have been edited and statistically summarized. The ICOADS
data comprise measurements of temperature, humidity, wind , surface pressure, sea
state, etc. since 1784 and have been widely used in different studies such as in hea t
balance studies, in ENS07 or North Atlantic Oscillation studies, or in studies dealing
with satellite calibration, four-dimensional analysis of ocean circulation, shelf sea
dynamics, coastal morphology, sea level changes, etc. Figure 4.7 compares annual
mean wind speed anomalies from the ICOADS data set with measurements taken
aboard the ocean weather ship P in the North Pacific. While measurements taken
directly aboard the weather ship do not show any significant long-term change apart
from some multi-decadal variability, the data taken from voluntary observing ships
in the vicinity of the weather ship indicate an upward trend, most pronounced after
about 1960. While the ocean weather ship reported quality controlled and mostly
homogeneous data throughout the period, some creeping inhomogeneity must be
present in the ICOADS data. Such inhomogeneities may result from gradual changes
in ship routing, efforts and procedures to avoid severe weather, and observational
practices aboard voluntary observing ships . Up to now some work on homogenizing
ICOADS data has been performed, but care is still needed when working with this
nevertheless excellent data base.

6 The International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set Project; hup .llwww.ncdc.
noaa.govloaiclimatelcoads]
7 El Nino Southern Oscillation.
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In previous sections we introduced the concept of data homogeneity and illustrated
how inhomogeneities may lead to wrong inferences about long-term changes and
trends. Homogeneity problems exist for many observational variables. Wind meas-
urements, especially, are notoriously inhomogeneous as they may be affected by a
large number of factors that introduce variations which are unrelated to changes and
variations in wind climate. Such factors comprise, for instance, changes in the
surroundings of the instrument such as growing trees, replacement of the sensor,
changes in measuring techniques, or relocation of the measurement site. Some
examples are described in more detail in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.

The obvious question arises as to whether there exist other variables that carry
some information about long-term changes in the parameter of interest, but which
are less affected by homogeneity problems. Such variables are referred to as proxy
variables and their data as proxy data. Usually, proxy variables are physically linked
to the parameter of interest. For instance, pressure gradients may be used as a proxy
for wind speed as both are linked via the geostrophic relation (see Appendix A.2).
Generally, such information may be derived only for certain locations while no or
only limited information about spatial distributions is obtained. Moreover, proxies
do not provide information in absolute scales, such as wind speed in m S-I. Proxies
only inform about relative changes; in particular, about increases, decreases, and
long-term variations. As such, proxies may only provide information about changing
statistics in time.

For storminess, the idea and concepts for proxies were mostly developed in the
mid-1990s within the European project WASA. 8 The proxies derived were mainly
based on air pressure readings and water levels obtained from tide gauge records.
In particular, air pressure readings from synoptic meteorological stations were
considered to be relatively homogeneous, as the methodology of measuring surface
air pressure has changed very little over the last few centuries and because such
measurements are less affected by changes in the surroundings of the measurement
site. Tide gauge data, on the other hand, may show a number of local signals not
related to storminess, such as long-term sea level rise, changes caused by local
bathymetry modifications," or relocation of the tide gauge. Usually, such effects
could, however, be accounted for in the design of proxies for storminess (e.g., von
Storch and Reichardt, 1997). Both sources of proxy data-air pressure and tide gauge
measurements-are available for more than a century at many places. The latter
enables us to use these data in the assessment of long-term changes in the underlying
storm climate.

An example of a storm activity proxy based on air pressure readings, which is
now widely accepted and used in storm climate studies, was suggested by Schmidt and

8 Changing waves and storms in the northeast Atlantic, see http.licoast.gkss.deistafflstorch]
projectslwasa.html
9 These may be caused either naturally (e.g., by erosion or sedimentation) or anthropogenically
(e.g., by dredging).
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Figure 4.8. Location of meteorological stations from which pressure readings have been used to
estimate geostrophic wind speed in the German Bight (left) and time series of the I-percentile, 10-
percentile, and 50-percentile (from top to bottom) geostrophic wind speed derived from annual
distributions of daily geostrophic wind speeds in the German Bight (right). Reprinted/adapted by
permission from MacmillanPublishersLtd.: Nature, Schmidtand von Storch (1993), copyright 1993.

von Storch (1993). In this article, first daily geostrophic wind speeds 10 were calculated
from surface air pressure measurements obtained from a triangle of synoptic stations
surrounding the German Bight, North Sea (Figure 4.8, left). In this way a frequency
distribution of daily geostrophic wind speeds was obtained for each year, from which
subsequently upper percentiles" were determined and used as a proxy for storm
activity over the German Bight (Figure 4.8, right). Figure 4.9 demonstrates that such
a proxy indeed reflects observed wind and storm conditions within a region. It shows
a comparison between percentiles derived from geostrophic wind speed estimates and
local wind observations at five Danish stations that are known to be quite homo-
geneous for the 5-year period 1980-1984. A remarkably linear link is found that
suggests that a change in the distribution of loca l upper-wind speed percentiles would
be reflected in a corresponding change of the geostrophic wind speed index and vice
versa (WASA-Group, 1998).

A time series of geostrophic wind speed indices can be usefully employed as a
proxy for the detection of changing wind and storm conditions over time. The
approach is now well established. Schmidt and von Storch (1993) provided the first
study that utilized the approach for the assessment of long-term changes in the
marine storm climate over the German Bight. Alexandersson et al. (1998) and later
Alexandersson et al. (2000) used the ap proach to analyze data from ma ny different

'0 For the concept of geostrophic wind speed see Appendix A.2.
II Typically, the 95-perccntilc or 99-pcrccntilc is used.
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Figure 4.9. Percentile-
percentile plot of observed
(recorded) daily near-surface
wind speed averaged over five
synoptic stations in Denmark
for which homogeneous wind
measurements were available
for 1980-1984 and geostrophic
wind speeds derived from
station pressure data .
Redrawn after WASA-Group
(1998). Reproduced/modified
by permission of American
Meteorological Society.
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pressure triangles . By averaging over many of these triangles they were able to
provide indices that described variations in the storm climate over somewhat larger
areas; namely, the North Sea and the Baltic Sea, respectively. An update of their
analyses can be found in the Fourth Assessment Report ofthe Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) (Trenberth et al., 2007). In methodologica lly similar
efforts Matulla and von Storch (2009) and Matulla et al. (2008) provided estimates
of long -term changes in eastern Canadian, and northern and central European
storminess, respectively. The results of these exercises are given in Chapter 5.

A disadvantage of the pressure triangle-geostrophic wind speed approach is that
long and homogeneous pressure data from at least three different stations are needed.
Further, the distance between the stations should be such that it reasonably reflects
the spatial scale of synoptic low-pressure systems ; that is, the stations should be
neither too remote nor too close to each ot her. This considerably limits the number
of cases for which the approach is applicable and does not fully exploit existing
observations. For example, a very small number of stations exists that have very
long observational records that date back several hundreds of years . For the very
early periods of these records, there are no additional stations available that can be
used to complement these observations for the calculation of geostrophic wind
speeds. In order to fully exp loit the existing data, considerable efforts have therefore
been made to develop storm indices that are based on observations from only one
station . Examples of such indices comprise simple storm count indices such as
the annual number of barometer readings below a given threshold (e.g., 980hPa),
the annual number of rapid negative pressure tendencies, or upper percentiles of the
latter (e.g., Barring and von Storch, 2004). While the number of low barometer
readings reflects the low pressure usually associated with storm systems, pressure
tendency indices focus more on the pressure gradient associated with a propagating
cyclone passing the observer. The different indices thus cover different aspects of
storm activity and there is no need for them to be strongly linked.

An example of an analysis of storminess proxies based on data from single
stations is provided in Barring and von Storch (2004). They analyzed air pressure
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Figure 4.10. Pressure record of 1835 for Lund, Sweden (solid) and detection performance of four
different storm indices (dots). The indices are labeled Ixl - 1, MexHat, p980, and Dp]Dt . For details
see Barring and Fortuniak (2009). Redrawn after Barring and Fortuniak (2009).

data from two Swedish stations (Lund and Stockholm) commencing in the late 18th
century and early 19th century, respectively . Barring and von Storch (2004) calcu-
lated and compared a number of different indices covering different aspects of storm
activity. In general , they found the different proxies to be positively correlated,
especially with respect to the absence of any systematic long-term change. However,
they did not focus specifically on the differences among the various indices . Using the
same data, Barring and Fortuniak (2009) therefore compared eight different storm
indices and showed that the various proxies are indeed far from being identical
especially on short time scales. Figure 4.10 shows an example of their analyses for
Lund. It illustrates how different proxies may detect different types of cyclones and
thus do cover different aspects of storm activity. Nevertheless, on longer time scales
all indices are positively correlated, suggesting that there is some large-scale informa-
tion on cyclone activity that is shared between the different storminess indices .
Barring and Fortuniak (2009) performed an EOF analysis'? to separate the leading
information of inter-annual variability common to all indices. They found that the
latter is, at least on decadal time scales, well correlated with the information con-
tained in indices based on the pressure triangle-geostrophic wind speed approach
(Figure 4.11). The latter suggests that single-station indices may very well be used to
obtain information broadly consistent with what is obtained from multi-station
indices, but which may cover longer time periods. A similar comparison within
the framework of a global reanalysis (see Section 4.4) was performed by Paciorek
et al. (2002). By comparing six different storm indices over different geographical
areas they concluded that the different indices prov ide reasonably consistent
measures of cyclone activity in the regions of extra-tropical storm tracks.

Water level variations from tide gauge records may provide an alternative source
for the development of storminess proxies . This was first suggested by de Ronde
(WASA-Group, 1998). Although local water level variations at tide gauges are often
influenced by a number of factors unrelated to storm activity such as local water
works , global mean sea level rise, or geological phenomena such as land subsidence or

12 Empirical orthogonal functions, see Zwiers and von Storch (2004) for details.
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Figure 4.11. Storm index for
northern Europe after
Alexandersson et al. (1998) (top),
NAO index after Luterbacher et
al. (2002) (middle), first principle
component of multiple storm
indices for Lund and Stockholm
(bottom). Redrawn after Barring
and Fortuniak (2009).
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uplift , these factors may often be accounted for in an adequate way. For example, if
one assumes that these factors have comparable impacts on both mean and extreme
high-water levels, an option is to first determine annual mean high-water levels, and
subsequently, to consider onl y vari ations in extreme high-water levels relative to
these annual means. Such an approach was taken, for instance, in von Storch and
Reichardt (1997) who analyzed sto rm-related water level fluctuations at different tide
gauges along the southern North Sea coast. An update of the analysis of von Storch
and Reichardt (1997) is shown in Figure 4.12 (see color section). A strong and rather
linear upward trend in annual mean high-water levels over about the last 160 yea rs
can be inferred. When annual extreme high-water levels are considered, a similar
strong increase can be inferred (not shown). If we assume that, in a statistical sense,
the storms will have a stronger impact on extreme than on mean water levels while
local water works, mean sea level rise, etc . would have comparable impacts on both,
the effects of the latter cou ld be removed from the tide gauge data and the difference
between annual extremes and annual mean water levels then represents a proxy for
storm-related water level variations and finally for changes in the storm climate. A
time series of such a proxy is shown in the upper curve of Figure 4.12. It can be
inferred that the trend visible in annual mean high waters is no longer present. Instead
the curve remained rather stationary over the past 150 years with some decadal
fluctuations superimposed. The latter correlate well with the information obtained
from storm activity indices based on high percentiles of geostrophic wind speed (see
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Figure 4.11). Other options to determine storm proxies from tide gauge records are
presented, for example, in Woodworth and Blackman (2002).

There is also a number of substantially different proxies using indirect evidence
for changes in the storm climate. Essen et ale (1999) suggested an approach based on
micro-seismic activity. This approach is motivated by the fact that micro-seismic
records contain signals related to wave activity on the sea surface and thus to
storminess. The inversion of, first, the embedding of wind statistics into the wave
field and then into the micro-seismic activity was, however, found to be too
complex to allow for reconstruction of homogeneous long-term records representa-
tive of well-defined regions. Other approaches use geochemical evidence that
indicatea the intensity of upwelling in some areas (e.g., Black et al., 2007; McGregor
et al., 2007), which in turn represents a measure of mean wind conditions. Sailing
times on routes regularly served with sailing ships (Garcia et al., 2000) or costs for
repairing dike damages (De Kraker, 1999) represent other sources of such indirect
information.

4.4 GLOBAL REANALYSES AND REGIONAL RECONSTRUCTIONS

The state of the atmosphere, and of any other component of the Earth system, cannot
be observed in its entirety. The various land-, ship-, aircraft-, and satellite-based
observing systems provide point observations or vertical profiles distributed irregu-
larly in space and time. These data are then used by operational weather centers to
construct, or analyze, continuous distributions of atmospheric variables. According
to Glickman (2000) an analysis refers to the procedure of projecting the state of the
atmosphere or the ocean as known from a finite set of imperfect, irregularly dis-
tributed observations onto a regular grid, or to represent it by the amplitude of
standard mathematical functions. As such, an analysis represents a space-time
interpolation system and the data product derived from this procedure is usually
also called an analysis.

Ideally, analyses incorporate all available measurements and our knowledge of
the system as manifested in the numerical models used for the procedure. They are
thus our best guess of the atmospheric or oceanic state at a given time. Because of our
imperfect knowledge and the limited number of observations, analyses always deviate
to some extent from the true but unknown state. Generally, larger scales are better
described, simply because they are better sampled while smaller scales are subject to
significant uncertainty.

Analyses were originally introduced to provide initial fields for numerical
weather prediction. The models used for the procedure and their resolution have
frequently been updated as knowledge increased and more powerful computers
became available. While this was wanted and did not pose any problem for numerical
weather prediction, it made analyses inhomogeneous and unsuited for climate
studies; especially, for climate change studies. In particular, there are two types of
inhomogeneities associated with analyses:
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1. Changes in the analysis system. This comprises changes in the model or the data
assimilation':' system reflecting our advances in knowledge (such as upgrades in
model parameterizations or numerics) as well as changes in model resolution
including orography, exploiting the increasing computational power that became
available in time.

2. Changes in the observational network. This includes changes in the density of
the observational network, upgrade of measurement techniques, or changes in
observational procedures. For example, before World War II the observational
network was mostly based on surface observations. The radiosonde network that
was subsequently built up was essentially confined to the extra-tropics of the
Northern Hemisphere. In the Tropics and the Southern Hemisphere the upper-
air network remained sparse until the advances of satellite data (Bengtsson et al.,
2004).

In recent decades major efforts have been undertaken to overcome these
obstacles. These efforts are generally known as reanalyses. A reanalysis is similar
to an analysis, except for two fundamental differences. First, it is not performed in
real time.l" and, second, it is performed with a frozen state-of-the-art numerical
model and data assimilation system that do not change over the entire period for
which the reanalysis is performed (Glickman, 2000). The data sets obtained from
such reanalyses are not completely homogeneous. They are free from effects caused
by changes in the analysis system, but not from effects caused by changes in the
observational network (see above). In the following the effects of the latter will be
discussed in some more detail. Subsequently, an overview about existing reanalysis
products is given.

4.4.1 Can climate trends be estimated from reanalysis data?

The question was posed and investigated in a pioneering paper by Bengtsson et al.
(2004). They computed several global quantities such as lower-tropospheric tempera-
tures, integrated water vapor, or total kinetic energy from a specific-the ERA-40
(Uppala et al., 2005)-reanalysis, and from observations. Subsequently, they
explored the extent to which long-term trends in these quantities could be estimated
from reanalysis data. To do so, they computed trends for different reanalysis periods;
namely, before and after 1979 (i.e., before and after satellite data were assimilated).

For lower-tropospheric temperatures, Bengtsson et al. (2004) found that for the
pre-satellite era the reanalysis data show a warming trend that is slightly stronger but
still within error bounds when compared with the trend derived directly from satellite
data. It is also about comparable with the trend obtained from sea surface tempera-
tures (SSTs) for the same period. When the entire reanalysis period 1958-2001 was

13 The process of combining diverse data sampled at different times, intervals, and locations,
into a unified and consistent description of a physical system such as the state of the
atmosphere (Glickman, 2000).
14 In real time, data are processed immediately on their retrieval.
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considered Bengtsson et al. (2004) found the trend from the reanalysis to be con-
siderably stronger. Moreover, the trend turned out to be considerably larger than the
SST trend for the same period. To elaborate on the consequences of the changes that
occurred in the observing system in 1979, Bengtsson et al. (2004) performed a
sensitivity experiment in which all satellite data were removed from the data assim-
ilation, mimicking the situation before the advent of satellite observations. In this
sensitivity experiment the lower-tropospheric temperature trend was largely reduced
and the authors suggested that the ERA-40 data may have a systematic cold bias
prior to the satellite era . Assuming that such a cold bias without data assimilation
from satellites would occur for the entire reanalysis period, the introduction of
satellite data into the assimilation system in 1979 may thus have caused an artificial
warming trend when the period 1958-2001 is considered.

Kinetic energy can be determined realistically only from reanalysis data because
of the sparsity of the radiosonde network and the difficulties in determining it globally
and systematically from space observations. Bengtsson et al. (2004) computed
annually averaged total kinetic energy from the ERA-40 reanalysis and found that
the values tend to fall into two groups (Figure 4.13). Smaller values generally
occurred before 1979 and larger values thereafter. No significant trends were found
when the periods 1958-1978 and 1979-2001 were considered independently.
Bengtsson et al. (2004) concluded that the trend over the entire reanalysis period
is again mainly caused by changes in the global observing network and found that
this was also supported by their sensitivity experiment in which satellite data were
removed from the data assimilation . In this experiment, kinetic energy values before
and after 1979 were about equal. Regionally, largest changes were found for the
Southern Hemisphere extra-tropics, while changes for the Northern Hemisphere were
smaller but still significant.

Trend (58-78) =4 kJ/m2 per decade
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Figure 4.13. Annually averaged total kinetic energy from the ERA-40 reanalysis (solid),
corresponding linear trends 1958-1978 and 1979-2001 (straight solid lines), and corresponding
trend 1959-200 I (dashed) . Redrawn from Bengtsson et al. (2004). Published/copyright (2004)
American Geophysical Union . Reproduced/modified by permission of American Geophysical
Union .
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Figure 4.14. Annually averaged anomaly correlation coefficients between 5-day forecasts and
reanalysis data at the time of the forecast, for the Northern Hemisphere (gray) and for the
Southern Hemisphere (black). Redrawn after Kistler et al. (2001). Reproduced/modified by
permission of American Meteorological Society.

Apart from the major, almost sudden change in the observing system in 1979,
smaller and minor changes distributed over the course of time may also have intro-
duced creeping inhomogeneities that may be harder to detect. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.14 where development of the forecast skill is shown, when forecasts are
initialized with reanalysis data . Here the forecast skill is expressed in terms of
anomaly correlations; that is, the spatial correlation coefficient between the spatially
distributed 5-day forecast and spatially distributed reanalysis data at the time of the
forecast. Obviously, forecast skill is not constant, but increases steadily with time.
This indicates that the quality, or the degree of realism , of the reanalysis has steadily
improved due to better and more observations. Not surprisingly, reanalysis is much
better in the Northern Hemisphere, where many more observations are available.
Also , the level of homogeneity appears to be higher for the Northern Hemisphere.
For the Southern Hemisphere, the high skill scores at the beginning of the reanalysis
period prior to the International Geophysical Year 1957 are artificial. They are due to
the fact that hardly any data were available in the Southern Hemisphere at that time
with the result that reanalyses, with which forecasts were compared, were essentially
the forecasts themselves.

When reanalysis data are used for the assessment of long-term changes in wind ,
wave, and storm surge climate the quality and reliability of reproducing tropical and
extra-tropical cyclones becomes important. For extra-tropical cyclones Bromwich et
at. (2007) investigated the extent to which their frequency and intensity distribution
were affected by major changes in the global observing system in 1979. In particular,
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Figure 4.15. Frequency of matched (solid)and unmatched (dashed) winter storm systemsin the
Northern Hemisphere (upper row) and in the Southern Hemisphere (lower row) between the
NCEP (gray) and the ERA-40 (black) reanalyses as a function of cyclone intensity given by the
850hPa relative vorticity in 10- 5

S-I ; analysis for 1958-1978 (left column) and for 1979-2002
(right column). Redrawn from Bromwich et al. (2007). Published/copyright (2007) American
Geophysical Union. Reproduced/modified by permission of American Geophysical Union.

they compared the intensity and number of matched winter storm systems' in both
hemispheres before and after 1979 for different global reanalyses (Figure 4.15) . For
the Northern Hemisphere, they found little change in cyclone intensity between 1958
and 2002 and only small differences between different reanalyses . Moreover, it was
only weaker storm systems that did not match between different reanalyses . For the
Southern Hemisphere, considerable differences in cyclone intensity before and after
1979 were analyzed. There are also very few cyclone matches before 1979 between
different reanalyses suggesting that tracked storm systems are basically related with
model climatology. After 1979 the number of matched systems increases significantly,
although it remains low and is about comparable with the number of unmatched
storms. It can be concluded that assimilation of satellite data is very important for
the Southern Hemisphere and less so for the Northern Hemisphere, where a more
developed ground-based observational system is in operation. Summarizing,

15 That is, those systems that occurred simultaneously in different reanalyses.
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Bromwich et ale (2007) found very little change in Northern Hemisphere skill while
changes and inhomogeneities are much more pronounced in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. This suggests that reanalyses may provide a valuable tool and data base for
the assessment of changes in the marine storm climate, at least for extra-tropical
regions in the Northern Hemisphere.

The result is further supported by comparisons of proxy-based storm indices with
that derived from reanalysis data. Paciorek et ale (2002)computed storm indices from
reanalysis data based on geostrophic wind speeds following the approach presented
in Alexandersson et ale (1998) and WASA-Group (1998) and compared the trends
with that obtained from observations. They suggested that any data inhomogeneity
in the reanalysis should manifest itself by different trends in storm indices derived
from both data sets. For the region considered, 16 the results did not suggest that data
inhomogeneity in the reanalysis plays a crucial role although some systematic bias in
absolute values exists. A similar conclusion can be obtained from Weisse et ale (2009)
who presented a comparison of different storm indices in Lund (Sweden) based on an
approach presented in Barring and von Storch (2004). The comparison between
indices derived from observations and from reanalysis revealed systematic biases
for some of the indices, but no discernible difference in long-term trends and
inter-annual variability.

These findings are somewhat in conflict with the analyses presented in Smits et ale
(2005), who compared trends in the annual number of different strong wind inci-
dences over The Netherlands for the period 1962-2002. The statistics derived from a
dataset of near-surface wind observations at Dutch meteorological stations indicated
a decrease in storm activity over The Netherlands between 50/0 and 10% per decade
while different reanalyses showed increasing storm activity over the period. Smits et
ale (2005) associated these differences with inhomogeneities in the reanalysis data
although inhomogeneity in the station data need to be considered as well.

The question on whether or not climate trends can be reliably estimated from
reanalysis data thus strongly depends on the quantities and the regions considered.
The problem may be negligible for time-averaged quantities with smooth spatial
distributions such as monthly mean air pressure in well-observed regions (such as
Europe where these quantities are well sampled all the time). For time series of
extreme events-in particular, in data-sparse areas such as the Southern Hemi-
sphere-the homogeneity problem may become severe and reanalyses may not
represent a suitable tool for estimation of climate trends. This is particularly so
for "unobservable" quantities, which are not based on direct observations, but
which are completely determined by the model used in the reanalysis process. Such
variables comprise, for instance, kinetic energy, surface fluxes, or precipitation rates.

Despite the deficiencies mentioned above, the reanalyses provide an optimal way
to accurately interpolate data in space and time and a better way to obtain dynamical
consistency between different parameters, even for those for which no direct
measurements exist. If carefully applied, reanalysis data may very well be used to
assess long-term changes and trends; in particular, in regions with a dense observa-

16 Northern Europe and the northeast Atlantic.
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tional network that has undergone only minor modifications. In order to make
reanalyses more suitable for the study of climate trends one suggestion was to per-
form century-long reanalyses mimicking the state of the observing system at the
beginning of the 20th century (Compo et al., 2006). While for modern times the
result of such an effort will not be comparable with the quality of existing reanalyses,
more reliable estimates of long-term changes and trends may be expected as effects
introduced by major changes in the global observing system are removed from the
data.

4.4.2 The NCEP/NCAR Global Reanalysis

One of the longest and most up-to-date global reanalyses so far is the NCEP/
NCAR17 reanalysis. In the following this reanalysis project will be discussed in more
detail following the presentations by Kalnay et al. (1996) and Kistler et al. (2001).

The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis presently" covers the period 1948-2008 and
provides a 60-year-Iong record of global atmospheric reanalyzed data. Today, this
reanalysis is continuously updated, making it one of the longest, most up-to-date, and
thus most valuable data sets for studies on long-term changes and climate variability.
As a starting point, data from weather stations, ships, radiosondes, pibals," aircraft,
satellites, and other observational platforms are collected and quality controlled.
Specifically, the following products are used:

upper-air rawinsonde observations of temperature, horizontal wind speed
components, and specific humidity,
operational vertical temperature soundings over the ocean from polar-orbiting
satellites,
temperature soundings over land,
cloud-tracked winds from geostationary satellites and surface marine wind
speeds from polar-orbiting satellites,
aircraft observations of wind and temperature,
land surface reports of surface pressure, and
oceanic reports of surface pressure, temperature, horizontal wind, and specific
humidity.

The number of these data has considerably increased since the late 1940s. In
particular, satellite data were routinely included after 1979. Thus, the quality of
reanalysis in the early years cannot be as good as for more recent years. In particular,
reanalysis of the earliest decade 1948-1957, when observations were few and primar-
ily in the Northern Hemisphere, is less reliable than that of the last four decades.

The quality controlled data are subsequently assimilated into a state-of-the-art
global spectral weather prediction model. Here the NCEP operational global weather

17 National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research.
18 In early 2009.
19 Pilot balloons-that is, balloons tracked visually or with radar.
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prediction model as implemented on January 10, 1995 was used. Spatial resolution
was reduced to T62 (see Section 3.3.2), equivalent to a horizontal grid spacing of
about 210 km. In the vertical, 28 levels were used (Kalnay et al., 1996). The numerical
model is kept unchanged (frozen) and the system continues to be used with current
data, so that reanalyses are available from 1948 to the present.

The result of this effort is a relatively homogeneous complete history of global
weather maps. The maps have a horizontal gridding of about 210 km (T62 spectral
truncation) and 28 pressure levels in the vertical. The assimilation method used the
forecast model as a weak constraint; that is, the model is considered imperfect and its
predictions are deemed uncertain. The resulting maps are thus not a solution of the
model and they do not necessarily conserve quantities like mass, momentum, and
energy. This has, however, turned out not to be a severe problem.

Reanalyses generate many variables. Some of them depend strongly on
observational data while others depend more strongly on the forecast model and
its parameterizations. To discriminate among the different classes of reanalysis
output variables, four categories (A-D) were introduced:

A: For Type A variables, the analysis variable is strongly influenced by observed
data.

B: For Type B variables, there are some observations that directly influence the
value of the variable; however, the model also has a very strong influence on the
value of the variable.

C: For Type C variables, there are no observations that influence the value of the
variable and the latter is based solely on the model fields.

D: For Type D variables, the reanalysis represents fixed climatologies and is
independent of model and assimilated observations.

Obviously, reliability is different for the different types of variables, with Type A
variables being the most reliable ones. To get an impression of the quality and
reliability of different reanalysis output variables Table 4.1 provides an overview
of the most frequently used parameters. A complete listing can be found in Kalnay
et al. (1996).

As numerical models and data assimilation techniques improve over time and
additional data may become available, it may be useful to repeat the reanalysis
procedure from time to time. For the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis such an effort has
been provided by NCEP/DOE20 (Kanamitsu et al., 2002). This so-called Reanalysis 2
is presently available from 1979 onwards, fixes some errors, and updates parameter-
izations of physical processes in the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1. It is essential to
be aware of the existence of these two reanalyses and the differences between them,
as mixing both products may introduce spurious and artificial signals when long-
term changes are considered. Generally, it is believed that the upgraded Reanalysis 2
provides a better description of the state of the atmosphere, although this is
not necessarily the case for all variables. For example, Winterfeldt (2008) analyzed

20 National Centers for Environmental Prediction/Department of Energy.
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Table 4.1. NCEP/NCAR reanalysis output variables and category.

Variable Units Class Type

Geopotential height gpm A 3D field

Horizontal wind components ms- l A 3D field

Temperature K A 3D field

Absolute vorticity S-l A 3D field

Pressure vertical velocity Pa s" B 3D field

Relative humidity 0/0 B 3D field

Temperature at tropopause K A 2D field

Pressure at tropopause Pa A 2D field

Horizontal wind speed components at tropopause m s'! A 2D field

Vertical speed shear at tropopause S-l A 2D field

Temperature at maximum wind level K A 2D field

Pressure at maximum wind level Pa A 2D field

Horizontal wind speed components at the maximum wind level m s'! A 2D field

Pressure reduced to mean sea level Pa A 2D field

Pressure at the surface Pa A 2D field

Precipitable water kg m " B 2D field

Relative humidity of total atmospheric column 0/0 B 2D field

Potential temperature at the lowest sigma level K B 2D field

Temperature at the lowest sigma level K B 2D field

Pressure vertical velocity at the lowest sigma level Pa s" B 2D field

Relative humidity at the lowest sigma level 0/0 B 2D field

Horizontal wind speed components at the lowest sigma level ms- l B 2D field

Maximum temperature at 2 m K B 2D field

Minimum temperature at 2 m K B 2D field

Specific humidity at 2 m kgkg- l B 2D field

Temperature at 2 m K B 2D field

Zonal component of momentum flux Nm-2 B 2D field

Horizontal wind speed components at 10m ms- l B 2D field

(continued)
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Variable Units Class Type

Cloud forcing net longwave flux at the top of atmosphere Wm-2 C 2D field

Cloud forcing net longwave flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Cloud forcing net longwave flux for total atmospheric column Wm-2 C 2D field

Cloud forcing net solar flux at the top of the atmosphere Wm-2 C 2D field

Cloud forcing net solar flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Cloud forcing net solar flux for total atmospheric column Wm-2 C 2D field

Convective precipitation rate kg m? s" C 2D field

Clear sky downward longwave flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Clear sky downward solar flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Clear sky upward longwave flux at the top of the atmosphere Wm-2 C 2D field

Clear sky upward solar flux at the top of atmosphere Wm-2 C 2D field

Clear sky upward solar flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Cloud work function Jkg" C 2D field

Downward longwave radiation flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Downward solar radiation flux at the top of the atmosphere Wm-2 C 2D field

Downward solar radiation flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Ground heat flux Wm-2 C 2D field

Latent heat flux Wm-2 C 2D field

Near-IR beam downward solar flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Near-IR diffuse downward solar flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Potential evaporation rate Wm-2 C 2D field

Precipitation rate kg m? s:' C 2D field

Pressure at high -cloud top Pa C 2D field

Pressure at high-cloud base Pa C 2D field

Pressure at middle-cloud top Pa C 2D field

Pressure at middle-cloud base Pa C 2D field

Pressure at low-cloud top Pa C 2D field

Pressure at low-cloud base Pa C 2D field

Pressure at the surface Pa C 2D field
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Variable Units Class Type

Run-off kgm-2/(6h) C 2D field

Nearby model level of high-cloud top Integer C 2D field

Nearby model level of high-cloud base Integer C 2D field

Nearby model level of middle-cloud top Integer C 2D field

Nearby model level of middle-cloud base Integer C 2D field

Nearby model level of low-cloud top Integer C 2D field

Nearby model level of low-cloud base Integer C 2D field

Sensible heat flux Wm-2 C 2D field

Soil moisture content Fraction C 2 layers

Total cloud cover of high-cloud layer 0/0 C 2D field

Total cloud cover of middle-cloud layer 0/0 C 2D field

Total cloud cover of low-cloud layer 0/0 C 2D field

Temperature of the soil layer K C 3 layers

Temperature of high-cloud top K C 2D field

Temperature of low-cloud top K C 2D field

Temperature of middle-cloud top K C 2D field

Zonal gravity wave stress Nm-2 C 2D field

Upward longwave radiation flux at the top of the atmosphere Wm-2 C 2D field

Upward longwave radiation flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Upward solar radiation flux at the top of the atmosphere Wm-2 C 2D field

Upward solar radiation flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Meridional gravity wave stress Nm-2 C 2D field

Visible beam downward solar flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Visible diffuse downward solar flux at the surface Wm-2 C 2D field

Meridional component of momentum flux Nm-2 C 2D field

Water equivalent of accumulated snow depth kgm" C 2D field

Ice concentration Integer D 2D field

Land-sea distribution Integer D 2D field

Surface roughness m D 2D field
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near-surface marine wind speeds over the northeast Atlantic and the North Sea from
both reanalyses in comparison with observations. He found that for open sea,
Reanalysis 1 shows a better agreement with observations, while Reanalysis 2 over-
estimated mean wind speeds by up to 2 m S-l. Near the coast the situation is reversed
with Reanalysis 2 showing better agreement with measurements. Winterfeldt (2008)
concluded that this represents a highly implausible result. He showed that, with the
exception of some subtropical areas, Reanalysis 2 generally showed higher near-
surface wind speeds than Reanalysis 1. While differences between both reanalyses
at upper levels appeared to be small, Winterfeldt (2008) found vertical wind profiles
more reliable in Reanalysis 1 and concluded that near-surface marine wind speeds are
biased on the high side in Reanalysis 2. It is therefore essential to note that for any
study on long-term changes in the marine storm climate, Reanalysis 1 and Reanalysis
2 should not be mixed but clearly distinguished.

4.4.3 Other global reanalyses

There are a number of other global reanalysis projects carried out at different centers
and institutes. At the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecast
(ECMWF) the first reanalysis was carried out in the early 1980s. Since then, two
major reanalysis projects have been performed exploiting substantial advances in
numerical models, data assimilation systems, and the observing system. ERA-IS
(Gibson et al., 1996) covered the period 1979-1993 and was completed in 1995. More
recently, the ERA-40 project (Uppala et al., 2005) covering the period 1957-2002
concluded. Compared with NCEP reanalyses both ECMWF reanalyses were per-
formed at higher spatial resolution (Table 4.2). ERA-40 also featured an actively
coupled wave model and a reanalysis of global sea states (e.g., Caires and Sterl, 2005).
However, presently only NCEP reanalyses are continuously updated, while ECMWF
employs a different strategy and is currently (in 2009) producing an interim re-
analysis. This interim reanalysis uses a more advanced model and data assimilation
system together with increased spatial resolution (T255, about 50 km) and focuses on
reproduction of the data-rich period since 1989.

The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) has produced a reanalysis for the
25-year period 1979-2004 (JRA-25)?1 The spatial resolution of this reanalysis is
comparable with that of ERA-IS (Table 4.2). JRA-25 is the first reanalysis to use
wind profile retrievals surrounding tropical cyclones, making this reanalysis unique in
the study of tropical storms. Other data that are only used by JRA-25 comprise, for
example, SSM/I22 snow coverage and digitized Chinese snow depth data.

There are a number of analysis/reanalysis efforts for the global ocean. They focus
exclusively on ocean thermodynamics; that is, variables such as temperature, salinity,
heat content, or sea level changes caused by thermal expansion. Storm surges and
sea states are generally not considered. Comparison of nine major ocean analyses/
reanalyses is presented in Carton and Santorelli (2008). Analyses differ in the choice

21 http.lljra.kishou.go.jp
22 Special Sensor Microwave/Imager.
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Table 4.2. Comparison of major atmospheric reanalysis projects.

Name, reference Organization Period Resolutiona Assimilation" Status C

JRA-25, JMA/CRIEPI 1979-2004 TI06L40 3DVAR Continues
http.lljra.kishou.go.jp as JCDAS

ERA-15, ECMWF 1979-1993 TI06L31 01 Completed
Gibson et al. (1996) in 1996

ERA-40, ECMWF 1957-2002 TL159L60 3DVAR Completed
Uppala et al. (2005) in 2003

NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1, NCEP/NCAR 1948-present T62L28 3DVAR Continues
Kalnay et al. (1996) as CDAS

NCEP/DOE Reanalysis 2, NCEP/DOE 1979-present T62L28 3DVAR Continues
Kanamitsu et al. (2002) as CDAS

a T: triangular truncation; TL: triangular with linear reduced Gaussian grid; L: vertical layers. TI06 and TL159 are
comparable with a latitude-longitude grid of about 110km, T62 is comparable to about 210 km.
b 3DVAR: three-dimensional variational data assimilation; 01: optimal interpolation.
C CDAS: Climate Data Assimilation System.

of initial conditions, surface forcing (NCEP Reanalysis 1, NCEP Reanalysis 2,
ERA-40), model parameterizations, and resolution. Moreover, observations used
for production of the various analyses also differ (Table 4.3). Analyses mainly agree
on large-scale features such as long-term variations in global ocean heat content.
In particular, all analyses do show two periods of rapid warming, first in the early

Table 4.3. Comparison of major ocean analysis and reanalysis projects.

Name, reference Period Surface forcing Analysis procedure

CERFACS, Davey (2005) 1962-2001 ERA-40 Sequential

GECCO, Kohl and Stammer (2008) 1950-1999 NCEP Reanalysis 1 4DVAR

GFDL, Sun et al. (2007) 1950-1999 NCEP Reanalysis 1 Sequential

GODAS, Behringer (2005) 1979-2005 NCEP Reanalysis 2 Sequential

INGV, Bellucci et al. (2007) 1962-2001 ERA-40 Sequential

ISHII, Ishii et al. (2006) 1955-2005 None Objective analysis

LEVITUS, Levitus et al. (2005) 1955-2003 None Objective analysis

SODA, Carton and Giese (2008) 1958-2005 ERA-40 Sequential

UKFOAM, Bell et al. (2004) 1962-1998 Met. Office Sequential
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1970s and later beginning in the late 1980s (Carton and Santorelli, 2008). As for
global atmospheric reanalyses, discrepancies are most pronounced in the Southern
Hemisphere and at smaller spatial and time scales.

For storm surges so far no global reanalysis data set is known. Storm surges are
usually modeled regionally with a specific interest for a particular coastal area. Such
efforts are discussed in detail in Section 4.4.4. Sea states have been produced as part
of the ERA-40 reanalysis where a global wave model was actively coupled to the
atmosphere model. The results and quality of this wave hindcast were explored, for
instance, in Sterl and Caires (2005), Caires and Sterl (2005), and Caires et ala (2005).
In all other global atmosphere reanalyses no wave model was included. However,
their wind fields have subsequently been used to produce global sea state hindcasts
with standalone ocean wave models. For ERA-IS, results can be found in Sterl et ala
(1988), for the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1 they are described in Cox and Swail
(2001). There are also a number of regional efforts using either reanalysis or
downscaled reanalysis winds. They are discussed in Section 4.4.4.

4.4.4 Regional reanalyses and reconstructions

Global reanalyses are technically and computationally demanding endeavors.
Because of this, the space and time resolution of global reanalyses are generally
limited and the number of observations that can be taken into account is restricted.
It appears obvious to address and to reduce these restrictions by regionally con-
strained and better resolved approaches. In principle, there are two different
strategies:

1. Regional reanalyses use the same approach as global reanalyses. In particular,
a regional model and a data assimilation system at improved resolution are
implemented. At the lateral boundaries they are driven by global reanalysis data
and in the interior of the model domain additional data may be assimilated that
mayor may not have been accounted for in production of the global reanalysis.
Due to the limited model domain, increased spatial resolution is possible. In
general, however, the approach remains complex and time-consuming.

2. Regional reconstructions feature a different, more simple, and less expensive
strategy. They are based on the idea that the skill of global reanalyses is scale-
dependent with higher/lower skills for larger/smaller scales. As for regional
reanalyses, a regional model is implemented that is driven by global reanalysis
data at its boundaries. In the interior of the model domain, however, no addi-
tional data are assimilated. Instead, techniques are applied that keep the regional
model solution close to that of the global reanalysis for larger scales that are well
supported by data assimilation in the global reanalysis. At the same time these
techniques allow the regional model to evolve independently from the global
reanalysis for smaller scales that have little skill in global reanalysis data.
Examples of such techniques include, for example, spectral nudging (von
Storch et al., 2000) (see also Section 3.3.3) or scale selective bias correction
(Kanamaru and Kanamitsu, 2006). The approach is sometimes also referred
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to as regional data assimilation without observations (von Storch et al., 2000).
Note that the term regional reconstruction is not well established in the scientific
literature. It is used here to distinguish the approach from regional reanalyses.

An example of a regional reanalysis is the so-called North American Regional
Reanalysis (NARR) (Mesinger et al., 2006). Here a regional model and data assim-
ilation system, set up for North and Central America, were driven by the NCEP/DOE
Global Reanalysis 2 from 1979 onwards. Compared with the driving global re-
analysis, the regional system employs a largely increased spatial resolution with
32km horizontal grid spacing and 45 levels in the vertical. Additionally, in the
interior of the domain, data are assimilated that have not been considered in the
global reanalysis. These comprise, for example, precipitation, near-surface winds,
sea and lake ice, or temperatures, especially for the Great Lakes. Mesinger et ale
(2006) showed that compared with the driving global reanalysis considerable
improvements in reanalysis skill could be achieved for many variables. They con-
cluded these improvements to result from a combination of better/more observa-
tional data in the regional reanalysis, of a better assimilation scheme, improved
model parameterizations, and higher spatial resolution.

One of the first attempts to provide a multi-decadal regional atmospheric
reconstruction was provided by Feser et ale (2001). The attempt mainly relies on
the spectral nudging technique developed in von Storch et ale (2000) and uses a
regional atmosphere model at about 50 km spatial resolution driven by the NCEP/
NCAR Global Reanalysis 1 to reconstruct atmospheric conditions for Europe over
the past decades. Feser (2006) and Winterfeldt (2008) demonstrated that, compared
with the driving global reanalysis, the approach indeed produced better results for
many variables; in particular, on medium to small spatial scales that are not well
supported in global reanalysis. The data set initially covered the period from 1958 to
1998. It was continuously updated and is now, in early 2009, available from 1948 to
2007.

A similar approach is described by Kanamitsu and Kanamaru (2007) who
presented a regional atmospheric reconstruction for California. They used a regional
atmosphere model at 10km resolution implemented over California and driven by
the NCEP/NCAR Global Reanalysis 1 to reconstruct atmospheric conditions for
1948 to 2005. Here a scale-selective bias correction technique (Kanamaru and
Kanamitsu, 2007) was applied to keep the regional model solution close to the driving
global reanalysis for large scales. The data set is usually referred to as California
Reanalysis Downscaling at 10km (CaRDI0). Kanamitsu and Kanamaru (2007)
showed that, compared with the driving global reanalysis, improved skills especially
for near-surface wind fields could be obtained this way. Comparing CaRDI0 with
NARR, Kanamaru and Kanamitsu (2007) found higher skills in CaRDI0 and
concluded that this may be a result of either the further increased spatial resolution
in CaRDI0 or that near-surface observations are not well assimilated in current
state-of-the-art data assimilation systems.

For storm surges and wind waves no regional reanalyses are available. Instead,
regional reconstructions (or hindcasts) are provided that use atmospheric forcings
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either from global reanalyses or from regional reanalyses or reconstructions. For
storm surges, numerous such applications do exist. The first attempt to reconstruct
the storm surge climate over decades of years was provided within the WASA project
(WASA-Group, 1998) by Flather et al. (1998) for the North Sea. Similar approaches
were provided later by, for example, Langenberg et al. (1999), or more recently by
Weisse and Pluess (2006) who used improved models, increased spatial and temporal
resolution, and improved atmospheric forcings to reconstruct longer periods.
Similar approaches exist for other areas as well, such as for the Mediterranean
Sea (Ratsimandresy et al., 2008), the Baltic Sea (e.g., Jedrasik et al., 2008; Meier
et al., 2004), and others. For waves, one of the first attempts to reconstruct many
decades was provided by Gunther et al. (1998) for the North Sea. More recently,
Weisse and Gunther (2007) used improved meteorological wind fields and a wave
model at higher spatial resolution to reconstruct wave conditions in the North Sea
over the period 1948-2007. Similar efforts were made for the eastern Mediterranean
Sea (Music and Nickovic, 2008), the Baltic Sea (Cieslikiewicz and Paplifiska-Swerpel,
2008), and the waters around New Zealand (Gorman et al., 2003).

So far, all regional reanalyses/reconstructions have focused solely either on
atmospheric or on marine aspects; in particular, waves and storm surges. More
recently, for the first time, an effort was made to provide a consistent meteorological
marine reconstruction of atmospheric and marine conditions. Here a series of models
was used. First, the NCEP/NCAR Global Reanalysis 1 in combination with a
spectral nudging approach (see Section 3.3.3) was used to drive a regional atmosphere
model over Europe with a spatial grid size of about 50km. From this atmospheric
reconstruction, near-surface marine wind fields were subsequently used to drive high-
resolution wave and tide-surge models. While the wave model was run in a nested
mode with a coarser grid (about 50km grid size) covering most of the northeast
Atlantic and a finer grid (about 5 km grid size) covering the North Sea south of 56°N,
the tide-surge model was run on an unstructured grid with typical grid spacing of
about 5 km in the open North Sea and largely increased values (up to 80 m) near the
coast and in the estuaries. The system was used to reconstruct the period 1948-2007
and is now continuously updated. Output from all models is stored every hour. In this
way a high-resolution meteorological marine data set for the North Sea covering the
last six decades was created. An overview of this reconstruction and its application
to a number of problems ranging from offshore wind and ship design to coastal
protection and the assessment of chronic oil pollution is provided in Weisse et al.
(2009). The data set is known as coastDat23 and is continuously extended to include
additional areas and parameters.

4.5 REGIONALIZATION TECHNIQUES

Due to computational constraints, global reanalyses or scenarios (see Section 4.6)
often have too coarse a spatial resolution to be used for regional and local impact or

23 See hup.i[www.coastdai.de
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climate change studies. Therefore, a number of regionalization techniques have been
developed with the objective of enhancing regional information. Most of these tech-
niques have been briefly mentioned in previous sections. Here, a more systematic
comparison and discussion are provided.

There are, in principle, three different approaches to regionalization.

1. High-resolution global models may be used in some cases when sufficient
computational power is available. In particular, global models with variable
resolution are applied where denser grid spacing in the region of interest is used.

2. Regional models with higher spatial resolution may be implemented over the
region of interest and nested within global models to obtain enhanced spatial
resolution at the regional scale. The models are usually driven by data from
global models at lateral boundaries. Additionally, techniques such as spectral
nudging or scale-selective bias correction may be applied in cases where the
large- scale features of global simulation are supported by data assimilation
(see Sections 3.3.3 and 4.4.4 for details).

3. Statistical methods are an option when some observational data on the regional
scale or some results from regional models are already available and when only
limited computational power can or should be used.

The latter two approaches are usually referred to as downscaling.t" the rationale for
which was developed in Section 1.4.2. It is based on the premise that regional climate
is to some extent controlled by large-scale climate. Under this assumption, the vari-
ability of regional climate can be described as a superposition of one part that is
controlled by and another that is uncontrolled by large-scale climate-see Equation
(1.9). The contribution of both terms to overall regional climate variability may vary.
Generally, the larger the part controlled by large-scale climate-that is, the stronger
the physical link between large-scale and regional-scale climate variables-the more
successful both downscaling approaches may be. Implicitly, all downscaling studies
assume that the link is strong and that that part of regional variability that is not
controlled by large-scale climate is small.

Regionalization techniques that utilize regional models are also referred to as
dynamical downscaling. The technique essentially originated from numerical weather
prediction and its use for climate applications was pioneered by Dickinson et ale
(1989) and Giorgi (1990). To date, it is widely used for climate and climate impact
studies with typical spatial grid sizes of a few (tens of) kilometers in the case of
regional atmospheric models. For waves and storm surges, grid sizes may vary
considerably depending on region, model, and type of applications. Often, a few
kilometers are typical (e.g., Langenberg et al., 1999; Weisse and Gunther, 2007);
however, in some cases a few hundred meters have already been used (e.g., Weisse
and Pluess, 2006). Generally, the nesting of regional models is one-way; that is, there
is no feedback from the regional-scale model on the large-scale model and scales. In

24 A term introduced by von Storch et ale (1991).
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the framework of (1.9) this means that the first term on the right-hand side is ignored
and regional climate variability is completely controlled by larger scales.

The same assumption is implicitly made when statistical downscaling methods are
applied. Here, some observations representing large-scale (predictors) climate and
regional-scale (predictands) climate are usually needed. Based on these observations,
a statistical model is built between predictors and predictands, which may be used
subsequently to analyze the impact of changes/variations in large-scale parameters on
regional climate. A range of different statistical techniques has been developed
ranging from regression and canonical correlation analysis to neural networks and
analogs. For an overview we refer the reader to, for example, Zorita and von Storch
(1999).

A special type of statistical downscaling is commonly referred to as statistical-
dynamical downscaling. Here, a classification is first made for an often large number
of weather situations (e.g., according to wind direction and stability). Then for each
of the situations, a dynamical model is run and regional climate is described in spatial
detail by weighting the resulting fields by the relative frequency of occurrence of
weather classes. Also, the effect of climate change can be considered in this way.

All down scaling methods have advantages and disadvantages. Statistical
approaches are computationally inexpensive and can be applied, for instance, to a
large number of climate change experiments. When sufficiently good regional data
are available, they can also provide local information in terms of variables that are of
primary interest for impact studies. On the other hand, the technique only provides
information on variables for which a priori information is available to construct
the statistical model and for places at which such observations have been made.
Dynamical down scaling techniques, in contrast, may provide a consistent, spatially
and temporally resolved picture of regional climate, also of places and variables for
which no observations have been made. Their main limitations are that they are
computationally expensive and that their degree of realism depends on the quality of
the models involved.

The third regionalization technique, which relies on the use of highly and
variably resolved global models, differs significantly from the previously discussed
down scaling techniques. In the framework of Equation (1.9), the first term on the
right-hand side (i.e., feedbacks from regional scales on larger scales) are explicitly
accounted for. The major disadvantages of this approach are that it is computation-
ally even more expensive and that feedbacks from smaller scales on larger scales are
represented only partially (i.e., only as generated within the region where enhanced
spatial resolution was applied). As such global models with variable resolution may
lead to improper description of small-scale to large-scale feedbacks (Giorgi et al.,
2001). The severity of the problem again depends on the region and the parameters of
interest.

A fundamental question in the application of regionalization techniques-in
particular, for dynamical down scaling and for application of variable resolution
global models-is whether or not an added value can be obtained from application
of these approaches. While it seems obvious to assume that increased spatial and/or
time resolution provides enhanced regional information, it is not a priori clear
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whether or not the skill in the representation of regional variables has increased by
app lication of these techniques. We briefly add ressed the issue in Section 3.3.3 and
now return to this point in more detail.

One cannot expect regional modeling to improve all aspects of regional climate .
Instead, certain aspects will be described better, while others will not. This in turn
depends on the variables, scales, and regions considered . For examp le, Garcia-Sotillo
et al. (2005) examined the added value of dynamical downscaling the NCEP/NCAR
Reanalysis I for the Mediterranean Sea and adjacent parts of the northeast Atlantic.
In general, they found very little added value for sea level pressure when comparing
NCEP/NCAR and downscaled reanalysis fields with observations. However, for
temperatures at 2 m height considerable improvements in downscaled fields were
obtained; in particular, when temperature extremes or coastal and inland stations
surrounded by complex orography were considered. Similarly, for near-surface
marine wind speeds, no improvements were obtained far off the coast, while there
were not iceable enhancements for some coastal stations in the Mediterranean Sea.
Again , Garcia-Sotillo et al. (2005) noted the improvement to be more noticeable for
extreme conditions. Figure 4.16 shows an example from the analys is of Garcia-Sotillo
et ai. (2005). Here percenti les derived from wind speed time series recorded at two
buoys were compared with percentiles derived from regional downscaling and from
the driving NCEP reanalysis. For the Atlantic station well off the coast, reanalysis
and downscaled wind speed percentiles are very similar both to each other and to
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Figure 4.16. Validation of near-surface marine wind speeds at two buoy locations
representative of offshore conditions in the Atlant ic (left) and of near-shore cond itions in
the Mediterranean Sea (right) . Shown are percent ile-percentile plots of observed (x-axis) vs.
NCEP-reanalyzed wind speeds (y-axis, solid), and vs. spectrally nudged and regionally down-
scaled NCEP wind speeds (y-axis, dashed) . The expected range of uncerta inty is indicated by the
gray band . In the case of the Atlantic buoy observational data were also assimilated into the
NCEP reanalysis; in the case of the Mediterranean buoy observational dat a were independent.
Redrawn after Garcia-Sotillo et al. (2005).
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observed percentiles. For the coastal station in the Mediterranean Sea, only the
dynamically downscaled wind field provided the right level of strong wind speeds.
Garcia-Sotillo et al. (2005) concluded that, apart from the variable considered, the
added value depends on various geographical features such as type of basin, distance
to the coast, or complexity of the orography surrounding the basin.

In the example provided in Figure 4.16, near-surface marine wind speeds from
the offshore (Atlantic) location were assimilated into the NCEP reanalysis, while data
from the coastal (Mediterranean) station were not. A more systematic approach to
distinguish between the effects of data assimilation and distance to the coast on the
added value of dynamically downscaled reanalyses was provided by Winterfeldt
(2008). He compared near-surface marine wind speeds from a number of different
offshore and near-shore locations and additionally distinguished between their
assimilation status. He found that assimilation status had no significant impact on
added value assessment and confirmed the conclusions of Garcia-Sotillo et al. (2005)
that for near-surface marine wind speeds the added value depends primarily on
distance to the coast and, for near-shore locations, on complexity of the surrounding
orography.

Winterfeldt and Weisse (2009) collocated near-surface marine wind fields from
satellite data with NCEP reanalysis and regionally downscaled NCEP reanalysis
wind fields over the area covered by the regional model (Europe and adjacent seas).
Subsequently, they computed a skill score S defined by

(4.1)

where (J}o denotes error variance between regional model data! and verifying satellite
observations 0; and a~o is the corresponding error variance between NCEP reference
data r and satellite observations. According to this definition, S measures the skill of
regional model data f relative to reference data r of the same predictand o. When
S > 0, then the winds downscaled by the regional model fit the observations (satellite
data) better than NCEP reanalysis winds. In this case, added value or additional
knowledge in comparison with the reanalysis was achieved. Figure 4.17 (see color
section) shows the result of this exercise. It confirms the findings of Garcia-Sotillo et
ale (2005) and Winterfeldt (2008) obtained from comparison with in situ measure-
ments; in particular, that there is no added value for near-surface marine wind speeds
over the open ocean, and that near the coasts the added value depends on distance to
the coast and complexity of the nearby orography and coastline.

Feser (2006) studied the scale dependence of the added value. In particular,
she applied appropriate spatial filter techniques on several parameters to separate
different scales. For spatially smooth (large-scale) variables such as near-surface air
pressure, she found improvements limited to medium scales, while for regionally
more structured (small-scale) quantities such as near-surface air temperatures, the
added value was more obvious and present on all scales. Summarizing, the answer
to the question on whether or not there is added value in the application of
regionalization techniques strongly depends on the variable and the problem con-
sidered. Moreover, geographical aspects of the study region such as complexity of the
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orography or distance to the coast playa role. Regionalization techniques are thus
not per se useful, but their design and application should be carefully planned
depending on the problem considered.

4.6 SCENARIOS AND PROJECTIONS

Scenarios are a commonly used technique to assess the consequences of possible
future developments and to elaborate on options to deal with them or to minimize
their impact. For example, when a children's birthday party is planned we may
prepare for two scenarios: an outdoor party in case of sunshine, or an indoor party
in case of rainy weather. Both scenarios are plausible, possible, and internally con-
sistent. In particular, they deal with the question What do we do if the weather turns
out to be good or bad. Scenarios are thus fundamentally different from predictions, in
which unconditional statements about the future are made; for example, "the weather
will be rainy on the day of the birthday party."

Generally, scenarios are defined as descriptions of possible, plausible, and
internally consistent, but not necessarily probable future states. In contrast to a
prediction, the main purpose of a scenario is to provide a framework in which the
availability and adequacy of options to respond to possible future conditions can be
analyzed. Such options may include, for example, implementation of measures to
avoid unwanted future states or development of options to adapt to and reduce the
consequences of unwanted futures (von Storch, 2007).

The scenario technique is widely used in climate research; in particular, for
assessing the consequences of anthropogenic climate change (anthropogenic climate
change scenarios). In the following, we briefly discuss these scenarios and the
approach, following mainly the discussion presented in von Storch (2007).

Anthropogenic climate change scenarios (hereafter shortly referred to as climate
change scenarios) are built in a series of steps.

1. Emission and concentration scenarios are created first. Emission scenarios are
socio-economic scenarios based on ad hoc assumptions that finally lead to emis-
sions. Assumptions inherent in these scenarios comprise population growth, the
efficiency of energy use, and future technological developments (Tol, 2007).
Subsequently, emission scenarios are processed and transferred into scenarios
of greenhouse gas concentrations.

2. Climate change scenarios are derived by forcing concentration scenarios on
global climate models. As a result, possible, plausible, and internally consistent
estimates of future climate conditions (means, variability, seasonal cycle, etc.) are
obtained. Methodologically, this step represents a conditional prediction, as once
the emission scenario has been defined no further ad hoc assumptions are
required and each emission scenario corresponds to a specific climatic develop-
ment. The process of obtaining climate change scenarios is sometimes referred to
as climate projection although the phrase is not used consistently throughout the
literature.
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3. Regional downscaling (see Section 4.5) using regional climate, wind wave, storm
surge, or other models may be applied to estimate the regional consequences of
underlying emission scenarios. In this case, it is often advisable to consider at the
same time the possibility that other relevant aspects may change. For example, a
climate change-induced alteration in wind climate may alter storm surge heights
in an estuary. At the same time, dredging of waterways or modifications to
coastal protection may have similar effects on storm surge height. In order to
elaborate consequences and to develop options in a consistent way, scenarios for
regional and local social and economic developments are needed and have to be
considered jointly with climate change projections (e.g., Bray et al., 2003;
Grossmann et al., 2006).

Scenarios may in some cases become predictions; namely, when all sets of
scenarios share a common feature (i.e., when conditional predictions agree indepen-
dently of underlying assumptions: conditioning). For example, all climate change
scenarios project an increase in global mean temperature and a rise in global mean sea
level. Although, the magnitude of the increase depends on underlying assumptions
(i.e., greenhouse gas emissions), the sign of the change does not. In other words,
based on present knowledge, the unconditional prediction can be made that global
mean temperature and sea level will rise towards the end of the 21st century.

As some understanding of the nature of emission scenarios is required for the
assessment of results presented in Chapter 5, some basic features of these scenarios
will be discussed in the following. A number of frequently used emission scenarios in
climate research have been published in the IPCC25 special report on emission
scenarios (Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000). They are usually referred to as SRES
scenarios. Depending on underlying socio-economic assumptions, SRES scenarios
can be grouped into four main families. Within each family all scenarios share the
same demographic, politico-societal, economic, and technological storyline.

AI: This family of scenarios describes a world of rapid economic growth and rapid
introduction of new and more efficient technologies.

A2: This family describes a very heterogeneous world with emphasis on family values
and local traditions.

B1: This family describes a world of "dematerialization" and introduction of clean
technologies.

B2: This family describes a world with an emphasis on local solutions to economic
and environmental sustainability.

Figure 4.18 (see color section) shows the emissions for carbon dioxide (a represen-
tative of greenhouse gases) and sulfate dioxide (a representative of anthropogenic
aerosols) obtained for some scenarios in each family. It can be inferred that the time
development of emissions is quite different in the different scenarios. For example, in
the case of carbon dioxide, emissions in 2040 are considerably larger in the Al than in
the B2 scenarios. Later, as more efficient technologies are developed, emissions in the

25 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
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A1 family decrease significantly in most cases while a more or less steady increase is
inferred for B2. Figure 4.18 also illustrates the process by which these emissions are
transferred to global climate change projections. The emissions are transferred to
concentrations, which for carbon dioxide show an upward trend towards the end of
the century independent of the chosen emission scenario. Concentrations are then
used to force global climate models from which projections of future temperature and
sea level change are obtained. The latter is illustrated in the two panels at the bottom
of Figure 4.18. As an increase in global mean temperature and sea level is obtained
from all emission scenarios independent of underlying socio-economic assumptions,
the increase in both variables towards the end of the 21st century becomes an
unconditional prediction.

SRES scenarios are not unanimously accepted by the economic community.
Some researchers find the scenarios internally inconsistent (Tol, 2007). Documenta-
tion of the various points raised is provided by the House of Lords, Select Committee
of Economic Affairs.i" A key critique is that the expectation of economic growth in
different parts of the world is based on market exchange ranges and not on purchas-
ing power parity (Kellow, 2007). Another aspect is the implicit assumption in SRES
scenarios that the difference in income between developing and developed countries
will significantly shrink by the end of this century (Tol, 2006). The argument is that
these assumptions lead to an exaggeration of expected future emissions.

In the Fourth IPCC Assessment Report (Solomon et al., 2007) uncertainty
assessments are provided and, for some variables, probabilities are assigned to
expected future changes. It should be emphasized that uncertainty assessment
appears to be subjective and is not used consistently throughout the report. Also,
assigning probabilities to projected future changes turns out to be problematic. The
reason is that the assumption is made implicitly that the sample of scenarios and
climate model simulations represents a random sample that represents the entire
population; that is, the whole range of possible outcomes. This assumption is likely
to be violated for both. For scenarios it appears likely that not the entire range of
possible socio-economic developments is covered, and for climate change simulations
one or more models may share the same deficiencies or model biases because many of
the models have common roots. The uncertainty and probability assessments pro-
vided by the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report may thus, at best, be considered lower
bounds.

4.7 DETECTION AND ATTRIBUTION

Climate variability appears to be a superposition of internally driven and externally
forced fluctuations (see Section 1.4.1). Often, interest in the analysis of climate

26 House of Lords, Select Committee on Economic Affairs, 2005: The Economics of Climate
Change, Vol. I: Report, 2nd Report of Session 2005-06, Authority of the House of Lords,
London; The Stationery Office Limited, HL Paper 12-1, http://www.publications.parliament.uk/
pa] ld]ldeconaf.htmvsevid.
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variability is in determining whether or not an observed change appears to be unusual
in a statistical sense and whether some hypotheses about the causes can be established
and tested. A framework for this kind of analysis was originally developed and
introduced by Hasselmann (1979). Later the approach was developed and adapted
towards the problem of anthropogenic climate change (Hasselmann, 1993). The
framework is commonly designated as detection and attribution. Following the
definitions provided in the Third and Fourth Assessment Reports of the IPCC
(Houghton et al., 2001; Solomon et al., 2007), its ingredients are

1. Detection refers to the process of demonstrating that an observed change is, in a
statistical sense, significantly different from what can be explained by natural
internally driven variability. Here internally driven variability refers to variations
and fluctuations that occur in the absence of anomalous external forcing (IDAG,
2005). Detection does not imply attribution of the cause of the detected change.

2. Attribution represents the process of demonstrating that a detected change is
consistent with a hypothesis about the effects from a prescribed combination
of external forcings (including anthropogenic ones) and not consistent with
alternative and physically plausible hypotheses and explanations (IDAG, 2005).

In the following, the two components of detection and attribution are discussed in
more detail.

4.7.1 The detection problem

Detection represents a statistical signal-to-noise problem. When anthropogenic
climate change is considered, the challenge is to find, in an observational record,
evidence for contamination of natural climate variability by forced signals. Formally,
the null hypothesis is tested that the observed climate signal S, is consistent with
na tural variability

(4.2)

where t denotes time; and P describes the distribution of the present climate with a
location parameter (mostly mean) Ito and a dispersion parameter (often standard
deviation) 0"0. The problem is to define S, properly and to determine Ito and 0"0. In the
case of anthropogenic climate change, the detection variable S is the trend of a climate
variable; for instance, global mean temperature, sea level, or large-scale precipitation.
The question frequently raised is: Is there a trend in the data that is "statistically
significant"? This question is not well posed. The underlying null hypothesis is im-
plicitly made and tested that there is no trend in the data; that is, that a series of
randomly drawn numbers have constant mean values (Zwiers and von Storch, 2004).
Even if such a test has formally been performed correctly (for problems see Section
4.7.3), what does the presence of a "statistically significant trend" (i.e., a trend
statistically significantly different from zero) imply? The meaning is that were the
experiment repeated in the future, the expectation would be to find a trend again. For
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example, were a mid-latitude temperature time series from January to August
screened for trends such a signal will be found because of the annual cycle. In a
statistical sense this trend would be "significant", meaning that if we repeat the
experiment under the same conditions (e.g., by repeating the trend analysis on
January-August temperature data from the following year), we expect to see a similar
trend again. However, this finding (the "significance" of the trend) provides no
information on whether or not the trend is likely to continue into the future, whether
(in our example) it continues if the time series is extended into September, October,
November, and so forth. The problem here is that the mathematics behind the word
"significance" are not adequately recognized and blended with the meaning of
"significance" in everyday language (i.e., "relevance"). Thus, if there is a trend in
the observational record, the relevant question is not whether it is significantly
different from zero, but whether its slope is different from what would be expected
from an undisturbed time series. This again represents a detection problem in which
naturally occurring trends are being considered to be drawn from a random variable
with a distribution function F(P) of P[J-Lo, 0"0]' A trend which cannot be explained by
natural variability alone is said to be "detected" when the hypothesis is rejected that
recent trends S, are sufficiently rare under the null hypothesis; that is, S, > F(95%).

For estimation of the parameters of P different options exist. They may be
estimated from the limited observational record, provided there is sufficient space-
time coverage and homogeneity of the data, and the data set is free of marked
contamination by external factors. An example is the study by Rybski et al. (2006)
who used a variety of historical reconstructions of global mean temperature. Often,
results from control simulations with quasi-realistic climate models are used, however
(see Section 3.3.1).

4.7.2 The attribution problem

Attribution refers to finding the most plausible explanation for observed (detected)
changes. In contrast to detection, it is less rigorous and mainly addresses plausibility
issues. Formally, after signal S was found to be outside the present climate distribu-
tion P, a mix of processes (explanations) is linked (attributed) to the signal that fits
best with a priori assumed links between causes and effects

(4.3)

where N, denotes time-dependent noise (residuals); Rk are (time-dependent) response
patterns of hypothesized (prescribed) external forcing functions, the effects of which
are tested for; and lk represent a set of scaling factors.

Usually there are many external forcing factors. In the case of attributing
anthropogenic climate change, climate theory limits their number to just a few.
Among them are changing concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
or the effects of volcanic aerosols and solar activity. The response patterns R of these
forcings are usually obtained from experiments with quasi-realistic numerical climate
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models, in which the response of the system to (a set of) prescribed forcing factors is
simulated. The response patterns R are usually represented as patterns of variation in
space, time, or both and are commonly referred to as fingerprints (Solomon et al.,
2007).

Once fingerprints are designated, it is determined whether they are consistent
with patterns detected in observations. Figure 4.19 (see color section) illustrates the
procedure in the case of global mean temperature. It shows the scaling factors r by
which the amplitudes of several model-simulated signals R have to be multiplied to
reproduce corresponding changes in the observational record. A range encompassing
unity implies that this combination of forcing and model-simulated response is
consistent with observed changes, while a range encompassing zero implies that this
model-simulated signal is not detectable in observations (Mitchell et al., 2001). The
first entry on the left side shows the scaling factor and the 5%-95% uncertainty range
obtained from one model forced only by changing greenhouse gas concentrations.
The factor is considerably smaller than one, indicating that models forced only by
changing greenhouse gas concentrations considerably overestimate the observed
warming trend (Mitchell et al., 2001). This result is consistent with that obtained
from other models. The next eight entries show the scaling factors obtained from
different models forced by greenhouse gases and aerosols (sulfate). All but one of
these factors are consistent with unity; that is, the model-simulated responses are in
agreement with observed warming. The latter implies that, according to the detection
and attribution formalism introduced, the currently observed trend in global mean
temperature can be attributed to a combination of changing greenhouse gas con-
centrations, changing aerosol concentrations, and internal natural variability of the
climate system.

The detection and attribution framework is meanwhile well established in climate
research; in particular, when anthropogenic climate change is considered. There are
now many studies, concluding that a human influence on observed climate change on
global to sub-continental scales does exist (e.g., Hegerl et al., 1996; Stott, 2003). The
magnitude of human influences on regional scales is still a matter of debate because of
smaller signal-to-noise ratios. Recently, there have been some studies showing notice-
able influences on smaller scales as well (e.g., Bhend and von Storch, 2007, 2009;
Wang et al., 2009).

4.7.3 Trends and detection

In the case of detecting anthropogenic signals in the observational climate record, the
eminent detection variable is trends. In the following we briefly discuss some issues
related to the detection of trends.

A most widely used statistical test to determine whether the appearance of a time
series is consistent with the absence of a trend is the Mann-Kendall trend test (Mann,
1945; Kendall, 1970; Hamed, 2009). We first determine the "ranks" u, of the
observations Xi (i == 1, ... ,n) in the time series. Rank R, == 1 is given to the smallest
Xi' rank R, == 2 to the second smallest, and so forth, and rank R, == n to the largest of
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the n observations Xi. Then
n-1 n

S::= L L sign(Rj Rz),
i=l j=l
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(4.4)

with sign(a) ::= -1 if a < 0, sign(a) == 0 if a 0, and sign(a) ::= 1 if a > O. It can be
shown (Kendall, 1970) that, under the assumption of independent and identically

distributed data, expectation E(S) = 0 and variance Var(S) = n(n - l)(?n + 5),

The distribution of S then is asymptotically normal; that is, when n becomes large,

the distribution of S can be approximated well by a Gaussian distribution with mean
E(S) and variance Var(S). When we calculate the test statistic"

a = S - sign(S) (4.5)
y/Var(S) ,

we reject the null-hypothesis "X has no trend" if the test statistic a derived from
observations X is within the 95% percentile range, or any other suitably chosen range,
of a-values which are derived from all sets of n observations that have no trend, suffer
no other instationarities, and where the whole set of n observations represents a set of
independent samples. The Mann-Kendall test is widely used in geosciences, but there
are two problems associated with it. First, the conditions mentioned above are almost
never satisfied, because almost all data are indeed serially correlated (i.e., observa-
tions are not independent of each other). Second, the conclusion reached by rejecting
the null hypothesis is often false, as it represents a change from statistical language to
everyday language.

The consequences of disregarding the assumption of serial independence of the
data when applying the Mann-Kendall test have been demonstrated by Kulkarni and
von Storch (1995). Even if the correlation of two neighboring observations is as low
as 10%

, the test rejects the null hypothesis of "no trend" much more often than
stipulated by the prescribed risk of 50/0, or whatever was decided to be acceptable. A
solution suggested to overcome this problem is "pre-whitening" of the time series;
that is, to first fit an autoregressive process of order 1, and subsequently to subtract
this component from the original data. This operation also diminishes the trend that
is sought from the data; as a result, a debate is going on-in particular, in hydrol-
ogy-to discover whether such a procedure is meaningful. In this regard, more
recently Hamed (2009) demonstrated the problem for the more severe case when
the time series exhibit "long memory".28 He also discussed improved pre-whitening
procedures, all of which have their limitations, however.

The other issue is: What does acceptance of the presence of a trend imply? It
means that if we redo the sampling exercise and resample n observations in a parallel

27 sign(S) was introduced by Kendall (1970) as a continuity correction.
28 This is a technical term in time series analysis. "Short memory" refers to time series whose
auto-corelation function decays relatively fast, with p(~ ~ a lii l), whereas "long memory" time
series have a slowly decaying autocorrelation function p(~) ~ I~I-'Y with a suitable !.
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world,29 then we may expect to see a similar trend in the resampled data. In other
words, we make a statement about the random experiment in which the n observa-
tions are made again under similar conditions as for the original sample. This does
not imply that such a trend would continue into the future (i.e., after the nth
observation), or has prevailed in the past (i.e., before the first sample). Rejection
of the null hypothesis refers exclusively to the interpretation of n numbers Xl, ... , xn!
The often tacitly made conclusion that the trend, once identified as significant, would
extend into the future is specious. Statistical significance is not necessarily related to
physical significance.

A final word of caution relates to the other assumption behind the Mann-
Kendall test; namely, that the time series be stationary. If the time series has a break
point, with a sudden change in the mean, for instance, or exhibits cyclostationary
behavior, with the mean value undergoing a fixed cycle such as the seasonal cycle,
then the time series is not stationary. When a Mann-Kendall test is applied to such
data, the null hypothesis is rejected, but the interpretation of an ongoing monotonous
change, as implied in the word "trend" of everyday language, is invalid.

4.8 SUMMARY

A number of data quality problems exist that are highly relevant for analyses of
long- term changes in marine climate. Issues related to data homogeneity are in many
cases severe. The problem arises when the homogeneity of an observational record is
compromised by, for example, changes in the accuracy of the instrumental record, in
observational practices, or in analysis techniques. Such changes may introduce arti-
ficial signals into the observational record that may be interpreted as long-term
changes, if they are not properly accounted for. Changing data availability may also
cause problems in the interpretation of trends. For example, when geostationary
satellite data became available the number of observations over formerly data-sparse
oceanic regions was significantly increased. The latter resulted in the detection of
more and stronger wind storms which in some cases were attributed to incorrect
causes, such as developing anthropogenic climate change. Such data quality problems
are not only associated with in situ measurements and remotely sensed data but also
with derived products such as operational weather analyses.

The usage of proxies is a frequently applied approach to overcome problems
associated with data quality. Proxies are data that share the same information as
the variable one is interested in, but are less affected by data quality issues. For
storminess, an example are indices based on atmospheric pressure gradients, where
underlying pressure data are often available for centuries and are usually of
good quality, while wind speed measurements are often short and corrupted by
inhomogeneities.

29 For instance, the same segment of the annual cycle-say, monthly mean temperatures from
March to August-in different years. At least in Europe we would find a significant trend.
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Global reanalyses and regional reconstructions represent another option. They
can be considered an optimal space-time interpolation of limited observational
evidence to derive dynamically and physically consistent pictures of the state of
the system using frozen state-of-the-art numerical models and data assimilation
techniques. Because of changes in the observational network over time, reanalyses
and reconstructions are not completely homogeneous but suffer to some extent from
inhomogeneities. The consequences for estimation of long-term changes are mixed,
depending on variable, region, and period considered.

The information obtained from proxies and reanalyses complement each other to
some extent. While proxies are usually available for very long periods up to a few
centuries, they only provide information on and at few scattered locations. Moreover,
they require good-quality measurements made over very long periods. Reanalyses
and reconstructions are available for much shorter periods (presently up to about 60
years). They provide gridded, physically and dynamically consistent data even for
places and variables for which no observations have been made.

In order to derive regional-scale information from global reanalyses or
anthropogenic climate change simulations, a number of regionalization techniques
have been developed. In dynamical downscaling approaches high-resolution regional
models are nested in coarser global or larger scale models in order to enhance
resolution at the regional scale. Statistical downscaling may be used in case of limited
available computing power, when some observational data on the regional scale or
some results from dynamical downscaling are already available. When sufficient
computational resources are available, high-resolution global models may represent
an alternative.

The question on whether or not such regionalization approaches add value to
information that is already available has long been mostly ignored. There have been
claims that finer grid spacing (in the case of dynamical downscaling) per se adds value
and increases performance in comparison with the driving large-scale data. Only
recently, a number of studies have emerged that addressed the question in more
detail. They have demonstrated that there is indeed added value, but that this added
value depends on a number of factors, such as the variable, the scale, or the region
considered.

Many problems about future or ongoing long-term changes pose questions about
the consequences of such changes and options to deal with them. These types of
questions are usually addressed by scenario techniques; that is, by elaborating on
consequences in a number of "What ... if ...?" type of questions that cover many
different possible outcomes. In the case of expected anthropogenic climate change the
technique is widely applied. Anthropogenic climate change scenarios are built in a
series of steps, ranging from greenhouse gas emission scenarios, which are subse-
quently converted into atmospheric concentrations, to global and regional climate
change scenarios that elaborate on the consequences of assumed emissions on large-
scale and regional-scale climate. In particular, when regional scales are considered,
regionalization techniques are commonly applied. Eventually, marine impact
scenarios such as for waves or storm surges may be derived and adaptation strategies
and options for coastal protection or shipping may be developed.
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The development of adaptation strategies requires some knowledge about
ongoing and potential future changes as well as their attribution to causes. The
framework applied is generally referred to as detection and attribution, where
detection means deciding whether an observed trend is unusual in some sense and
attribution means identifying the reasons for change. The latter is of particular
interest for the development of response strategies. When the cause of a change is
known and to some extent predictable (e.g., the impact of dredging in an estuary on
observed storm surge heights), the consequences of different developments can be
assessed and appropriate measures can be implemented.
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5

Past and future changes in wind, wave, and
storm surge climates

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we review present knowledge about past and potential future changes
and variability of marine weather phenomena. The review provides a snapshot of
knowledge as of early 2009 when this chapter was completed. Conclusions, numbers,
and interpretations may change when new observational evidence becomes available
or when some of the identified shortcomings have been addressed.

In the following we often emphasize that different studies or models have
provided consistent results, meaning that there is a consensus emerging. Scientific
consensus is not by itself a scientific argument, although it is often used that way by
many scientists. Scientific consensus merely represents a collective judgment or a
position of a group of scientists. It is usually achieved through replication of results,
publications, communications at conferences, etc. Scientific consensus may change
over time when new insights and results emerge. For example, the theory of con-
tinental drift proposed by Alfred Wegener was rejected by most geologists at the time
it was presented. Nowadays, it is widely accepted and part of scientific consensus. The
results presented in this chapter should be interpreted that way. They reflect our
present knowledge and theories, which may be supported or partly refused when new
evidence emerges.

When potential future changes are addressed, uncertainties are often assessed.
These are not uncertainties in the classical sense of error statistics. When anthro-
pogenic climate change is considered, uncertainties may arise from several sources.
First, there is uncertainty related to future social and economic developments. This
type of uncertainty is usually addressed by constructing emission scenarios based on
anticipated socio-economic developments (see Section 4.6). In this way a considerable
range of possible future developments may be captured. There is, however, no
guarantee that the entire space of possible developments is fully or evenly sampled.
In other words, we do not know whether all possible developments are captured, nor
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whether scenarios provide an independent and identically distributed sample from
the entire sample space. The latter is problematic in cases where probability state-
ments and functions are derived, such as in the latest IPCC report (Solomon et al.,
2007).

A second type of uncertainty arises from the use of models in our assessment
of changing future climate conditions. Models are a manifestation of our present
knowledge and understanding of the climate system. Their solutions may deviate
from each other because of inherent natural (model) variability, or because some
processes are treated differently by different models. Provided that all climate models
represent the state of the art, differences in their results thus reflect not only internal
variability but also deficiencies in our knowledge. To address this type of uncertainty
multi-model ensembles are usually considered. The range of solutions offered by these
ensembles is then interpreted as our uncertainty in knowledge. Again, it cannot be
proven whether the suite of models applied provides an independent and identically
distributed sample from the entire sample space. Again, care is required when
probability statements are derived. Generally, the uncertainties estimated in that
way represent lower bounds; that is, larger errors cannot be excluded.

In the following we briefly review present knowledge on past and future changes
in marine weather phenomena. We begin with mid-latitude storms and storm tracks
(Section 5.2). Subsequently, changes in tropical cyclone statistics are addressed
(Section 5.3). In Section 5.4 results for ocean wave statistics are described. Tides,
storm surges, and mean sea level are discussed in Section 5.5.

5.2 MID-LATITUDE CYCLONES AND STORM TRACKS

5.2.1 Past changes and variability

Extra-tropical or mid-latitude cyclones are the dominant weather phenomenon in
mid-latitudes (approx. 30-600N) during the cold season. They form on strong merid-
ional temperature gradients and transport energy towards the poles, thereby reducing
the temperature gradient that produced them (Section 2.2). Extra-tropical cyclones
tend to occur within restricted regions usually referred to as storm tracks. In the
Northern Hemisphere, two major storm tracks are found over the North Pacific and
the North Atlantic oceans, while in the Southern Hemisphere a zonally more sym-
metric storm track spanning the entire latitude belt is found. Secondary storm tracks
are found at some places, such as over the Mediterranean Sea.

Studies on changes in extra-tropical storm activity usually focus on changes in
the number, intensity, or tracks of mid-latitude cyclones. Most studies are based on
reanalysis data limiting the time period to the second half of the 20th century and
credibility is restricted by the limitations inherent in the reanalyses (see Section 4.4).
This makes detection of any (anthropogenic) trend difficult; in particular, as vari-
ability is high in relation to the observed trend and dependent on and associated with
large-scale atmospheric circulation modes. In addition, some studies using more
homogeneous proxy data (Section 4.3) are available, extending the time period that
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can be considered and allowing assessment of the credibility of signals estimated from
reanalysis data. Such proxies are, however, available only for a limited number of
places on the globe, mainly in Europe, providing a spatially confined picture.

Seasonally, storm activity peaks in late fall within the North Pacific and in
January within the North Atlantic storm track (Nakamura, 1992). While there is
still ongoing discussion about the mechanisms of this difference, Nakamura (1992)
showed that baroclinic wave activity is suppressed when jet stream wind speeds
exceed about 45 m S-I, a situation that usually occurs in winter over the North
Pacific, but which is rarely found over the Atlantic Basin. There is also seasonal
variation in the location of both storm tracks with more poleward/equatorward
locations occurring during the summer/winter months.

A large number of studies deal with inter-annual and decadal variability in the
North Pacific and North Atlantic storm tracks. Chang and Fu (2002) computed the
leading EOF1 modes of storm track variability based on 51 NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
(Section 4.4) winters (1948/1949-1998/1999). They found that the dominant mode of
variability, accounting for about 29% of variance, represents a simultaneous change
in amplitude (intensity) of both major Northern Hemisphere storm tracks (Figure
5.1). The corresponding principal component time series, describing the time evolu-
tion of this pattern, was found to show pronounced inter-decadal variability with
mean storm track intensities being nearly 300/0 stronger during the late 1990s than the
late 1960s/early 1970s (Figure 5.1). This corresponds to the results of other studies,
likewise based on reanalysis data. For a review of such studies see, for example,
Chang et al. (2002).

Harnik and Chang (2003) analyzed storm track variations as seen in reanalysis
data and compared them with radiosonde observations. They concluded that inter-
annual to decadal storm track variability in the Northern Hemisphere is reasonably
reproduced by reanalysis data, while the radiosonde data suggest an exaggeration of
long-term trends derived from reanalysis. Harnik and Chang (2003) suggested that
this is due to an overall decrease in reanalysis biases with time. A similar conclusion
was reached by Chang (2007) who assessed and compared trends in Northern Hemi-
sphere winter storm track activity based on reanalyses and surface ship observations.
In particular, he found that, even after corrections were made to the ship data to
account for secular changes in observational error statistics, ship-based trends in the
North Pacific are much smaller than those found in the reanalyses, while over the
Atlantic corrected ship-based trends were consistent with those obtained from
reanalyses.

A number of studies relates observed storm track and extra-tropical cyclone
variability to different large-scale modes of variability such as the El Nifio-Southern
Oscillation, the North Atlantic Oscillation, or the Arctic Oscillation. Most authors
report more or less robust relations such as an equatorward and downstream shift of
North Pacific storm track activity (e.g., Chang et al., 2002), or enhanced U.S. East
Coast storm activity during El Nifio years (Eichler and Higgins, 2006), or a poleward
shift of North Atlantic cyclone activity during positive phases of the North Atlantic

1 Empirical orthogonal functions, see von Storch and Zwiers (1999) for details.
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Oscillation or the Arctic Oscillation (e.g., Serreze et al., 1997). Chang and Fu (2002)
showed, however, that even after contributions from large-scale modes of variability
were removed from storm activity data, their residuals still exhibit significant inter-
decadal variations. This indicates that, while some fraction of the observed variability
in extra-tropical storm activity may be explained by corresponding variations in
large-scale atmospheric or coupled modes, there remains a considerable fraction
unaccounted for, being the result of other mechanisms.

A number of recent studies report a noticeable shift in Northern Hemisphere
storm tracks, increased storm activity, and a decrease in the number of extra-tropical
cyclones during the second half of the 20th century. Figure 5.2 (see color section)
shows an example from McCabe et al. (2001) who investigated trends in Northern
Hemisphere surface cyclone frequency and intensity 1959-1997 based on reanalysis
data. Obviously, cyclone frequency decreased between 300N and 600N and increased
poleward of 600N corresponding to a poleward shift of storm track locations. At the
same time, cyclone intensity increased in the entire Northern Hemisphere north of
30oN. Corresponding results were obtained from individual analyses of North Atlan-
tic (Geng and Sugi, 2001) storm activity and North Pacific (Graham and Diaz, 2001)
storm activity. The results are further corroborated by Paciorek et al. (2002) who
showed that reanalysis wind speeds increased between 200N and 700N over the
reanalysis period over both the North Pacific Basin and the North Atlantic Basin.
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However, extra-tropical cyclone counts showed few or decreasing trends (Paciorek et
al., 2002).

Results from reanalyses are somewhat limited because of the relatively short time
period for which such data are available and because of potentially existing time-
dependent biases which make interpretation of long-term changes difficult. It is thus
necessary to confront these results with those obtained from the analysis of long
proxy records, which are available at some places. The longer period for which such
proxies are available makes it possible to put statements about reanalysis trends into
a longer term perspective as well.

A method for deriving a homogeneous proxy for storm activity in a region was
proposed by Schmidt and von Storch (1993). They used a set of homogeneous station
pressure data to derive upper geostrophic wind speed percentiles which served as a
proxy for storminess in the German Bight (southern North Sea). Analyzing this
proxy, they found noticeable inter-annual and decadal fluctuations but no long-term
trend over the period 1876-1990 (Figure 4.8). The method was applied more
systematically by Alexandersson et al. (1998, 2000) for a large number of stations
in northwest Europe. The most recent update of this analysis was presented in the
Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
(Trenberth et al., 2007). It shows that storm activity in the area was relatively high at
the end of the 19th century. It declined until about 1960, subsequently a strong
increase was observed. Storm activity again peaked in the late 1990s returning to
more moderate and calm conditions in the most recent years (Figure 5.3, see color
section). The behavior after 1960 is broadly consistent with that obtained from
reanalyses (e.g., Chang and Fu, 2002; Chang, 2007). In a similar way Matulla et
al. (2008) analyzed upper geostrophic wind speed percentiles from the late 19th
century up to the present for northwestern, northern, and central Europe. They
found a broad agreement between changes in the different areas, again with high
levels of storm activity at the beginning of the 20th century and around 1990, and low
levels in the early 21st century and around 1960. Matulla et al. (2008) described the
behavior as most pronounced in northwestern Europe and less pronounced in central
Europe. Two of the longest homogeneous pressure records in Europe are available
for Stockholm and Lund in Sweden. Barring and von Storch (2004) analyzed storm
activity based on a number of different indices derived from these data sets. They
found that there is pronounced inter-annual and decadal variability but no discern-
ible long-term trend stronger than the inherent long-term variability. In other words,
proxy-based storm indices for Europe are broadly consistent with results obtained
from reanalyses over reanalysis periods. Analysis of longer time periods for which
these proxies are available suggests that trends in storm activity inferred from
reanalysis over the past 50 years or so seem to lie very well within the range of
observed natural variability.

Long proxy records for storm activity and their analysis for areas other than
Europe are less frequent. Matulla and von Storch (2009) analyzed variations in storm
activity in eastern Canada based on historical data from about 1880 onwards. For
Arctic stations, they found a behavior broadly consistent with that in northwest
Europe; namely, a peak around 1920, a decrease in the 1960s, and another increase
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that comes to an end at the end of the 1990s. The most recent years in the analysis
of Matulla and von Storch (2009) are characterized again by calmer conditions.
Canadian stations south of the Arctic such as Toronto seem to feature an opposite
behavior with observed long-term changes well within the range of observed
historical observations. Combining three different data sets for storm frequency
and intensity for the Great Lakes area Angel and Isard (1998) reached somewhat
different conclusions. They describe an unbroken increasing trend since about 1900
in the number of strong cyclones defined by surface core pressures of less than
992 hPa. According to their analysis, the number of strong cyclones in the area
almost doubled during the 20th century. While the results of Matulla and von
Storch (2009) and Angel and Isard (1998) are somewhat contradictory, both are
subject to considerable uncertainty. Matulla and von Storch (2009) reported on
several inhomogeneities in their data, which they had to correct for before deducing
the character of changes in storm activity. Angel and Isard (1998) combined three
different data sets, and reported that the number of stations used for the detection of
pressure minima in the region dramatically increased from 38 in 1901 to 262 in 1980.
Unfortunately, no explicit attempt was made to quantify the consequences of these
changes in the detection of strong cyclones in the area, making the described trend
somewhat suspicious.

There are a number of other proxies related to storm activity. Bromirski et al.
(2003) analyzed hourly tide gauge data from San Francisco 1858-2000. Focusing on
non-tidal residuals, they found that these did not change substantially, neither within
the entire period 1858-2000 nor for typical reanalysis periods (1951-2000).
Extreme winter non-tidal residuals, however, show an increase over the reanalysis
period consistent with results obtained directly from reanalyses (Chang and Fu,
2002). Similar results were obtained (e.g., by Woodworth and Blackman, 2002)
from an analysis of tide gauge data in Liverpool since 1768. For a more detailed
discussion of these data we refer the reader to Section 5.5.2. Summarizing, the
results from many different analyses presently suggest that storm activity in the
Northern Hemisphere was not much different in the second half of the 20th century
than before.

For the Southern Hemisphere, changes in extra-tropical storm activity are less
well documented. Some studies report a decrease in the number of mid-latitude
cyclones over typical reanalysis periods (e.g., Simmonds and Keay, 2000). However,
for the Southern Hemisphere changes and variability are usually derived from
reanalysis data which, in the Southern Hemisphere, have a high degree of
uncertainty. Here changes in the design of the observational network-in particular,
the advent of satellites-are very likely to introduce time-dependent biases in the
reanalyses that may hamper the interpretation of climate variability and trends
obtained from such data (e.g., Bengtsson et al., 2004) (see also Section 4.4). Similarly,
changes based on near-surface wind speed observations analyzed by some authors
are subject to high uncertainties too. Over the oceans such data are mainly from
voluntary observing ships and have time-dependent biases (Gulev et al., 2007) such as
changes from visual observations to measurements, changes in anemometer heights
and types, changes in the Beaufort Scale, growing ship size, etc.
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5.2.2 Future changes

The range of studies existing so far has presented a rather mixed picture regarding
extra-tropical cyclone changes related to anthropogenic climate change. Reviewing
the existing literature, a number of different competing processes and arguments are
discussed, the most common of which are

1. Changing meridional temperature gradients. Extra-tropical cyclones form and
grow via baroclinic instability (Holton, 1992) receiving their kinetic energy from
the conversion of available potential energy (Peixoto and Oort, 1992). Available
potential energy is proportional to variance of the temperature field (Bengtsson
et al., 2009)-that is, the strength of meridional temperature gradients. In the
lower troposphere, meridional temperature gradients are generally expected to
decrease due to stronger anthropogenic warming in polar regions. In the upper
troposphere, they are expected to increase as a result of strong warming in upper-
tropospheric levels at low latitudes (e.g., Solomon et al., 2007). The discussion
concerns which of the two opposite developments will have a stronger influence
on extra-tropical cyclone statistics. Held (1993) stated that dominant wintertime
mid-latitude cyclones are coherent throughout the troposphere and concluded
that it is unclear whether they will respond to increased upper-tropospheric
or decreased lower-tropospheric meridional temperature gradient. Bengtsson
et ale (2006) recalled that increased upper-tropospheric and decreased lower-
tropospheric temperature gradients also implies vertically more stable stratifica-
tion at lower latitudes and less stable stratification at higher latitudes, which may
be responsible for the poleward shift of extra-tropical storm activity and hence
the poleward movement of average storm track locations.

2. Increasingamount ofwater vapor. Anthropogenic warming of the atmosphere will
be accompanied by an increase in the amount of water vapor broadly following
the Clausius-Clapeyron relation (Bengtsson et al., 2006). As a consequence, the
atmosphere may become more efficient at carrying out meridional heat transport,
requiring less intense vortices to maintain the balance (Bengtsson et al., 2006).
Other authors emphasize that the enhanced release of latent heat may contribute
to stronger development of extra-tropical cyclones. Chang et ale (2002) analyzed
storm track dynamics by investigating local transient eddy energy budgets and
found that condensational heating is adding about 20% to the baroclinic
generation rate over storm track entrance regions. Some authors consider the
effect to be minor (e.g., Bengtsson et al., 2009).

3. Changes in sea surface temperatures. Changes in sea surface temperatures have
been suggested by several authors to enhance extra-tropical cyclone develop-
ment. Other authors consider it less likely as warmer SSTs act as a sink for
available potential energy (Bengtsson et al., 2006). They may, however, playa
role in regional modifications of storm track locations (Bengtsson et al., 2006).

It is obvious that these processes are partly competing. Their relative
contributions to observed or expected extra-tropical cyclone variability and change
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are sometimes disputed in the scientific literature. In experiments with numerical
models, the outcome may depend on details in the balance of different processes
which may be different in different models. The latter may explain the large range of
results obtained regarding extra-tropical cyclone variability and change and illus-
trates uncertainties related to our incomplete knowledge and understanding of the
system. However, some consistent points seem to have emerged more recentlyr'

1. The poleward shift of extra-tropical storm tracks. The Fourth Assessment Report
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) notes that a tendency
for a poleward shift in extra-tropical cyclone activity of several degrees latitude in
both hemispheres appears to be a consistent result of many studies that have
emerged more recently (Meehl et al., 2007). The shift is associated with increased
storm activity at higher latitudes, and reduced storm activity at mid-latitudes.
Possible explanations have been put forward (e.g., by Bengtsson et al., 2006 or
Yin, 2005) and are related to differential changes of meridional temperature
gradient with height and resulting regional differences in changes in vertical
stability (see above). Generally, the poleward shift in extra-tropical storm activity
appears to be more pronounced in the Southern Hemisphere (Bengtsson et al.,
2006). Regionally, large differences may occur as secondary changes in storm
track location, and activity may be associated with regional SST changes (e.g.,
Yin, 2005; Bengtsson et al., 2006).

2. Fewerextra-tropical cyclones. While the most recent IPCC report emphasizes the
poleward shift of extra-tropical storm track location as a more consistent result
(Meehl et al., 2007), earlier reports (Houghton et al., 2001) more strongly noted
the possibility that the overall number of extra-tropical cyclones may decrease
(e.g., Knippertz et al., 2000; Geng and Sugi, 2003) or show little change (e.g.,
Kharin and Zwiers, 2005; Watterson, 2005) in response to anthropogenic global
warming.

3. More intense extra-tropical storms. Similarly, earlier IPCC reports noted the
tendency towards more intense mid-latitude cyclones in response to anthropo-
genic warming (Meehl et al., 2007). Studies indicating that strong extra-tropical
storms may become more frequent comprise Pinto et al. (2007), Fischer-Bruns et
ale (2005), Bengtsson et ale (2006), or Caires et ale (2006). The changes are
consistent with the reasoning provided, for example, in Bengtsson et ale
(2009), although Bengtsson et ale (2006) and Sinclair and Watterson (1999)
noted that the result may be an artifact of the analysis methods in some studies
(e.g., Lambert and Fyfe, 2006) and may partially reflect only changes in the
atmospheric large-scale background pressure field.

Summarizing, the most recent IPCC report emphasized that a poleward shift of
storm track positions has emerged recently as a more consistent result. Regionally,
large differences may occur associated with changes in the position and variability of

2 Note that the degree of consistency is not per se evidence that a particular result or outcome is
true or false (see Section 5.1).
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tracks. Regional details of storm track changes are not well projected, with some
authors suggesting that larger regional changes are within the range of observed
natural variability or, alternatively, may be the result of local SST changes (e.g.,
Bengtsson et al., 2009).

A number of studies showed observed signals consistent with the expected
patterns of anthropogenic change (e.g., McCabe et al., 2001; Paciorek et al., 2002)
(see also Section 5.2.1). Wang et ale (2009) presented a detection analysis for trends in
geostrophic wind speed indices, mean sea level pressures, and significant ocean wave
heights. The analysis was presented for the second half of the 20th century comprising
typical reanalysis periods. Wang et ale (2009) found that the "trend patterns contain a
detectable response to anthropogenic and natural.' forcing combined." However,
they also found the results to be partly conflicting depending on the data sets used.
In addition, only the second half of the last century was considered. Other studies
based on the analysis of longer proxy records such as those by the WASA-Group
(1998) and several others since then (e.g., Barring and von Storch, 2004) concluded
that the observed changes in northern European storm climate are not inconsistent
with observed natural variability. Other studies such as that by Fischer-Bruns et ale
(2005) concluded that solar and volcanic activity only have negligible influence on
variations in extra-tropical storm activity. As such, the question on whether or not a
noticeable anthropogenic signal can already be detected in present records of
observed extra-tropical cyclone activity still remains an open issue.

5.3 TROPICAL CYCLONES

5.3.1 Past changes and variability

The factors determining and affecting tropical cyclone formation are reviewed in
Section 2.3. Changes in any of these factors eventually will have an effect on tropical
cyclone statistics such as their average number, duration, intensity, or track. The
processes are partly competing and their net effect strongly depends on the balance of
individual contributions.

A large number of different measures for describing tropical cyclone statistics
exist and are used in various studies. The measures all focus on different aspects of
tropical cyclone variability which makes the results difficult to compare. For example,
early studies often used the number of moderate or intense tropical cyclones detected
over a year or a season. The classification is usually based on near-surface sustained
wind speeds according to the Saphir-Simpson scale. The way sustained wind speeds
are determined, however, varies regionally and in time. Recent studies often use
large-scale indices such as the genesis potential (Emanuel and Nolan, 2004), the
power dissipation index (Emanuel, 2007), or the accumulated cyclone energy index
(Bell et al., 2000) to characterize variations in basin-wide or global tropical cyclone
statistics. Not only the metrics of these indices, but also the data basis for their

3 Solar and volcanic.
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computation varies and is, sometimes seriously, limited by data issues such as changes
in the density of the observational network, or cyclone analysis and detection
methods (see Section 4.2.2 for details). The use of different metrics and the limitations
inherent in the observational data base may account for the range of different results
found in the scientific literature. Quantification of past tropical cyclone variability
and change still remains a debated issue (e.g., Emanuel, 2007; Landsea, 2005; Chan,
2006).

In the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) the accumulated cyclone energy index (ACE) is discussed to some
extent (Trenberth et al., 2007). The index basically reflects wind energy and is
proportional to the square of wind speed. Globally, ACE can be computed only
for very short periods when more or less reliable data are available for all ocean
basins that show tropical cyclone activity. Klotzbach (2006) provided a global ACE
figure for 1986-2005 and described an increasing trend over this 20-year period for
the North Atlantic and a decreasing trend for the eastern North Pacific basin. For all
other basins, minor changes were reported and, globally, net tropical cyclone activity
showed no significant change over the period 1986-2005. The Fourth IPCC Report
emphasized that the period analyzed by Klotzbach (2006) was rather short and that
no conclusions about longer time scales should be drawn from this study (Trenberth
et al., 2007).

For the Northern Hemisphere, an update of the analysis of Klotzbach (2006) was
provided by Maue (2009) who analyzed basin-wide and Northern Hemisphere figures
of ACE for the period 1981-2007. The results of this study are illustrated in Figure
5.4. The figure indicates relatively constant hemispheric ACE values over the analysis
period with large inter-annual variability superimposed and observed during the past
three decades. In 2007 and 20084 relatively low ACE values were found for the
Northern Hemisphere. On a basin scale, tropical cyclone activity was decreasing
over the eastern North Pacific and increasing over the North Atlantic with both
trends largely compensating. Combined, the activity over both basins has been rela-
tively constant on average, providing about 30%-60% of Northern Hemisphere
ACE (Figure 5.4). In total, Northern Hemisphere ACE is dominated by activity in
the western Pacific and, as a consequence, it is strongly correlated with Pacific sea
surface temperatures (Maue, 2009).

For the western North Pacific, the eastern North Pacific, and the North Atlantic
still longer ACE time series were provided by the Fourth IPCC Assessment Report
(Trenberth et al., 2007). The time series start around 1950 and were updated through
early 2006. Although Trenberth et al. (2007) emphasized that reliability improves
over time and trends may contain unquantified uncertainties, ACE time series for all
three areas do not reveal noticeable long-term changes other than strong inter-annual
and decadal fluctuations that are opposing over the eastern North Pacific and the
North Atlantic. Trenberth et al. (2007) noted a clear El Nino connection in most
regions with strong negative correlations between the Pacific and Atlantic regions,
such that during El Nino events tropical cyclone activity is typically reduced over the

4 Results of preliminary analysis in Maue (2009) not shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4. Northern Hemisphere and individual basin accumulated tropical cyclone energy
(ACE) 1981-2007. NATL denotes the North Atlantic, EPAC the eastern Pacific, WPAC the
westernPacific, and NIO the North Indian Ocean.The ratio betweenEPAC and NATL ACE is
givenby the timeseriesat the top. The insetbox-and-whiskerplot shows 1981-2007 global ACE
distribution with the median and the upper and lower quartiles. Redrawn from Maue (2009).
Published/copyright (2009) AmericanGeophysicalUnion. Reproduced/modifiedby permission
of American Geophysical Union.

Atlantic, the far West Pacific, and Australian regions while it is increased over the
central North and South Pacific, especially over the western North Pacific typhoon
region (Gray, 1968).

Analysis of other indices may provide somewhat different pictures. For example,
Emanuel (2005) developed a power dissipation index (PDT) for tropical cyclones that
basically reflects the cube of maximum sustained wind speeds at 6-hour intervals.
Analyzing North Atlantic and western North Pacific PDT since about 1950 Emanuel
(2007) concluded that there has been a substantial increase in tropical cyclone activity
since about 1970 and that low-frequency North Atlantic PDI variations are highly
correlated with low-frequency variations of tropical Atlantic SST. Over the eastern
North Pacific decreases in PDI have been reported by other authors. Trenberth et al.
(2007) noted that, because PDI is proportional to the cube of the wind speed , it may
be very sensitive to data issues.

Results of such analyses have been challenged by several studies such as those by
Landsea (2005) or Chan (2006), who questioned the quality of the data and suggested
alternatives like changes in the observing network, changing data availability, or
modification of analysis techniques to be partly responsible for some of the observed
changes. A more detailed discussion can be found in Section 4.2.2 or in the original
papers of, for example, Landsea et al. (2004), Landsea (2005), Chan (2006), or
Landsea (2007).
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For most basins reliable records for tropical cyclone activity are relatively
short, making it difficult to determine or assess any ongoing long-term change and
variability. Studies that try to detect anthropogenic influences in observed records
therefore mainly exist for North Atlantic hurricanes for which the longest record
exists. It begins in 1851, is fairly reliable after about 1950 when aircraft reconnais-
sance emerged (Trenberth et al., 2007), and most reliable after the early 1970s
(Landsea, 2005). The North Atlantic hurricane record shows strong multi-decadal
fluctuations with a fairly active period around 1930-1960 and a less active period
during the 1970s and 1980s (Trenberth et al., 2007). Beginning in the mid-1990s,
again a relatively active period emerged and increased North Atlantic hurricane
activity correlates well with increased sea surface temperatures in the North Atlantic
(Emanuel, 2007). The causes of these changes are currently debated with conflicting
results. Goldenberg et ale (2001) argued that the time behavior of North Atlantic
hurricane activity is mainly oscillatory, being modulated by the Atlantic Multi-
decadal Oscillation (AMO), a near-global scale mode of observed multi-decadal
climate variability with alternating warm and cool phases of sea surface temperatures
that may last for 20-40 years and which comprise large parts of the Northern
Hemisphere (Knight et al., 2006). Other authors attribute the changes in North
Atlantic sea surface temperatures to variations in the radiative forcing caused by
varying solar activity, anthropogenic greenhouse gas, and anthropogenic and
volcanic aerosol concentrations (Mann and Emanuel, 2006). The observed increase
in North Atlantic hurricane activity after about 1995 may thus represent a combina-
tion of the response to sea surface warming as a consequences of anthropogenic
climate change and a favorable phase of the AMO (Trenberth et al., 2007). There is,
however, still substantial ongoing discussion about the mechanisms of long-term
tropical cyclone variability and change as well as about their relative contributions.
Quantification of these contributions strongly determines the possible outcome of the
discussion; namely, whether we will experience a relatively small change that can
hardly be detected for decades into the future or a relatively large change that is
noticeable already today.

5.3.2 Future changes

Tropical cyclone statistics may change in a number of different ways in response to
greenhouse gas-induced warming. This comprises changes in the frequency, intensity,
size, duration, or climatological tracks of cyclones. When potential future changes in
tropical cyclone statistics are considered, significant uncertainties arise from the
choice of underlying emission scenario, climate (model) sensitivity to these scenarios,
and the limited capacity of the present generation of climate models to adequately
simulate tropical cyclones; in particular, the most intense ones. Confidence in any
future projection of tropical cyclone statistics will thus largely depend on confidence
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in the projections of local thermodynamic changes (e.g., in MPI5
) and of changes in

relevant dynamical features such as vertical wind shear or vorticity. The state of
knowledge is summarized in the most recent IPCC report (Solomon et al., 2007).
Additionally, a more detailed assessment has been provided by the tropical cyclone
research community (WMO, 2006). The following discussion essentially draws from
these two documents.

The current generation of coupled climate models greatly under-resolves tropical
cyclones. A number of studies exist that analyze tropical cyclone changes in such
models. They show largely inconsistent results. For example, Tsutsui (2002) and
McDonald et al. (2005) reported on an increasing number of intense tropical cyclones
under future (warmer) climate conditions. Using a global climate model with about
100km grid spacing, Sugi et al. (2002) found no significant changes in tropical
cyclone intensities, but a decrease in global number. Regionally, an increase in
frequency was analyzed for the North Atlantic, while a decrease was reported for
the North Pacific. Using the same model, but different sea surface temperatures and
convection parameterization schemes, Yoshimura et al. (2006) also found a decrease
in global tropical cyclone frequency and no significant changes for the frequency of
intense tropical cyclones. Bengtsson et al. (2006) used a coupled atmosphere-ocean
model at about 200 km grid spacing and concluded that there was little change in
tropical cyclone frequency and intensity in response to global warming, but that
regional changes may occur as a result of changes in the location of storm track
or its intensity.

Presently, there are two approaches to address the limited capacity of global
climate models at simulating tropical cyclone characteristics:

1. Analysis of large-scale factors relevant for tropical cyclone formation and
development. The climatological conditions under which tropical cyclones
develop and occur are well established including warm ocean temperatures,
low vertical wind shear, and high values of large-scale relative vorticity in the
lower troposphere (Gray, 1968) (see Section 2.3). As models can provide more
realistic and physically based scenarios for these large-scale parameters, an
assessment of the consequences of such changes on tropical cyclone statistics
can be made.

2. High-resolution simulations. These comprise either high-resolution simulations
with global climate models starting to emerge as a consequence of increased

5 Maximum potential intensity or MPI is a frequently debated measure for tropical cyclone
statistics. It basically reflects the thermodynamic aspects relevant for the formation of
tropical storms. The key concept is that for any given ocean temperature and atmospheric
thermodynamic condition there exists an upper bound for the intensity a tropical cyclone may
achieve. This intensity is usually referred to as maximum potential intensity or MPI. Actually,
however, only few tropical cyclones reach their MPI, and sensitivity to global warming is only
about 3-50/0 change in MPI per degree warming (WMO, 2006). Knutson and Tuleya (2004)
speculated that CO2-induced tropical cyclone intensity changes are thus unlikely to be
detectable in historical records and will probably not be detectable for decades to come.
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computational capacities (e.g., Oouchi et al., 2006) or high-resolution tropical
cyclone models that have been run either for case studies or in idealized experi-
ments under boundary conditions from global experiments forced with increased
greenhouse gas concentrations (e.g., Knutson and Tuleya, 2004, 2008).

So far, most existing studies have followed the first approach. Santer et al. (2006)
showed that over the past several decades sea surface temperatures over most tropical
ocean basins have warmed noticeably by several tenths of a degree. As it is most likely
that the primary cause of observed global warming is anthropogenic in nature
(Solomon et al., 2007), it appears likely that most tropical ocean basins have warmed
significantly for the same reason (WMO, 2006). If increasing greenhouse gas con-
centrations represent the primary cause of these changes, even further increase in the
following decades may be expected, improving the conditions for tropical cyclone
formation and development (WMO, 2006).

There are, however, a number of other factors that may counteract such a
development. Vecchi and Soden (2007) analyzed greenhouse warming-induced
changes in large-scale vertical wind shear in an ensemble of 18 state-of-the-art global
climate model experiments reflecting the AlB emission scenario." As a robust feature
throughout this ensemble, they found substantial increases in vertical wind shear over
the tropical North Atlantic and East Pacific as well as over much of the Southern
Hemisphere subtropics during the respective local tropical cyclone season (Figure 5.5,
see color section). Such an increase may effectively inhibit tropical cyclone develop-
ment and have deleterious effects on cyclone intensity (Vecchi and Soden, 2007).
This was demonstrated by Vecchi and Soden (2007) by analyzing the tropical
cyclone genesis potential index-see Equation (2.5)-in more detail. They showed
that the various terms contributing to this index will have comparable contributions
to overall change, provided their fractional changes are comparable. Figure 5.6
(see color section) shows contributions of the various terms for the Northern Hemi-
sphere tropical cyclone season. It can be inferred that, for the multi-model ensemble,
the contribution of the vertical wind-shear term to the overall change in genesis
potential is comparable with that of each of the other terms. The net effect of the
various contributions on genesis potential is illustrated in Figure 5.7 (see color
section). It can be inferred that in the Northern Hemisphere genesis potential
increases substantially in the western and central North Pacific, while changes are
more modest over the North Atlantic and the eastern North Pacific showing both
areas of increases and decreases as well. In the Southern Hemisphere, substantial
increases are found over the south Indian Ocean and the western South Pacific. These
results indicate that large-scale dynamical and thermodynamic changes are of com-
parable magnitude. Any assessment of future tropical cyclone activity should thus
comprise analyses of both thermodynamic and dynamic effects on tropical cyclone
activity.

On an inter-annual time scale ENSO represents the major factor affecting
tropical cyclone activity. Over the North Atlantic and the eastern and central North

6 CO2 stabilization at 720ppm by 2100.
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Pacific the bulk of tropical cyclones arise from easterly waves. Over the western
Pacific tropical cyclone development is associated with a variety of factors comprising
easterly waves, monsoon development, and mid-latitude troughs (CCSP, 2008). Any
change in the statistics of these phenomena may thus be associated with correspond-
ing changes in tropical cyclone statistics. Uncertainty as to the future development of
these phenomena is, however, large (Meehl et al., 2007). Even while there is agree-
ment that projected warming for the 21st century is robust, the magnitude of such
warming still has considerable uncertainty. As a consequence, projected changes in
tropical cyclone statistics comprise a high degree of uncertainty as they represent the
accumulated effect of a number of projected dynamic and thermodynamic changes,
the delicate balance of which is eventually responsible for tropical cyclone statistics
that will be observed in the future.

Recently, some high-resolution simulations have emerged making use of
increased computational power by either running high-resolution global climate
models or by using high-resolution tropical cyclone models driven by climate change
boundary conditions. Knutson and Tuleya (2004) used mean tropical conditions
from an ensemble of nine global models with increased greenhouse gas concentra-
tions to drive a high-resolution tropical cyclone model and concluded that tropical
cyclones of greater intensity may emerge in a warmer climate. Oouchi et ala (2006)
used a high-resolution global climate model driven by the AlB emission scenario to
produce two 20-year time slices for present climate conditions and those at the end of
the 21st century. They found a decrease in the global number of tropical cyclones and
an increase in frequency for those in the North Atlantic. Cyclones of greater intensity
were reported only for the North Atlantic and the South Indian Ocean while no
significant changes in intensity were reported for other tropical ocean basins. Table
5.1 summarizes the results from medium- to high-resolution global climate models
(GCMs). While higher resolution GCMs generally indicate fewer tropical cyclones
worldwide, lower resolution models essentially showed no change in global figures.
Regional variations among the different studies are substantial, comprising increases
and decreases for the same area.

The results discussed may be limited. It is not always clear that simulated
changes are larger than the internal variability produced by the model or that natural
variability is adequately accounted for. For example, Oouchi et ala (2006) analyzed,
from a single pair of experiments, two relatively short time slices of 20 years repre-
sentative of present-day climate and climate at the end of the 21st century. As tropical
cyclone activity varies on time scales larger than the simulated period, internal vari-
ability could produce changes larger than those associated with radiative forcing.

Summarizing, there is substantial disagreement among the different studies; in
particular, between global and regional modeling studies (WMO, 2006). There
appears to be some consistency between high-resolution models and theory that some
increase in tropical cyclone intensity will occur if the climate continues to warm
(WMO, 2006). Increased precipitation rates associated with tropical cyclones appear
to be a more robust result (Meehl et al., 2007) simply representing the increased
availability of moisture in a warmer atmosphere (WMO, 2006).
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Table 5.1. Tropical cyclone frequencies in percent of present-day values as simulated by several climate
models under enhanced greenhouse gas concentrations. Bold/italic indicates significantly more/fewer
cyclones. Table adapted from CCSP (2008).

Reference Model Resolution Experiment Area
(km)

Global N NW NE
Atlantic Pacific Pacific

Sugi et al. JMA 120 10yr time slice, 66 161 34 33
(2002) 1 x CO2, 2 X CO2

Tsutsui (2002) NCAR/CCM2 250 10yr, 1 x CO2, 102 86 111 91
115yr, +10/0
CO2/yr

McDonald HadAM3 100 15yr IS95a, 94 75 70 180
et al. (2005) 1979-1994,

2082-2097

Hasegawa and CCSR/NIES/ 120 5 x 20 yr, 1 x CO2 96
Emori (2005) FRCGC 7 x 20 yr, 2 x CO2

Yoshimura JMA 120 10yr, 1 x CO2, 85
et al. (2006) 2xC02

Bengtsson ECHAM5/0M 200 AlB, 3 runs, 94
et al. (2006) 30yr

20C and 21C

Oouchi et al. MRI/JMA 20 10yr AlB, 70 134 62 66
(2006) 1982-1993,

2080-2099

Chauvin et al. ARPEGE 50 10yr, SRES-B2 118
(2006)

Chauvin et al. ARPEGE 50 10yr, SRES-A2 75
(2006)

Bengtsson etal. ECHAM5 40 20yr, AlB 87 72 107
(2007)

5.4 WIND-GENERATED WAVES

5.4.1 Past changes and variability

Long-term changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation coupled with changes in the
statistics of tropical and extra-tropical cyclones imply long-term changes in ocean
wave statistics. Changes in local wind climatology affect the wind sea, while changes
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in remote storm statistics affect the swell component of the wave climate. Extra-
tropical cyclones dominate the wave climatology at mid-latitudes and higher lati-
tudes, while tropical cyclones dominate at lower latitudes during the warm season.

A number of different data sources exist that have been used to estimate changes
in wave climatology. Visual observations and measurements for more than a century
are available from voluntary observing ships (VOSs). The availability and quality of
these data vary largely over time and space comprising only few observations along
the major shipping routes in earlier times. In consequence, data coverage is relatively
good, for example, for most parts of the North Atlantic while other areas such as the
Southern Ocean are markedly undersampled. Direct or in situ measurements can be
obtained from buoys or platforms. These are available mostly for a few decades of
years and are mostly located relatively close to the coast. Satellite altimetry that
can provide a near-global picture has emerged only in recent years. An approach
frequently used to assess the wave climate, its variability, and long-term change is
to produce hindcasts with numerical wave models driven mostly by reanalyzed
atmospheric wind fields (Section 4.4). Such hindcasts are usually limited to typical
reanalysis periods (i.e., the last few decades). They may be subject to typical
reanalysis problems related to the assessment of long-term changes (Section 4.4.1).
In short, the reliability of wave data ranges widely depending on data collection and
processing methods.

A reliable global picture of long-term changes in ocean wave climatology is
relatively difficult to obtain. Before about 1950, VOS data are available mostly along
major shipping routes. After that, near-global coverage may be achieved (Gulev and
Grigorieva, 2004). The number of available observations varies between about 15 and
20 per region and month in the late 19th century and several thousands after about
1960, implying time-dependent sampling errors (Gulev and Grigorieva, 2004). In
addition, time-dependent fair-weather biases may occur as ships tend to avoid storm
conditions, a behavior that may have changed in the course of time in response to
changing ship sizes and/or operation practices.

Gulev and Grigorieva (2004) analyzed changes in the wave climate from vas
reports for 1900-2002 along the major shipping routes (i.e., mainly within the North
Atlantic and North Pacific). For the North Pacific Gulev and Grigorieva (2004)
reported a positive trend in significant wave height (Section 2.4.2) of about 8 cm-
10em per decade over the last century. For the North Atlantic, they found a negative
trend being most pronounced (about 5 cm per decade) within the western part of the
North Atlantic storm track. For the period 1950-2002, for which more reliable VOS
data with nearly global coverage exist, Gulev and Grigorieva (2004) found positive
trends in significant wave height over much of the extra-tropical North Atlantic and
North Pacific oceans, the western subtropical South Atlantic, parts of the Indian
Ocean, and the east and south China Seas (Figure 5.8, see color section). Large
positive trends occurred in the North Atlantic and the North Pacific, negative trends
were found for some areas (e.g., around Australia).

Hindcasts represent an alternative approach to assessing long-term changes and
variability of the wave climate. One of the first attempts was provided by Kushnir et
al. (1997) who used a wave model for the North Atlantic driven by operational wind
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fields from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast to simulate
the 10-year period 1980-1989. They subsequently extended their results statistically
by linking hindcast monthly wave height statistics with the observed state of large-
scale atmospheric circulation and by using large-scale atmospheric data back to the
1960s to obtain a statistical hindcast of monthly mean wave heights for 1962-1986.
They suggested that over that period monthly mean significant wave height had
systematically increased in the northeast Atlantic, while it decreased south of about
40oN.

The first multi-decadal wave hindcast for the North Atlantic was provided
shortly thereafter by Gunther et ale (1998) within the European project WASA
(WASA-Groupp, 1998). Gunther et ale (1998) used operational wind fields from
the Fleet Numerical Operational Center (FNOC) complemented by winds from
the Norwegian Meteorological Office (DNMI) to simulate a period of 40 years from
1955-1994. They concluded that the wave climate in most of the northeast Atlantic
and in the North Sea underwent significant variations on time scales of decades. Part
of the variability was found to be related to the North Atlantic Oscillation. As a
general result, Gunther et at. (1998) noted an increase in monthly mean significant
wave height over the simulated 40 years of about 2cm-5cm per decade, and an
increase in annual maximum significant wave height of 5em-I 0 em per year for large
parts of the northeast Atlantic.

A global wave hindcast covering a period of 15 years (1979-1993) was provided
by Sterl et ale (1998). They used ERA-15 (Gibson et al., 1996) reanalyzed wind fields
(see Section 4.4.3) to force their wave model. In particular, they noted strong upward
trends in the North Atlantic and south of Africa but, taking the existing large natural
decadal variability into account, the period analyzed appears to be rather short for
the assessment of ongoing long-term changes and trends. Sterl et ale (1998) concluded
that, due to large year-to-year variability, they could not confirm a significant change
in significant wave height over the 15-year period.

Wang and Swail (2001) used NCEP/NCAR-reanalyzed wind fields (see Section
4.4.2) to perform a multi-decadal global wave hindcast covering the 40-year period
1958-1997. In their analysis, which focused on the Northern Hemisphere, they noted
increasing trends in monthly wave height statistics over this 40-year period. The
trends were most pronounced over the northeastern North Atlantic in winter and
over the North Pacific in winter and spring. Over the North Atlantic, the increasing
trend in the northeastern part was accompanied by a decrease in the subtropical
North Atlantic, indicating a corresponding shift in the location of the North Atlantic
storm track as a possible explanation. Similar to Kushnir et ale (1997), Wang and
Swail (2001) used statistical techniques to extend their results backward in time.
When this longer period covering almost a century since 1899 was considered, no
significant trends in monthly wave height statistics were identified for both oceans.
Wang and Swail (2001) noticed, however, strong multi-decadal fluctuations, the time
behavior of which for the North Atlantic broadly resembles that of extra-tropical
storm activity (Figure 5.3). The existence of such multi-decadal fluctuations may lead
to the detection of significant trends when shorter records-in particular, typical
reanalysis periods-are considered. The results of Wang and Swail (2001) indicate
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that care has to be taken in the interpretation of trends obtained from short records
(see Section 4.7.3).

The most recent global multi-decadal wave hindcast is the one performed as part
of the ERA-40 reanalysis project (see Section 4.4.3). It is described in detail in Sterl
and Caires (2005) and comprises 45 years covering the period 1957-2002. Sterl and
Caires (2005) noted the importance of the Southern Hemisphere storm track in
governing global wave height statistics. In particular, they showed that the dominant
mode of global wave height variability (which explains about 15% of the variability)
has a pronounced maximum in the Southern Ocean and represents swell propagating
into the Pacific and Indian Oceans, while the Atlantic is less affected. As reanalyses
are less reliable in the Southern Hemisphere (see Section 4.4.1), this may indicate
additional problems in the interpretation of trends obtained from global wave
hindcasts driven by reanalyzed wind fields. For the North Atlantic, results were
found to be in line with those from earlier studies (e.g., from Gunther et al., 1998).

In summary, global and large-scale wave hindcasts to some extent confirm the
figures obtained from vas data-namely, increases in monthly wave height statistics
in the North Pacific and the North Atlantic over the last few decades of the 20th
century-but hindcasts in combination with statistical reconstructions (e.g., Wang
and Swail, 2001) indicate that these increases may be part of existing multi-decadal
fluctuations. On a regional and local scale, the figure mayor may not deviate from
this large-scale picture. Possible reasons for deviations are, for example, local changes
in wind direction that are associated with changing fetch or a change in the average
duration of high wind speed situations, both with obvious effects on wave statistics.
Changing sea ice conditions may also have an impact as less sea ice corresponds to
longer fetches and vice versa.

There is a large and growing number of studies dealing with long-term changes in
wave climate on a local and regional scale, which cannot be treated exhaustively in
the context of this book. In the following a few examples are mentioned. Regional
multi-decadal wave hindcasts have become a common tool to investigate long-term
changes in wave climate on a regional scale. Weisse and Gunther (2007) provided a
high-resolution (grid spacing of about 5 km) hindcast for the southern North Sea
that now covers a period of 60 years (1948-2007). Similar, but somewhat shorter
hindcasts exist for the Mediterranean Sea (Music and Nickovic, 2008), the Baltic Sea
(Cieslikiewic and Paplifiska-Swerpel, 2008), or the waters around New Zealand
(Gorman et al., 2003), to name a few. Other studies are related to the analysis of
buoy data. Bromirski et ala (2005) analyzed wave spectral energy variability in three
different frequency bins representing wind sea, swell, and mixed conditions using data
from a number of buoys in the northeast Pacific. They found that the spatial pattern
of variability is similar for all three frequency bins, and that an increasing trend over
the period 1981-2003 could be identified mainly in the swell component, an indica-
tion that storm activity in the northeast Pacific had increased over the same period.
Komar and Allan (2007, 2008) used data from deep-water buoys off the U.S. East
Coast over a range of latitudes, where wave climate is affected by both tropical and
extra-tropical cyclones. Providing a separate analysis for winter, where wave climate
is dominated by extra-tropical cyclones, and summer, where wave climate is
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dominated by tropical cyclones, they found indications that only the latter has
roughened when two periods with relatively low (1977-1990) hurricane activity
and relatively high (1996-2005) hurricane activity were compared.

Summarizing, long-term changes and variability in wave climate are strongly
linked to changes in atmospheric circulation and to variations in the statistics of
tropical and extra-tropical cyclones. In accordance with fluctuations in these param-
eters, there appears to be considerable multi-decadal variability in wave climate with
indications that large-scale wave climate became rougher for about four decades at
the end of the last century for most Northern Hemisphere oceans. There are also
indications that this intensification may reflect large-scale multi-decadal natural vari-
ability as analysis of century-long records so far does not reveal any significant
changes. Regionally, changes may be different and modulated by changing fetch,
duration, etc., which in turn may reflect changes in the prevailing direction of strong
winds, sea ice conditions, or changes in local bathymetry, etc.

5.4.2 Future changes

Future changes in ocean wave climate may occur from changes in large-scale
atmospheric circulation, changes in the statistics of tropical and extra-tropical
cyclones, or changes in mean sea ice conditions that may result in modified fetch
conditions. Locally and in particular near the coasts, changes in water depth resulting
from erosion, and water work such as dredging, etc. may playa role.

While there is presently a large number of studies on possible future changes
in large-scale atmospheric circulation or storm statistics, the number of studies
explicitly engaged in possible future changes in ocean waves appears rather limited.
The majority of studies are based on statistical downscaling approaches (Section 4.5)
that link changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation to changes in the statistics of
significant wave heights (e.g., Wang et al., 2004; Caires et al., 2006). Such studies
usually use atmospheric reanalysis data and related wave hindcasts to train the
statistical model. Subsequently, these statistical models are applied to the output
of climate models simulating future climate conditions. In this way, inferences about
large-scale changes in ocean wave climate are obtained.

Wang et al. (2004) used a statistical approach to provide projections for future
significant wave height conditions in the North Atlantic. They trained their model
using NCEPjNCAR-reanalyzed sea level pressures and a wave hindcast driven by
NCEPjNCAR-reanalyzed wind fields (Section 4.4.2). Subsequently, the statistical
model was applied to output from the CGCM2 (Canadian Centre for Climate
Modelling and Analysis) coupled atmosphere-ocean model for three realizations
of three different greenhouse gas emission scenarios (i.e., nine simulations in total).
Towards the end of the 21st century, Wang et al. (2004) found noticeable increases in
monthly wave height statistics in the northeast Atlantic under all three emission
scenarios, with stronger responses associated with stronger emission scenarios.
Increases were also found for the southwest North Atlantic, while decreases occurred
in mid-latitudes. All changes were in the order of about 5% of the baseline climate.
For the North Pacific, a similar analysis was presented in Wang and Swail (2006b).
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A multi-model and global, but otherwise similar approach was presented by
Wang and Swail (2006a). In particular, they used output from three different coupled
climate models, one of which was again the CGCM2. In total, the ensemble of Wang
and Swail (2006a) thus comprised15 members.i The results of analyses for the A2 and
B2 emission scenarios are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 (see color section for both).
For the A2 scenario, strongest changes generally occur in the Southern Ocean. They
would be consistent with the poleward movement of the mid-latitude storm track,
with corresponding wave height increases at high latitudes, and decreases at mid-
latitudes. For the B2 scenario, a similar but somewhat weaker response was found.
The Northern Hemisphere picture is broadly consistent with that described in Wang
et al. (2004) and Wang and Swail (2006b). Note, however, that the increase in winter
(January-March) mean significant wave height in the northeast Atlantic in the A2
scenario is replaced by a decrease in the B2 scenario, indicating considerable uncer-
tainty-in particular, on smaller scales.

An important point is to quantify how much of the uncertainty can be attributed
to variations among the different scenarios-that is, to our uncertainty about future
socio-economic and social developments-and how much may be accounted for by
the use of different climate models. The latter reflects our uncertainty in knowledge
and understanding of the climate system (Section 5.1). For their experiments, Wang
and Swail (2006a) found that the differences in wave height response among the
different forcing scenarios were much smaller than those among the different models
used to simulate the changes. This indicates that either the different emission scenar-
ios reflect a relatively narrow band of possible future conditions, or that model
uncertainties are indeed overwhelming. In any case, model-inherent uncertainties
are presently the dominant source of uncertainty.

Similar results were found by other authors for other model/scenario com-
binations. For example, Grabemann and Weisse (2008) used near-surface marine
wind fields from two different coupled climate models" for two different (A2, B2)
emission scenarios to run a high-resolution wave model for the North Sea for two
time slices, 1960-1990 and 2071-2100. Figure 5.11 shows the climate change signal in
terms of 99-percentiles of significant wave height. Changes were generally smaller/
larger when downscaled wind fields from the HadAM3/ECHAM5 model were used.
The largest change in 99-percentile significant wave height obtained by using
HadAM3 wind fields was about 20 em in the southern North Sea, while it was about
80 em and located in the Skagerrak when ECHAM5 wind fields were used. For
ECHAM5 wind fields, the response is generally stronger for the A2 scenario. For
HadAM3 wind fields, largest wave height changes were obtained for the B2 scenario.
ECHAM5-driven wave height changes are generally larger than those obtained for
HadAM3, even for the southern North Sea and the B2 scenario where HadAM3
showed strongest changes. This reveals that uncertainties-in particular, on smaller
scales-may be considerable. Grabemann and Weisse (2008) showed that the primary
source of uncertainty are differences in regional wind fields that may be a result

7 2 models x 3 scenarios x 1 realization + 1 model x 3 scenarios x 3 realizations.
8 Note that winds were additionally down scaled by a regional climate model.
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Figure 5.11. Climate change signals in meters for long-term 99-percentile significant wave height from
wavemodel simulationsdrivenwithdownscaledHadAM3 (left)and ECHAM5 (right)wind fields for the
A2 (top) and the B2 (bottom) emission scenario. Redrawn from Grabemann and Weisse (2008).

of regional differences in the climate change response and/or of different model
sensitivities.

The results described so far indicate that larger multi-model ensembles covering a
broad range of emission scenarios are required. Additionally, dynamical approaches
would be an advantage to better assess the expected range of uncertainties. While
global studies may provide a broad-scale picture, high-resolution regional studies are
an advantage to reach conclusions relevant for local planning and response. Such
studies are beginning to emerge. Early attempts were made by the WASA-Group
(1998) and by Kaas et al. (2001) who simulated relatively short periods of 5-year and
30-year changing ocean wave conditions for the North Atlantic, using the time slice
technique. Later a more comprehensive approach was provided by Debernhard et al.
(2002) for northern seas . More recently, multi-model ensembles begin to emerge,
although the size of the ensembles so far is still rather limited (e.g., Grabemann and
Weisse , 2008; Debernhard et al., 2008). Similar approaches on a global scale are, to
our knowledge, not yet available.
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5.5 TIDES, STORM SURGES, AND MEAN SEA LEVEL

Water levels, or the height of the sea surface, have changed in a number of different
ways during the recent past and will continue to do so in the future. Changes
comprise variations in the tidal, mean sea level, or storm surge components (Section
2.5). Existing publications so far mostly deal with changing mean sea level. Changing
tides and storm surges are less often considered. In the following, we will review past
and future changes in the three components individually. We concentrate on time
scales of decades up to a century. Longer time scales are not considered.

5.5.1 Mean sea level

5.5.1.1 Past changes and variability

There are a number of different processes that contribute to changes and variations in
mean sea level (see Section 2.5.3). On decadal to century time scales, there are
basically two processes that contribute significantly to observed changes: thermal
expansion/contraction of ocean water in response to ocean warming/cooling and
exchange of water with land-based reservoirs such as glaciers, ice caps, ice sheets,
etc. (Bindoff et al., 2007). Both processes alter the volume of the oceans and thus
global mean sea level. On a regional scale, processes that redistribute mean sea level
with nearly zero global change may significantly modify the global mean picture. For
example, long-term changes in ocean circulation will lead to a redistribution of mass
and thus of regional mean sea level. Caused by the inverse barometric effect (Section
2.5.1), long-term changes in the spatial distribution of atmospheric surface pressure
would have similar consequences. In addition, vertical land movements caused by
glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), plate tectonics, etc. may be relevant on a regional
scale, but may, in contrast, also have an impact on global mean sea level as they
change the volume of ocean basins.

There are in principle two different data sources from which long-term changes in
mean sea level can be determined: tide gauges and satellite altimetry. Tide gauges are
available for longer periods, but their spatial coverage is not optimal. Satellite
altimetry provides near-global (between 66°S and 66°N) coverage, but became
available only from 1993 onwards. Both data sources have their limitations and
sources of uncertainty. A more detailed discussion can be found in Section 2.5.3
or in Bindoff et al. (2007).

Over the 20th century and estimated from tide gauge data, global mean sea level
has increased at a rate of about 1.7mmyr-1 (Bindoff et al., 2007). For the period
1993-2006, satellite altimetry provided a rate of about 3.1 mm yr" (Church et al.,
2008), which was confirmed by tide gauge data until 1999. After 1999, a noticeable
disagreement between estimates based on tide gauge and satellite data occurred,
careful analysis of which is urgently needed (Domingues et al., 2008). Figure 5.12
(see color section) shows the development of global mean sea level over the past
century as obtained from tide gauges and from satellites over the past decade (Church
et al., 2008). The authors additionally provided estimates of sea level trends over
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20-year periods, with the start date of each period incremented by one year. Analysis
indicates significant variability in the rate of sea level rise over the last century with
rates being smaller than about 1mmyr- 1 before about 1930. Between 1930 and 1950
rates increased to about Zmm yr" to 2.5mmyr- 1

. Between 1963 and 1991 some
reduction occurred which was attributed by some authors to a series of volcanic
eruptions that caused ocean cooling and thus contraction (Church et al., 2008). After
that period, rates increased again with the latest values being the highest on record so
far and close to the estimates derived from satellite altimetry. Regionally, the spatial
pattern of the global mean increase is not uniform. As an example, Figure 5.13 (see
color section) shows the spatial distribution of the rates of sea level change 1993-2003
derived from satellite altimetry. It can be inferred that over that period largest
increases in mean sea level were observed in the western Pacific, while changes in
other areas are smaller. Because of the short period considered, the pattern basically
reflects climate variability associated with the EINifio-Southern Oscillation phenom-
enon (Church et al., 2008). On longer time scales, the pattern is still not uniform, but
short-term climate variability has a weaker impact (Church et al., 2004).

There is considerable uncertainty in our understanding of how sea level has
changed on decadal and longer time scales and of the contributions made by various
processes (Church et al., 2008). Ocean thermal expansion is thought be the
largest contributor during the 20th century. Between 1993 and 2003, ocean thermal
expansion is estimated to have contributed about 1.2mmyr-1 to 1.6mmyr-1 to
observed global mean sea level rise (Antonov et al., 2005; Ishii et al., 2006; Willis
et al., 2004). These estimates are based to some extent on data from expendable
bathy-thermographs (XBTs), devices that measure ocean temperature as a function
of depth where depth is determined by a priori knowledge on the rate at which the
sensors are sinking. Recently, Domingues et ale (2008) showed that an apparent time-
dependent bias in XBT sinking rates" leads to a time-dependent warm bias in XBT
data. Correcting for this bias, Domingues et ale (2008) provided an updated estimate
of 0.8 mm yr- 1 for ocean thermal expansion for the period 1993-2003, considerably
smaller than earlier numbers. When somewhat longer periods are considered, esti-
mates of about 0.3mmyr-1 for 1955-2003 (Antonov et al., 2005), 0.4mmyr- 1 for
1961-2003 (Bindoff et al., 2007), and 0.5mmyr- 1 for 1960-2003 (Domingues et al.,
2008) are obtained for the contribution of ocean thermal expansion to observed mean
sea level rise.

The second largest contribution to 20th-century sea level rise is thought to arise
from the melting of glaciers and ice caps, but excluding the Greenland and Antarctic
Ice Sheets (Church et al., 2008). Kaser et ale (2006) estimated the contribution to be
about 0.4mmyr-1 for 1961-1990. Bindoff et ale (2007) provided estimates of about
0.5mmyr-1 and 0.77mmyr- 1 for 1961-2003 and 1993-2003, respectively. The large
ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica are thought to have provided only minor
contributions during the 20th century, but are potentially the largest contributer in
the future (Church et al., 2008) comprising the largest uncertainty. Changes in
terrestrial storage-comprising changes in groundwater, soil moisture, or snow

9 Probably caused by changes in manufacture (Church et al., 2008).
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Table 5.2. Estimates of contributions by various pro-
cesses to global mean sea level budget. Adapted from
Bindoff et al. (2007).

Global mean sea level rise
(mm yr')

Source 1961-2003 1993-2003

Thermal expansion 0.42±0.12 1.60 ± 0.50a

Glaciers and ice caps 0.50±0.18 0.77±0.22

Greenland Ice Sheet 0.05 ±0.12 0.21 ±0.07

Antarctic Ice Sheet 0.14 0.41 0.21 ± 0.35

Total 1.10 0.50 2.80 ± 0.70

Observed 1.80 ± 0.50 3.10±O.70}

Difference 0.70 0.70 0.30± 1.00

a Note that this estimate was substantially challenged by
Domingues et al. (2008) who estimated a thermal expansion
contribution of 0.8 mm yr" after removal of a time-dependent
bias in XBT data.

cover-may also contribute to sea level changes, but the terms are poorly known
(Church et al., 2008).

Table 5.2 adapted from Bindoff et al. (2007) provides estimates of the sea level
budget for two periods 1961-2003 and 1993-2003. For the 1961-2003 period it is
obvious that the budget is not closed; that is, the estimate obtained from estimates of
individual contributions deviates noticeably from the observed trend. For 1993-2003
the budget appeared to be closed within error bounds; however, it is now known that
thermal expansion was overestimated for that period (Domingues et al., 2008). When
the error is corrected for, a difference comparable with that for 1963-2003 is
obtained. This indicates that there is still insufficient understanding as to how sea
level has changed and what the individual contributions from various processes had
been. Closing the sea level budget remains an area of active research.

5.5.1.2 Future changes

Presently the most comprehensive assessment of possible future changes in mean sea
level is provided by the Fourth IPCC Assessment Report (Meehl et al., 2007).10 It is

10 Remarkably, the assessment on sea level rise by the Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC
meets considerable skepticism. According to a survey by Bray in 2008, about 40% of
respondents agreed to the statement "The IPCC tends to underestimate the magnitude of
future changes of sea level" (Bray, pers. commun.). 13% considered the assessment to be an
overestimate, while only 47% considered the IPCC representation to be accurate.
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based on detailed assessment of ocean thermal expansion from climate models,
melting mountain glaciers by scaling observations to projected atmospheric tempera-
ture rise, ice sheet mass balance changes and dynamic response from ice sheet models,
and extrapolation of recent observations. In this way, an increase in global mean sea
level from 1980-1999 to 2090-2099 between 18em and 59em is projected (Figure
5.14, see color section). In all scenarios, the largest contribution is obtained from
thermal expansion (10-41 em) while mountain glaciers and ice caps still provide the
second largest contribution (7-17 em) to projected global mean sea level rise. In total,
the contributions from the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets are small, partly
because increased accumulation over Antarctica to some extent offsets increased
ablation from elsewhere.

There is, however, increasing concern regarding the stability of the ice sheets in
the near future. In the Fourth IPCC Assessment, this is accounted for by an addi-
tional temperature-dependent contribution of 10em to 20em, referred to as the
scaled-up ice sheet dynamical imbalance (Figure 5.14). Note that this contribution
is not accounted for in the total estimate in Figure 5.14. When accounted for, the total
range for projected global mean sea level change towards the end of the 21st century
becomes 18em to 79 em. Meehl et ala (2007) noted that the uncertainty in these
estimates is considerable and that even larger values cannot be excluded. According
to the IPCC, the present understanding of the processes involved is, however, too
limited to provide best estimates or an upper bound.

The IPCC has made an attempt to account for the uncertainties related to ice
sheet response. However, there remains concern in the scientific literature that ice
sheet contributions to global mean sea level rise may have been underestimated. This
is partly caused by the finding that observed sea level changes from 1990 to the
present have been larger than that projected by the IPCC's central value for the
same period (Church et al., 2008). Rahmstorf (2007) developed a simple statistical
model relating 20th-century temperature change with global mean sea level and
applied this relation to 21st-century temperature changes. He provided estimates
of global mean sea level change that were considerably larger than those provided
by the IPCC's Fourth Assessment Report (Meehl et al., 2007). The approach was,
however, contested on both physical and statistical grounds (Schmith et al., 2007;
Holgate et al., 2007; von Storch et al., 2008b).

On the regional scale, mean sea level changes may deviate significantly from the
global mean picture. The processes responsible for such deviations comprise

1. Self-gravitational effects of shrinking ice masses. I I Large land-based ice masses
exert a gravitational pull on the surrounding ocean. As a consequence, mean sea
level in the vicinity of the ice mass is increased. When the ice mass shrinks, the
gravitational pull is reduced and the freshwater released is not distributed evenly
over global oceans. Actually, mean sea level will drop in the immediate vicinity of

11Although important, the effect was overlooked by the oceanographic community for a long
time, even though it had been detected and analyzed in the late 19th century. For a historical
account see Vermeersen and Schotman (2009).
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a shrinking ice mass (the so-called near-field response), and in the far field will
rise much more than the global mean sea level equivalent corresponding to
released freshwater. In an intermediate zone, mean sea level actually rises, but
less than the global mean sea level equivalent of the freshwater released.
Moreover, the solid Earth will deform under shifting loads resulting in changes
in the gravity field with a corresponding redistribution of seawater and the
vertical position of the land. For mass changes in the Greenland and
Antarctic Ice Sheets as well as for shrinking mountain glaciers the effects have
been estimated by Mitrovica et al. (2001) and are illustrated in Figure 5.15 (see
color section). Shrinking ice masses exhibit characteristic spatial patterns in
regional mean sea level change usually referred to as fingerprints. Values smaller
than zero indicate regions where sea level actually drops when the ice masses
considered shrink. Values between 0 and 1 indicate that the increase in regional
mean sea level will be smaller, values larger than 1 that the increase will be larger
than the global mean sea level equivalent corresponding to the amount of fresh-
water released by a shrinking ice mass.

2. Local expansion and redistribution ofmass. There may be regional differences in
ocean temperature changes caused by a combination of changes in differential
heating and temperature changes due to variations in ocean circulation.
Moreover, ocean circulation changes will lead to barotropic adjustments and
consequently to a redistribution of mass resulting in regionally different sea level
changes. Estimates of these changes are usually obtained from climate models
(Meehl et al., 2007). However, the regional patterns of sea level change derived
from the different models participating in the IPCC's Fourth Assessment
Ensemble (Meehl et al., 2007) are not similar. The largest pattern correlation
found between any pair of models is about 0.75, but only 25% of the correlations
were larger than 0.5 (Meehl et al., 2007). There are just a few areas where the
model ensemble mean change exceeds inter-model variability (standard devia-
tion). These are primarily the Southern Ocean where smaller-than-global-average
sea level rises are projected, and the South Atlantic and the south Indian Ocean
where larger changes occurred.

3. Redistribution ofatmospheric pressure loading. Caused by the inverse barometric
effect (Section 2.5.1), low-frequency changes in atmospheric pressure loading
may lead to regional difference in mean sea level. Using a coupled climate model
under a climate change scenario, Stammer and Huttemann (2008) estimated that
the changes caused by these effects could be as large as 10%-20% of anticipated
global mean sea level rise over the next 100 years. Note that this effect is usually
not taken into account in model-based studies on climate change-related sea level
changes (Stammer and Hiittemann, 2008).

4. Local land movements. These may result from glacial isostatic adjustment
(GIA), plate tectonics, or other local processes. The latter may comprise, for
example, subsidence due to drainage and/or ground water, oil or gas
extraction, etc. Tide gauges can, sometimes significantly, be affected by local
land movements. Additional evidence is then needed to propely intepret their
data.
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5.5.2 Storm surges

5.5.2.1 Past changes and variability

The probability of flood risk in coastal areas is related to the distribution of extreme
sea levels. Locally, changes in highest water (sea) levels occur mainly as a result of two
effects: local changes in mean sea level-that is, the present extreme levels or thresh-
olds will be exceeded more/less frequently-and changes in the statistics of the storm
surge component of the water level-that is, the frequency, height, or duration of
surge events.

An approach for separating both effects was suggested by de Ronde (WASA-
Group, 1998). The approach is based on the assumption that mean sea level changes
will shift the entire frequency distribution of local water level heights towards higher
or lower values; that is, the signal will be coherently visible in both mean and extreme
sea levels. On the other hand, any change in the statistics of storm surges will have
only minor effects on the mean, but will be clearly visible in the extreme sea level time
series. De Ronde therefore suggested removing the coherent part of the signal from
time series of extreme water levels. This can be done by subtracting annual means
from annual upper percentiles (such as 99-percentiles). The difference then represents
a proxy for storm-related water level variations. Mean sea level variations, on the
other hand, can be considered by analyzing the coherent part from both time series.

The approach was applied by von Storch and Reichardt (1997) to water levels in
Cuxhaven on the North Sea coast of Germany. Figure 4.12 (see color section) shows
an update of this analysis for 1843-2006. The annual mean time series clearly shows
an increasing trend over the more-than-150-year-Iong record. A similar increase is
obtained when annual 99-percentiles are considered (not shown). When the difference
between both time series is analyzed, no long-term change is obtained but pro-
nounced inter-annual and decadal fluctuations that broadly resemble the known
variations of storm activity in the area.

A similar analysis was provided by Woodworth and Blackman (2004) for a set of
141 tide gauges starting mostly around 1975 and distributed unevenly over the world
oceans. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5.16 (see color section). When
raw 99-percentiles were considered, a number of gauges showed significant increases
in extreme sea level since 1975 mostly along the Atlantic coast of the United States,
within the central and South Pacific, and along parts of the coasts of Japan and
China. When the mean sea level contribution to this change is removed, the signals
along the U.S. East Coast and in Asia mostly dissappear, with some significant trends
remaining mostly in the central and South Pacific. Woodworth and Blackman (2004)
note that the time series considered is relatively short and that long-term tidal com-
ponents (Section 2.5.2) may have an influence on estimated trends. When the latter is
removed, most of the significant changes in the Pacific go as well, indicating that,
within the data set and the period considered, trends in extreme sea levels are
primarily a result of coherent changes in mean sea level and of artifacts related to
short-term trends in long-term astronomical tides (Woodworth and Blackman, 2004).
In contrast, the storm surge component does not seem to show any long-term trend.
Woodworth and Blackman (2004) concluded that variations in mean and extreme sea
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level have been largely coherent throughout their analysis period, indicating that they
have been produced by the same type of forcing.

Worldwide, there is only a small number of long tide gauge records that allow
analysis of decadal and longer changes in the storm surge component. Zhang et ale
(2000) analyzed changes in extreme sea levels since 1900 at 10 tide gauges along the
U.S. East Coast. In agreement with Woodworth and Blackman (2004) they conclude
that the observed rise in extreme sea levels since about 1900 closely follows mean sea
level trends and that there are no long-term changes in storm-related components.
Bromirski et ale (2003) analyzed hourly tide gauge data from San Francisco for the
period 1858-2000. They concluded that the storm surge component did not change
substantially over the analysis period. For the Liverpool tide gauge, Woodworth and
Blackman (2002) provided an analysis of several storm surge measures back to 1768.
They noted that surges showed considerable fluctuations on inter-annual and decadal
time scales consistent with observed variations in storm activity, but revealed no
long-term trend. A similar conclusion was obtained by von Storch and Reichardt
(1997) for Cuxhaven and from an update of their analysis for the period 1843-2006
(Figure 4.12, see color section).

5.5.2.2 Future changes

Apart from mean sea level changes, extreme sea level changes may arise from changes
in storm surge statistics. These, in turn, will change, when the statistics of storms
(path, wind direction, duration, frequency, intensity, etc.) in an area change. Extreme
sea levels are thus affected by local meteorology and, moreover, by small-scale geo-
graphical features such as the shape of the coastline or bathymetry. Studies on
changing storm surge statistics therefore generally have a regional focus and results
may not be generalized for other regions or the globe.

As for ocean waves, statistical (e.g., von Storch and Reichardt, 1997) and
dynamical (e.g., Kauker and Langenberg, 2000; Langenberg et al., 1999; Lowe
and Gregory, 2005; Woth, 2005) downscaling approaches are used. The latter usually
apply more or less sophisticated regional tide-surge models driven by near-surface
wind and pressure fields obtained from global or regional climate change simulations.

A number of studies exist for the northwest European shelf with mostly con-
sistent results, pointing towards an increase of wind-related effects mainly in the
southeastern part of the North Sea on the order of a few decimeters by the end of
the 21st century, and towards little changes elsewhere. Some of these studies used
statistical (e.g., von Storch and Reichardt, 1997) and others dynamical downscaling
approaches (e.g., Lowe and Gregory, 2005; Woth et al., 2006; Sterl et al., 2008). The
results of different studies are not easily comparable as different time horizons (e.g.,
time of doubling of CO 2 concentrations, or the end of the 21st centuryj.idifferent
scenarios, and different parameters characterizing the storm surge climate (e.g., high
percentiles or extreme values) were used. In general, the patterns and the magnitude
of changes were, however, mostly consistent. Not in all studies were all changes found
to be detectable; that is, some were within the range of natural variability.
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Another area where climate change-related effects on storm surge statistics have
been studied extensively is the coastline of Australia. For parts of the northern
coastline, which is affected by tropical storm surges, McInnes et al. (2003) reported
increases in the area inundated by storms when estimates of climate change to 2050
comprising both changes in storm statistics and mean sea level rise are considered.
For coasts along the south of Australia, where surges are driven by extra-tropical
storms, McInnes and Hubbert (2003) and McInnes et al. (2005) reported a mixed
picture from analysis of an ensemble of climate change simulations some of which
projected increase while others showed decrease in extreme sea level statistics. The
largest contribution was generally obtained from an increase in mean sea level, rather
than from the wind-driven component.

Analysis of changing storm surge statistics for other areas is less comprehensive.
Some studies exist, for example, for the Bay of Bengal, an area that is heavily
threatened by the impact of storm surges from tropical cyclones. Earlier studies
(Flather and Khandker, 1993) analyzed the impact of changing mean sea level on
the height of the most severe storm surges and reported a regionally mixed picture
with some areas in the Bay showing increases and other decreases. Unnikrishnan et
al. (2006) used a tide-surge model for the Bay driven by the output of one climate
change scenario. As this climate model simulation showed increased tropical cyclone
frequency in the area, the authors noticed a corresponding increase in the frequency
of high surges.

All projections of possible future storm surge heights depend significantly on
expectations about the rise of regional mean sea level. As outlined above, this is still
under debate.

5.5.3 Tides

Tides are driven by the gravitational forces of the Moon and Sun, the movements
of which are extremely regular and stable on the time scales considered in this book.
The open ocean response to these forces-that is, open ocean tides-may change
additionally when depth and the shape of ocean basins are modified. Such changes
occur mostly slowly over geological time scales and, as a consequence, open ocean
tides are probably relatively stable over time scales of decades up to a few centuries.
Pugh (2004) listed some evidence from analyses of long tide gauge records that are
well connected to the open ocean. The results indicate that open ocean tidal ranges
have probably changed less than about 2% over the last 100-200 years.

Coastal tides are the result of tidal energy propagating into the area from the
deep oceans. In coastal areas and on a regional and local scale, natural processes and
coastal engineering may significantly modify the shape of the coastline, water depth,
etc. As a consequence, significant changes in tidal range may occur. In London, about
80 km upstream in the River Thames, tidal ranges have increased by about 70 em over
the last century (Pugh, 2004). A similar situation is found in Hamburg, about 100km
upstream of the River Elbe, where tidal high waters have increased by about 50em to
60 em and tidal low waters decreased by about 100em since 1962mainly as a result of
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major engineering water works (von Storch et al., 2008a). As a result, tidal ranges in
Hamburg significantly increased over the last few decades.

When global mean sea level is rising, tidal wavelengths will increase and tidal
patterns will be stretched (Pugh, 2004). However, except for very shallow water where
the change in water depth caused by changing mean sea level may be significant, tidal
changes will probably be small. Figure 5.17 (see color section) shows an example of a
sensitivity study for the southern North Sea and the Elbe estuary. It can be inferred
that, for the open North Sea, changes are generally small, but may be more sub-
stantial near the coast and within the Elbe estuary. Generally, changes in tidal
patterns and amplitudes are stronger for larger mean sea level changes.

5.6 SUMMARY

Extra-tropical cyclone statistics-that is, their average frequency, intensity, path,
etc.-have varied substantially on time scales of decades and longer. Over the last
few decades some shift in extra-tropical storm activity towards higher latitudes seems
to have occurred in both hemispheres. However, when longer periods up to a century
and more are considered, changes appear to fall mostly within the range of observed
natural variability. From the few available long-term proxy records, there is no
indication that extra-tropical storm climate has worsened substantially over the last
century. Ocean wave statistics are closely related to storm statistics. Their analysis
basically confirms the picture derived from atmospheric data.

Records for tropical cyclone statistics are extremely short for most basins.
Moreover, inhomogeneities caused by major changes in the observing system may
hamper the analysis of long-term changes. Over the last few decades, tropical cyclone
activity appeared to be relatively constant over the Northern Hemisphere, while
regionally increases and decreases may have been observed. The longest record exists
for North Atlantic hurricanes. Hurricane activity correlates well with sea surface
temperature in the area with some authors arguing the behavior to be mostly
oscillatory, while others attribute the changes to changes in radiative forcing
caused by natural variations and anthropogenic climate warming. This issue and
interpretation of the hurricane record are still heavily debated.

Water level changes may be caused by a number of different factors. Global mean
sea level was estimated to increase by about 1.8mm yr" over the last century.
Regionally, this increase has not been uniform with larger values being observed
for the western Pacific between 1993 and 2003. Most of these variations have been
associated with large-scale climate variability such as EI Nifio. There remain con-
siderable uncertainties regarding our understanding of mean sea level changes. In
particular, the sea level budget for the last few decades is far from being closed. When
contributions from individual source terms in the sea level equation are estimated, the
sum of these terms is considerably smaller than the observed increase. Extreme water
levels have changed mostly in coherence with mean sea level changes. There is
scant evidence for a systematic change in the storm surge component, other than
multi-decadal variability associated with varying storm activity.
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Estimates for future changes in wind, wave, and sea level statistics are described
for scenarios of anthropogenic climate change. For extra-tropical cyclones, the
Fourth IPCC Assessment Report notes the poleward shift in storm activity by several
degrees latitude in both hemispheres being a result emerging more consistently across
different climate models and studies. A tendency towards fewer, but more intense
mid-latitude cyclones, which was noted by earlier IPCC reports, is less emphasized.

When potential future changes in tropical cyclone statistics are discussed, there
remains substantial disagreement among different studies. A statement provided by
the tropical cyclone research community (WMO, 2006) notes that there is some
agreement among models and the theory that tropical cyclones may intensify when
the climate continues to warm. As a more robust result, however, a possible increase
in tropical cyclone precipitation is emphasized.

Expected changes in ocean wave heights broadly correspond to expected changes
in storm statistics. On a regional scale, changes in prevailing wind direction, fetches,
or the duration of storms may playa role. Changing sea ice conditions may also
modify fetch and may thus have an impact on wave statistics. As a consequence,
uncertainty in regional projections is considerable and larger ensembles are required
to provide a more consistent picture.

Mean sea level is expected to rise between about 18em and 59 em towards the end
of the 21st century. When the additional contribution from potentially reduced ice
sheet stability is accounted for, a range between 18cm and 79cm is provided by the
Fourth IPCC Assessment Report. These numbers are still debated in the scientific
literature. At the regional scale, a number of processes may lead to deviations from
the global figure. Examples are self-gravitational effects from shrinking ice sheets,
vertical land motion, or redistribution of mass by ocean circulation changes. There is
no general statement regarding global changes in storm surge statistics. At the re-
gional scale, these may change in correspondence to changes in local storm statistics.
Tidal changes may, on the time scales considered, arise from changes in the shape of
the coastline and/or water depth. Such changes may be caused naturally or by water
works and will have an impact only locally in very shallow regions. Mean sea level
rise may also change tidal dynamics. Again, the effect will be mostly visible in shallow
coastal areas and in estuaries.
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Appendices

A.I SCALE ANALYSIS

The concepts of scales and of scale analysis play a fundamental role in geoscience
(e.g., in meteorology or oceanography). The term scale generally refers to the typical
or characteristic dimensions of a process or phenomenon, such as the length or the
spatial scale of, for example, thunderstorms, or the time scale (i.e., the typical
duration or lifetime) of, for instance, mid-latitude cyclones. Scale analysis is a method
that makes use of the non-dimensional form of equations to determine which terms
are relevant for a particular phenomenon or for a situation, such that smaller terms
can be neglected (Glickman, 2000). The result of scale analysis is a simplified set of
equations that can be solved more easily.

The spectrum of motions in the atmosphere and oceans covers a wide range of
space and time scales. In the atmosphere, the types of motion range from small-scale
turbulence, local wind systems, synoptic scale motions within mid-latitude high-
pressure and low-pressure systems, to global atmospheric circulation. These different
types of motions are all governed by the same set of fundamental equations. Within
this set of equations, the different scales are, more or less strongly, coupled via
non-linear terms.

The types of motion can be characterized by their characteristic spatial extent
and their average lifetime T (i.e., their space and time scale). For spatial scales, a
separation is usually made between horizontal (L) and vertical scales (D) as well.
Table A.I presents some examples of atmospheric phenomena and their character-
istic space and time scales. According to their spatial scale, atmospheric motions are
often classified as small-scale, convective-scale, meso-scale, or large-scale motions
(Table A.2).

When a particular scale of motion is considered, it is appropriate to simplify
the governing equations and retain only those terms that are significant for descrip-
tion of the considered phenomenon. The technique to do so is called scale analysis
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Table A.I. Characteristic horizontal scales L, vertical scales D, and time
scales T of some types of atmospheric motion (after Pichler, 1997).

Type of motion L D T
(m) (m) (s)

Small-scale turbulence 10-2 ... 102 10-2 ... 102 1... 101

Cumulus convection 103 103 102

Cumulonimbus convection 104 104 103

Fronts, squall lines 105 104 104

Synoptic cyclones 106 104 105

Planetary waves 107 104 106

(e.g., Charney, 1948; Pichler, 1997; Holton, 1992). It provides objective criteria to
derive simplified equations that are appropriate for describing the problem consid-
ered. Some care is needed, however, since interaction among motions that have
different scales may occur.

The principal approach to carrying out scale analysis is the following (e.g.,
Jacobson, 1968; Pichler, 1997): given, in general, an equation of the form

The equation can formally be written as

LXiX; == 0,

(A.1.1)

(A.1.2)

where the Xi == magnf Y.) represent typical (expected) values of the magnitude of field
variables Xi; and the X; are dimensionless terms with magnitude one,' The ratio
between the magnitude of the different terms XiXj-

1 in (A.1.2) then represents a
measure on how important the different terms are relative to each other. Comparing
the different ratios allows identification of the relevant terms for the problem con-
sidered and simplifying the equations by removing those terms that have only little
influence.

In meteorology and oceanography specific names are used for some of these
ratios. For example, the ratio between the characteristic magnitudes of inertial and
Coriolis force is referred to as the Rossby number after the Swedish meteorologist
C. G. Rossby (1898-1957). A small Rossby number signifies a system that is strongly
affected by Coriolis forces, while a large Rossby number characterizes a system in
which inertial and centrifugal forces dominate. A small Rossby number is required
for geostrophic approximation to hold (Appendix A.2). For a more detailed descrip-

1magn(X~) ~ 1.
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Table A.2. Classification of atmo-
spheric motions according to their
horizontal scale L.

tion of scales and scale analysis we refer the
reader to existing textbooks such as Holton
(1992), Apel (1987), or Pichler (1997).

A.2 GEOSTROPHIC WIND

The geostrophic wind represents a fundamental
approximation in meteorology. It is fully deter-
mined by the atmospheric pressure field and
describes, in many cases, true wind conditions
at first approximation. For example, storm
indices based on geostrophic wind speeds are

frequently used to describe long-term variations in storm climate (e.g., Schmidt
and von Storch, 1993; Alexandersson et al., 1998; Matulla et a/., 2008) (see also
Section 4.3). To derive the geostrophic wind equation, we start with Newton's Second
Law of Motion which, in an inertial reference frame, can formally be expressed by

Scale L
(m)

Small scale < 103

Convective scale 103 ... 104

Meso scale 104 ... 106

Large scale > 106

(A.2.1)

where the left-hand side represents the rate of change of the three-dimensional
velocity vector v (acceleration); and the right-hand side represents the sum of all
forces per unit mass acting on an air parcel.

In the atmosphere, the fundamental forces acting on an air parcel in an inertial
reference frame are the pressure gradient force P, the gravitational force G, and the
frictional forces F. The right-hand side of (A.2.1) may thus be expressed as

L:fi == P + G + F, (A.2.2)

or, in more detail and with minor approximations for gravitational force, as

(A.2.3)
1L:fi == --V'p+gk+F,

i P

where P denotes air density; p is the three-dimensional pressure field; g is acceleration
due to gravity; and k represents a unit vector perpendicular to the Earth's surface.
For details on how to derive expressions for the fundamental forces in (A.2.3) we
refer the reader to existing textbooks, such as Holton (1992) or Pichler (1997).

Newton's Second Law as expressed in (A.2.3) is valid only in an inertial reference
frame. As the atmosphere and Earth are rotating, the governing equations are usually
expressed in a rotating (i.e., a non-inertial) reference frame. In such a reference frame,
additional forces due to the non-uniform relative motion of two reference frames
have to be accounted for. Such fictitious forces are usually called apparent or pseudo
forces. They are not the result of physical interactions, but merely result from
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acceleration of the non-inertial reference frame itself. In the atmosphere, the
significant pseudo-forces are the centrifugal and Coriolis forces.

Centrifugal force accounts for the effect rotation has on an object at rest in a
rotating reference frame. When the object is not at rest in the rotating reference
frame, an additional pseudo-force referred to as the Coriolis force emerges. As the
atmosphere and the oceans are not at rest relative to the rotating Earth, the Coriolis
force represents an important pseudo-force in meteorology and oceanography. Its
effect can be demonstrated by means of the following Gedankenexperiment': suppose
that the Earth's atmosphere is at rest relative to Earth's surface; that is, looked upon
from an inertial reference frame, the atmosphere is rotating at the same angular speed
as the solid Earth. In other words, each air parcel within the atmosphere is moving
eastward at speed w cos ¢a2

, where w is the Earth's angular speed of rotation, a is the
radius of the Earth, and ¢ represents latitude. Thus the eastward-traveling com-
ponent of each air parcel depends on latitude, with higher speeds occurring near
the Equator and lower speeds near the poles. Suppose now that an air parcel near the
Equator is set into poleward motion. As of now, it is no longer at rest within the
rotating reference frame. As the air parcel encounters higher latitudes, the air masses
present at these latitudes will have lower eastward velocities. Thus, the air parcel set
into poleward motion appears to become faster than its surroundings and, looked
upon from a rotating reference frame, the path of the air parcel appears to be
deflected relative to a straight line. The apparent or pseudo-force responsible for
this deflection is called the Coriolis force. The Coriolis force is perpendicular to the
velocity vector itself and can only change direction, but not the speed of the motion.

Taking pseudo-forces into account, the equation of motion (A.2.1) in a rotating
reference frame reads (Holton, 1992)

du uv tan ¢ uw 1 8p f I'-- +-==---+ v- w+Fxdt a a pax

dv + u
2

tan ¢ + uw = _!8p _ fu + F
dt a a pay Y

dw u2 + v2 1ap *-+--== ----g+f u+Fz,
dt a paz

where u, v, and w represent the zonal (eastward), meridional (northward), and vertical
(upward) velocity components; Fx , Fy , and F, denote the corresponding components
of the frictional force and

f == 2w sin ¢, }

f* == 2wcos ¢
(A.2.S)

are known as Coriolis parameters.
Applying scale analysis (see Appendix A.l) with characteristic values for

synoptic-scale motions in mid-latitudes (Table A.3) reveals that the magnitudes of

2 An experiment carried out in thought only.
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Table A.3. Characteristic scales for synoptic-scale motions at mid-latitudes.

Horizontal velocity scale U 10 m s:'

Vertical velocity scale V 10-2 ms- 1

Horizontal length scale L 106 m

Vertical length scale H 104 m

Scale of horizontal pressure fluctuations 8p/p 103 m2 S-2

Time scale L/U 105 s

the additional acceleration terms on the left-hand side of (A.2.4) are small compared
with all other terms in the equations. For synoptic-scale motions, (A.2.4) may hence
be reduced and expressed more conveniently as

dv · 1* if* I-d +kxfvh+ IW -ku ==--x\7p+kg+F,
t p

where Vh == [u, v, 0] denotes the horizontal wind vector.
Equation (A.2.6) may be reconsidered using the technique of scale analysis and

the arguments for synoptic scales at mid-latitudes. It appears that, as far as the
horizontal components of the equation are concerned, the Coriolis force k x f vh is
approximately in balance with the pressure gradient force and that the typical
magnitude of all other terms is at least one order of magnitude smaller. Equation
(A.2.6) can thus be reduced to

I
vg = k x pf \lp. (A.2.7)

Equation (A.2.7) is known as the geostrophic wind relation and we have introduced
the subscript g to denote the wind vector derived from the geostrophic approxima-
tion. The geostrophic wind relation represents a fundamental approximation in
meteorology. It states that there exists a diagnostic relation between atmospheric
pressure and the horizontal wind field and that the geostrophic wind vector can be
determined diagnostically from the pressure field without any additional information
on other variables. From (A.2.7) it can be further inferred that the geostrophic wind
speed is proportional to the atmospheric pressure gradient and that the geostrophic
wind direction is parallel to the isobars.

In many cases, the geostrophic wind represents a rather good approximation of
the true wind conditions for synoptic-scale motions away from the surface. To
demonstrate this, we apply the operation k x ... to both sides of (A.2.6):

dv (f) · 1* if* 1kx-+kx kx Vh -l-k x iw -kxku ==--kx\7p+kxkg+kxF.
~ p

(A.2.8)
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Rearranging (A.2.8) yields

k k dv k .
Vh = pi x '\lP+1 x dt -1 x F+jwcot¢. (A.2.9)

The first term on the right-hand side of (A.2.9) represents the geostrophic wind while
the other terms denote deviations from the geostrophic balance. They are caused by
individual acceleration (v~g), friction (v~g), and latitudinal effects (v~g). Hence the
horizontal wind vector may be expressed as

(A.2.10)

Scale analysis of (A.2.10) reveals that, for synoptic-scale motions and away from the
surface, the magnitude of the geostrophic wind is in the order of 101 ms- 1 while the
magnitudes of ageostrophic components vary between 100 m S-l and 10-2 m s:'.
Hence, the geostrophic wind accounts for about 80% to 90% of the horizontal wind
vector away from the surface (i.e., when friction is small). In other words, on synoptic
scales a very large fraction of horizontal wind in the free atmosphere is caused by
atmospheric pressure gradients and can be approximated well by the geostrophic
wind relation.

A.3 GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT AND PRESSURE AS
VERTICAL COORDINATES

Gravity g can be expressed in terms of a potential function cP called the geopotential

del> == g dz. (A.3.1 )

If the value of the geopotential is set to zero at mean sea level, then el>(z) represents the
work required to raise an air parcel of unit mass to height z from mean sea level.

Because of inhomogeneities in the solid Earth, gravity is not a constant but
depends on latitude ¢ and longitude A. Gravity also changes with height and in
consequence

g == g(¢, A, z). (A.3.2)

Meteorologists often prefer to replace g dz in (A.3.1) with gn dh

g dz == gn dh, (A.3.3)

where gn == 9.80665 m S-2 represents the global average of gravity at mean sea level;
and h is called the geopotential height. The unit of h is called the geopotential meter or
gpm. In other words, to move an air parcel within the Earth's gravity field over a
distance of I1h == 1gpm requires the same amount of work as to move it over a
vertical distance of 1 meter under average conditions

(A.3.4)

At the equator, g < gn and the vertical distance over which to move an air parcel for
1gpm is larger than 1 meter. Near the poles the situation is reversed.
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From the vertical component of the equation of motion (A.2.4) it can be inferred
that in the absence of atmospheric motions gravity is balanced exactly by the vertical
component of the pressure gradient force

8p
8z == -pg. (A.3.5)

Equation (A.3.5) is called the hydrostatic balance and represents a good approxima-
tion for large-scale atmospheric conditions. From (A.3.5) it follows that there exists a
single-valued monotonic relation between pressure and height. Any such single-
valued monotonic function of pressure or height may be used as an independent
vertical coordinate. In numerical models of atmospheric pressure, or pressure nor-
malized by surface pressure, they are often used. The latter are usually referred to as
a-coordinates with

and a == 1 at the surface.

A.4 THERMAL WIND

p(x, y, z, t)
a==-----

p(x, y, z == 0, t)
(A.3.6)

(A.4.1)

Using the definition of the geopotential (A.3.1), the geostrophic wind relation (A.2.7)
can be rewritten as

k
Vg =7 x v'/D,

where \7p <l> represents the gradient of the geopotential along surfaces of constant
pressure. Using the ideal gas law p == pRT with T being temperature and
R == 287 J kg- l K- 1 being the gas constant for dry air, the hydrostatic equation
(A.3.5) can be expressed as

8<1l RT

8p p
(A.4.2)

(A.4.4)

Differentiating (A.4.1) with respect to pressure and applying (A.4.2) yields an equa-
tion for the vertical shear of the geostrophic wind vector

8vg 8vg kR
P fJp = fJlnp = -1 x "VpT. (A.4.3)

As shear only depends on the temperature gradient along surfaces of constant
pressure, (A.4.3) is called the thermal wind equation and the shear of the geostrophic
wind is referred to as the thermal wind

kR
Vth = -T x "VpT.

The thermal wind equation provides a valuable diagnostic tool to check analyses
of observed wind and temperature fields. The thermal wind is directed parallel to the
isotherms with warm air to the right and cold air to the left if one looks into the
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direction the thermal wind is blowing. The thermal wind equation can thus be used to
estimate temperature advection even from a single vertical wind profile or sounding.
When the geostrophic wind turns counterclockwise with height, the advection of cold
air can be inferred and vice versa.

A.5 LIST OF SYMBOLS

Only principal symbols are listed. Symbols formed by adding primes, overbars, etc.
are not listed. Boldface type indicates vector quantities. Some symbols are used to
represent more than one variable in order to maintain traditional usage. Where
symbols have more than one meaning, this is indicated in the text.

a
{3
Cd

1]

f
F
¢
<I>

g
GP
H
h

w
p
q
R
RF
p
s
S

Mean radius of the Earth (6,370 km)
Variation of Coriolis parameter f with latitude
Drag coefficient
Absolute vorticity
Coriolis parameter (2wsin ¢)
Wave spectrum
Latitude
Geopotential
Gravitational acceleration (9.806 m s-2)
Genesis potential index
Significant wave height
(1) Individual wave height
(2) Sea surface elevation
(3) Depth, height, or layer thickness
Horizontal eddy viscosity
Vertical eddy viscosity
(1) Unit vector perpendicular to the Earth's surface
(2) Wavenumber vector
Longitude
Vector gradient operator
Divergence operator
Frequency
Pressure
Specific humidity
Gas constant for air (287 Jkg- l K-1

)

Relative humidity
Density
Surge height
Salinity
Standard deviation
(1) Time
(2) Tidal component of sea surface height



T
8
U

UIO

U

V

vg

Vth

z
(
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Temperature
Directional spectrum
Zonal velocity component
Wind speed at 10m height
Velocity vector
Meridional velocity component
Geostrophic wind vector
Thermal wind vector
Vertical coordinate
Relative vorticity
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accumulated cyclone energy (ACE), 174
added value, 95, 146-149
analysis, 121, 129
apparent forces, 207-208
attribution, 152-154

barocline, 27, 28
barotrop, 27, 28
Big Brother Experiment, 93

climate
definition of, 1-3
feedback of regional on planetary, 20-22
interplay between scales, 16-18
regional controlled by planetary, 18-20

climate change scenarios, see scenarios
climate models, 82-83

global, 87-90
regional, see regional climate models

climate system, 3-4
climate variability, 12-22

externally forced, 12-16
internally driven, 12-16
stochastic climate model, see stochastic

climate model
consensus, see scientific consensus
consistent data sets, 121
Coriolis force, see pseudo forces

data quality, problems, 114-123

detection, 152-153
fingerprints, 154
trends, 154-156

detection and attribution, 16, 151-156
diagnostic variables, 84-85
discretization

finite differences, 85
spectral approach, 86

downscaling, 18, 144-149
added value, 146-149
dynamical, 91, 145
statistical, 146
statistical-dynamical, 146

Ekman transport, 37, 62
equations

Navier-Stokes, 103
geostrophic wind, 209
horizontal wind, 210
hydrostatic balance, 211
primitive equations, 83
shallow water, 105-106
thermal wind, 211
wave action density balance, 99
wave energy, 98
wave height, fully developed sea, 46
wave period, fully developed sea, 46

ERA-40 reanalysis, 140
exceedance probability, 50
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extra-tropical cyclones, see mid-latitude
storms

extra-tropical storms, see mid-latitude
storms

extreme sea levels, see storm surges

fair weather bias, 181
Ferrel cell, see general circulation
freak waves, see rogue waves
friction velocity, 100
future changes

mean sea level, 189-191
mid-latitude storms, 171-173

mechanisms, 171
sea state, 184-186
storm surges, 193-194
storm tracks, 171-173

mechanisms, 171
tides, 194-195
tropical cyclones, 176-1 79

approaches for analysis, 177-178
wind waves, 184-186

general circulation
atmosphere, 4-8, 28, 29

Ferrel cell, 7
Hadley cell, 7
intertropical convergence zone, 7
mean westwind circulation, 28, 29
mid-latitude storms, 29, 31
planetary waves, 28, 29
Rossby waves, 31
storm track, 32
zonal mean flow, 28, 29

oceans, 812
density-driven circulation, 11-12
meridional overturning circulation, 8,

11-12
thermohaline circulation, 8, 11-12
western boundary currents, 9
wind-driven circulation, 9-11

general circulation models, 83-87
genesis potential index (GP), 38, 178
geopotential height, 210-211
geopotential meter, 210
geostrophic wind, 207-210
gravity waves, see sea state

Hadley cell, see general circulation

heat transport, see meridional heat
transport

Heney forcing, see nudging
hindcast, see reconstructions
homogeneity, 115-118

changing data availability, 118-120
creeping inhomogeneity, 117-118
sudden inhomogeneity, 116-117

horizontal wind vector, 207-210
hydrostatic balance, 211

ICOADS data, 123
inhomogeneity, see homogeneity
intertropical convergence zone, see general

circulation

Mann-Kendall test, 154
marine climate, see climate
maximum potential intensity, 177
mean sea level, 69-71

atmospheric pressure loading, 191
budget, 189
eustatic changes, 70
future changes, 189-191
isostatic adjustment, 70
isostatic changes, 70
past changes, 187-189
regional changes, 190-191
self-gravitational effects, 190
steric changes, 70
tectonic movements, 70
thermal expansion, 70

meridional heat transport, 3, 12
meridional overturning circulation, see

general circulation
mid-latitude cyclones, see mid-latitude

storms
mid-latitude storms, 27-35

examples, 33-35
Baltic Sea 2005 (Gudrun), 33
North America 1993, 33
North Sea 1953, 33
North Sea 1962, 33
Perfect or Halloween Storm, 34



future changes, 171-173
mechanisms, 171

past changes, 166-170
models, 77

climate, see climate models
cognitive, 79
constructive use of, 78, 79
general cicrulation, see general circulation

models
purpose of, 78
quasi-realistic, 78-82
resolution and grid size, 86
tide-surge, see tide-surge models
validation, 78
validation vs. verification, 80
wave, see wave models

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, 135-140

parameterizations, 22, 78, 86
drag coefficient, 105

past changes
mean sea level, 187-189
mid-latitude storms, 166-170
sea state, 180-184
storm surges, 192-193
storm tracks, 166-170
tides, 194-195
tropical cyclones, 173-176
wind waves, 180-184

percentiles, 19
polar lows, 72
power dissipation index (PDI), 175
pressure as vertical coordinate, 210-211
primitive equations, 83
prognostic variables, 84-85
projections, see scenarios
proxy data, 124-129

storm activity, 124, 169
geostrophic wind, 124-126
multi-station indices, 124-126
single-station indices, 126-127
water level indices, 127-129

pseudo forces, 207-208

reanalysis, 130, 166, 167
ERA-15, 90, 140
ERA-40, 89, 140
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extra-tropical cyclones, 132
global, 129-142
JRA-25, 140
NCEP, 90, 135-140
output variables, categories, 136
regional, see regional reanalysis
trends derived from, 130-135

reconstructions, 81, 142-143, 181
regional climate models, 90-96

added value, 95-96, 146-149
Big Brother Experiment, 93
downscaling, see downscaling
intermittent divergence, 93
nudging, 91
spectral nudging, 94-95
sponge zone, 91

regional reanalysis, 142-144
CaRDI0, 143
coastDat, 144
NARR, 143
reconstructions, 142-143

regional sea level changes, 190-191
atmospheric pressure loading, 191
self-gravitational effects, 190

regionalization techniques, see downscaling
rogue waves, 51-57

detected from SAR, 55
Draupner platform, 54
examples, 52
mechanisms, 55-57
New Year Wave, 54

Rossby number, 206
Rossby waves, 29, 31

scale analysis, 205-207
scales, 205-207

atmospheric motions, 206
spatial scale, 205
synoptic-scale motions, 209
time scale, 3, 205

scenarios, 81, 149-151
scientific consensus, 165
sea breeze, 19
sea level, see mean sea level
sea level budget, 189
sea state, 96

dispersion relation, 97
duration, 45
fetch, 45
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sea state (cont.)
freak waves, see rogue waves
fully developed, 45, 101
future changes, 184-186
gravity waves, 97
models of, see wave models
past changes, 180-184
peak frequency, 103
peak period, 103
Rayleigh distribution, 49-51
rogue waves, see rogue waves
significant wave height, see significant

wave height
swell, 46,47

TmOl period, 103
Tm02 period, 103
wave spectrum, see wave spectrum
wind sea, 46
wind waves, see wind waves
zero-downcrossing period, 103

significant wave height, 49, 50, 102
fully developed sea, 46

spectral nudging, 94
stochastic climate model, 13-16
storm surges, 57-66

examples, 62-66
Baltic Sea, 64-66
Baltic Sea 1872, 65
Baltic Sea 2005, 65
North Sea, 62-64
North Sea 1962, 64

external, 59, 63
future changes, 193-194
inverse barometric effect, 60-62
past changes, 192-193
response to wind forcing, 62
tide-surge interaction, 64

storm track, 27-35
future changes, 171-173

mechanisms, 171
past changes, 166-170

sustained wind speed, 35
swell, 46, 47

thermal wind, 211-212
thermocline, 11

thermohaline circulation, see general
circulation

tide-surge interaction, 64
tide-surge models, 103-106

performance, 106
tides, 66-69

amphidromic points, 68
diurnal, 67
future changes, 194-195
harmonic analysis, 68
long-term components, 67
past changes, 194195
semidiurnal, 67
spring-neap cycle, 67
tidal resonance, 68
tide-surge interaction, 64

tropical cyclones, 3544
accumulated cyclone energy (ACE), 174
best track data, 122
classification, 35
conditions for formation, 36-38
distribution, 36
examples, 39-44

Denise, 42
Hyacinthe, 42
Irma, 42
Kate, 39,42
Katrina, 39, 42
Tracy, 41
Wilma, 40

future changes, 176-179
approaches for analysis, 177-178

genesis potential index (GP), 38, 178
maximum potential intensity, 177
past changes, 173-176
power dissipation index (PDI), 175
structure, 38-39
sustained wind speed, 35
wind shear, 37, 38, 178

tropical storms, see tropical cyclones

uncertainty, in climate change studies,
165-166

validation, see models
variables, prognostic and diagnostic, 84-85
voluntary observing ships, 123, 181

fair weather bias, 181



wave action density, 98
wave energy

action density, 98
wave energy, conservation of, 98-102

dissipation, 100
wave-wave interaction, 100
wind input, 99

wave models, 96-103
first and second generation, 101
third generation, 101

wave spectrum, 96-98
directional spectrum, 98
energy spectrum, 98
frequency direction spectrum, 98
frequency spectrum, 98
power spectrum, 98
two-dimensional wavenumber spectrum,

97
variance spectrum, 98
wavenumber direction spectrum, 97

weather analyses, 121-123
western boundary currents, see general

circulation
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wind sea, 46
wind waves, 44-57

capillary waves, 44
cross sea, 47
duration, 45
fair weather bias, 181
fetch, 45
freak waves, see rogue waves
fully developed, 45, 101
future changes, 184-186
generation, 44-48

duration limited, 46
fetch limited, 46

gravity waves, 44, 97
past changes, 180-184
phase speed, smallest possible, 44
rogue waves, see rogue waves
shoaling, 47
significant wave height, see significant

wave height
swell, 46, 47
voluntary observing ships, 181
wind sea, 46
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